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Foreword:  
Witnessing an Arctic Renaissance

Mead Treadwell, Lieutenant Governor, State of Alaska

Long famed for its inaccessibility, the Arctic Ocean is rapidly becoming ac-
cessible – with a rising tide of trade, commerce and resource development 
fostered by unprecedented seasonal sea ice retreats.1

For Arctic states across the globe, the accessible Arctic Ocean presents op-
portunities of a lifetime. Consider the following: The U.S. Geological Survey 
estimates that 13 per cent of the world’s undiscovered oil and 23 per cent of 
its undiscovered gas will be found in the Arctic, and six of the eight Arctic 
nations are already engaging in offshore energy exploration. Sea ice retreat 
has beckoned major new shipping in the North, and Russia will have sent as 
many as eighteen vessels via the Northern Sea Route in 2011 – including a 
giant gas condensate tanker, which transited the route in a record eight days.

The Arctic’s energy resources, minerals, tourism, and shipping potential 
make this increasingly accessible region a classic emerging market. Billions 
of public and private dollars will be invested in its development. New infra-
structure will increase our physical access to the Arctic, and commercial 
expansion will follow.

We are witnessing an exciting Arctic renaissance. Just as the International 
Polar Year 2007–9 revealed that the Arctic is not static but is constantly 
changing, Arctic borders are likewise on the move. Lingering border dis-
putes, issues regarding new territory, and implementation of the Law of the 
Sea Treaty are among the sovereign challenges we’re working to resolve in 
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the region. Among Arctic neighbors, it’s an ongoing balancing act between 
competition and cooperation.

But I’m most excited about the cooperation. Through my participation in 
meetings of the U.S. Arctic Research Commission, the Russian Geographical 
Society, the Northern Forum, the Northern Research Forum, the Arctic 
Council and its predecessor, the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy 
– whose record of circumpolar cooperation has spanned twenty years and 
counting – I’ve been privileged to see us build a real neighborhood at the top 
of the world.

The Arctic needs outside partners who share our vision of opportunity 
and respect for the people and critters that have always lived here. The best 
partners favor cooperation, transparency, and respect as we engage in the 
rulemaking and resource development of our region, and they bring science 
and investment to the table. One cooperative effort that I’m especially proud of 
is the Arctic Council’s Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment (AMSA) – which 
the U.S. Arctic Research Commission sponsored during my chairmanship, 
and, in which – for the first time – eight Arctic nations gathered to discuss 
cooperation on safe shipping their region. As a result, further cooperation 
is taking place among Arctic partners on multiple fronts to implement the 
recommendations of AMSA:

 • A historic search and rescue agreement was signed at the 
7th Annual Arctic Council Ministerial in Nuuk, Greenland, 
in May 2011, and the first implementation meeting was a 
Canadian-led search and rescue exercise that took place just 
several months following. Such exercises expose our defi-
ciencies in equipment, mapping, ice forecasting, ports and 
other aids to navigation, and help our militaries and civil 
responders “play well” together.

 • Arctic partners have advocated that the International 
Maritime Organization adopt a mandatory polar code to set 
minimum standards for ships operating in polar waters.

 • The Arctic Council is negotiating an international agree-
ment on Arctic marine oil pollution and response.

 • Joint discussions on the development and upgrades of com-
mon Arctic security infrastructure – including deep-water 
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ports, vessel-tracking systems, Polar-class icebreakers, 
telecommunications, and high-resolution mapping and ice 
imagery – are underway.

Let us hope that these developments lead to the kind of coordinated invest-
ment that is the hallmark of the St. Lawrence Seaway system – a model estab-
lished between the United States and Canada for that shared waterway on our 
common border.

Diligent scientific monitoring has been the keystone of Arctic cooperation 
and negotiation so far. The Arctic Council’s sponsorship of a Sustained Arctic 
Observing Network (SAON) is another deliverable of our successful coop-
eration, and the best International Polar Year legacy we can leave behind. If 
we do SAON right, our research will support sustainable Arctic energy; safe, 
secure, and reliable shipping; successful search and rescue operations; more 
advanced oil-spill prevention and response techniques; better knowledge of 
how to protect and manage our species populations in the region; and in-
creased data for modeling to produce more accurate and timely forecasts. All 
told, it will help us predict changing climate conditions, guard against ocean 
acidification, and monitor moving fish stocks and changing populations of 
seals, walrus, polar bear and birdlife.

Over the next few years, we must see even more cooperation across the 
Arctic neighborhood. The following chapters make clear that an understand-
ing of energy, shipping, sovereignty, and climate are key to our successful 
collaboration.

Note

 1  On September 16, 2012, Arctic sea ice 
extent fell to a record low of 1.32 million 
square miles. As National Snow and Ice 
Data Center (NSIDC) director Mark 
Serreze observed: “While lots of people talk 
about opening of the Northwest Passage 
through the Canadian Arctic islands and 
the Northern Sea Route along the Russian 

coast, twenty years from now in August 
you might be able to take a ship right 
across the Arctic Ocean.” National Snow 
and Ice Data Center, “Press Release: Arctic 
sea ice reaches lowest extent for the year 
and the satellite record,” September 19, 
2012, http://nsidc.org/news/press/2012_
seaiceminimum.html.
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1. The Fast-Changing  
Maritime Arctic1

Lawson W. Brigham

The maritime Arctic continues to experience a steady pace of development 
and expansion of marine operations. In recent times, a record number of 
vessels have transited the Northwest Passage, and several milestone opera-
tions have occurred in the Russian Arctic. Affecting all commercial and naval 
operations, and of particular importance to planners of future ventures, is 
the recently observed decline of the Arctic Ocean’s sea-ice cover, as well as 
its year-to-year variability. While this historic retreat and climate-change 
impacts on the Arctic received global attention, the realities of the region’s 
natural-resource development and greater commercial use have gained high-
er profiles in political discussions.

Sea Ice Changes

NASA researchers and the National Snow and Ice Data Center, University of 
Colorado at Boulder, reported that the area of the Arctic Ocean covered by 
sea ice on September 12, 2009, was the third lowest since satellite measure-
ments began in 1979. While this area was larger than the record minimum 
coverage observed in 2007 and the minimum area for 2008, it represents one 
of the smallest areas on record. Arctic sea-ice coverage has declined by nearly 
12 per cent each of the past three decades, for a remarkable total decrease of 
34 per cent.2
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Despite this extraordinary change in coverage and observed thinning of 
sea ice (estimated from recent satellite measurements compared with declas-
sified sonar measurements from U.S. Navy submarines), much of the Arctic 
Ocean today remains fully or partially ice-covered for most of the year. This 
is a significant factor when considering new regulatory requirements for po-
lar-class ships and potential operational restrictions for non-icecapable naval 
and commercial ships.

Much speculation has also continued about what year the entire Arctic 
Ocean might be essentially ice-free for a short period in summer. It is 
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plausible that this could happen by 2030, according to recent simulations of 
sea-ice models driven by global climate change. From a practical maritime 
perspective, the significance of this physical change in the Arctic Ocean will 
be the disappearance of multiyear ice, ice that survives the summer melt for 
one year or longer. It is this older sea ice that is more difficult to break, and its 
presence makes it more challenging to operate in the Arctic offshore. Its po-
tential disappearance could in future decades make this ocean significantly 
more navigable.

Increasing Activity

During August and September 2009, two German merchant ships, the heavy-
lift vessels Beluga Fraternity and Beluga Foresight, sailed from Ulsan, Korea, 
to the Atlantic Ocean along the northern coast of Eurasia. The voyages cap-
tured global media attention and represent a significant new maritime link-
age of Asian suppliers to the Russian Arctic. The primary task of the two 
ice-strengthened ships (built in 2008) was to deliver forty-four heavy plant 
modules to barges on the Ob River in western Siberia; additional cargo was 
reported to have been carried in October from Archangel, on the White Sea, 
to Nigeria.3

Along the Northern Sea Route, defined in Russian law as the sailing 
routes between Bering Strait west to Kara Gate at the southern end of Novaya 
Zemlya, ice conditions were very light. However, convoy escort was still pro-
vided by the Russian nuclear-powered icebreakers 50 Let Pobedy and Rossiya. 
Significantly, details of the fees paid for the icebreaker escort services and 
Russian pilots were not reported. Earlier in the summer, the 50 Let Pobedy 
carried tourists on two voyages to the North Pole.

Sweden’s non-nuclear-powered icebreaker Oden, on a scientific voyage, 
also reached the Pole on August 23, its sixth visit there since 1991. The ship 
conducted scientific operations north of Greenland along the Lomonosov 
Ridge, July 31 though September 10, for the Danish Continental Shelf Project 
and the Swedish Polar Research Secretariat.

Two year-round Arctic marine transportation systems were fully oper-
ational during 2009 in the Barents and Kara seas. Three icebreaking tank-
ers operated by Sovcomflot shuttled oil from the offshore Varendey termi-
nal in the Pechora Sea to Murmansk. A five-ship fleet of new icebreaking 
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containerships carried nickel plates from the port of Dudinka on the Yenisey 
River (it services the mining and smelting complex in Norilsk) to Murmansk, 
an operation that has been year-round for three decades. The commercial ice-
breaking ships used in both of these systems are designed to operate without 
icebreaker escort. The year 2009 also marked the fiftieth anniversary of the 
operation of the first nuclear-powered surface ship, Russia’s icebreaker Lenin, 
now a museum ship in Murmansk.

In the Canadian Arctic, thirteen vessels – eleven yachts and two ice- 
strengthened tour ships, the Bahamian-flagged Bremen and Hanseatic – sailed 
the routes of the Northwest Passage in east and west directions between the 
Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Of the 135 full transits of the various routes of the 
Passage since Roald Amundsen’s historic voyage in 1903–6 (60 voyages since 
2000), the thirteen vessels represent the highest number of full transits in a 
single summer season.4

Fig. 2. Projected Sea-Ice Extent from 2004 Arctic Climate Impact Assessment. 
In 2004, the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment projected that year-round 
sea ice could disappear by century’s end. Some experts now believe this could 
happen as early as 2030, if not sooner, making the Arctic Ocean significantly 
more navigable. (Source: Arctic Climate Impact Assessment.)

2011–2030
September
2041–2060 2071–2090
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Three notable scientific expeditions were conducted in the central Arctic 
Ocean, two of which were primarily related to gathering data to support 
the extended continental shelf claims of several Arctic nations. The Oden’s 
voyage for Denmark and Sweden is described previously. Additionally, the 
U.S.–Canada Arctic Continental Shelf Survey was conducted August 7 to 
September 16, 2009, using the U.S. Coast Guard icebreaker Healy (WAGB-20) 
and Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker Louis S. St-Laurent, operating in and 
near Canada Basin within the central Arctic Ocean.

And the Russian research vessel Professor Khromov was used to sup-
port a joint Russia–U.S. expedition named the Russian–American Long-term 
Census of the Arctic. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
and Russian Academy of Sciences team collected oceanographic data and 
conducted biological surveys in the East Siberian and Chukchi seas as far 
north as 70 degrees. The bilateral nature of these three operations in the 
Arctic Ocean shows the levels of successful international collaboration that 
can be achieved today in Arctic science and affairs.

Agreements and Cooperation

At the April 29, 2009, Arctic Council Ministerial Meeting in Tromsö, Norway, 
the Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment 2009 Report (AMSA) was approved 
and released. This comprehensive study outlines a framework for protecting 
the region’s people and marine environment. Led by Canada, Finland, and 
the United States since 2005 under the council’s working group on Protection 
of the Arctic Marine Environment, AMSA focuses on marine safety and en-
vironmental protection.

The assessment can now be considered a baseline (relying on a historic 
snapshot of Arctic marine activity collected for 2004), a strategic guide for 
many stakeholders involved in future uses of this ocean, and a policy docu-
ment of the Arctic Council. The report was negotiated and represents a con-
sensus document of the eight Arctic states. AMSA reaffirms the Arctic state 
view that the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) re-
mains the legal framework that influences and guides current and future gov-
ernance of the Arctic Ocean. AMSA also acknowledges that the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) is the lead and appropriate UN body that can 
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        Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment 2009 Report,  
        Selected Recommendations

 • Develop a comprehensive, multination Arctic SAR 
agreement.

 • Update and mandatorily apply relevant parts of IMO’s 
Guidelines for Ships Operating in Arctic Ice-Covered 
Waters.

 • Augment global IMO ship safety and pollution prevention 
conventions with specific mandatory Arctic requirements or 
other provisions for ship construction, design, equipment, 
crewing, training, and operations.

 • Explore the possible harmonization of Arctic marine ship-
ping regulatory regimes, including measures to protect the 
central Arctic Ocean, consistent with UNCLOS.

 • Consider surveys of indigenous Arctic marine use.

 • Identify areas of heightened ecological and cultural signifi-
cance, and explore the need for specially designated marine 
areas for environmental protection.

 • Increase cooperation in oil spill prevention and continue to 
develop circumpolar pollution response capabilities.

 • Continue to develop a comprehensive marine traffic aware-
ness system to improve monitoring and tracking of marine 
activity, enhance data sharing in near real-time, and aug-
ment vessel management services.

 • Engage Arctic states with relevant international organiza-
tions to further assess the effects on marine mammals of 
ship noise, disturbance, and ship strikes in Arctic waters.

 • Invest in hydrographic, meteorological, and oceanographic 
data in support of safe navigation and voyage planning in 
Arctic waters in Ilulissat, where a declaration was signed 
reaffirming the importance of UNCLOS as the legal frame-
work for addressing issues in the Arctic Ocean.
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focus on marine-safety and environmental-protection measures for the glob-
al maritime industry, including operations in the Arctic.

The study also, importantly, included the concerns and perspectives of 
the region’s indigenous residents. One of the key AMSA findings noted as a 
serious concern was the lack of basic marine infrastructure in the Arctic (such 
as charts, communications, search and rescue, ports, salvage, environmental 
response, and more), except for the Norwegian coast and coastal northwest 
Russia. A number of the AMSA recommendations (see box) show the breadth 
of issues addressed by this study and its clear message by the Arctic Council 
to the global community.

The council also approved formation of a task force to address the devel-
opment of an Arctic search and rescue agreement. The U.S. Coast Guard and 
Department of State hosted the first meeting of this task force in December 
2009 to begin the process. During the year, IMO held significant discussions 
on Arctic marine safety. The organization developed a plan for ship-construc-
tion standards and ice-navigator qualifications to be implemented as early as 
2014. The Swedish shipping company Rederi AB TransAtlantic formed an 
International Ice Advisory Board, a group of ice-navigation experts, to fa-
cilitate the dialogue and dissemination of operation information to global 
maritime interests. Meetings of the Ice Board have been held in Lulea and 
Kalmar, two of Sweden’s coastal cities.

Diplomacy and Strategic Interests

Canada has received media attention recently for publishing new rules regu-
lating domestic and foreign ship traffic in Arctic waters. The plan calls for a 
new Northern Canada Vessel Traffic Services Zone that would require regis-
tration of ships 300 tons or greater, tugs with a two-ship tonnage of 500 tons 
or more, and any vessel carrying dangerous goods or potential pollutants.

The announcement of the new regulations noted that the rules were 
“consistent with international law regarding ice-covered areas,” in reference 
to Arctic 234 of UNCLOS. This allows coastal states to adopt and enforce 
non-discriminatory regulations for the prevention, reduction, and control of 
marine pollution in ice-covered waters within the exclusive economic zone.

There have been few reports on the status of Canada’s planned army train-
ing center in Resolute and refurbishment of a deepwater port in Nanisivik. 
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Both Arctic facilities were announced in August 2007 by Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper as measures to boost Canada’s sovereignty in the region. The 
Arctic/Offshore Patrol Ship project (six to eight ice-capable, armed patrol 
ships), announced in 2007, continues with a planned first ship delivery in 
2014.

Canada also held a second ministerial meeting of the five Arctic Ocean 
coastal states (Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia, and the United States, 
which border the Arctic Ocean) on March 29, 2010. Discussions were held 
on the need for deepening cooperation as seabed claims are submitted, and 
the importance of addressing the many challenges of greater Arctic Ocean 
accessibility.5 Concern was expressed outside and within the group that miss-
ing from the meeting were Iceland, Finland, Sweden, and representatives of 
the Arctic’s indigenous peoples. Denmark had hosted the first meeting of this 
group in May 2008.

In October 2009, the United States took action in closing off more than 
150,000 square nautical miles of U.S. Arctic waters (north of Bering Strait 
in the Chukchi and Beaufort seas) to commercial fishing. U.S. Commerce 
Secretary Gary Locke, who has authority over North Pacific Fisheries 
Management Council decisions, noted that this was a precautionary mea-
sure pending further study of the region, which is undergoing significant 
Arctic environmental change.6 One of the diplomatic complications of this 
closure is that among the areas in which the United States suspended fishing 
is the disputed zone in the Beaufort Sea, which is on the border with Canada. 
In November 2009 Vice Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Jonathan W. 
Greenert released to the public a U.S. Navy Arctic Roadmap, a thirty-three-
page strategic plan developed by the Navy’s Task Force Climate Change and 
led by Oceanographer of the Navy Rear Admiral David Titley. This roadmap 
notes the changing Arctic environment and focuses on several objectives, 
including the development of strong cooperative partnerships, assessing fleet 
readiness and mission requirements, and improving environmental predic-
tion in the region.

Soon after this Navy initiative, Senator Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) and 
Congressman Don Young (R-AK) submitted bills to study the possibility of 
building a deepwater port in the U.S. Arctic. Issues to be assessed include the 
location and strategic capabilities for such a port. Replacement of the aging 
Polar-class icebreakers and continued lack of coastal icebreaking assets in the 
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U.S Arctic remain challenging tasks, given the ongoing replacement of U.S. 
Coast Guard cutters and aircraft in the lengthy Deepwater program.

The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute’s March 2010 re-
lease of a report titled China Prepares for an Ice-free Arctic received global 
media attention. This report reviews China’s expanding polar research ca-
pabilities, describes its commercial interests in summertime trans-Arctic 
voyages, and comments on the nation’s diverse views on engagement with the 
Arctic states.7 Many others see China’s real interests in terms of access to the 
region’s immense natural-resource wealth.

The Arctic has been a strategic waterway for submarines during the past 
half-century, a legacy that continues. In March 2009 an ice exercise was held 
in the central Arctic Ocean involving the USS Annapolis (SSN-760) and USS 
Helena (SSN-725). Less well known is the number of surface ships that have 
voyaged to the North Pole and crossed the Arctic Ocean.

There have been eighty icebreaker voyages to the North Pole during 
1977–2009, twenty in support of science and the remaining sixty for marine 
tourism on board Russian icebreakers. Icebreakers from Sweden, Germany, 
the United States, Canada, and Norway have also reached the North Pole. 
Only one was not conducted during the summer season, when the sea ice is at 
its minimal extent and thickness. The voyages’ dates indicate a short summer 
navigation season of ten weeks (July through mid-September).

The first surface ship to reach the North Pole was the Soviet nuclear-pow-
ered icebreaker Arktika on August 17, 1977. The ship sailed along a track from 
Murmansk east to the Laptev Sea and then north to the Pole. She returned 
on a direct route to homeport. The distance covered was 3,852 nautical miles, 
sailed in fourteen days at a remarkable speed of 11.5 knots.8

The Soviet icebreaker Sibir reached the North Pole on May 25, 1987, 
navigating in near-maximum thickness of Arctic sea ice. This ship rescued 
personnel from the Soviet North Pole Drift Station 27 and also established the 
new Drift Station 29 in the northern Laptev Sea, during a demanding voyage 
in the central Arctic Ocean from May 8 to June 19, 1987.9

Seven of the voyages that reached the North Pole were also trans-Arc-
tic, or complete crossings of the ocean for tourism and scientific research: 
In August 1991, the Soviet nuclear icebreaker Sovetskiy Soyuz carried tour-
ists across the central Arctic Ocean. During July and August, 1994, the 
Canadian Coast Guard’s Louis S. St-Laurent and U.S. Coast Guard’s Polar 
Sea (WAGB-11) conducted the first scientific transect of the Arctic Ocean by 
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surface ship. The icebreakers sailed from Bering Strait to the North Pole and 
out of the Arctic through Fram Strait (between Greenland and Svalbard), a 
voyage of some 2,200 nautical miles directly across the central Arctic Ocean. 
The Russian nuclear-powered icebreaker Yamal sailed on two trans-Arctic 
voyages with tourists during the summer of 1996. And a second scientific 
transect of the Arctic Ocean by icebreaker was accomplished in summer 2005 
by Sweden’s Oden and the U.S. Coast Guard’s Healy.

These trans-Arctic voyages indicate that marine access throughout the 
entire Arctic Ocean in summer has been achieved by highly capable nuclear- 
and non-nuclear-powered polar icebreakers.

Continuing Operations

Shell Oil should gain approval to conduct drilling on its lease sites on the 
seabed of the Chukchi Sea, off northwest Alaska. Operations during summer 
2012 in this relatively remote region will require a sizable fleet of on-scene 
icebreakers and support vessels. Cairn Energy, which commenced drilling off 
Greenland’s west coast near Disko Island in 2010 and 2011, is poised to drill 
again in 2012. A 60,000-ton drillship, the UK-flag Stena Forth, was chartered 
to conduct these challenging offshore operations. Built in Korea, the ship 
and an ice-management team of icebreakers have contended with drifting 
icebergs in this operational area of Baffin Bay.10 Finding substantial oil or gas 
at one or both of the lease sites will generate significant international interest 
and potential Arctic investment.

In addition to offshore drilling, experimental voyages along Russia’s 
Northern Sea Route will continue during summer 2012. Sovcomflot, Russia’s 
largest shipping company, has indicated plans for 2012 to conduct continued 
experimental voyages of an oil tanker sailing from the Varendey offshore 
terminal east along the Northern Sea Route to Asia.11 One of Sovcomflot’s 
70,000-deadweight-ton shuttle tankers normally carrying oil to Murmansk 
will be used for these international voyages.12 Trial voyages of liquid natural 
gas ships from western Siberia to Asia may also occur.

The technical and operational challenges posed by these voyages have 
been known for some time and largely overcome in recent years. However, 
what remains unclear is the overall economic viability of such Arctic voyages, 
given the costs of icebreaker escort, whether necessary for passage or not, as 
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well as other service fees along the route. These voyages are primary exam-
ples of future linkages of Russian Arctic natural resources to global markets. 
Further, this flurry of marine activity is indicative of continued investment 
in Arctic marine operations despite the current global economic situation.

Globalization, climate change, and geopolitics continue to shape the fu-
ture of the maritime Arctic. International bodies such as the Arctic Council 
and International Maritime Organization have awakened to the urgent need 
to protect Arctic people and the marine environment. They must also ad-
dress the key issue of inadequate marine infrastructure in much of the region. 
Many wildcard issues remain to play out, such as the future of Greenland, 
strategic interests of new stakeholders, future oil and gas discoveries, the 
plausible loss of multiyear Arctic sea ice, emerging seasonal shipping routes, 
and much more. Nevertheless, one thing is certain: The Arctic Ocean will be 
a busier and more complex place.

U.S. Coast Guard Must Enhance its Polar Roles in a 
Fast-Changing Arctic13

The U.S. Coast Guard led the U.S. delegation during the negotiations of new 
Arctic search-and-rescue (SAR) agreement among the eight Arctic states that 
was signed in May 2011. Coast Guard experts have also been members of 
delegations addressing Antarctic SAR and tourism. These are excellent and 
appropriate initiatives, given the service’s federal responsibilities in maritime 
SAR and safety in both polar regions.

But the timely actions are not enough. The Coast Guard must be more 
proactive and engaged to ensure that our many polar maritime interests are 
given proper attention. Importantly, what needs to be accomplished does 
not need to be directly linked to the justification and acquisition of polar 
icebreakers. The following modest plan would energize and enhance the ser-
vice’s key roles in polar affairs:

 • Arctic Council Involvement: The Coast Guard must be a 
regular member of the U.S. delegation to the Arctic Council 
to provide broad maritime expertise. This intergovernmen-
tal forum is an evolving policy body that will continue to 
address emerging marine issues.
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 • Arctic Emergencies Forum: The Coast Guard should assume 
the role of U.S. representative to the Arctic Council’s 
working group on Emergency Prevention, Preparedness, 
and Response, now chaired by the United States. Officials 
at the Department of Energy staff both the chair and a lead 
U.S. representative position. The Coast Guard can contrib-
ute maritime expertise, particularly in marine-pollution 
response.

 • Arctic Ocean Protection: The service must be a regular mem-
ber of the U.S. delegation to the Arctic Council’s working 
group on Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment, 
which conducts assessments and drafts policy strategies 
for the Arctic ministers. The Arctic Marine Shipping 
Assessment (AMSA) was conducted under its auspices, and 
Coast Guard experts contributed extensively to the study. 
An Arctic Ocean Review is ongoing in the group, and the 
Coast Guard must participate in its development.

 • AMSA Implementation Plan: AMSA was released in 2009, 
and the Coast Guard has smartly developed an internal 
tracking system to facilitate implementation of its seventeen 
recommendations. A publicly released implementation plan 
would be an important next step, similar to the U.S. Navy 
Arctic Roadmap of late 2009 and NOAA’s Arctic Vision and 
Strategy to be released later in 2010.

 • U.S. Delegation to the International Maritime Organization 
(IMO): The Coast Guard should strengthen the polar mar-
itime expertise of the U.S. delegation to the IMO, which it 
leads. The IMO is developing a mandatory code for polar 
ships and is beginning to address safety and environmental 
protection issues unique to the Arctic. This requires new 
expertise in polar operations and ship design.

 • Polar Code Implementation: A mandatory IMO polar 
code could be fully developed by 2014; included will be 
sections on safety equipment, ice-navigator standards, polar 
ship-construction standards, and more. The Coast Guard 
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should draft regulations and develop an implementation 
strategy for applying the polar code in U.S. Arctic waters.

 • Ice-Operations Capacity in the U.S. Arctic: The Coast Guard 
has no ice-capable ships that can operate in the shallow, 
ice-covered coastal waters of Alaska (where deep-draft polar 
icebreakers cannot operate) or in deeper ice-covered waters 
when polar icebreakers are unavailable. An ongoing Arctic 
mission analysis should yield requirements to fill this gap 
in federal maritime capability in terms of enforcement and 
security. Ice-capable, multimission buoy tenders may be one 
answer, but more options need to be explored.

 • Antarctic Treaty Delegations: The Coast Guard should 
be a regular member of the U.S. delegation to the annual 
Antarctic Treaty consultative meetings, and of working 
groups, especially when issues related to marine operations 
and marine tourism are discussed.

 • Arctic Oil-Spill Experts Group: In the wake of BP’s massive 
2010 Gulf oil spill, the service should consider establishing a 
group of experts to review the issues and research needs for 
responding to an Arctic marine oil spill.

 • Future Polar Marine Operations: The service should sponsor 
and engage fully in technical and operational forums to 
discuss the future of polar marine operations, including 
offshore development, fishing, marine tourism, commercial 
ship voyaging, and infrastructure needs.

These suggested tasks are not onerous or expensive. However, they are crucial 
to furthering U.S. interests in the polar regions. And being more engaged can 
surely be beneficial in arguing the nation’s future polar icebreaker needs. The 
Coast Guard has the responsibility and the professional polar expertise to 
engage actively in these pursuits, and all of us expect no less.
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2. Can We Keep Up with Arctic 
Change?

Alun Anderson

The Arctic is changing rapidly and unpredictably. At the end of the summer 
in 2011, the total area of the ice left in the Arctic was 1.78 million square 
miles, down from the average of 2.72 million square miles seen in the last two 
decades of the twentieth century. An area of summer ice six times the size of 
California has vanished, leaving huge expanses of open water all around the 
Arctic shores.

No scientist expected to see change at such a startling rate. Just over five 
years ago, computer models predicted that the first ice-free summers in the 
Arctic would not arrive for almost a hundred years; now 2030 is seen as prob-
able and 2015 as possible for the first year in which the ice will all melt away. 
As the ice goes, the unique animals of the Arctic, from the charismatic polar 
bear and the narwhal right down to the tiny, unseen creatures that live in 
fissures in the sea ice, will vanish too. Other animals from the south which 
flourish in warmer seas will arrive to replace them.

Humans are already arriving from the south: oil, gas, and mineral 
prospectors, tourists anxious to see the last polar bears, trawlers looking 
for new fishing grounds, cargo vessels taking Arctic oil and minerals away 
to resource-hungry nations, and the first few ships pioneering a fast route 
between Atlantic and Pacific. The people who have long lived in the Arctic 
now see their current way of life disappearing, sometimes along with their 
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homes which are sinking into the thawing permafrost or being washed away 
by waves from newly open seas.

The five nations that ring the Arctic seas (United States, Canada, Russia, 
Norway, and Denmark, through Greenland) along with the other three na-
tions which have territory within the Arctic Circle (Sweden, Finland, and 
Iceland) have all reacted by rewriting their policies for the High North. One 
broad theme runs through them: how to balance opportunities for the ex-
ploitation of resources with care for the environment and the rights of Arctic 
residents, while ensuring the region is free from conflict and that the Arctic 
nations, not outsiders, remain the key players in deciding what happens there.

A decade ago, concern over the Arctic might have stopped with these 
eight members of the Arctic Council, the region’s only high-level forum, and 
the indigenous groups which have been given permanent participant status 
at the Council. But now environmental groups from far away and ever more 
distant nations demand a say in the region’s future. China is busy building 
its second icebreaker, runs an Arctic research station and has begun invest-
ment in Arctic mines, oil, and gas. The European Union, Korea, and Japan are 
among many others who are scrabbling to boost their influence in the Arctic 
and, like China, want to gain permanent observer status at the Council.

The difficult questions of who should have what level of representation 
at which forums, where priorities lie between resource exploitation, environ-
mental care, and people’s rights, and which bodies should have responsibility 
for what, are far from resolved. Among the bigger issues that remain are how 
to drill safely for oil and gas, how oil spills can be effectively cleaned up, how 
ships can travel through the Arctic safely, how indigenous people should par-
ticipate in development decisions, such as mining projects, which may bring 
them only a short-lived boom, which parts of the Arctic are vital to wildlife 
and should be totally protected, and whether some regions where ice will 
linger longest should be set aside as refuges for the Arctic’s unique animals.

If the ice were not disappearing so fast, governments, policymakers, 
and Arctic residents might be able to keep up. But the pace is such that they 
must act faster or risk being left behind as the environment changes and new 
commercial interests rush in. The speed of change is perfectly symbolized 
by the voyage taken by eight Russians on a 60-foot yacht in 2010. They sailed 
the Peter 1 right around the Arctic, first through the Northern Route from 
Murmansk across the top of Siberia to Alaska and then on, through the 
Northwest Passage to emerge in eastern Canada just ten weeks later, with ice 
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hardly ever an obstacle. A century or so ago, when Baron Nordenskiold and 
Roald Amundsen sailed separately along these routes for the first time, an 
equivalent voyage would have taken six years. Perhaps the only phrase that 
truly captures the current speed of change in the Arctic, whether it’s vanish-
ing ice, thawing permafrost, rising temperatures, or the opening of Russian, 
Norwegian, and Greenlandic waters to oil exploration is “faster than anyone 
predicted.” Action to look after the Arctic must accelerate too.

Russia Takes Off

Open a U.S. newspaper with a headline “Saving the Arctic” and you might 
think there is still time left. You’ll likely be reading about the battles between 
big oil, indigenous people, and environmentalists in Alaska, which have held 
up oil exploration in the nearby seas. But Alaska is only a small slice of the 
Arctic. Elsewhere, there has already been a rapid move to exploit the Arctic 
seas, with Russia leading the pack, Norway coming up rapidly behind, and 
Greenland now taking off. Whatever environmentalists say, it is simply far 
too late now to “save the Arctic” with a pan-Arctic moratorium on its ex-
ploitation, as Greenpeace and others have called for. The issue now it to catch 
up and ensure that Arctic change is managed effectively.

Russia has been first to take advantage of the opening seas, escorting ev-
er-larger vessels through the Northern Route across the top of Siberia with it 
powerful nuclear ice breakers. In 2010, for the first time, a 100,000-ton tanker, 
the Baltica, sailed from Murmansk to China. The transit took ten days. The 
same year, a special ice-breaking ore carrier went from the mines at Norilsk 
in Siberia to China and back without an accompanying ice-breaker.

The 11,320-mile round trip to Shanghai took only forty-one days, a huge 
saving over the usual 24,100-mile, 84-day journey through the Suez Canal. 
As Mikhail Belkin, Assistant Director of Rosatomflot, the Russian organiza-
tion running its nine atomic icebreakers and one atomic container ship, put it 
in January 2011, “we proved that the Northern Sea route is navigable for huge 
commercial vessels…. the route is now economic and politically open for any 
vessel [of the right ice class] from any country.”1 Belkin considers that it is only 
a matter of time before the route can be kept open six to seven months a year 
with the right ships and icebreaker support. The 2011 season strengthened 
that view: it was the longest on record by a month with the first oil tanker 
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Fig. 1. Polar view. Look down on the Arctic and the immense span of 
coastline belonging to Russia stands out, with Canada, Norway, Greenland, 
and the United States having much smaller ocean frontages. Overlapping 
claims far out in the Arctic seas will need negotiation to settle. (Graphic: 
Nigel Hawtin.)
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Fig. 2. Arctic oil. The Russian oil and gas industry has long been active in 
the Arctic and is now pushing into the seas at Prirazlomnoye and Shtokman 
and into the far north along the Yamal Peninsula. Hydrocarbon basins are 
shown in gray, with exploitable oil reserves in black and gas reserves in 
white. Black lines show the pipelines connecting the Arctic fields to the 
south. (Graphic: Nigel Hawtin.)

passing through at the end of June and the last in mid-November. Traffic is 
expected to boom, with Russia’s Ministry of Transport predicting a thirty 
fold increase this decade, although most ships will be carrying raw materials 
out of Russia’s North rather than taking a short-cut between Atlantic and 
Pacific. New and bigger nuclear icebreakers to escort traffic will be built, with 
the first planned for 2017, along with a chain of search and rescue centers.

Russian oil and gas companies are also moving north, both on land and 
into the sea. Foreign partners are currently welcome for their offshore drill-
ing expertise and are cautiously forming partnerships with Russian ones, 
for while they are needed now, control of natural resources will always be 
Russia’s top political priority.

In March 2011, the world’s northernmost railway line running 350 miles 
across the permafrost and up into the middle of the Yamal peninsula was 
completed, opening up access to the huge Bovanenkovo field, which contains 
enough gas to supply the whole of Europe for a decade. The peninsula is best 
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known for its nomadic reindeer herders, but they now must adapt to industri-
al development. A pipeline will take the gas west, back to Europe, beginning 
delivery in 2012, and a liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal, to be built with 
help from France’s Total, will provide access to the Northern Route for ex-
ports east.

In August 2011, Russia’s first true offshore Arctic oil production facility 
was towed out to its home, forty miles offshore in the Pechora Sea. The giant 
steel platform, over 330 feet wide and weighing 100,000 tons, was weighted 
with another 400,000 tons of ballast to hold it firm on the sea bed, sixty-five 
feet below. Its first winter showed that the structure’s enormous strength and 
weight were sufficient to defeat the crushing Arctic ice. A set of curving drill 
pipes will tap the reservoir beneath the sea bottom.

Much further out, almost four hundred miles from shore, work is con-
tinuing at Shtokman, the second-largest gas field in the world. This is the 
most ambitious engineering project in the entire Arctic. Here the water is 
much deeper (1,000 feet), so a production platform must float rather than sit 
on the sea bottom and deal with heavy fast-moving ice and occasional huge 
icebergs. A planned pipeline carrying the gas to shore will be longer than any 
built in this environment. Gazprom, Norway’s Statoil and France’s Total are 
working together on the project but when it will come into production – with 
2018 an early forecast – depends on world gas prices and Russia’s tax poli-
cies. The sudden rise of fracking techniques to exploit shale gas has upended 
predictions on future gas prices and raised doubts that Shtokman can be 
profitably exploited now, just as it has thrown doubts on plans to build pipe-
lines to exploit stranded gas reserves on Alaska’s North Slope and in Canada’s 
Mackenzie River delta.

In another ambitious move into Russia’s Arctic seas, Exxon is teaming 
up with Rosneft to explore a rich oil field to the east of Novaya Zemlya in the 
Kara Sea. Here the water is around three hundred feet deep, likely too deep 
to produce oil using a bottom-grounded structure like that at Prirazlomnoye. 
With ice cover for two-thirds of the year, the challenges are formidable. New 
technologies will have to be developed for floating production vessels that 
can cope with the ice, or for sea-bottom facilities that can work continuously 
beneath the ice. No one has ever produced oil in these conditions, yet alone 
tackled an oil spill. If the challenges of the Kara Sea can be safely overcome, 
the rest of the Arctic may look much easier to the oil industry,
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Norway is now also rushing north, partly because of the surprise settle-
ment in 2010 of its long-running sea border dispute with Russia and partly 
because its oil fields in the North Sea are running dry. In 2012, Norway and 
Russia followed up with an agreement to assess jointly the technology they 
would need for these previously disputed waters with production licenses 
expected as early as 2013–14. Encouraging news has already arrived from 
Norway’s Arctic waters further to the west. In 2011, Statoil discovered a huge 
oil field at Skrugard, 125 miles out from land, and in early 2012, a second field 
close by.

Greenland too has embraced oil exploration in its coastal waters, de-
spite heavy ice in winter and constant protests from Greenpeace boats. But 
Greenland has not been so lucky: exploration company Cairn Energy has 
spent over a billion dollars without yet hitting substantial oil reserves. Arctic 
oil exploration is a high-risk business.

Back in North America, the exploitation of the Arctic seas is proceed-
ing much more cautiously. Shell began drilling exploration wells in Alaskan 
waters only in 2012 after over five years of delay, at immense expense, due 
to legal challenges. ConocoPhillips has announced plans to follow in 2014.
The priorities are very different. Russia must move fast as its wealth and 
power come from energy. In 2007, the energy sector accounted for one-third 
of Russia’s GDP, 60 per cent of its exports, and half of all government reve-
nue. With existing oil and gas developments passing their peak, Russia must 
develop more; lawsuits do not stand in its way, and warnings of risks from 
environmental groups and the worries of reindeer herders are not slowing 
it up. Norway too needs oil; it is the world’s eighth-largest oil exporter and 
the second largest gas exporter and relies totally on energy to support its ex-
ceptional standard of living. For Greenland, dreams of independence from 
Denmark for its 56,000 residents depend on exploiting petrochemicals in its 
sea and minerals on land.

Canada is the only Arctic nation where offshore oil exploration is on 
hold, although leases have been sold. Progress has been made on regulation. 
In late 2011, Canada’s National Energy Board, reacting to the Gulf of Mexico 
disaster, stuck with rules that a company drilling in the Arctic would have to 
be capable of drilling a second relief well in the same season – which may be 
very short if winter ice is closing in – should there be a blowout.

Like Russia, North America has seen a boom in shipping too, but not be-
cause the Northwest Passage is opening for trade. Rather tourists and cruise 
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ships are flooding to the Arctic, sometimes sailing into dangerous, unchart-
ed waters. “Four years ago, we used to have 25 large tourist ships [around 
Greenland],” says Aqqaluk Lynge, chairman of the Inuit Circumpolar Council 
(ICC), “but last year [2010] we had more than 200.”2 It is just luck that so far 
there have been only groundings and no major disasters.

Cooperation not Conflict?

Amid this rapid change, there has been a remarkable outbreak of political 
cooperation, rather than conflict, among the Arctic nations. It didn’t always 
look that way. Back in August 2007, when a Russian miniature submarine 
planted a titanium flag on the seabed beneath the North Pole, many west-
ern politicians panicked, thinking that Russia planned to seize territory the 
old-fashioned way and a new era of territorial conflict was looming. That has 
proved false.

At in a meeting in Ilulissat in Greenland hastily arranged by Denmark 
soon after the Russian flag reached the seabed, the “Arctic Five” killed any 
idea of an aggressive race to seize the North Pole and recognized that, “an ex-
tensive international legal framework applies to the Arctic Ocean.” That legal 
framework is the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which rules that an “extended 
continental shelf” can only be claimed through geological data that proves 
the sea bottom is a true, shallow extension of the land. After Ilulissat, all the 
frontline states have been gathering data to extend their claims and have been 
doing so cooperatively, often sharing research cruises.

Even better news came three years after the flag planting, when Russia un-
expectedly resolved its contentious forty-year-old Arctic border dispute with 
Norway. The new border line was ratified unanimously by the Norwegian 
parliament in February 2011, removing at one stroke the Arctic’s most dan-
gerous dispute for a NATO–Russia confrontation.

Other cooperative efforts are following. The eight Arctic nations that are 
full members of the Arctic Council, signed an agreement to coordinate their 
search-and-rescue operations across the Arctic in Nuuk, Greenland, in May 
2011.

Such a flurry of cooperation is welcome. But the Law of the Sea can’t 
settle all potential territorial disputes among the Arctic Five. From the geo-
logical evidence that is now pouring in, it seems likely that Russia, Canada, 
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and Denmark-Greenland, will all have legitimate but overlapping claims to 
enormous areas of their nearby shallow shelf seas as well as along the shal-
low ridges that cross the Arctic. The question of who owns the Arctic will 
becomes one of how to settle boundaries when legitimate overlapping claims 
meet far out to sea. The Law of the Sea leaves it to the nations concerned to 
negotiate their boundary lines.

That is a job for the future and does not suggest a return to the bad old 
days of the Cold War when there were NATO bases in northern Norway, 
Greenland, and Iceland facing Soviet bases in the Kola Peninsula, with both 
sides ready for an invasion by the other. As Rear Admiral Trond Grytting, 
chief of the regional military crisis headquarters in Bodo on the north coast 
of Norway, put it in 2009: “the Cold War danger of inter-state or industrial 
war is today considered close to irrelevant in the north simply because it is 
impossible to see what can be gained. Military confrontation and tactical en-
gagements in order to achieve political objectives can on the other hand not 
be ruled out.”3

Certainly there may be “tactical engagements” intended to gain conces-
sions in other disputes, including those far from the Arctic.4 Europe is very 
dependent on Arctic gas already. Overall, the EU takes around one third of 
its gas supplies from Russia, one third from Norway and one third from else-
where. As Russia and Norway explore the High North, Europe will become 
ever more dependent on the Arctic and on pipelines, including the new Nord 
Stream pipeline running though the Baltic all the way back to Yamal, for its 
energy. The fate of the EU and the Arctic are entwined. New trade routes 
opening through and around Russian waters will create new dependencies, 
involving China and the Far East too, with China and perhaps Japan set to 
take LNG from the Russian Arctic. Warming seas will also mean that valu-
able fish stocks will move in out of different fishing zones; some nations may 
gain but other loose badly and agreements may be disputed.

In response to the changing situation, Nordic countries, some of them 
NATO members (Iceland, Denmark, and Norway) and some not (Sweden and 
Finland), may move towards closer regional military cooperation. In 2009, 
an influential report from former Norwegian foreign minister Thorvald 
Stoltenberg pointed out the “increasing geopolitical and strategic importance 
following the Nordic waters’ role as production and transit area for oil and 
gas to the European markets and the development of the Arctic” and called 
for joint air, maritime, and satellite surveillance and sharing of military 
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resources.5 “None of the Nordic countries will over the next 15–20 years be 
able to uphold the quality of their armed forces without engaging in a closer 
Nordic cooperation,” Stoltenberg wrote. In January 2011, the British Prime 
Minister hosted the first Nordic–Baltic summit of prime ministers from 
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. 
That followed a meeting of defense ministers which the British defense minis-
ter explained had as one goal “that we create a NATO entity that Finland and 
Sweden feel a little more comfortable with, that we give further security to 
article 5 [mutual defense] in the Baltic states by being a nuclear power as part 
of that grouping, and that as a NATO grouping we are better able to deal with 
regional disputes with Russia.”6 The Russian media reacted unfavorably to 
what they saw as an attempt to create a new “mini-NATO” of the North. The 
following year, in March 2012, Britain signed a new agreement with Norway, 
its key supplier of gas, to enhance defense cooperation.

A Babble of Voices

The creation of new groupings and alliances highlights the bigger problem 
facing Arctic governance. A growing number of Arctic and non-arctic na-
tions, as well as sub-national and cross-national groups, alongside numerous 
NGOs, now want to have a louder voice in Arctic affairs, and they do not want 
to leave decisions to the club of the “Arctic Five.”

Finland, Sweden, and Iceland are Arctic nations that lack that prime lo-
cation facing the Arctic seas, although they have territory within the Arctic. 
Although members of the Arctic Council, they were alarmed to be left out 
of the key meeting in Ilulissat organized by the coastal nations. Iceland is 
surrounded by sea but is just a little too far south to be a true Arctic seas 
nation. That is not how the Icelanders see it though. “We consider ourselves 
to be an Arctic coastal state,” said Össur Skarphéðinsson, Iceland’s Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, in January 2011, “we want to be included not excluded in 
deliberations on the Arctic region.”7

Other nations and transnational groupings, including Japan, Korea, 
China, and the European Union, also want a seat at the Arctic table, now 
that its potential as a short-cut across the top of the globe and its enormous 
resources are apparent. China’s rapid increase in the interest in the Arctic is 
particularly striking.
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The largest embassy in Iceland belongs to China. Should a trade route up 
open between the Pacific and the Atlantic, Iceland is well placed to provide a 
hub port at its Atlantic end. Several high-level delegations from China, and 
one from Singapore, an established Asian hub port, have visited Iceland, al-
though nothing concrete has been agreed. “I’m feeling like a girl at her first 
dance, being flattered by all the attention,” Foreign Minister Skarphéðinsson 
joked.8 Soon that attention may grow serious. Ships with Chinese crew and 
with cargoes bound for China have been among the first through the northern 
passage. The oil, gas, and mineral wealth of Russia and Scandinavia’s Arctic 
region are of tremendous interest to China and the northern route may place 
them within easy reach. In November 2010, the China National Petroleum 
Corporation moved quickly to sign an agreement with the Sovcomflot Group 
to develop “the transportation potential of the Northern Sea Route, both for 
delivering transit shipments of hydrocarbons and for the transportation of oil 
and gas from Russia’s developing Arctic offshore fields.”9

Chinese mining companies have also shown strong interest in Greenland, 
which is rich in minerals and has large deposits of rare-earths, essential in 
many high-tech devices, and over which China has recently had a near mo-
nopoly. Greenland has a strong desire for autonomy, but it lacks the skills 
needed to build a mining industry; its future choice of partner may potential-
ly bring in management, capital, and guest workers from far away and change 
the Arctic’s political balance.

Then there are cross-national groups demanding greater control over the 
Arctic. Most powerful of them are the Inuit, with 100,000 of them living in 
Greenland and Canada and smaller numbers in Alaska, and just 1,600 re-
maining in eastern Russia. There are the Saami people, living across Norway, 
Sweden, Finland, and the Kola Peninsula of Russia who are moving towards 
greater unity; and many different indigenous groups spread across the top of 
Siberia.

The Inuit are of special importance as they have gone furthest towards 
gaining autonomy. Greenland, with 87 per cent of its 56,000 population Inuit, 
voted in 2008 to move towards economic independence from Denmark, 
which currently provides an annual subsidy equivalent to $10,000 per head, 
and on to political independence.

In the enormous Canadian Arctic territory of Nunavut, created in 1999, 
85 per cent of the 30,000 population are Inuit and many powers have been 
devolved to its territorial government. It is no secret that Nunavut residents 
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would like to see far greater devolution, with powers over their own affairs 
more akin to that of a Canadian province, rather than a territory. Canada 
has ten provinces and three territories, and a devolution agreement-in-prin-
ciple between the Northwest Territories and the federal government, signed 
in 2011, has raised hopes that Nunavut too will gain control over the royalties 
that would flow from oil and mines.

Inuit across the Arctic are increasingly speaking with one voice through 
the ICC, especially as they have felt left out of discussions among the Arctic 
Five. In February 2011, Inuit leaders met in Ottawa to seek a common front 
on the kinds of Arctic mining and offshore drilling they should support. They 
did not agree on everything, in part because of Greenland’s special enthusi-
asm to develop its resources. But leaders have always agreed that Inuit must 
be the first to benefit from minerals or oil found on their territories. “We 
cannot let industry from the outside simply walk in and take what we believe 
is not theirs,” says ICC chairman Lyngge. “When Arctic resources are taken 
from our homeland, who will ultimately benefit? Is it those who have lived 
in the Arctic for thousands of years? Or is it those from the outside? Is the 
language of investing just a camouflage for taking?”10

The position of indigenous people has been strengthened by the UN 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People, adopted in 2007. Among 
other things, it specifies the right to redress for any resources taken from 
their lands without their “free, prior and informed consent.” Although it is a 
non-binding declaration, it has won support from the Obama administration 
and reluctant support from Canada.

With so many voices demanding to decide the future of the Arctic, the 
key issue is how they should all be represented and what legal regimes should 
apply. The Arctic Council is the region’s most important high-level forum, 
with decisions reached by consensus among the eight Arctic states along with 
“permanent participation” from the ICC and five other indigenous groups. A 
range of non-governmental organizations have permanent observer status, as 
do representatives from France, Germany, Poland, Spain, the Netherlands, 
and the United Kingdom.

The council has no authority to make laws or set regulations, but it has 
been able to steer the priorities of the Arctic nations and issue authoritative 
reports (on Arctic climate change, for example), which have driven action by 
other bodies. Although the council lacks power, it has enormous influence. A 
strengthened Arctic Council is generally seen as the best hope of bringing all 
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those with an interest in the Arctic together. A key issue is that the EU, China, 
Korea, Italy, and Japan have so far been denied permanent observer status at 
the Council, with the EU having significant disagreements with some mem-
bers of the Council.

The EU contains Arctic states in Finland and Sweden (Denmark is an EU 
member but semi-autonomous Greenland quit in 1985 over fishery policy) 
and Iceland is seeking to join, but the union has met vigorous criticism from 
Inuit within Canada and Greenland. They are angry at bans on importing 
seal products into the EU, imposed by the European parliament to please an-
imal rights activists. Many Inuit communities that exported sealskin in the 
past have been seriously hurt.

There are also differences between the EU and Norway over the status of 
the potentially oil-rich seas around the islands of Svalbard. Norway, which 
has sovereignty over Svalbard, sees them as part of its own continental shelf 
while the EU regards them as included within the unusual arrangements that 
give right to exploit Svalbard’s wealth to all signatories of the 1920 Svalbard 
treaty (see “The Strange Case of Svalbard” in After the Ice: Life, Death and 
Geopolitics in the New Arctic, for a fuller explanation). A decision on per-
manent observer status for the EU, China, and others was expected at the 
Council’s meeting in 2011 but has been delayed until 2013.

Beyond that, there is a consensus that the Council will have to meet more 
often, must have more resources to back it up with a permanent secretariat 
to be established in Tromsø, Norway, by 2013, and be more inclusive, but 
without imposing on the special rights and requirements of Arctic residents.11

New Rules from Old

Clearly much remains to be done. If there are no agreed rules to stop them, 
ships that aren’t really suitable for the Arctic could travel there and risk oil 
spills. Among those ships there may be over-enthusiastic tourist liners, drug 
smugglers, and even terrorists seeking unpoliced routes. And there will cer-
tainly be pirate fishing boats, which will chase new stocks as they move into 
the newly warming Arctic. Ships are very mobile, and fish, whales, birds, and 
drifting oil spills don’t recognize national boundaries, so it is not effective for 
each part of the Arctic to make up its own regulations. Nor can bodies that 
are responsible for just one sector (shipping or fishing, for example) build the 
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best set of rules to protect the Arctic environment if each tackles its problems 
independently. Stresses from different causes (pollution plus overfishing, 
for example) add up, so the only effective way to look after the Arctic is by 
“ecosystem-based management,” which looks at all the impacts from differ-
ent causes as a whole. To move such an approach forward, far more data are 
needed about the “baseline” conditions in the Arctic: a recent fisheries study, 
for example, showed that the amount of fish being taken from the Arctic 
has been vastly underestimated12 with the total catch 75 times higher than 
reported.

There is much in existing international rules and the Law of the Sea that 
can help. The Law of the Sea’s Article 234 on “Ice-Covered Areas” allows 
states to apply rules on pollution that are stricter than international standards 
within their exclusive economic zones if they are ice-covered. Article 211(6) 
on “Pollution from Vessels” provides opportunities to protect defined areas 
that have special “oceanographical and ecological” conditions, after consulta-
tions through “the competent international organization.” The International 
Maritime Organization (IMO) is one such organization. Annexes to its 
International Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Ships 
(MARPOL) allow “special areas” to be protected, which can include entire 
seas. The Mediterranean and Baltic seas have special protection against oil 
spills, for example.

Critical habitats can be identified as “Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas.” 
Once an area is approved, as the seas around the Galapagos Islands and the 
Great Barrier Reef have been, maritime activities can be controlled and ships 
re-routed. Again, the lack of past long-term Arctic monitoring meaning 
there are not yet enough data to be clear how many regions deserve special 
protection. In 2011, the International Union for Conservation of Nature and 
the Natural Resources Defense Council made a first attempt, listing thirteen 
especially vulnerable areas. Action is needed immediately and so too is far 
more research.

The IMO also has a voluntary Polar Code (the IMO Guidelines for 
Ships Operating in Arctic Ice-Covered Waters), which it is now working to 
strengthen and make mandatory under its International Convention for the 
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS). It might seem strange, given the potential en-
vironmental damage from a ship wreck, that the Arctic lacks rules for ships 
that go there. Any rust bucket can set sail without an ice-strengthened hull, 
or a crew trained in ice navigation, into regions where there are no up-to-date 
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charts and rescue many days away. Despite the obvious urgency, progress in 
re-writing the code is slow. Many nations are involved, and some have strong 
interests in the Arctic while others are more interested in shipbuilding and 
running shipping lines. Release of the draft code has already been delayed 
from its initial 2012 target and will not be ready before 2014 at the earliest, 
with further delays likely.

There are obvious gaps in Arctic governance. The Arctic Council has no 
mandate to deal with security or military issues. The Council has a weak in-
terface with industry – including all those big international companies that 
are rushing to exploit the Arctic. Although international rules have been set 
up to deal with ships and fish, which move among different nations’ waters, 
regulation of the oil and mining industry, and the way in which environmen-
tal risk are assessed, are dependent on each state’s separate legislation, even 
though oil spills travel. That is why the ICC is now calling for an international 
fund to deal with compensation for Arctic oil spills. A hopeful sign is that 
Norway, which has some of the best ecosystem management and oil-drilling 
safety rules, may set high standards as it works with Russia in the Barents Sea.

Oil companies themselves have been running cooperative research proj-
ect on oil spills and certainly don’t want accidents; in 2012, they announced 
that they would expand past efforts in a new nine-company Joint Industry 
Program.13 But history teaches that industry and regulators rarely have all 
the answers when they enter new territory and that disasters are the key driv-
ers of change. The first international conventions on safety of life at sea were 
agreed upon after the Titanic sank; MARPOL was precipitated by the huge 
oil spill from the AMOCO Cadiz, and the Exxon Valdez disaster drove the 
switch to double-hulled tankers. The Deepwater Horizon Commission report 
summed up the problem when they wrote that the U.S. regulatory system is 
“fundamentally reactive and incapable of driving continuous improvement 
in policies.”

Rapid change is taking us to an uncertain future. Arctic nations and all 
these other groups may cooperate, or quarrel, over long lists of things that 
each group feels are urgent. Perhaps a bigger set of rules and structures may 
be successfully put in place within the overall constitution provided by the 
Law of the Sea and looked after by the Arctic Council. Or maybe the five 
nations that front the Arctic will try to slam the door on everyone else, or 
each will go its own way. We may see cooperation, conflict, or a patchwork 
of partial solutions. The worst prospect is that the Arctic may simply outrun 
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any attempt to govern it. The nightmare scenario would be a combination 
of environmental crisis and species extinctions, unregulated development 
and profiteering, disenfranchised indigenous peoples, and unresolved border 
disputes.

The Arctic ice could be approaching a tipping point at which it disappears 
ever faster, putting more stress on indigenous communities and opening up 
more parts of the Arctic, without time to make the best decisions. In the 
United States, it takes an estimated ten to fifteen years to win the budget for a 
new icebreaker and then design and build it. In a Korean yard, a new commer-
cial icebreaking oil tanker can be ready in three months. If the ice vanishes in 
five or ten years, not thirty, the government of the Arctic and the protection of 
its environment and people could easily slip out of control while there is still 
just a babble of competing voices. And if that happens, as it may well do, the 
Arctic could take a wider revenge on the rest of the world. Already the Arctic’s 
warmer seas are changing wind patterns and beginning to affect weather fur-
ther south: as the ice vanishes, cold winds blast into Europe, bringing severe 
winters. Further ahead, when the huge dome of sparkling white ice which has 
covered the top of the globe for thousands of years disappears, we can expect 
huge releases of methane from thawing permafrost which may change the 
climate of the entire world.
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3. “Politicization” of the 
Environment: Environmental 
Politics and Security in the 
Circumpolar North

Lassi Kalevi Heininen

The environmental “awakening” started in the 1960s in many parts of the 
globe as a moral protest against belief in progress based on economic growth 
and modernization. One of the outcomes was that the term “the environ-
ment” was born; another that the environment became a target of political 
disagreements and conflicts, and thus “politicized.”

This “politicization” is very much a process with cumulative effects which 
needs actors who are conscious and concerned and will act by themselves and 
convince others. Further, on the one hand, environmental politics became a 
field of activity for public authorities through, for example, environmental 
laws as well as a new field of foreign policy. On the other hand, the very mean-
ing of security was extended beyond traditional concerns with “military” 
threats and national security to focus on environmental and human security 
problems, as indicated by the concept of “environmental security.”

The Arctic is one of the purest regions of the world, rich in its biodiversi-
ty. But the region is also a sink of long-range air and water pollution, and thus 
both a victim and also a source of environmental degradation. In the early 
twenty-first century, climate change with its impacts is the most relevant and 
challenging factor for northern environmental politics, as well as a factor for 
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changing northern security. Consequently, in the circumpolar North, there 
has been public concern on local, national, regional, international, and global 
levels about the state of the environment and increased demands for enhanced 
environmental protection. This environmental “awakening” started among 
northern indigenous peoples and environmental movements in response to 
concerns about long-range pollution and radioactivity.

This caused, indeed pushed, the Arctic states to become aware of, and 
concerned about, the degradation of the Arctic environment, particularly as a 
result of the Cold War’s nuclear legacy. This soon led to joint international ac-
tivity for environmental protection, particularly nuclear safety. Consequently, 
environmental politics came onto the political agenda of the Arctic states 
and became a part of their foreign policy. Current institutionalized northern 
cooperation, either inter-governmental or between non-state actors, is very 
much based upon the environment and on environmental protection. During 
the last decade in the High North, there has been a true “awakening” in terms 
of the recognition of challenge of climate change, particularly the issue of 
global warming, and this awakening is reminiscent of the great “environmen-
tal awakening” of the 1960s and 1970s.

This chapter is about the “politicization” of the environment, and it 
examines environmental politics and environmental security in the Arctic. 
First, it discusses the environmental “awakening,” the “politicization” of the 
environment and environmental politics, and environmental security in gen-
eral. Second, it describes and discusses environmental problems and politics, 
and environmental security in the Arctic. Third, it briefly describes the envi-
ronmental “awakening” in the Arctic and how environmental protection as 
well as environmental security came onto the political agenda of the Arctic 
states and discusses interrelations between the environment and security in 
the Arctic context. Finally, this chapter ends with some brief conclusions.

From “Politicization” of the Environment to 
Environmental Politics

There have always been, and will be, changes in a nature. Change has hap-
pened and will happen in any case, and, moreover, change is the precondition 
for the very function of a nature. For example, Darwin did not only em-
phasize hard laws of competition in nature, but also said that there is broad 
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cooperation based upon mutual interests, i.e., symbiosis either without harm 
to others or with benefit to both. Though a human being cannot destroy na-
ture, he is able to change it, such as, for example, through mass-scale utiliza-
tion, industrialization, and pollution, and with the assistance of technology, 
and thus destroy the very preconditions of human life.

Following from this, how to measure nature – is it subject or object? Is a 
man part of a nature, or apart from it? According to the Sprouts, “the earth 
and its inhabitants are tightly depending on each other … they are together 
one global comprehensive, ecological entity, the ecosystem” – this is called 
interdependence. Further, Passmore has said that physically a human being 
is able to live without a nature, if only it will not be totally destroyed. Nature 
has, however, very important immaterial values, such as “beauty.”1 What is 
relevant here is that a “nature” is different; what is the “environment?” The 
environment, as we now understand it, was born about forty to forty-five 
years ago – the process that we call the “environmental awakening.” Since 
that time, it is possible to define the term “the environment” to mean the 
material basis for human existence, which is in a danger of being destroyed as 
a result of human activities.2

Correspondingly, the environmental “awakening” started in the 1960s, 
particularly at the turn of the 1960s/70s, in the West, but soon it became 
a more global movement. It was a moral protest against new kind of mod-
ernized socio-economic development, and the belief in progress based on 
economic growth and modernization.3 A recent example of the same would 
be ‘climatic awakening,’ which finally became a global phenomenon at the 
early twenty-first century much due to (physical) impacts and possible risks 
of rapid climate change, particularly global warming.4 It is likely to have an 
equal, if not greater, influence on societal norms and legislation, industrial 
economies, and human security.5

Environmental ‘awakening’ did not come alone, but together with think-
ing that there is a comprehensive, almost total, crisis between a society and 
the environment. And further, that there are limits for the humankind in the 
globe, and the globe is a closed system as one of the alternative discourses 
emphasized, as “The Limits of Growth” by the Club of Rome indicated in 
1973. Ecological ideas came from the educated Western classes, thinkers, and 
intelligentsia, which emphasized ecological ethics, such as animal rights. For 
example, as Anna Bramwell put it: “Ecologism is a political box. It is a new 
box, into which many distinguished and important thinkers fit.”6 (Ecology, 
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which actually means “the study of households,” has a longer history; it is 
widely used in the normative sense, and “is now a political category” – and 
political categories have “a dual meaning” to be described as parties or poli-
cies, and as an ideology.7) Correspondingly, ‘Environmental Science’ became 
a field of research, and since then it has been “a science on everything!”, which 
is, of course, impossible even as a thought.8

Actually, the environmental “awakening” of the 1960s is a paradox 
because almost all the information about environmental degradation was 
known before the Second World War, except radioactivity due to nuclear 
energy and tests, and distribution of man-made chemical compounds, which 
were made known and public by several pamphlets of the 1960s, such as Silent 
Spring by Rachel Carson in 1962. There are several examples of economic 
and political lessons learned of the dangers of environmental degradation by 
industry, such as a copper company at Copperhill which destroyed the land-
scape in Tennessee in the 1930s (the factory was not closed until 1988).9 On 
the other hand, environmental “awakening” is understandable due to several 
environmental accidents in the 1960s and 1970s, such as the accident of the 
tanker Torey Canyon in 1967; “broken arrow,” the crash of a nuclear-armed 
USAF SAC B-52 in Thule in 1968; dioxin leak in Seveso in 1976; nuclear ac-
cidents at Three Mile Island in 1979; methyl isocyanate release in Bhopal in 
1984; and finally, the accident of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in 1986. 
These accidents indicate, even emphasize, one of the well-known environ-
mental discourses, the theory of a risk society by Ulrich Beck, saying that our 
modern and heavily industrialized societies are risk societies due to several 
environmental accidents and catastrophes with severe environmental and 
socio-economic impacts and damages.10

One of the outcomes was that the very meaning of security was ex-
tended (in discourses) beyond traditional concerns with “military” threats 
and national security to focus on environmental and human problems. 
Consequently, different discourses and concepts of security were started, 
and they had different premises and paradigms. This was also the case with 
northern security.

“Politicization” of the Environment

As a result of the birth of “the environment” and environmental “awaken-
ing,” the environment and environmental issues became politicized. The 
main idea behind “politicization” of the environment is that the very different 
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factors that include the human environment and determine its quality have 
become targets of political disagreements and conflicts. “Politicization” is a 
process: It can be started by a minor event, which is enough to catalyze people 
to do something that they have not done earlier. Correspondingly, this will 
cause others elsewhere to react in the same way, etc. Thus, it is like a chain 
reaction with cumulative effects, although it is not so common to agree on 
everything.11

Here “politics” means political activity, such as discussion, debate, im-
plementation of political decisions, and political systems including environ-
mental issues and conflicts, decisions concerning the environment, laws on 
the environment, and governance. Furthermore, “politics” is interpreted as 
relations and activities related to power, government, or authority among 
people and groups of people with distinct interests. Thus it means making 
decisions and implementing them, handling problems, and promoting and 
implementing interests using different forms of power. It also means making 
things political and making politics. Consequently, there is the precondition 
that “politicization” needs actors, i.e., individuals or communities who are 
conscious and concerned, and who will convince others to act. Behind is a 
constructivist research approach that emphasizes actors and their roles, and 
if there are several actors, there are also different and contradictory interests 
and conflicts of interest.12

Environmental conflicts or problems very much represent the “politici-
zation” of the environment and are an important part of environmental pol-
itics. They are usually asymmetric, meaning that they are conflicts between 
different kinds of actors, mostly non-state actors. Environmental conflicts 
are often multifunctional and happen at many levels, and further, one of the 
main dimensions from the very beginning has dealt with the future of mod-
ern industrialized society.13 Furthermore, environmental conflicts can be 
analyzed as discursive conflicts, where discourses consist of discussion plus 
social practices.

A relevant factor in international environmental politics, when trying to 
evaluate the state of, and relative importance of, environmental catastrophes 
and conflicts affecting people and societies, is a change in the perception of 
ecological problems as well as in threat or risk pictures in the public con-
sciousness. This is especially so when dealing with global problems – such 
as climate change – and is a growing concern with regard to environmental 
protection from these problems.. Consequently, the importance of a single 
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environmental problem or conflict is not possible to define based only on 
natural sciences, as it is always based on cultural and political points of 
view, which emphasize a problem-orientation.14 Maybe the most important 
question for environmental politics is “problem definition,” i.e., to define a 
problem which is per se a research problem.15 For example, the basis of my 
research on interrelations between the military and the environment was to 
start to ask what kind of environmental degradation the military causes, and 
my research has continued to ask what kind of change in problem definition 
on security discourse(s), premise(s), and paradigm(s) might be needed, or 
possible, as a result.16

Another relevant point of view is to be cognizant of the interplay between 
politics and science. A good example, and maybe the most hegemonic envi-
ronmental discourse, is the political strategy of “sustainable development.” 
Although it is much discussed both theoretically and in the context of the 
Arctic region, it has not (yet) materialized, and we do not even agree what it 
really means, but we nonetheless discuss it.17 Even more, the discourse is still 
very much based on the original definition by the report of the United Nations’ 
World Commission on Environment and Development: “Development that 
meets present needs without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs.”18

This definition represents the thinking of the turn of the 1980s/90s that 
environmental problems can, and should, be “in control.” This has raised 
criticism saying that the definition is based too much on faith in economic 
growth and technology and accepts industrialization as a global solution. 
There are also examples of other alternative discourses of environmental 
politics like the above-mentioned theory of a risk society; a discourse to em-
phasize the cultural point of view, i.e., that ecological modernization means 
competing interpretations, such as institutional learning, technological prog-
ress, and cultural politics as socially relevant;19 and a discourse that environ-
mental governance includes the danger that ecology has, or will, become a 
new discipline for “disciplining.”20

From ‘Politicization’ to Environmental Politics and Environmental 
Security

All this has meant some sort of “environmental revolution” from 1973 to 1986 
can be described as a process with several main steps, such as consciousness 
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of the environment among citizens, establishment of new movements and 
organization, international agreements on the environment, and environ-
mental governance and environmental laws. Consciousness of the environ-
ment, even “environmentalism,” started to rise among the intelligentsia and 
other citizens. Consequently, new citizens’ movements with one mission and 
spontaneous protests were born.

Also international organizations with strong and partly scientific ex-
pertise, such as the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), 
Greenpeace International, and the World Wildlife Fund for Nature, were 
established. Furthermore, official environmental agencies and governmental 
authorities on the environment, such as ministries of the environment, were 
established in the industrialized countries. Environmental protection also 
became a new field of legislation for environmental laws and more compre-
hensive collections of laws dealing with the environment.

As a part of this, traditional security was challenged by new discourses 
and premises of security-building linkages between peace, development, and 
the environment, such as common or comprehensive security, and environ-
mental or ecological security, based on a few reports by the United Nations21 
and books by social scientists.22 Consequently, the notion of security was 
exposed to new content, and the definition was widened toward a more hu-
man-oriented approach, which emphasized environmental and/or human 
aspects of security as alternative points of view to a narrow approach of mili-
tary security. When defining environmental security, relevant hazardous en-
vironments and resource-based environmental conflicts are important,23 and 
further, this new notion of security is based on salient interrelations between 
security and the environment.24

All this meant that the public sector took responsibility for the state of the 
environment, particularly environmental protection, and, consequently, “en-
vironmental politics” became a new area of socio-political activity and public 
politics of the state and society. Its goal and mission was “to take care of the 
relationship both a society and a human toward nature and their own living 
environment with a purpose to protect the biodiversity of a nature, to restore 
natural resources and to decrease and erase environmental damages and 
risks.”25 Further, environmental politics can be defined in a functional way, 
i.e., much influenced by activities of the public authority, or in an institutional 
way, i.e., activities implemented by the political and administrative regime, or 
through its goals, i.e., what are the goals and how they have been gained.
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For example, although the 1st Community Law on the Environment of 
the European Communities is from 1959, the first Community Environmental 
Action Programme was adopted in 1973. Further, in 1987 environmental pro-
tection was recognized as a part of the legal competence of the EC through 
the signing of the Single European Act, and based on the 5th Environmental 
Action Program and its article 174 the major objectives of the European 
Union are defined, such as preserving, protecting, and improving the quality 
of the environment; the maintenance of continued access to natural resourc-
es; and increased environmental efficiency on energy.26 According to John 
McCormick, environmental policy is one of the most rapidly expanding areas 
of the EU policy activity, and, consequently, the EU has a series of policies 
relating to specific environmental issues and key areas, such as water and 
air quality, fisheries conservation, radiation, chemicals, energy conservation, 
biodiversity, forestry, and organic agriculture.27 Recently, the EU has subse-
quently begun to play a central role in international negotiations on climate 
change and has recognized the keen inter-relationship between climate 
change and (international) security.28

Correspondingly, “environmental politics” became a new field of foreign 
policy of the state, and international environmental politics a new field of 
international politics of the entire unified state system. This was implement-
ed on the one hand by international conferences and other meetings on the 
environment: for example, the United Nations organized the Stockholm 
Conference on the Human Environment (UNCHE) in 1972, the first time rep-
resentatives of a substantial number of national governments – 113 in total – 
met to discuss the environment, and consequently “the environment became 
a truly international issue.”29 As a result, the United Nations Environmental 
Program (UNEP) was established the next year, and later in the 1980s the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which has played an 
important role in the High North.30 Twenty years later, there was another UN 
conference on the environment, the Rio Summit in 1992, and then the 2009 
climate summit in Copenhagen, the United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which was one of the most recent ones. On 
the other hand, this was implemented by international agreements and trea-
ties dealing with the environment, particularly trans-boundary pollution. 
Among the first negotiated and signed agreements on the environment are 
the Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping from 
Ships and Aircraft in 1972, the London Dumping Convention of 1972 to 
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restrict dumping high-level radioactive material into the sea (this was mostly 
caused by the military), the 1973 MARPOL Convention for the prevention of 
marine pollution by dumping from ships, and the Convention on Long-Range 
Trans-boundary Air Pollution in 1979. If all these are universal and global, 
they must deal with the northernmost regions of the globe. The Agreement 
on the Conservation of Polar Bears in 1973 is particularly relevant in the 
High North as well as the Treaty for the Preservation and Protection of Fur 
Seals, which was already signed back in 1911. One of the best-known recent 
international agreements is the Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change as a part 
of the UNFCCC, which came into force, although the United States, China, 
and India did not ratify it.31

All in all, the environment became a common factor to describe prob-
lems of different relationships between humans and nature, such as air pol-
lution influences on allergies in cities; oil leakages from oil tankers that kill 
birds; and forest clearcutting, which destroys reindeer herding. Also, the 
“politicization” of the environment happened, and that meant that there are 
many different environmental “voices” and that no one owns the environ-
ment. Further, the environmental “awakening” and the “politicization” of the 
environment turned into an “environmental revolution,” and as a result there 
emerged international environmental politics and environmental security. 
Finally, environmental politics/policy has become a new public sector of so-
ciety as well as a field of politics in addition to a new field of foreign policy 
of the state, and environmental, or comprehensive, security is now seriously 
taken into consideration.

Environmental Problems and Politics, and 
Environmental Security in the Arctic

There are several main reasons for environmental concerns and conflicts in 
the Arctic: one of them has to do with fisheries, meaning either competition 
for fish stocks or conflicts dealing with fisheries in northern waters, particu-
larly in the Barents Sea, such as the “Cod War” between Iceland and the UK 
in the 1970s. These conflicts might probably be decreasing, simply because 
there are fewer fish, which could, however, be a reason for the opposite as well. 
Another typical “new” environmental problem with aspects of conflict is the 
nuclear problem, due to radioactive pollution and nuclear accidents, mostly 
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in the seas – which I will discuss below. Correspondingly, a typical asymmet-
ric environmental conflict, or a potential reason for conflict, is disagreement 
on how to use land. For example, the so-called Inari case in the northern-
most part of Finland was this kind of multifunctional environmental con-
flict between forestry and reindeer herding.32 It was also a classic conflict of 
interest between the interests of the actors, not necessarily between the actors 
themselves, which illustrates the complexity of asymmetric environmental 
conflicts in the post-Cold War North.33

The issue was, and is, not only local or regional but very much inter-
national, even global: long-range air and water pollution from southern 
latitudes to the northernmost latitudes, such as persistent organic pollut-
ants from agriculture and air pollution from industry in Europe and North 
America, radioactivity from nuclear power plants and Arctic haze from big 
cities became known by the 1980s. A well-known example of these kinds of 
environmental problems is illustrated DDT, which was found in polar bears 
in the northernmost part of Greenland in the 1970s. Another is PCBs, as 
persistent organic pollutants were transported as long-range contaminants 
from the agricultural and industrialized areas in mid-latitudes of Europe and 
North America to the High Arctic by sea currents and air masses, and this 
was much hidden even to scientists until the 1970s.34

Perhaps the most challenging global environmental problem that people 
and societies face is rapid climate change. Its obvious and already existing 
physical impacts in the Arctic are all the more reason for increasing environ-
mental concern. Already in 1997, the IPCC emphasized that in the Arctic, 
climate change is already occurring rapidly and clearly with several impacts. 
Further, according to the IPCC’s Arctic Climate Impact Assessment Report, 
the Arctic has become an “indicator of climate change.”35 These kinds of 
phenomena are expected to continue, even to accelerate faster than earlier 
expected since the multi-year sea ice of the Arctic Ocean has become smaller 
– and, for example, the Northwest Passage was, for the first time, without 
sea ice in 2007.36 Climate change always comes with physical impacts which 
are multifunctional and complex, such as evident rapid and global warming; 
thinning and melting of sea ice and glaciers; and thawing of permafrost. In 
addition, there is the “uncertainty” associated with climate change. For ex-
ample, there is the collapse of man-made infrastructure and cities built on 
permafrost, with many societal consequences, and the rising sea levels in the 
world’s oceans.37
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Consequently, climate change creates major challenges and poses ma-
jor risks to northern communities, forcing them either to adapt or for their 
residents to become environmental refugees.38 For example, there is concern 
with food security since there is no longer “the continued and predict-
able availability and access to food, derived from northern environments 
through Indigenous cultural practices,” resulting in a less traditional diet.39 
Furthermore, the scarcity of food, resulting in hunger and thirst among peo-
ples of the North, might create new competition strategic resources, such as 
fresh water. These kinds of potential environmental conflicts are possible and 
might be accelerated by the fact that climate change opens new and improved 
possibilities for the utilization of natural resources and their transportation 
by the opening of new global sea routes for big oil tankers and container 
ships, and other activities – even smuggling of drugs and human trafficking.40 
All this indicates that climate change has a relevant security dimension and 
becomes a new factor for environmental and human security in addition to 
state sovereignty.41

Correspondingly, there are also several ways to list environmental prob-
lems and threats and causes of environmental conflicts in the High North. 
A basic and logical way is to categorize them functionally, according to the 
source of pollution, such as persistent organic pollutants, heavy metals, radio-
activity, acidification and Arctic haze, petroleum hydrocarbons, and climate 
change.42 Another basic and simple way is to divide them into global and 
regional environmental threats.43 On the one hand, there are regional sources 
of pollution due to mass-scale utilization of natural resources, such as fishing, 
forestry, and oil and natural gas drilling; industrialization, such as smelters; 
and military activity, such as nuclear accidents. On the other hand, pollution 
also comes from outside the region, i.e., long-range and trans-boundary air 
and water pollution, and climate change is a global environmental challenge.44

Nuclear problems posed a special kind of international environmental 
and security problem. Radioactivity in the Arctic, particularly in the Barents 
Sea region, has also crossed national borders and either came from dumped 
nuclear waste and nuclear tests in the region or from Sellafield, the leaking 
UK nuclear power station on the coast of the Irish Sea. Consequently, nu-
clear safety – meaning problems and risks dealing with nuclear waste, spent 
fuel, and nuclear weapons and plants – became a concrete example of en-
vironmental “awakening” and environmental security, and consequently, 
came onto the political agenda of the Arctic states in the early 1990s. It also 
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became a special issue for, even a symbol of, international cooperation on the 
environment between the Arctic states and other international actors in the 
region. Furthermore, it caused a change in problem definition in the north-
ern security discourse.45 Although the nuclear problem is no more acute, and 
indeed partly under control, it is still a relevant issue because it is so complex 
and multifunctional, and there is slowness in its progress.46

Another main reason for environmental concern is to find out what kind 
of plans and decisions are made, and by whom, or even before that, who is 
active in debate. Following from this, another way to list environmental 
problems and threats in the North is to have solution-orientation, and divide 
the reasons into three categories: “Ignorance,” or insufficient scientific knowl-
edge regarding physical and biological processes; “Technological poverty,” 
i.e., knowledge, procedures, and equipment required to achieve certain goals; 
and “Political inability” to regulate the industrialization in the region.47 This 
point of view is very much present in a hypothetical case study of the Siberian 
big rivers and socialism, which is so far hypothetical simply because it has 
not (yet) been implemented. However, New Scientist published an article in 
2004 with the headline: “Russian scientists are reviving an old Russian plan 
to divert some of Siberia’s mightiest rivers to the parched former Soviet re-
publics of Central Asia.”48 This is the same old plan that was stopped as a con-
crete project by a decision of the Party Congress of the Communist party of 
the Soviet Union in the 1980s. As a research project, however, it managed to 
live on through the time of Glasnost and Perestroika, and the collapse of the 
Soviet Union itself, until the early twenty-first century. Even still the question 
remains: will the plan be implemented or not?

Environmental “Awakening” and Environmental 
Protection in the Arctic

The environmental “awakening” in northern regions very much started 
among indigenous peoples and by their organizations together with environ-
mental movements. This was due to the fact that long-range air and water 
pollution, and radioactivity, as well as regional environmental wastes from 
industrial and military activities, have in the last decades been concentrated 
in northern regions. Thus, they became, and remain, a threat to indigenous 
peoples and their traditional livelihoods and cultures. This growing concern 
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with the environment and increasing environmental “consciousness” has 
very much been targeting against modernized socio-economic development, 
such as uncontrolled industrialization and urbanization, and the consequent 
degradation of the environment, and the increased vulnerability to natural 
and technological hazards, unsustainable natural resource extraction, as well 
as related political instability and social unrest.

As a consequence, it is no wonder that that there was an environmental 
“awakening” among indigenous peoples like, for example, the Alta movement 
in 1980–81 against the harnessing of the Alta River in northern Norway. 
Although, the radical and trans-national Alta movement lost its fight over the 
dam, it spawned both an environmental and a national “awakening,” partic-
ularly among young Saami and Saami artists.49 Behind this was the fact that 
the indigenous peoples as well as other Northerners lived close to nature with 
their local or traditional ecological knowledge. Thus, to be concerned with 
the state of the environment is very natural, even a way of life to them, and a 
necessity for survival. During the last decade, there has been an “awakening” 
in terms of the recognition of problems of climate change, particularly the 
issue of global warming in the High North.

Furthermore, Indigenous peoples’ organizations, such as the Inuit 
Circumpolar Council (earlier called the Inuit Circumpolar Conference) and 
the (Nordic) Saami Council, as well as environmental organizations such as 
Greenpeace International, became active in environmental protection and 
also in international environmental politics.50 Indigenous peoples’ organiza-
tions had their own agendas and were in close collaboration with other indig-
enous peoples and the scientific community, perhaps less with environmental 
movements. On the one hand, they have been acknowledged, for example, 
in the work of the Arctic Monitoring Assessment Programme (AMAP) for 
identifying the impacts of pollution in the Arctic,51 which is partly due to the 
fact that six indigenous peoples’ organizations are permanent participants of 
the Arctic Council.

On the other hand, they are an important actor and party in the episte-
mological cooperation of the Arctic.52 For example, they actively pushed gov-
ernments, and used the findings of this program to push governments into 
signing the global Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants 
(POPs), which can be seen as a success story of fruitful cooperation between 
northern indigenous peoples and the Arctic scientific community.53 The Arctic 
Climate Impact Assessment54 and the effects of climate change on northern 
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traditional livelihoods are also examples of this collaboration. Indeed, there 
has been some influence, as the impacts of climate change have recently been 
taken seriously by governments and intergovernmental organizations, largely 
based on the concerns coming from the northern indigenous peoples and 
scientific information coming from the global scientific community.

All in all, indigenous peoples’ organizations supported by both environ-
mental organizations and movements, and groups of active researchers, have 
pushed governments to become active and to become involved in environ-
mental protection, and they have been in close collaboration with the new-
ly-born international northern institutions. This close relationship was not 
however clear, though obvious, at the very beginning of this new cooperation. 
Further, in general environmental advocacy by international environmental 
organizations (focusing on curbing nuclear dumping and marine mammal 
consumption) and protests and claims by indigenous peoples for their tradi-
tional livelihoods (against mining and forestry) have also created asymmetric 
environmental conflicts between indigenous peoples’ organizations, national 
and regional authorities, local entrepreneurs, and industry.55

From Environmental Protection to International 
Northern Cooperation

Indeed, at the turn of 1980s/1990s, there was a boom in initiatives for in-
ternational northern and Arctic cooperation in several fields by the Arctic 
states, such as the 1987 Murmansk Speech by former Soviet Premier Mikhail 
Gorbachev, and particularly for environmental protection, such as the Finnish 
initiative for Arctic environmental protection, based on the Murmansk 
Speech. This was followed first by the Arctic Environmental Protection 
Strategy (AEPS), signed by the eight Arctic states in 1991,56 and second by 
new institutionalized intergovernmental forums, such as the Barents Euro-
Arctic Region (BEAR) in 1993 and the Arctic Council (AC) and the Arctic 
Military Environmental Cooperation (AMEC), both in 1996. The common 
factor connecting all these initiatives and organizations is environmental 
protection, which became a part of the international agenda of northern co-
operation between the Arctic states and other (international) northern actors. 
As a conclusion, environmental degradation was so seriously taken that it was 
put onto the foreign policy agenda of the Arctic states.
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For example, the BEAR deals with functional cooperation across nation-
al borders in certain priority fields and sectors, such as environmental protec-
tion, particularly for nuclear safety, and social welfare, health, and well-being. 
Furthermore, the Arctic Council consists of environmental protection as its 
first pillar with several working groups, such as AMAP, and sustainable de-
velopment as its second one, which is still rather weak. One critical question 
dealing with the Arctic Council is the balance between promoting environ-
mental protection and sustainable development, including other interests 
surrounding the mass-scale utilization of natural resources, particularly 
offshore oil and natural gas drilling in the shelves of the Arctic Ocean. There 
were also new international agreements, such as the Stockholm Convention 
on POPs (in 2003). As new international forums, all these are examples of 
some sort of environmental regimes and assets for knowledge production.57

In this context, despite the contributions of the ICC and the Saami 
Council, and environmental organizations, the establishment of the AEPS as 
well that of the Arctic Council can be interpreted as a sophisticated mecha-
nism whereby central governments could regain control over the fast-grow-
ing international cooperation by new international actors and reassert the 
primacy of their interests as sovereign states.58 From the perspective of north-
ern indigenous peoples, the Arctic Council can also be seen as an interna-
tional mechanism through which to connect circumpolar environments, and 
thus better understand them.59 Behind this is the fact that national interests 
often differ greatly from those of the indigenous peoples, which partly ex-
plains why northern indigenous peoples started to act and use their voice for 
environmental protection in the 1980s. For example, many of the northern 
indigenous peoples’ homelands have strategic importance, both in military 
terms and in terms of energy security as a result of their natural resource 
endowments.

Environmental degradation per se, and the fact that it was taken onto the 
foreign policy agenda of the states, also made environmental protection in 
northern regions a sensitive issue.60 This has led to disagreement, even con-
flicts, between indigenous peoples and state authorities when discussing the 
utilization of natural resources, particularly fisheries and the catching of ma-
rine mammals, and trying to define how to use land and waters. This might 
be continuing, when at the start of the twenty-first century, northern energy 
resources and their offshore utilization began to increasingly attract both the 
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littoral states of the Arctic Ocean, as their ministerial meetings illustrate, and 
also actors with varying interests from outside the region.

Interrelations between the Environment and Security

This brings me to rethink whether, despite the current international 
cooperation on environmental protection, the environment is actually one 
of the fields of high politics, though it has traditionally been interpreted to 
be a field of low politics. An example of this is nuclear safety, which is said 
to represent “soft” security, though most radioactive wastes and nuclear 
accidents in the Arctic region are caused by the military.

Behind this is the fact that most of the special features of northern sec-
urity and security policy61 deal with the environment and environmental 
degradation, and interrelations between the environment and the military; 
for example, nuclear safety has already caused a change in problem definition 
in security discourses and premises.62 Climate change has also been taken as 
a challenge to state sovereignty and the national security of the littoral states 
of the Arctic Ocean; for example, Canada has been asked to adopt “hard pow-
er” to defend its sovereignty over the Arctic Archipelago and the Northwest 
Passage. Consequently, climate change is not only an environmental issue 
and challenge but also has the potential for introducing new points of view 
into the theoretical discourse on and premises of security.

Following from this, environmental protection is one of the main fields 
of international cooperation in, and geopolitics of, the post-Cold War Arctic, 
and is influenced by three main themes: increased circumpolar cooperation 
by Indigenous peoples’ organizations and sub-national governments; 
region-building with nations as major actors; and relationship between the 
circumpolar North and the outside world including global environmental 
problems. If this much deals with the first significant geopolitical change 
in the Arctic region, another significant and multifunctional geopolitical 
change has started in the early twenty-first century when the region has 
been taken into the globalized world system.63 Furthermore, the entire 
Arctic region is playing a more critical role in environmental issues and is 
described as an environmental linchpin.64 This is because the Arctic has 
traditionally been a “laboratory” for science and is now a “workshop” for 
multidisciplinary research on the environment as well as climate change and 
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its impacts. Furthermore, current international Arctic cooperation started 
with environmental protection and has already achieved new technical 
innovations, for example, in nuclear safety and new attempts to build up the 
interplay between science and politics. Finally, the global relevance of this 
knowledge and the know-how in region-wide decision-making is sufficient to 
merit sustained efforts to communicate it to the outside world.

Conclusions

Traditional security policy and issues surrounding natural resource exploita-
tion dominated the relationship between the circumpolar North and the out-
side world during the Cold War period. With its end, new and more global 
geopolitics entered into a new phase with implications for the North, such as 
the rise of new international non-state actors, and the importance of environ-
mental protection in new northern cooperation based on the environmental 
awakening of northern non-state actors, such as indigenous peoples. Many 
kinds of global problems and flows of globalization, such as long-range air 
and water pollution, and radioactivity, influence the northern environment, 
and northern peoples and their communities. Therefore, the Arctic, one of 
the purest regions of the world, has turned into “a sink of pollutants.” And 
recently, climate change very much illustrates the Arctic’s vulnerability to 
global environmental problems.

The “politicization” of the environment in the High North has very much 
happened according to the global environmental “awakening,” with many 
different environmental “voices.” And environmental politics has become 
a new public sector and a new field of foreign policy of the Arctic states. 
Recently, the High North has become an environmental linchpin due to 
growing concerns with the state of the environment and the environmental 
“awakening.” Nuclear safety became a special issue of environmental secu-
rity and has caused a change in problem definition in the northern security 
discourse. Finally, climate change with its physical impacts and the related 
uncertainty has become the newest environmental challenge, even a threat, 
for many northern residents and communities. All this indicates that climate 
change has a relevant security dimension.
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4. Conceptualizing Climate  
Security for a Warming World: 
Complexity and the  
Environment-Conflict Linkage1

Daniel Clausen and LTJG Michael Clausen, USCG

Introduction

Currently, a new concern is circulating among policy-makers, think tanks, 
and scholars: securing the planet’s climate. This interest has accelerated as 
analyses of the security implications of climate change have made their way 
into think tank reports, popular books, and, most importantly, official nation-
al security documents like the National Security Strategy and Quadrennial 
Defense Report.2 In addition to acknowledging the challenge of decreasing 
GHG emissions, these reports also examine the various regional effects of 
climate change and how the military might be tasked with responding to 
regional contingencies involving disasters or violence influenced by environ-
mental factors. These reports tend to converge on a common representation 
of climate change as a “threat multiplier.”3 As these reports predict, as climate 
change impacts ecosystems, it will cause critical food and water shortages, 
spur mass migration, and strain government capacities and credibility, thus 
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leading to more conflict and the collapse of order. According to these reports, 
the first victims will likely be states that lack reserve capacities in capital, 
scientists, engineers, or flexible political institutions able to adjust to the ef-
fects of climate change. In addition, the reports state that these ecologically 
induced crises could destabilize entire regions, feeding terrorist movements 
and sparking interstate conflicts and civil wars.4

While the common image these reports depict is both plausible and an-
alytically useful, it also suffers from multiple uncertainties, not the least of 
which is that stemming from the environment-conflict linkage. Currently, 
the exact interaction between environmental factors, political institutions, 
and outcomes are anything but certain. Scholars who are actively engaged in 
studying what has been termed “environmental security” often disagree in 
stark terms on the precise relationship between environmental variables and 
the onset of conflict, both civil war and interstate.

This chapter will begin by recounting how climate change has evolved 
as an object of national security thinking and discourse, beginning from the 
1980s and stretching to the recent “Climategate” issue. It will then examine 
the research climate change scientists and national security-oriented think 
tanks have done in terms of formulating plausible scenarios with a special 
focus on the way climate change has been defined as a “threat multiplier.” 
It will then examine how different scholarly traditions have studied and de-
picted the environment-conflict linkage. As this chapter will show, one of the 
particular complications of studying the environment-conflict linkage is that 
the relationship between environmental factors and conflict is rarely straight-
forward, and, thus, is left open to interpretation by scholars from different 
backgrounds and theoretical orientations.

Sometimes acrimony between different schools can take place on ei-
ther definitional grounds or even on differences on what is worthy of study. 
Environmental factors can encompass anything from environmental degra-
dation, to renewable resource scarcity, to non-renewable resource scarcity, to 
resource abundance (having a commodity that is highly valued on the world 
market).5 Scholars have disagreed on which if any of these variables is import-
ant in conflict onset and intensity. In addition, there is disagreement about 
how to study environmental factors, whether the environment or resources 
can or should be theorized outside of the political institutions that are estab-
lished to manage it, or even outside of larger world patterns of consumption 
that condition environmental processes.6 The paradox of the environmental 
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security literature is that the environment is often acknowledged as an in-
creasingly important factor in understanding the unfolding dimensions of 
world politics even as it is identified as a potential source misunderstanding 
and obfuscation.

For this reason, future policy-makers and scholars need to think critical-
ly about how exactly the environmental factors can “cause” conflict. Because 
of the importance of the environment-conflict linkage for understanding 
world politics, the essay will finish with some suggestions for how scholars 
can further explore the relationship and integrate the insights into scenarios 
for climate change.

The Rise of Climate Change as an Object of National 
Security

Since the 1980s, the issue of climate change has been on and off the political 
agenda – to say nothing of its framing as a national security issue. After James 
Hansen (then director of NASA’s Goddard Institute of Space Studies) famous-
ly asserted in 1988 that climate change was near certain,7 speculation and 
research began on the linkages between national security, climate change, 
and environmental degradation. That same year, the IPCC was created un-
der the guidance of the UN Environmental Programme (UNEP) and World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO) to represent the consensus of scientists 
on the issue of climate change. It wasn’t until the 1990s, however, that the 
Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program (SERDP) was 
created within the DoD to address issues of environmental concern. This cor-
responded with a gradual rise in policy statements placing the environment 
and environmental degradation within the sphere of national security.

The 1991 National Security Strategy features a brief section on the envi-
ronment that mentions issues of food security, ozone depletion, water supply, 
deforestation, biodiversity, and treatment of wastes, in addition to the problem 
of climate change.8 In addition, a Global Environmental Affairs Directorate 
at the National Security Council and an Office of Environmental Security led 
by a Deputy Undersecretary of Defense were established to address the rising 
interest in the connections between the environment and security. Around 
this same time, the idea that environmental scarcity could fuel a future anar-
chy of ungovernable spaces was first elaborated in the scholarship of Thomas 
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Homer-Dixon and then popularized by Robert Kaplan in his famous 1994 
article for the Atlantic Monthly,9 an article that was widely circulated among 
policy-makers. This popular speculation would lead to the creation of the new 
subfield of environmental security and a flurry of new initiatives for securing 
the environment within the Clinton administration. Thus, the 1997 National 
Security Strategy reflected Kaplan’s concerns of resource scarcity fueling an 
increasing number of post-modern conflicts.10

Despite a growing awareness of climate change, the issue remained large-
ly neglected. The Kyoto Protocol of 1997, though signed by the United States, 
was never sent to the Senate for ratification. Bipartisan resistance to the pro-
tocol centered on its failure to address pollution from rising industrial powers 
like China and India. While the Pentagon did commission one report in 2003 
that garnered some media attention, the issue remained largely undervalued 
as a national security priority.11 Even though interest was growing in some 
circles of the defense community about the linkages between environmen-
tal degradation and conflict, without national leadership, these projects re-
mained largely on the back burner. As the national security community dealt 
first with the immediate threat of Al Qaeda and addressing gaps in homeland 
security, then wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, and then rising nuclear threats 
from Iran and North Korea, the issue of climate change was neglected, both 
as a political issue and as a security concern.

Since 2007, however, there has been a dramatic rise in the attention paid 
to climate change, both as an international political issue and as a mounting 
security threat. That year both Al Gore and the IPCC won the Nobel Peace 
Prize for their work in raising awareness of the issue. The IPCC’s 2007 syn-
thesis report judged that the evidence for climate change is “unequivocal”12 
and that the evidence that human-generated greenhouse gases are the cause 
of increased temperatures is “very likely” (over 90 per cent).13 That year also 
saw the issuance of an influential report by the Center for Naval Analysis 
(CNA) backed by retired generals framing climate change as a “threat multi-
plier.”14 In addition, the Triangle Institute for Security Studies hosted a con-
ference that addressed the impacts of climate change on national security.15 
Following these influential reports, several other studies and volumes were 
published, along with a National Intelligence Assessment issued by the Office 
of the Director of National Intelligence.16

Most importantly, the notion of climate change as a security issue 
has now captured the attention of political and military senior leadership. 
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Whereas the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review made no mention of climate 
change or environmental security, the DoD 2008 National Defense Strategy 
acknowledged both that “climate pressures may generate new security chal-
lenges” and that there was a need to “tackle climate change.”17 Riding this 
new wave of engagement with the issue of climate change, the 2010 DoD QDR 
and NSS devote entire sections to the subject. The QDR addressed the full 
range of effects that climate change is likely to have on the security environ-
ment, and what needs to be done to tailor future force structure, mitigate the 
DoD’s carbon footprint, and help spur new technological developments in 
clean energy;18 the NSS meanwhile emphasizes the risk climate change poses 
to national security and the need for a broad shift toward an energy efficient 
economy. As the 2010  stated: “The danger from climate change is real, urgent, 
and severe.”19

Estimates, Scenarios, and the Special Role of the 
Scientific Epistemic Community

It is not an insignificant point that many of the recent reports and scholarship 
that connect climate change to national security point to climate change’s 
already perceptible influences – from the increased likelihood of hurricanes, 
to the spread of desertification in parts of Africa, to increased tension over 
scarce water resources in the Darfur region of the Sudan. As Buzan, Waever, 
and de Wilde write about past attempts to frame environmental issues as 
security threats: “Environmental issues often point to an unspecified, rela-
tively remote future and therefore involve no panic politics.”20 The vagueness 
of environmental predictions often conflicts with a national security culture 
that privileges threats that are certain, proximate, and grounded in an under-
standing of the international system as a competition among states.

While most reports on climate change note the ambiguity involved in 
modeling environmental systems, the consensus among scientists is that, not 
only is climate change verifiable, but predictions up until this point have been 
too conservative. Because of the ambiguities involved in modeling environ-
mental systems, one group of scholars (a combination of former government 
officials and Brookings Institute, Center for Strategic and International 
Studies, Center for Naval Analyses, and Center for New American Security 
scholars) has purposely used the word scenarios rather than prediction to 
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describe their approach.21 These authors argue that because climate change 
involves a complex relationship of interlinked variables that are difficult to 
predict – demography, energy policy, technological change, and their inter-
actions with complex ecological systems – one should not dwell on the most 
likely scenario, but rather, examine a range of plausible ones. This logic ap-
plies not only to rate of climate change but also to its effects. As many scholars 
have pointed out, the linkages among environmental stress, environmental 
shocks, and trends such as political violence, migration, and the spread of 
disease are difficult to theorize with precision.22

Currently, the average obtained from IPCC climate change scenarios 
projects that over the next twenty to thirty years the earth’s average tempera-
ture will rise by 1.3 degrees Celsius. This scenario assumes that there are no 
trigger effects or feedback loops and thus extrapolates largely from trends 
known to date.23 While the geographical impact of climate change will vary, 
in the next twenty to thirty years vulnerable regions will face prospective 
food shortages, droughts, and flooding. Among the possible implications of 
these environmental changes will be pandemics, political instabilities, and 
potential energy and food shocks. These ecologically induced crises could de-
stabilize entire regions, feeding terrorist movements and sparking interstate 
and civil conflicts. What is significant about this scenario is that it has been 
described as inevitable.24 Though climate change may bring some benefits to 
the United States in the form of near-term increases in agricultural yields,25 
these benefits will be offset by irregular weather patterns and political and 
economic losses from the failure of poorer countries to cope with climate 
change.

Another plausible scenario, explored by Leon Fuerth,26 assumes that var-
ious tipping points and feedback loops are activated and thus that the earth’s 
temperatures increase more rapidly. In this scenario, methane released from 
melted ice sheets, the decline in carbon-absorbing forests, and the rate of rap-
id industrialization lead to double the climate change increase predicted in 
the first scenario – temperatures increase over the next twenty years by 2.6 
degrees Celsius instead of the expected 1.3 degrees. Water scarcities increase, 
crop yields decline rapidly, coastal regions are subject to drastic flooding, and 
global fisheries decline as a result of coral bleaching and ocean acidification.27 
These multiple ecological breakdowns strain political institutions (especially 
in the less-developed world), leading to mass migration, intra- and interstate 
conflict, and possibly the resurgence of virulent fascist ideologies.28 As many 
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scholars have stressed, however, because of the many complex systems in-
volved in predicting these events – both ecological and political – speculation 
on the consequences of abrupt climate change are at best useful stories for 
understanding what is at stake.29

Seeing Climate Change through its Effects:  
Climate Change as a “Threat Multiplier”

Currently, much of the national security literature designates climate change 
as a “threat multiplier.”30 The idea is that climate change’s impact on ecosys-
tems will cause critical food and water shortages, spur mass migration, and 
strain governments’ capacities and credibility, thus leading to more conflict 
and anarchy – especially in those countries that lack the resources to deal 
with these effects. According to this research, the first victims will likely be 
states that lack reserve capacities in capital, scientists, engineers, or flexible 
political institutions able to adjust to the effects of climate change.31 This is not 
to reinforce stereotypes of the poor in the Global South as the inevitable seed 
of world anarchy – to suggest as much would in any case ignore the source 
of much carbon pollution.32 Though there is currently a wealth of research 
challenging these neo-Malthusian assumptions of easy connections between 
environmental scarcities and violent conflict,33 the saliency of the environ-
ment-conflict linkage will likely increase as the severity of environmental 
shocks increases. As current environmental security thinking suggests, be-
cause of this threat of expanded ungovernable spaces, the United States will 
need to continue to secure U.S. energy supplies, most likely through increased 
stability operations in unstable areas of the world where energy is abundant, 
and expand capabilities for guarding sea lanes in newly opened up areas of 
the Arctic Ocean.34

Analysts who examine the threat of climate change to U.S. security of-
ten point out that potential ecological catastrophes threaten the “resilience 
of the international community,”35 creating dangerous imbalances between 
nations that have the capacity to deal with climate change and those that do 
not. While some might quibble that some of this language conflates global 
justice with the Unites States’s vital security interests, the connection is an-
alytically useful for a number of reasons. As weak states become afflicted by 
environmental stresses, the United States will have to face the possibility of 
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a rapid surge in migration, the spread of pandemics, and the breakdown of 
political stability in energy-rich countries and countries that are becoming 
increasingly embedded in the global economy, thus affecting the economic 
security of U.S. citizens.

There is a growing consensus that the impact of climate change will con-
tinue to strain the United States’s credibility as a global security provider, 
peace broker, and disaster relief provider. As the United States and other 
countries try to attenuate the impact of climate change on their own soil, 
security scholars are worried that the United States and the world will lose 
established levels of international cooperation – the current state of the inter-
national community as such. This loss of cooperation could affect U.S. efforts 
to uproot terrorism, stop nuclear proliferation, and confront rogue regimes.

Though accurate and analytically useful, the term “threat multiplier” 
could also lead to some dangerous gaps in understanding how to respond 
to climate change. The idea of climate change as a threat multiplier leads the 
defense community to focus more on responding to the outcome of climate 
change (an intensified environment of threats defined in the usual terms of 
disaster relief, increased terrorism, rogue and collapsed states) than attenu-
ating its causes – greenhouse gas emissions.36 As the current QDR illustrates, 
however, the DoD has taken proactive steps toward lowering its carbon foot-
print and establishing programs that spur important technological develop-
ments in energy efficiency and alternative fuels.

However, out of all the claims made about the negative impacts of climate 
change, the prediction that conflict – both interstate and intrastate – will be 
more frequent and intense is the most contentious. As the following review 
of the academic literature will demonstrate, conceptualizing the linkage 
between environment change and conflict is anything but a straightforward 
intellectual task. Different Perspectives in the Study of Environment and 
Conflict

The three major traditions that deal with the environment-conflict link-
age – neo-Malthusianism, neoclassical economics, and political ecology – 
disagree in often stark terms about, not only how the environment can be 
said to “cause” conflict, but also, what types of variables should be studied, 
how they should be studied, and what type of language should be used to 
portray conclusions. Despite these differences, each has something different 
to offer security planners seeking to understand the environmental causes of 
conflict. This is perhaps best demonstrated by Colin Kahl’s Demographic and 
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Environmental Stress Model, which integrates many of the insights from the 
three approaches. Taken together, each of the traditions should give future 
students of the environment-conflict linkage pause before making simplistic 
and automatic assumptions about the way scarcity and degradation cause 
conflict.

Reading through the literature, one is often struck by the sheer number of 
issues that are explored under the environmental security label. The literature 
on environmental security discusses instances when states or substate groups 
come into conflict directly over resources, when subnational groups use a 
valuable resource to finance rebellion, when degradation or scarcity produces 
grievance-based violence, or when environmental problems overwhelm gov-
ernment legitimacy and thus provide permissive conditions for rebellion.37 
Within this hodgepodge of concerns, the “environment” can come to stand 
for land scarcity, soil erosion, depletion of freshwater, timber, or fish stocks, 
demographic pressure that can lead to these effects, or even strategically valu-
able resource wealth like petroleum and mineral reserves. In addition, “secu-
rity” can mean anything from threats to regime security, threats to regional 
or international order, or threats to people’s health and livelihood. Given 
that many of the issues within what is called the “environmental security” 
literature often deal with grievances, distributional justice, and/or structural 
violence (rather than threats to “national security” narrowly defined) some 
authors have argued that it is more accurate to describe the enterprise as the 
study of environmental insecurity.38

Generally speaking, there are three different traditions of examining the 
linkage between environmental causes, politics, and conflict: 1) neo-Malthu-
sianism, 2) neoclassical economics, and 3) political ecology.39 Each of these 
three approaches represents a different theoretical tradition, angle of vision, 
and political objective. The neo-Malthusian approach emphasizes the way 
trends in demography and the environment create acute scarcities that con-
tribute to violent conflict. Alternatively, the neoclassical economics tradition 
stresses the adaptability of human systems (especially free market and demo-
cratic systems) in dealing with problems of the environment. Political ecology 
approaches, while more varied and difficult to lump together, generally share 
a concern for the liberation of impoverished and oppressed groups and try to 
deconstruct the way specialized forms of knowledge and discourse have been 
used to oppress marginalized groups. In addition to these three approaches, 
I also examine the claims of environmental skeptics as a fourth “school” for 
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discussion. Typically, skeptics have come from both the neoclassical econom-
ics and the political ecology groups (though often for different reasons).

As my short sketches will demonstrate, though each approach has very 
important – and in some case irreconcilable – differences, they also have im-
portant linkages and create forms of knowledge that complement the other.

1. The Neo-Malthusian Approach

Neo-Malthusians generally point to accelerating pressures on natural re-
sources and planetary life-support systems as a major cause of conflict in 
the future. Though the notion that population growth itself puts strains on 
the planet has long been refuted, this groups often links population growth 
with environmental degradation and the failure of political institutions to 
manage environmental uses.40 These failures can lead to increased migration, 
threats to state stability, increased state oppression to pre-empt threats to the 
state, and conflict between the state and aggrieved ethnic or political groups. 
Homer-Dixon’s work in the nineties in particular has been very influential. 
Homer-Dixon’s chief argument is that, as opposed to earlier times when 
human adaptive capacities were activated, mutually reinforcing patterns of 
degradation make the current crises – in particular the environmental effects 
of climate change – more difficult to overcome.41 The later contributions of 
the scholars in what is called the Toronto School (including Homer-Dixon’s 
work) explore the complexity involved in the environment-conflict linkage 
using primarily case study analysis. Many of these studies found that, while 
environmental factors were rarely necessary or sufficient conditions, they 
nevertheless lead to structural opportunities for violence.

Critics have pointed to neo-Malthusianism’s pension for environmental 
determinism. Neo-Malthusians have been accused of ignoring both interac-
tions with political institutions that make conflict more likely and the way 
political institutions and ideas help produce scarcity to begin with. Though 
scholars such as Barnett42 laud the sophistication of case study work done 
by Homer-Dixon and others as part of the Toronto School’s Project on 
Environment, Population, and Security, critics still suggest that the “positiv-
ist vernacular”43 used by neo-Malthusians often denotes a linear relationship 
between environmental stress and conflict that has yet to be proven.

Because neo-Malthusians focus on the environment as an independent 
variable, they also ignore important dynamics involved in civil war onset. 
As the literature on civil strife points out,44 revolts are often difficult to start 
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because of problems of coordination and the free-rider dilemma. The free-rid-
er problem in civil wars amounts to this: how does a revolt start when the risk 
taken on by the initial organizers is so much greater than the risk taken on by 
those who decide to bandwagon later on? Thus, critics of the neo-Malthusian 
approach point out that an emphasis on resource scarcity over-predicts the 
occurrence of civil strife.

2. Neoclassical Economics

In the neoclassical economic approach, much more of an emphasis is put on 
the human capacity to cope with environmental change and, in a rebuttal to 
neo-Malthusians, resource abundance (not scarcity) is linked with conflict.45 
For scholars in this group, the market mechanism plays an important role. 
Market incentives triggered by scarcity lead to new innovations in technology 
and management to create coping mechanisms. In a similar way, representa-
tive governments respond to political demands to obviate critical scarcities 
that affect their constituencies. In addition, those who focus on the “resource 
curse” could be placed into this group. The abundance of a highly valued 
commodity severely stunts the development of sophisticated, variegated 
market economies by giving incentives for parties to find and hold valuable 
resources rather than innovate. The availability of resources also stunts the 
development of governments responsive to citizen needs, giving incentives 
for the government to be just strong enough to hold valuable territory and live 
off rents from its resources. In what is termed the “honey pot” hypothesis, re-
source abundance creates incentives for groups to capture resources. Where 
there is a weak state, substate groups can compete with the government for 
control of these resources. This literature tends to emphasize “greed” (defined 
as opportunities for banditry or state capture in order to generate income) 
over “grievance” (defined as human rights abuses and political oppression) as 
motivation for intrastate conflict.

Critics of the neoclassical economics approach have pointed out that on 
a local scale the mechanisms for mediating resource scarcity, in the form of a 
market mechanism or a responsive government, are often imperfect or absent 
in much of the less-developed world. On a global scale, critics point out that 
– in contrast to past claims of impending demographic doom – current neg-
ative trends of population growth, consumption, and environmental limits 
are much more embedded and reinforcing than was ever the case before. As 
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Homer-Dixon argues, these patterns lend themselves to reinforcement and 
trigger effects that stress the environment in irreversible ways.46

In addition, a great deal (though not all) of the “honey pot” theories tend 
to focus more on non-renewable resources than on renewable resources that 
have been overstressed. Forestry, fisheries, and agriculture – resources that 
are renewable when used in moderation – tend to contribute to the employ-
ment of large populations. When these resources are depleted, much larger 
portions of the population suffer, leading to grievance-based violence.

Moreover, the neoclassical economics approach ignores the way “resource 
curse” explanations can be linked with the neo-Malthusian literature:47 the 
availability of resource rents from non-renewable resources like oil might 
prevent the government from undertaking policies to manage renewable re-
sources like fisheries or agricultural land in ways that benefit the larger pop-
ulation. Over time, this neglect could lead to clashes among substate groups 
over increasingly scarce resources. These critical scarcities might also create 
better incentives for people to join rebel groups (the “greed” explanation) to 
capture valuable nonrenewable resources.

3. Political Ecology

Though very difficult to encapsulate in a thumbnail sketch, political ecology 
can be described as a mix of post-structural and critical theory, non-equilib-
rium ecology, and rich ethnographic case study analysis. While this captures 
some of the essence of the approach, another way to think of this tradition is 
in terms of its normative objectives. Political ecology tends to focus less on ac-
cumulating and testing generalizable theories and more on interrogating the 
complexity of social and ecological relationships. In particular, the literature 
is interested in exposing how systems of environmental management often 
disenfranchise the poor.48 Thus, as the title of Peet and Watt’s book Liberation 
Ecologies suggests, a key theme in political ecology is creating a scholarship 
that can foster the liberation of marginalized people.

Much of the literature is also hostile to the neo-Malthusian approach 
and the way its scholarship has informed U.S. strategic thinking since the 
mid-90s. A common accusation of political ecologists is that neo-Malthu-
sians posit simplistic linkages between environmental degradation, scarcity, 
and conflict. In addition, they criticize neo-Malthusians for ignoring the way 
scarcities are conditioned by larger systems – domestic and local systems, but 
in some cases world systems – of production and consumption.49
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For Kahl, political ecology’s focus on regimes of production and distri-
bution misses just how much material factors matter. Kahl criticizes political 
ecologists for downplaying the role of environmental stress in conflict; in-
stead, he highlights the way the material fact of demographic stress conspires 
with systems of inequality to cause conflict.50 Even though political ecology’s 
case study approach to environmental factors has provided a solid contri-
bution to the field, political ecologists have nonetheless been dismissive of 
the contributions and nuance of Toronto school (neo-Malthusian) case stud-
ies.51 Perhaps the strongest criticism of political ecology has to do with its 
lack of policy relevance. Because political ecology studies often seek to upset 
simplistic ways of viewing the world, their work often suffers from a high 
degree of indeterminacy.52 Thus, unlike for example the work of think tank 
policy papers, their conclusions are rarely reducible to easy-to-read executive 
summaries or bullet points. This is at once a major strength of political ecol-
ogy studies, but also a major limitation on their ability to reach mainstream 
audiences.

4. Environmental Security Skepticism

Finally, it should be noted that there is also a strain of literature that ques-
tions the salience of the environment-conflict linkage. In a sense, this is a 
continuation of the skepticism found in the neoclassical and political ecology 
approaches. This literature, however, is important enough to include in its 
own section because it questions the very merit of the explosion of interest 
in “environmental security.” Raleigh and Urdal, for example, note that sta-
tistical literature studies that include a large number of cases (a large N) is 
at best mixed on the association between resource scarcity and violence.53 
While the State Failure Task Force Report of the late 1990s54 found that soil 
degradation, deforestation, and freshwater scarcity were not directly linked to 
conflict, Hauge and Ellington (1998) found that the same factors, with high 
population density, were highly associated with civil war – but also, that these 
factors were secondary to political factors.55 Theisen, however, is unable to 
replicate the results of Hauge and Ellington in his statistical study. He con-
cludes that, because the Hauge and Ellington study is so frequently the sole 
statistical study cited in the environmental security literature, and because 
these results are not subject to replication, the relationship between scarcity, 
degradation, and conflict has very little support in the large statistical study 
research.56
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In addition, criticisms of the environmental security literature have also 
come from the political ecology camp. Environmental security models that 
rely on understandings of the environment as an “independent variable” 
often simplify complex processes that reflect the issue of resource distribu-
tion and discourses that drive these distribution patterns. As Benjaminsen 
argues, reading the neo-Malthusian literature one “often gets the impression 
that degradation is something measurable” when the idea of degradation is 
always subject to “conflicting views regarding how the land should be used 
and what the landscape ought to look like.”57 In addition, the environmental 
security literature tends to treat “conflicts as internal to ‘groups’ or ‘societ-
ies’ with little or no analysis of interactions with the international political 
economy.”58 This approach, then, leaves larger issues of global environmental 
justice unexplored.

Colin Kahl’s DES Model

Thus far, Kahl’s Demographic and Environmental Stress Model (DES) has 
done the most to integrate environmental and political variables into one 
comprehensive account. The independent variable in the model – demograph-
ic and environmental stress (DES) is a composite variable that encompasses 
(1) rapid population growth, (2) the degradation of renewable resources, and 
(3) the maldistribution of renewable resources. It should be noted that the 
third variable assumes that political, social, and economic processes have an 
important impact on the way scarcity is produced in populations (a conces-
sion to political ecology). A resource may be in ready supply, yet nevertheless 
experienced as scarce by local populations because the resource is so poorly 
distributed or managed.

The author contends that there are two main pathways through which 
DES can cause violence – state failure and state exploitation. The state failure 
pathway creates incentives for “social groups to engage in violence via the 
logic of the security dilemma.”59 In other words, as crucial resources become 
scarce, rival states or substate groups will be more likely to compete for these 
resources. When this happens within the state, fierce competition can reduce 
the government to merely one competitor amongst other comparatively pow-
erful groups. The state exploitation pathway, however, assumes a different 
dynamic. In this pathway, better organized and powerful state elites are able 
to pre-empt competition from competitor groups or capture scarce resources 
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through violence in order to protect their own narrow self-interests.60 Kahl 
argues that groupness (the degree to which people align with an ethnic, reli-
gious, or class group over the state) and institutional inclusivity (the degree 
to which important government institutions allow diverse groups to influ-
ence policy through legitimate processes) are important for understanding 
whether DES leads to conflict.61 In the case of groupness, strong cleavages in 
group affiliations within the state and the absence of cross-cutting loyalties 
and identifications help to overcome the collective action problem early in 
revolts (the free-rider problem identified in the civil strife literature noted 
above). By contrast, an ethnically homogenous state, a unified national iden-
tity, or cross-cutting identifications can help neutralize conflict.62 Similarly, 
an inclusive government with legitimate processes for protesting policies can 
also help neutralize violent conflict. In contrast, government processes that 
exclude large populations with high levels of groupness will fuel the logic of 
the security dilemma.

The strength of the state to deter violence plays a significant role in de-
termining the pathways of violence. When elites are unified against a weaker 
minority, higher levels of DES will be needed to push minority groups toward 
violent revolt. In this case, state exploitation is the most likely pathway. In 
cases where the minority is especially weak and state capacities for oppres-
sion extremely advanced, violence may not even register because it is deeply 
submerged in state structures of human rights abuses. In the case of state 
weakness, substate actors will find it easier to garner support among their 
in-group and challenge the state for ever scarcer resources, thus leading to 
greater challenges to state authority.63

By taking into account the importance of demographic and envi-
ronmental stresses as an independent variable, Kahl’s work addresses the 
neo-Malthusian “independent variable”; however, by acknowledging the 
way distribution systems create scarcity, he also acknowledges some of the 
concerns of political ecology. Finally, by demonstrating how dysfunctional 
coping methods are the pathways toward conflict, Kahl demonstrates how 
the insights of the neoclassical economics approach can inform studies of the 
environment-conflict linkage.

The Limitations of the DES Model

Though Kahl’s model is a significant achievement, there are nevertheless sev-
eral important gaps that need to be explored.
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First, along the lines of political ecology, the model fails to take into ac-
count the complex ways that DES is a product of the deep structural processes 
of power within the world system. Though DES assumes maldistribution as a 
key process which produces scarcity in disadvantaged populations, the model 
leaves the global systems of production and consumption that help to create 
scarcities un- (or under-) theorized.64 For example, Kahl’s model fails to take 
into account how much the measured “stress” in the independent variable 
is due to the combination of oil shocks, rising interest rates, falling/rising 
commodity prices, and the structural adjustment programs during the pe-
riod of conflict. Though a discussion of these factors does appear in Kahl’s 
discussion section, they are largely exogenous to his model. Maldistribution, 
in other words, may be the condition of a larger story that includes more 
than just relations between civil society and local government. This larger 
story may also be more important theoretically if our concern is the welfare 
of vulnerable populations in the Global South.65

Second, along the lines of neoclassical economics, the model fails to take 
into account the processes of productive institutions and mechanisms that 
can reflect back on DES to alleviate these problems to begin with. In other 
words, Kahl never closes the circle. As the neoclassical economic position 
notes, market mechanisms and democratic institutions can not only relax 
mechanisms of civil strife but also help alleviate the problem of DES through 
adaptive processes. These adaptive processes should not be limited to so-
called rational management approaches to the environment either. There 
is a wealth of scholarship, for example, that points to effective indigenous 
methods for land management. This problem remains unresolved because 
Kahl’s concern is civil strife, not processes of environmental management. 
Yet, as many authors have argued, understanding what process are available 
for managing environmental stress is just as important as understanding why 
conflict occurs.66

My third critique regards the positioning of DES as an important inde-
pendent variable. As my review of the “skeptics” above notes, the statistical 
literature currently finds only a weak association between environmental 
degradation and conflict. While demographic stress and the grievance of 
populations makes this independent variable more significant, lumping the 
three together into a composite variable misses just how different each of 
these variables are in their relationship to the onset of violence. Thus, one 
could imagine the model drawn much differently. Theisen’s conclusion that 
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political dysfunction and poverty have much more explanatory power than 
resource scarcity,67 for example, suggests that political issues and poverty 
should be positioned as the independent variable, with the environmental 
factors positioned as intervening variables.

A fourth critique can be directed at Kahl’s methodological approach. 
Because Kahl relies heavily on two case studies to elucidate his claims (the 
Philippines and Kenya), his study is limited to a thick description of DES and 
the intervening variables of groupness and institutional inclusivity to demon-
strate the utility of his model. As he states, one of the reasons he decides to 
take this route is because much of the data he needs is not easily quantifiable. 
In addition, Kahl claims that statistical approaches are not very effective at 
answering “how” questions.68 Though Kahl is largely correct, his approach 
nevertheless does little to counter environmental security skepticism. Future 
scholars will need to think creatively of ways to test Kahl’s model through 
large N statistical studies.

My criticisms of Kahl’s model are purposely unfair: they ask the model to 
provide answers to questions and to perform tasks it was never intended to do. 
Yet these criticisms point to important avenues of further research, facilitat-
ed by future conjunctions between research agendas. While future research 
should not try to include everything, it should attempt to make important 
connections between currently disparate approaches – for example, that be-
tween qualitative case study research and large quantitative statistical studies, 
or that between the neo-Malthusian/neoclassical economics approaches and 
political ecology. Though Kahl’s approach is a good starting point, there is 
still much to be done.

Conclusion: New Paths of Exploration and Synthesis

As this essay has shown, greater efforts to link the concerns of different 
traditions in environmental security can help to construct a more nuanced 
understanding of the role the environment plays in the onset and intensity of 
conflict. By incorporating both the environment and regimes of resource dis-
tribution, Kahl’s model avoids the either/or tradeoff between the two that is 
assumed in other approaches. As my criticisms have shown, however, Kahl’s 
approach is far from perfect. Still, there are good reasons why researchers 
should continue to look across traditions for insights on how environmental 
factors can contribute to conflict. Even as defense planners begin to think 
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about how climate change can lead to civil war onset and interstate conflict, 
they will do well to remember the points made by environmental security 
skeptics and especially the weak linkages that are found between environ-
mental factors and conflict in the statistical literature. As these studies have 
found, variables such as soil degradation, deforestation, and water scarcity 
are at best secondary to issues of poverty, low economic growth, and high 
dependence on primary commodities for export.69 These studies serve to re-
mind us that environmental factors are one part (sometimes even a relatively 
small part) of a larger picture.

Despite the work done by Kahl and other scholars, there are still quite a 
few avenues for improving the state of knowledge on the role of environmen-
tal causes on conflict. Scholars and security planners should continue to:

 • Create greater synergies between statistical studies that 
look for relationships among a large number of cases and 
more nuanced case studies that take into account how 
environmental factors work in different political and social 
contexts. This will allow scholars and security planners to 
understand the limit of generalizations about the environ-
ment and conflict.

 • Direct more attention to smaller political units like provinc-
es in order to complement larger studies that use the state as 
their unit of analysis.70

 • As a way of addressing environmental security skeptics, in-
vestigate the degree to which instances where conflict does 
not register are actually instances where populations are 
suffering from acute forms of political oppression and struc-
tural violence (in other words, environmentally facilitated 
insecurity).71

 • Examine the feedback loops that allow political institu-
tions, ideas, and activism to react back on environmental 
“independent variables” – both positively and negatively. 
This may mean thoughtful engagement with the environ-
mental management literature. The implication is that 
understanding which state capacities are best at obviating 
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environmental stress is just as important as understanding 
how environmental stress causes conflict.

 • And finally, researchers should seek to avoid the mysticism 
that often accompanies positioning the environment scarci-
ties or valuable resources as “strong” independent variables. 
Scholars can do so by looking at the role of political entre-
preneurs in either promoting or helping to prevent violent 
conflict in contexts of high environmental stress.72 By doing 
so, scholars and security planners will also help to create 
more policy-relevant studies for those looking to intervene 
in future crises.

As security planners continue to develop regional scenarios for climate 
change, it is important to remember that there is nothing automatic about 
linkages between environmental causes and violence. The evolution of pol-
itics in different regions will depend quite a bit on complex political and 
ecological variables that are rarely clear-cut. By comparing and contrasting 
the insights of statistical studies and in-depth case studies, security scholars 
can begin to understand that limitations of generalizations about environ-
mental variables as well as begin to identify new hypothesis for testing. An 
attention to building nuance and sophistication in our understanding of the 
environment-conflict linkage will ultimately benefit decision-makers and 
policy planners as they seek to understand the environmental factors in the 
future of world politics.

Though the environmental security literature will continue to inform our 
understanding of conflict onset and intensity in the twenty-first century, one 
should also be aware of the limitations of this research. Much of the current 
and future literature, whether case studies or large statistical analyses, will 
be based on what has happened in the past. An understanding of past cases 
may be of limited utility in comparison with a very unique future. This future 
may include more acute forms of environmental stress than could ever be 
found in studies of the recent past. Thus, even as scholars continue to probe 
for relationships between different environmental causes and conflict, it is 
important for security planners and analysts to be bolder than their academic 
counterparts. Whereas the scholarly community is more apt to proclaim that 
the future is not evidence,73 security planners will need to actively think about 
the limits of current studies and account for the worst of all possible cases.
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Changing Arctic? Opportunities 
for Maritime Cooperation in Arctic 
National Strategies1

Ian G. Brosnan, Thomas M. Leschine, and Edward L. Miles

Introduction

“Arctic neighbors draw up battle lines.” – BBC News, August 11, 
20072

This vivid hook used by the BBC is representative of countless headlines and 
a fair number of academic papers published since 2007 regarding relations in 
the Arctic Ocean.3 Concerns that the Arctic will be the scene of internation-
al conflict are the result of several converging circumstances, including the 
dramatic retreat of summer sea-ice that has historically been a major barrier 
to accessing shorter shipping routes and Arctic natural resources, long-stand-
ing unresolved Arctic maritime boundaries, and approaching deadlines for 
several of the Arctic states to submit information respecting the outer limit 
of their continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles to the United Nations.
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Although many of the arguments for Arctic conflict found in the popular 
press are built on oversimplifications of complex multidimensional issues, 
conflict in the region seems possible. However, the possibility of conflict is 
also a possibility for cooperation and examination of the opportunities for co-
operation in the Arctic is needed. The United States, Canada, Russia, Norway, 
and Denmark have recently published new or updated Arctic strategies and 
policies (henceforth referred to collectively as strategy statements). Here, 
we examine these strategies and identify common issues that can serve as 
avenues for cooperation between the Arctic states. A more complete explora-
tion of the opportunities and potential character of cooperation between the 
Arctic powers can be found in Brosnan, Leschine, and Miles, “Cooperation or 
Conflict in the Arctic?” Ocean Development and International Law 42 (2011): 
173–210.

Our focus on the so-called “Arctic Five,” the United States, Canada, 
Denmark, Norway, and Russia, merits some explanation. Our article is the 
result of a report prepared for the National Assembly of Korea and the Korea 
Maritime Institute. A combination of littoral geography and geopolitical and 
economic circumstances, as well as our interpretation of our funder’s inter-
ests and the short time-line to produce our report, led us to focus on the 
“Arctic Five.” As the list of signatories to the recent Arctic Search and Rescue 
Agreement, the Arctic Council’s first legally binding instrument, attests, 
there are more concerned Arctic parties than just the United States, Canada, 
Denmark, Norway and Russia. Sweden, Finland, and Iceland are also signa-
tories to the agreement and Arctic Council members. They participate, to 
varying degrees, in other international Arctic fora such as the International 
Maritime Organization bodies concerned with Arctic shipping. A growing 
number of countries and international bodies, including, inter alia, Britain, 
the EU, China, and India, are requesting to join the Arctic Council as ob-
servers. Many of the themes identified below are as applicable to the Arctic 
Council members, observers, and permanent participants as they are to the 
“Arctic Five.” Our focus on the “Arctic Five” should not detract from the fun-
damental message that there are numerous avenues for cooperation in the 
Arctic; conflict is not inevitable.
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Five Arctic Strategies

The United States updated its Arctic Region Policy (U.S. ARP) on January 
9, 2009, apparently in response to geopolitical and environmental changes.4 
It was released during the final days of President George W. Bush’s admin-
istration, which raised questions about its merit as a guide to future U.S. 
policy. However, the contents seem to have been carefully crafted to serve 
as a flexible, long-term policy for U.S. activities in a changing region rather 
than a partisan move to influence long-term U.S. Arctic conduct. There was 
no indication during President Obama’s first term that the policy would be 
updated,5 nor has it been a focus of the 2012 presidential election campaign. 
Barring significant new developments in the region, we anticipate that the 
current policy will remain in place for some time. The U.S. ARP identifies 
U.S. interests in seven topical areas and lays out implementing steps. U.S. 
interests include: 1) Arctic national and homeland security; 2) international 
governance; 3) extended continental shelf and boundary issues; 4) interna-
tional scientific cooperation; 5) maritime transportation; 6) economic and 
energy issues; and 7) environmental protection and conservation of living 
marine resources.

Canada’s “Northern Strategy: Our North, Our Heritage, Our Future” 
was released on July 26, 2008, as a document and a website.6 The strategy 
is built on four pillars: 1) exercising Arctic sovereignty, which includes es-
tablishing and maintaining a physical presence in the Arctic and mapping 
of the continental margin to substantiate claims to an extended continental 
shelf; 2) protecting environmental heritage, including conducting scientific 
research and environmental protection; 3) promoting social and economic 
development through resource exploration, development and infrastructure 
improvements; and 4) improving and devolving northern governance, which 
involves streamlining regulatory processes in the three northern territories 
and transferring authorities over land and resources to territorial and indig-
enous governments. There is also a foreign policy component of Canada’s 
“Northern Strategy” that identifies Canada’s bilateral projects with its Arctic 
partners and describes the Arctic Council and other international fora in 
which Canada participates.

Norway’s “High North Strategy” was signed on December 1, 2006.7 It 
clearly identifies Norway’s interest in the sustainable development of Arctic 
energy and fisheries resources but is also notable for balancing development 
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with environmental management concerns and a strong focus on regional 
and international cooperation. It is also the oldest of the Arctic state strategy 
documents. However, despite its vintage, it remains relevant. The govern-
ment that authored the Report remained in power through the 2009 elec-
tions and the new government has not replaced or updated the Strategy. In a 
2010 address to the Norwegian Parliament, the Norwegian Foreign Minister 
affirmed many of its policies.8 Norway’s “High North Strategy” is divided 
into nine subject areas: 1) foreign policy, including focus on energy and the 
environment, regional forums, and presence of Norwegian armed forces in 
the Arctic; 2) knowledge generation and competence building in marine, cli-
mate, and polar research, petroleum research and development, and environ-
mental monitoring and emergency response; 3) indigenous peoples’ issues; 
4) people-to-people cooperation in the North through cultural exchange; 5) 
environmental issues related to climate change, long-range transboundary 
air pollution, and integrated management of northern seas; 6) management 
and utilization of marine resources; 7) petroleum activities; 8) marine trans-
portation; and 9) business development.

The Russian Federation’s “Arctic Strategy” was approved on September 
18, 2008.9 It is built on five central objectives: 1) social and economic devel-
opment, particularly natural resource development and expanded use of the 
Northern Sea Route; 2) military security and protection of the state borders; 
3) environmental protection, including protection and preservation of the 
Arctic and management of anthropogenic development impacts; 4) scientific 
and technological research and development in areas of climate change, re-
source exploitation, and social issues; and 5) foreign affairs, including estab-
lishing or maintaining positive bilateral relationships and determining limits 
of the Russian continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles. The strategy 
also describes the measures and mechanisms for achieving these objectives 
and three stages of implementation that are to be completed by 2020. The 
Statement makes it clear that Russia’s priority is to secure its Arctic territory 
for use as a strategic resource pool.

Denmark’s Arctic strategy is now contained in two documents. The first, 
“Arctic in a time of change”10 was released in May 2008 has two foci, fostering 
Greenlandic independence through economic development and Denmark’s 
role as an Arctic nation.11 The former receives greater emphasis throughout 
the Statement. “Arctic in a time of change” discusses eleven key issue areas: 
1) Home Rule; 2) asserting sovereignty, including physical presence and 
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continental shelf mapping; 3) Arctic and Nordic cooperation; 4) indigenous 
peoples; 5) energy and minerals development; 6) protection and sustainable 
use of living natural resources; 7) the environment, including addressing cli-
mate change and pollution; 8) research, particularly into climate change and 
pollutant impacts; 9) shipping and aviation infrastructure development; 10) 
encouraging commerce and industry; and 11) cultural cooperation.

Details of a new Danish Arctic strategy, “Strategy for the Arctic 2011–
2020,” were leaked shortly before its official publication in August 2011.12 
This new strategy document explicitly notes that the May 2008 strategy, 
“Arctic in a time of change,” continues to serve as a foundation for Danish 
activities in the Arctic whilst the new strategy focuses on the Kingdom of 
Denmark’s strategic priorities for the development of the Arctic through 
2020.13 The new strategy is more focused but does not represent a significant 
departure from the 2008 strategy. Its publication in English indicates that it 
is a guide for external actors as well as domestic audiences. “Strategy for the 
Arctic 2011–2020” contains four principal sections. 1) “A Peaceful, Secure and 
Safe Arctic” covers sovereignty, surveillance, and maritime safety. 2) “Self-
sustaining Growth and Development” discusses the use of energy, mineral, 
and natural resources, integration with global trade, social development, 
and efforts to improve Arctic health. 3) “Development with Respect for the 
Arctic’s Vulnerable Climate, Environment, and Nature” describes Denmark’s 
efforts to better understand the effects of climate change and implement pro-
tections for the environment and biodiversity. Finally, 4) “Close Cooperation 
with our International Partners” covers regional and global cooperation and 
the representation of Danish interests in the international arena.

Common Themes

Six themes are common to the Arctic strategy statements: sovereignty; 
scientific research; resource development; shipping; environmental concerns; 
and governance. Each theme can be divided into several component issues 
(see Table 1).

1. Sovereignty

Under the theme of sovereignty, the coastal Arctic states contend with two 
issues, the determination of the extent of their extended continental shelves 
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and the projection of sovereign presence in the Arctic. With the exception of 
Norway, all the states emphasize the need to map and delimit the extent of 
their continental shelves.14

All five states address sovereign Arctic presence. Sovereign presence 
traditionally covers a range of activities such as establishing a fixed human 
presence, military exercises, or police activity.15 The latter, police activity to 
deter, detect, and interdict illegal activity receives emphasis in the various 
state strategy statements and is the more intuitive place to look for cooper-
ation on issues of sovereign presence. The states vary in their specification 
of what illegal activity they are concerned with: all address illegal fishing; 
some smuggling and illegal migration; and only the United States and Russia 
address terrorism. However, the methodologies of deterrence and interdic-
tion are sufficiently similar that they can be collapsed under the rubric of 
sovereign activity to deter, detect, and interdict illegal activities.

2. Scientific Research

Arctic scientific research can be synthesized into just two issues in all five 
strategies. The first is research to better inform national activities and pri-
orities. There is individual variation across the nations as to which areas of 
research are highlighted, but generally they include socioeconomics, human 
health, impacts of anthropogenic activities on the environment, and resource 
assessments. The second common research issue is improved understand-
ing and forecasting of Arctic climate change and its physical and biological 
impacts. This issue is a subset of the first but is highlighted because of the 
emphasis it receives across all the strategy statements.

3. Resource Development

Resource development is at the heart of the strategies of all five states, and is-
sues of energy resources and fisheries are common to all. However, the United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) already provides the 
states with sovereign jurisdiction over the vast majority of Arctic resources 
through the 200 nautical mile exclusive economic zone (EEZ) and rights to 
the resources of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles.16 Where the 
states have sovereign control over resources, they can pursue their interests 
through independent decision-making. Consequently, the theme of resource 
development is applicable to cooperation where it applies to the resources 
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over which the coastal states may not enjoy complete sovereignty, specifically 
energy resources in areas of overlapping, unresolved territorial claims and 
transboundary fish stocks.17

4. Shipping

Arctic shipping appears in all five strategy statements through two overar-
ching issues, governance and infrastructure/services. Both issues are clearly 
important to all states, although states vary in the level of detail they accord 
to the issues. For example, the United States identifies specific governance 
mechanisms and infrastructure needs, and Norway describes infrastructure 
needs, whereas Canada is relatively nondescript in its treatment of both. This 
is likely a function of the five states’ different interests in Arctic shipping. 
Russia hopes to develop the Northern Sea Route as a shorter alternative to 
current global shipping routes. Canada sees ongoing environmental and 
political challenges to development of the Northwest Passage.18 The United 
States, Norway, and Denmark’s concerns seem to stem from their position at 
the terminuses of both routes and possibility of increased shipping in their 
waters as a result of expanded use of both routes. The United States is also 
clearly concerned with the right of transit passage in the Northwest Passage 
and portions of the Northern Sea Route.

5. Environmental Concerns

Environmental issues described in the Arctic strategy statements can be di-
vided into two categories. The first category includes “legacy” issues such as 
the long-range transport and impacts of pollutants, remediation of contam-
inated Cold-War military and industrial sites, and radioactive contamina-
tion from dumped nuclear material. As the categorization of these issues as 
“legacy” suggests, they have largely been addressed, although not necessarily 
solved, by international cooperation.19 There are opportunities for Arctic co-
operation that center on the second category: addressing the environmen-
tal impacts of new or expanded anthropogenic activity and preservation of 
Arctic biodiversity.
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Table 1. Common themes in the strategies of the five coastal Arctic states.

United States Canada Norway Russia Denmark / Greenland

Environmental Concerns
Environmental protection and 
conservation of living marine 
resources

Arctic stewardship Climate change, long-
range transboundary 
pollution, integrated marine 
management, environmental 
monitoring and response

Protection/preservation 
of the Arctic environment, 
management of human 
development impacts

Protection and sustainable 
use of natural resourcesEnvironmental protection of 

northern lands and waters

Resource Development Economic issues, including 
energy resource development

Social and economic 
development via resource 
exploration and development, 
and addressing critical 
infrastructure needs

Management and utilization 
of marine resources

Development of resources 
as a base for social and 
economic development; 
improved resource 
exploitation technology and 
infrastructure

Exploration, development of 
energy and minerals, industry 
investment in exploration

Petroleum development 
activities

Encouraging industrial 
growth

Sovereignty

National and Homeland 
Security interests

Physical presence in the 
Arctic Resolve maritime boundaries, 

ensure presence of 
Norwegian armed forces in 
the Arctic

Military security and border 
protection improvements

Assertion of sovereignty 
through surveillance, military 
presence

Map and define the 
continental margin

Map and submit extended 
continental shelf claim

Delimitation of the 
continental shelf

Map/submit extended 
continental shelf claim

Governance
Create or update appropriate 
international governance 
regimes 

Engage international 
partners, and a strong Arctic 
Council

Create/sustain energy and 
environmental policies and 
regional forums

Establish and maintain 
good bilateral and regional 
relationships

Develop, maintain Arctic 
and Nordic cooperation, 
strengthen environmental 
governance

Scientific Research

Encourage international 
scientific cooperation, 
climate change monitoring 
and forecasting.

Conduct research and 
advance knowledge

Conduct marine, climate, 
and polar, social, petroleum 
research

Develop Arctic technologies, 
understand and predict 
climate change, conduct 
indigenous research

Characterize climate change, 
social impacts strengthen 
climate research cooperation

Ensure leadership in Arctic 
science

Conduct research to inform 
national activities (shipping, 
etc.)

Shipping Address Arctic marine 
transportation needs

Address critical 
infrastructure needs

Marine transportation, 
integrated management

Develop the Northern Sea 
Route

Develop infrastructure (ports, 
monitoring)

Sources: Compiled from the strategy statements of the five coastal Arctic states.
See notes 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 11.
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through surveillance, military 
presence

Map and define the 
continental margin

Map and submit extended 
continental shelf claim

Delimitation of the 
continental shelf

Map/submit extended 
continental shelf claim

Governance
Create or update appropriate 
international governance 
regimes 

Engage international 
partners, and a strong Arctic 
Council

Create/sustain energy and 
environmental policies and 
regional forums

Establish and maintain 
good bilateral and regional 
relationships

Develop, maintain Arctic 
and Nordic cooperation, 
strengthen environmental 
governance

Scientific Research

Encourage international 
scientific cooperation, 
climate change monitoring 
and forecasting.

Conduct research and 
advance knowledge

Conduct marine, climate, 
and polar, social, petroleum 
research

Develop Arctic technologies, 
understand and predict 
climate change, conduct 
indigenous research

Characterize climate change, 
social impacts strengthen 
climate research cooperation

Ensure leadership in Arctic 
science

Conduct research to inform 
national activities (shipping, 
etc.)

Shipping Address Arctic marine 
transportation needs

Address critical 
infrastructure needs

Marine transportation, 
integrated management

Develop the Northern Sea 
Route

Develop infrastructure (ports, 
monitoring)

Sources: Compiled from the strategy statements of the five coastal Arctic states.
See notes 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 11.
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6. Governance

Governance, generally the formal and informal policies and processes that 
steer human activities in the Arctic, appears as a theme throughout all five 
strategy statements. It is woven into resource development, shipping, en-
vironmental issues, and scientific research. All five states also address the 
application of the law of the sea principles as the international legal regime 
for the Arctic. The U.S. ARP recognizes the value of accession to UNCLOS 
and seeks the advice and consent of the U.S. Senate, while the other states 
affirm their commitment to resolving Arctic legal issues through UNCLOS. 
In 2008 all five states affirmed their commitment to adhere to the law of the 
sea through the Illulissat Declaration.20 The issue of the international legal 
regime governing the Arctic appears to have been settled; future cooperation 
on governance issues is likely to be tightly coupled to sectoral issues and can 
be examined in that context.

Avenues for Cooperation

Brosnan et al. (2011) provide an in-depth examination of specific avenues for 
cooperation between the Arctic states and the shape that such cooperation 
could assume. We briefly review the major findings here and highlight areas 
where cooperation is already occurring. (See Table 2.)

Mapping Margins and Projecting Sovereign Presence

Mapping continental margins is a technically challenging and expensive task. 
It typically requires the use of multiple techniques to map seafloor topog-
raphy and sediment characteristics and can involve the employment of two 
ships, one to perform mapping activities and the other to provide icebreak-
ing services.21 Similarly, efforts to deter, detect, and interdict illegal activities 
such as smuggling, terrorism, and illegal fishing, require combinations of 
enforcement vessels (aircraft and ships), trained personnel, and monitoring 
and surveillance capabilities.

Collaborative efforts can conceivably result in better outcomes. Nations 
that are engaged in mapping may find access to more ship-time through 
collaboration, comparative advantages in mapping equipment and ship 
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capabilities may be realized, and duplication of effort may be avoided. 
Ultimately, mapping, submission, and approval may proceed more quickly, 
leading to cost savings and political stability that companies investing in re-
source exploitation value.22 For enforcement, bilateral and multilateral efforts 
to deter, detect, and interdict illegal activities can serve as force multipliers, 
maximizing the use of limited resources. For example, when the police force 
of one party participates in a “ride-along” of another state’s maritime patrol, 
the authority and jurisdiction of two states can be projected at once from 
one vessel rather than two.23 Comparative advantages in equipment and 
capability can also be realized if nations have invested in unique platforms 
for enforcement or surveillance, including satellite deployments. Such advan-
tages need not be identified post-hoc; the Arctic states are reviewing their 
surveillance and operational capabilities and there are already cooperative 
mapping efforts underway.24

Scientific Research

Answering scientific questions begins with observations and data collection. 
Resulting data sets can be analyzed, synthesized, and used in scientific mod-
eling. Many important research questions in the Arctic cannot be addressed 
solely with data collected within nationally controlled or high seas areas. 
Arctic ocean circulation, which affects sea ice extent and ecosystem function, 
is a prime example. There are strong incentives for all of the states to forgo 
unilateral research efforts related to understanding the Arctic and predicting 
changes in the regions and to cooperate. An Arctic monitoring network, 
which the United States specifically addresses, would provide more complete 
observations and data sets to researchers. These data sets can be used to es-
tablish baseline conditions, feed operational models, and detect subsequent 
changes.25 Climate, weather, ocean circulation, and other operational models 
may generate more useful results from data sets that provide more complete 
understanding of the biological, physical, and chemical characteristics of 
the Arctic Ocean and atmosphere. Incomplete access to physical data from 
Russian Arctic waters, for example, has historically hindered Western scien-
tists’ understanding of Arctic Ocean circulation.26 Understanding emerging 
potential threats to the environment such as methane seeping from melting 
permafrost or released from warming marine gas hydrates requires that 
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research be conducted throughout the Arctic; no country can fully character-
ize such threats using only local research results.27 Scientific understanding of 
the biology, health, and sustainable harvest levels of migratory species, such 
as marine mammals and transboundary/straddling fish stocks, would benefit 
from international cooperative research for the same reason.

There are other practical considerations beyond improving the science 
where cooperation may provide more optimal outcomes. The Arctic states’ 
ice-capable research fleets are aging and ship-time is at a premium; coop-
eration may result in researchers having greater opportunities to conduct 
at-sea research or leveraging opportunities for multidisciplinary crises.28 A 
similar principle applies to Arctic research satellites. Joint operation of future 
research satellites or deployment of complementary rather than duplicative 
equipment could result in significant cost savings and greater benefits to sci-
entific understanding of the Arctic.

Oil, Gas, and Fish

Under the UNCLOS framework, resource development outcomes that may 
require cooperation in order to be realized include transboundary fish stocks 
and energy resources in areas of overlapping claims. These appear to be bilat-
eral issues in the Arctic, so it is useful to consider the potential dilemmas of 
the Arctic states in the context of four regions: a Norwegian/Russian region 
(the Barents Sea area); a Canadian/Danish region that includes the Lincoln 
Sea and two small areas of overlapping claims; a Canadian/U.S. region in the 
Beaufort Sea that also includes an overlapping territorial claim; and a U.S./
Russian region north of the Bering Strait.
In the first case, Russia and Norway have had a long, at times troubled, histo-
ry of fisheries regimes to manage Barents Sea fish stocks. These agreements, 
such as the 1978 Grey Zone Agreement, governed the harvest limits, catch 
allocations, fishing gear, and division of enforcement authority in the Grey 
Zone.29 On energy issues, Norwegian state-owned StatoilHydro and Russia’s 
Gazprom have agreed in the past to work jointly to develop the Shtokman 
natural gas field.30 In 2010, Russia and Norway settled their differences and 
signed a treaty on maritime delimitation and cooperation in the Barents Sea 
and the Arctic Ocean, effectively eliminating political uncertainty that has 
been one barrier to development of Barents Sea resources.31
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In the remaining three regions, and in contrast to the Barents Sea region, the 
economic potential of oil, gas, and fisheries is promising, but still speculative, 
and the area of overlapping claims is small.32 However, as interest in Arctic 
resources grows, the positive aspects of the Norwegian/Russian history in 
the Barents Sea may serve as a model for cooperation in the development of 
resources where maritime boundaries have not been settled or resources are 
transboundary.

Ships and Shipping

There are ten general topics related to shipping that appear in the Arctic strat-
egies; aids to navigation (ATON), Vessel Traffic Services (VTS), ports, weath-
er and navigation services, iceberg and sea-ice reports, shipping monitoring, 
standards for Arctic ships, environmental response, and search and rescue. 
Port development, ATON placement, and weather/navigation services have 
traditionally been national activities, but there are incentives for cooperation 
on the remaining topics. There are successful models for joint vessel traffic 
and monitoring services and sea-ice and iceberg services, such as VTS Puget 
Sound and the International Ice Patrol, that provide unique benefits to coop-
erating nations and could be adapted to the Arctic as shipping develops.33 On 
May 12, 2011, an Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime 
Search and Rescue (SAR) in the Arctic was signed by Canada, Denmark, 
Finland, Iceland, Norway, the Russian Federation, and Sweden.34 A similar 
environmental response agreement could be useful as oil, gas, and shipping 
resources are developed.

Arctic Environment and Biodiversity

While there are already nascent coordination efforts and some long-stand-
ing global regimes applicable to the Arctic, e.g., the IMO Guidelines for 
ships intended for Polar service, the Arctic Council’s guidelines for Arctic 
offshore oil and gas development, the 1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, and 
the Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operator’s (AECO) voluntary 
environmental guidelines for Arctic tourism, there is opportunity for the 
Arctic states to strengthen coordination to address environmental concerns, 
either by adapting existing institutions or implementing Arctic specific 
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Table 2. Avenues for Arctic cooperation contained within the strategies of the 
United States, Canada, Russia, Norway, and Denmark.

Theme Issues Opportunities

Sovereignty  • Continental Shelf Mapping

 • Policing Illegal Activity

 • Engage in collaborative 
mapping efforts.

 • Leverage joint operations 
and comparative equipment 
advantages.

Scientific 
Research

 • Informing Activities and 
Priorities

 • Climate Change

 • Conduct Arctic-scale data 
collection and analysis, 
collaborative ship-use, and 
complementary equipment 
deployments.

Resource 
Development

 • Energy

 • Fisheries

 • Explore new bilateral 
development and 
management agreements 
where transboundary 
resources or unresolved 
claims exist.

Shipping  • Shipping Standards

 • Infrastructure and Services

 • Implement Vessel Traffic 
Services, sea-ice and 
navigation services, 
environmental and search & 
rescue agreements modeled 
on successful examples.

Environmental 
Concerns

 • Anthropogenic Impacts

 • Biodiversity

 • Strengthen existing 
guidelines (energy, shipping, 
tourism) through binding 
agreements. Implement 
Arctic Climate Impact 
Assessment biodiversity 
recommendations.
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agreements.35 For example, the Arctic Council’s guidelines for oil and gas 
development could be codified and made binding, as could the guidelines 
for ships operating in polar waters. Existing IMO conventions permit states 
to introduce ballast water standards that are stronger than existing interna-
tional standards and define special areas where stronger pollution control 
methods may be mandated.36 Standards for developing new Arctic fisheries, 
which could include temporary moratoriums as a standard to ensure that the 
fisheries and ecosystem studies precede commercial fishing, would strength-
en existing measures. The geographic scope of the AECO Guidelines, cur-
rently limited to Greenland, Svalbard, and Jan Mayen, could be expanded to 
cover the remainder of the Arctic either through inclusion of the guidelines 
in regulation or government pressure for industry-voluntary adoption.

With regards to Arctic biodiversity, the Convention on Biological 
Diversity has been ratified by the United States, Canada, Denmark, Norway, 
and Russia; monitoring and recording of Arctic biodiversity is underway.37 
However, the Arctic Council’s Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna 
(CAFF) Working Group is presently implementing only the first three of the 
2004 Arctic Climate Impact Assessment’s suite of biodiversity recommenda-
tions: documenting existing biodiversity; identifying changes; and recording 
changes.38 The fourth, managing biodiversity requires attention and could be 
suitable for a unique multilateral Arctic agreement.

Conclusions

Common themes in the Arctic Strategies of the United States, Canada, 
Denmark, Norway, and Russia provide a high-level view of potential avenues 
for cooperation in the Arctic region and a useful counterpoint to claims of 
pending conflict; indeed, cooperation is already occurring on several of the 
themes identified in the strategies. It is also notable that incentives to coop-
erate in some thematic areas have not yet materialized because the issues are 
not yet salient. A lack of cooperation regarding Arctic resource development 
and related environmental issues has been a source of public concern because 
the alternatives are believed to be conflict. But if incentives to cooperate are 
largely linked to developments that remain emergent, then a lack of coop-
eration should not be alarming. After all, cooperation is occurring on some 
important issues, including resource development in the Barents Sea and 
creation of an Arctic-observing network. Additional cooperation is possible 
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as issues become increasingly salient. For example, the IMO Guidelines for 
ships operating in polar waters may be codified and made legally binding in 
the coming years.

Arctic Ocean conflict is not inevitable. Numerous avenues for cooper-
ation exist and new options, alternative conceptualizations, and different 
perspectives can influence policy decisions.39 Thus, in a dynamic, sometimes 
uncertain environment such as the Arctic, it is perhaps more useful to explore 
and illuminate the avenues for cooperation than to attempt to predict conflict.
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6. Energy and the Arctic Dispute: 
Pathway to Conflict or Cooperation? 1

Nong Hong

The melting of the Arctic ice pack in combination with developments else-
where concerning future energy security are creating scenarios that range 
from low-level friction to potential conflict between the Arctic littoral states.1 
Much attention has been devoted to maritime boundary disputes involving 
the Arctic littoral states: Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia, and the United 
States. In addition to this, the emerging interest of non-Arctic states in ship-
ping, polar research, and non-living resource exploitation also adds uncer-
tain elements to the Arctic’s geopolitical development. Many Arctic states’ 
populations are skeptical about non-Arctic states’ intentions in the Arctic, 
thus raising such questions as, “Is China going to take away our oil and gas 
from the Arctic to meet its energy needs?” and “Why are Japan and South 
Korea interested in observer status in the Arctic Council?” Associated with 
these concerns is the essential question, “Is the energy factor a curse to Arctic 
cooperation or an opportunity to a peaceful settlement of Arctic maritime 
disputes?”

Arctic Geopolitics

During the Cold War, the Arctic was a security flashpoint with U.S. and Soviet 
nuclear submarines patrolling under the North Pole and bombers airborne 
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over the region. Today, the Arctic is largely disassociated from great power 
politics. New concerns, challenges, and opportunities, however, are arising as 
the Arctic is perceived to be increasingly more accessible.

Countries with military/security interests and naval capacity in the 
Arctic include Russia, Canada, Norway, Denmark, and the United States. 
Russia has been the headline grabber with the Chilingarov expedition plant-
ing a Russian flag on the sea bed under the North Pole and the resumption 
of bomber overflights in August 2007.2 Russian military interests center on 
the Kola Peninsula, home to the Russian nuclear submarine fleet, and on re-
building the northern fleet. The United States also released its revised U.S. 
Arctic Regional Policy in January 2009, which reiterated the importance of 
the Arctic for U.S. national security and defense.3 Denmark and Norway, 
which control Greenland and the Svalbard Islands, respectively, are also 
anxious to establish their claims. For Greenland, which has just approved a 
new self-government relationship with Denmark, the focus is on developing 
a cooperative infrastructure in the Arctic, i.e., through the Arctic Council 
and the International Maritime Organization (IMO). Greenland’s desire to 
have direct participation in the deliberations of Arctic states is complicated 
by Danish policies, which are focused on Europe and can be at odds with the 
interests of Greenlanders.4 Canada is also defending its political interests, for 
example, by making vessel notifications in the Northwest Passage mandatory 
and making clear it will not cede anything in the North. Canadian Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper, in July 2007, announced funding for new Arctic na-
val patrol vessels,5 a new deep-water port, and a cold-weather training center 
along the Northwest Passage.

There are also international governmental organizations and major pow-
ers from outside the region which take an interest in the North. For example, 
the new Northern Dimension is interpreted to mean a common policy of 
the European Union (EU), the Russian Federation, Iceland, and Norway in 
Northern Europe. In addition, northern issues are finally being given a higher 
priority on the EU’s agenda, and matters relating to the North have been an 
important concern of the United Nations (UN) for years. For example, the 
UN has special duties in the region through the UN International Law of the 
Sea.

Major powers from outside the region, such as the UK, France, Germany, 
China, Japan, and South Korea are taking a growing interest in many as-
pects of the North, such as in scientific research. Finally, there is a growing 
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worldwide, even global, economic and political interest toward the north-
ernmost regions of the globe, particularly due to estimated fossil fuels in 
the shelves of the northern seas and visions of new trans-Arctic sea routes. 
Consequently, transnational corporations (TNCs) have strong commercial 
interests in becoming present to utilize energy resources.6

Arctic Energy Resources in Perspective

The melting ice coverage has led some analysts to believe that previously 
inaccessible oil and gas deposits may now be accessible permanently or pe-
riodically.7 Successful development of these reserves would help to alleviate 
the pressure on the global oil and gas markets and potentially enhance energy 
security as a result.8

While there are deposits of uranium and coal scattered throughout the 
area north of the Arctic Circle, the main energy resources of interest for com-
mercial operators are oil and gas. The precise quantities of these resources 
remain unknown. However, a study conducted in 2008 by the U.S. Geological 
Survey suggests the Arctic may contain approximately 13 per cent of the glob-
al mean estimate of undiscovered oil, which is approximately 618 billion bar-
rels of oil.9 While the Eurasian side of the Arctic is more natural-gas-prone, 
the North American side is more oil-prone. The North American side of the 
Arctic is estimated to have about 65 per cent of the undiscovered Arctic oil, 
but only 26 per cent of the undiscovered Arctic natural gas.10

The Arctic Alaska region, the Amerasia Basin, and the East Greenland 
Rift are expected to hold about 48.6 billion barrels of undiscovered oil, which 
is about 54 per cent of the total undiscovered Arctic oil. Approximately 2.5 
billion barrels of oil have already been discovered in large fields in both the 
Amerasia Basin and the Northwest Canadian Interior Basins that are not yet 
being produced.11

The estimated amount of undiscovered gas is more significant – approx-
imately three times as much as the estimated oil on an energy-equivalent 
basis. The median estimated amount represents some 30 per cent of global 
estimated undiscovered gas.12 Of course, the existence of these resources does 
not mean that they will all be exploited. Ultimately, this will most likely be 
decided by the price of the resource weighed against the extraction, process-
ing, and transportation costs of getting it to market.
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Current estimates of hydrocarbon resources in the Arctic vary between 3 
and 25 per cent of the world total. Most are likely within established Russian 
territory, but the extent of deposits in disputed or international spaces is un-
clear, and the viability of extraction depends on a host of shifting economic 
and technological variables.13

Much attention has been devoted to maritime boundary disputes in-
volving the Arctic littoral states: Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia, and the 
United States. Some analysts believe that the Arctic might witness conflicts 
between the littoral states caused by the quest for energy resources.14 The 
melting of the Arctic ice pack in combination with developments elsewhere 
concerning future energy security are creating scenarios that range from 
low-level friction to potential conflict between the eight nations surrounding 
the Arctic region, which leads to the question under the legal framework: who 
owns the energy resources in the Arctic?

Legal Aspects: Who Owns the Arctic’s Energy 
Resources?

With energy resource playing a significant role in the Arctic’s geopolitics, 
it is important to clarify the ownership of these rich resources. To do that, 
an unfolding of the disputes among the Arctic states will help clear off the 
uncertainty.

A framework to resolve boundary disputes in the Arctic exists in the 
form of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). 
UNCLOS contains provisions regarding the delineation of the outer limits of 
continental shelves and maritime boundaries. It obliges states to submit their 
boundary claims to the UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental 
Shelf (CLCS) within ten years of ratifying UNCLOS.15 Russia, the United 
States, Canada, and Norway have all claimed a twelve-nautical-mile (nm) 
territorial sea and a 200-nm Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in the Arctic 
Ocean. Like the EEZ, the continental shelf automatically extends out to 200 
nm, save for the need for a boundary with a neighboring state. The interna-
tional law on how to define a continental shelf beyond 200 nm is found in 
Article 76 of UNCLOS. Within the extended continental shelf, a state has 
sovereign rights on and under the seabed, including hydrocarbons (e.g., oil, 
gas, and gas hydrates), minerals, etc.
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Each of the five coastal Arctic states has an Extended Continental Shelf 
(ECS) in the Arctic Ocean. Russia was the first to make a submission to the 
Commission in December 2001. The Commission issued recommendations 
at its June 2002 meeting that included a recommendation that Russia make a 
revised submission that includes additional data for the central Arctic Ocean. 
Russia is collecting and analyzing these data now. Norway has proceeded the 
farthest of any Arctic state to define its ECS. It made a submission in 2006 that 
covers three areas – the Banana Hole, the Loop Hole, and a small area north 
of Svalbard. The CLCS issued recommendations in March 2009. Norway has 
publicly accepted those recommendations.

Canada has ECS in the central and western portions of the Arctic Ocean 
as well as off its East Coast. Canada has two separate cooperative data col-
lection efforts, one with Denmark (since 2005) on the Lomonosov Ridge and 
another with the United States (since 2008) on the Canada Basin and the 
Chukchi Borderland. Canada’s submission is due in July 2013. Denmark has 
ECS in five areas: two areas off the Faroe Islands and three areas off Greenland. 
Denmark’s submission is due in November 2014. The United States has been 
gathering and analyzing data to determine the outer limits of its extended 
continental shelf since 2002 but has been collecting data in the Arctic Ocean 
since 2003.

Five Arctic states issued the Ilulissat Declaration on May 28, 2008, af-
firming that each state would remain committed to the legal framework of 
the law of the sea to resolve any overlapping claims.16 The agreement by the 
Arctic states to resolve their disputes through the UNCLOS framework sug-
gests that the overlapping boundary issues will be settled amicably, although 
it is likely that they will take some time to be finalized.

Article 136 of UNCLOS provides that the “Area” beyond national juris-
diction and its resources are the common heritage of mankind. No state shall 
claim or exercise sovereignty or sovereign rights over any part of the Area or 
its resources. All rights in the resources of the Area are vested in mankind as 
a whole, on whose behalf the International Seabed Authority, an autonomous 
international organization that administers mineral resources in the Area, 
shall act. The non-Arctic states and international organization can seek inter-
ests in the exploration and exploitation of the natural resources only in the 
seabed beyond the jurisdiction of any Arctic states in this region. However, 
the general conduct of states in relation to the Area shall be in accordance 
with the provisions of UNCLOS, the principles embodied in the Charter of 
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the United Nations and other rules of international law in the interests of 
maintaining peace and security and promoting international cooperation 
and mutual understanding. It is clear that none of the non-Arctic states chal-
lenge the territorial claims in the Arctic and the related claims for jurisdiction 
rights. It does appear that UNCLOS must be interpreted in the broader per-
spective of humankind.

Challenge and Cooperation in Energy Development

Political challenges for oil companies that show interest in energy extraction 
may stem from unresolved boundary disputes. Besides, the opening up of 
Arctic sea routes once only navigable by icebreakers threatens to complicate 
delicate relations between countries with competing claims to Arctic terri-
tory – particularly as once inaccessible areas become ripe for exploration for 
oil and natural gas. The United States, Russia, and Canada are among the 
countries attempting to claim jurisdiction over Arctic territory alongside 
Nordic nations.

Analysts say Japan, South Korea, and China are also likely to join a rush 
to capture oil and gas trapped under the region’s ice.17 The Arctic states are 
very concerned about these non-Arctic states’ position on Arctic status. It 
is clear that China has an agenda and is looking to use existing regimes to 
advance its interests at the multilateral and bilateral level. China has recent-
ly entered into bilateral discussions with both Norway and Canada. Due to 
China’s fast economic growth and military capacity-building, suspicions 
about China’s intentions in the Arctic also arise, driven by what Western ana-
lysts call the “China Threat Theory,” though China defends with the “Peaceful 
Development Theory.” Although Hu Zhengyue, Chinese Deputy Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, has said “China does not have an Arctic strategy,” China does 
appear to have a clear agenda regarding the Arctic.18 In his speech at Svalbard, 
Hu acknowledged that the Arctic is mainly a regional issue but said that it is 
also an inter-regional issue due to climate change and international shipping. 
Unsurprisingly, China would like to see the Arctic states recognize the inter-
ests of non-Arctic states.19

Economic challenges also exist. Finding large Arctic oil and natural gas 
deposits is difficult and expensive; developing them as commercially via-
ble ventures is even more challenging. Arctic oil and natural gas resource 
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exploration and development are expensive because of the challenges from 
harsh winter weather that requires that the equipment be specially designed 
to withstand frigid temperatures, limited transportation access, and long 
supply lines that reduce transportation options and increase transportation 
costs, physical environment that requires additional site preparation to pre-
vent equipment and structures from sinking, and operating costs that are 
increased by ice-pack conditions that extend over much of the Arctic Ocean.20 
In addition, while the Arctic has the potential to become a more important 
source of global oil and natural gas production sometime in the future, the 
timing of a significant expansion in Arctic production is difficult to predict. 
Statoil, a global energy company, announced in April that it had made the 
most significant discovery off Norway in the past decade at its Skrugard 
prospect in the western Barents, breathing new life into Norway’s hitherto 
declining oil prospects. But producing oil and gas in Norway’s remote “High 
North” might entail higher costs and possibly greater risk of spills.21

In addition to political and economic challenges, technological concerns 
should not be neglected, as the feasibility and thus the cost of extracting oil 
and gas in the Arctic will depend heavily on the state of the available tech-
nology as well as climatic developments which may produce a more or less 
hospitable environment in which to operate. Extraction technology has been 
grappling with extreme-climate marine drilling for decades, but the pace 
of new advancements will dictate the feasibility of exploitation in coming 
years.22

It is more challenging to forecast the level of offshore hydrocarbon ex-
traction in the future. As noted, operating in the Arctic environment is made 
more challenging by the presence of ice and the generally severe weather 
conditions. In order to manage the risk that flows from these conditions, hy-
drocarbon extraction operations must design safety and protection into their 
infrastructure and procedures. Moreover, given the more fragile nature of the 
Arctic environment in comparison to other hydrocarbon-producing areas of 
the world, companies will be expected to operate with increased environ-
mental safeguards in the Arctic. Together, these higher standards will result 
in increased operating costs for the oil and gas companies. These costs may 
convince some companies that the potential gains are not worth the risks of 
investing in the region.23
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Opportunity for Cooperation

The high cost of doing business in the Arctic suggests that only the world’s 
largest oil companies, most likely as partners in joint venture projects, have 
the financial, technical, and managerial strength to accomplish the costly, 
long-lead-time projects dictated by Arctic conditions. Incentives to settle out-
standing disputes would rise with the increasing potential economic returns 
posed by exploitation and the resulting polarization within the international 
system.24

While there are disagreements between the Arctic states on maritime 
boundaries, there are still reasons to believe that these disagreements can be 
resolved amicably. The prospect for conflicts relating to unresolved bound-
ary disputes seems remote. The existing vehicles for dispute resolution and 
cooperation in the region, UNCLOS and the Arctic Council, will also help to 
reduce tensions.

Joint management of resource fields is another option that might come 
into play as countries involved in a dispute might see more advantage in ap-
proaching the disagreement this way rather than losing a claim in an interna-
tional tribunal. Cooperation between Norway and Iceland regarding the de-
velopment of the Dreki field could serve as a model for similar arrangements 
in the future. Another example is the continental shelf dispute concerning an 
area rich in natural gas between Russia and Norway in the Barents Sea. Both 
countries dispute the other’s interpretation of where their borders extend into 
the offshore EEZ.25 While it is possible that there could be a conflict between 
the two countries over this area, it seems highly unlikely, given the potential 
costs versus the potential benefits. Both countries have substantial reserves 
within the undisputed areas of their continental shelves so to risk conflict 
over what would be an incremental increase in total reserves would be non-
sensical. Indeed, on June 5, 2009, Russia and Norway signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding to explore ways to jointly develop the contested areas.26 
There is already cooperation between the gas companies of the two.27

Geopolitical issues are not exclusively conflicts over interests, although 
such concerns tend to dominate. They can also reflect cooperative, multilat-
eral initiatives by which a state pursues its interests vis-à-vis others. Such co-
operative ventures are often considered desirable and even unavoidable when 
a state is seeking a result that cannot be achieved unilaterally. At the same 
time, cooperation frequently establishes a level of governance – in some cases 
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formally, in others less formally – by which mutual understanding can clarify 
intentions and help to build trust.

Recognizing and respecting each other’s rights constitutes the legal basis 
for cooperation between Arctic and non-Arctic states. In accordance with 
UNCLOS and other relevant international laws, Arctic states have sovereign 
rights and jurisdiction in their respective areas in the region, while non-Arc-
tic states also enjoy rights of scientific research and navigation. To develop 
a partnership of cooperation, Arctic and non-Arctic states should, first and 
foremost, recognize and respect each other’s rights under the international 
law. Examples between Arctic and non-Arctic states are there. On November 
22, 2010, the Sovcomflot Group (SCF) and China National Petroleum 
Corporation (CNPC) signed a strategic long-term cooperation agreement. 
The parties agreed to develop a long-term partnership in the sphere of sea-
borne energy solutions, with the SCF fleet serving the continually growing 
Chinese imports of hydrocarbons. Taking into account the significant experi-
ence gained by Sovcomflot in developing the transportation of hydrocarbons 
in the Arctic seas, SCF and CNPC agreed upon the format for coordination 
in utilizing the transportation potential of the Northern Sea Route along 
Russia’s Arctic coast, both for delivering transit shipments of hydrocarbons 
and for the transportation of oil and gas from Russia’s developing Arctic off-
shore fields to China. A new fleet of tankers designed to operate in ice as well 
as additional heavy-duty icebreakers will be built to that end. South Koreá s 
Samsung Industries is looking into filling the technological gap to make it 
possible to deliver Arctic natural gas across the Pacific Ocean to East Asia. 
Russia is building massive duel-bowed oil tankers, which, while traveling 
forward, move as they normally would through open water. While traveling 
forward, the ships move as they normally would through open water. But 
when the vessels move backward, they can act as ice-breakers. 

Conclusion

The Arctic has recently witnessed a manifold growth in its geostrategic im-
portance due to the huge deposit of oil and natural gas and the potential con-
tribution of northern sea routes for global shipping. As a result of this, north-
ern regions and seas have become a target area for the growing economic, 
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political, and military interests of the Arctic states as well as of major powers 
outside the region and transnational companies.

While it is important to look at the Arctic issue from a law of the sea 
perspective, with the Arctic states resorting to the Commission of Limits of 
Continental Shelf (CLCS) for advice on the outer limit of their continental 
shelves, and major powers and transnational corporations are seeking oppor-
tunities to develop the region within the framework of a “common heritage 
of mankind” beyond national jurisdictions; political, economic, and techno-
logical concerns also challenge oil companies in further investment in energy 
development in the Arctic. By the same token, however, joint management of 
resources is another option that might come into play as countries involved 
in a dispute might see more advantage in approaching the disagreement this 
way rather than losing a claim in a zero-sum game. The energy factor, rather 
than a curse for the Arctic, could serve as an opportunity for regional coop-
eration in the region.
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7. Maritime Boundary Disputes in 
East Asia: Lessons for the Arctic1

James Manicom

Arctic strategy is being made in a rapidly changing environmental, political, 
and economic context. While the rate of environmental change is subject to 
some debate, it is certain that the Arctic environment is getting warmer, with 
associated costs and consequences for the circumpolar ecosystem as well as 
for northern peoples.2 The international political consequences of this ca-
tastrophe are as yet unknown. The Arctic region is home to many unsettled 
boundaries over potentially resource-rich areas; of all Arctic boundaries, only 
the Denmark–Norway and Russia–Norway maritime boundaries are undis-
puted.3 Article 76 of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) 
grants states the right to claim an extended continental shelf as far as 350 
nm from its baselines, or 100 nm from the 2,500 m isobath, no later than 
ten years after ratification of UNCLOS. Making these claims is a technical-
ly complex and costly endeavor, and thus all submissions are evaluated by 
the Commission on the Limits on the Continental Shelf (CLCS). Created by 
UNCLOS, the CLCS is a non-political body composed of experts tasked with 
assessing, and by extension legitimizing, states’ claims to extended conti-
nental shelves. It is not a judiciary body and responsibility for dispute res-
olution rests with the parties involved. The stakes of this endeavor are high. 
Recognition of a state’s claim brings jurisdiction over the seabed and subsoil 
of the extended continental shelf. In addition to disputes over the potentially 
resource-rich seabed, some analysts fear added political tension in the event 
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that state intentions for disputed areas, such as over conservation or environ-
mental standards, are incompatible.4

In this context, it is vital that policy-makers consider the international 
political implications of the pending maritime boundary dispute over the 
extended continental shelf in the Arctic. While there has been growing at-
tention on this issue internationally, Ottawa has been criticized for lacking a 
coherent Arctic strategy.5 In the final days of the Bush presidency, the White 
House published its Arctic policy document, which in addition to reiterating 
American policy on the Northwest Passage noted that “energy development 
in the Arctic region will play an important role in meeting growing global 
energy demand as the area is thought to contain a substantial portion of the 
world’s undiscovered energy resources.”6 Russia released an Arctic strategy 
document in September 2008, which, while less belligerent than previous 
iterations, nevertheless emphasized that the development of the Arctic re-
gion is “vital to Russia’s relevance in world affairs.”7 By contrast, the Harper 
government’s “Canada’s Northern Strategy” focused primarily on the domes-
tic aspects of Canada’s North and simply noted that Canada’s continental 
shelf mapping efforts would be complete by 2013 and that the process “is not 
adversarial.”8

While all three documents emphasize the multilateral and cooperative 
intentions of the states involved, it remains to be seen whether these ideals 
will prevail. In light of the possibility that extended continental shelf claims 
in the Arctic may overlap9 and combined with the optimistic assessment of 
regional resource wealth, the ingredients are present for an explosive mari-
time boundary dispute.10 Canada, Denmark, and Russia have all undertaken 
surveys of the seabed in an effort to map the limits of their extended conti-
nental shelves beyond 200 nm. In light of a resurgent Russian foreign policy 
and the primacy of resource development in Russian political economy, the 
potential exists for overlapping claims to the extended continental shelf to in-
crease political tensions in the circumpolar North.11 Broadly, the track record 
on maritime disputes indicates that they are prone to frequent and protracted 
political crisis and in some cases violent conflict.12 Given that any dispute 
will not crystallize until Canada and Denmark formalize their extended 
continental shelf claims in 2013 and 2014 respectively, the time is right to 
explore what Arctic states can expect from a maritime boundary dispute of 
this nature.13
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With a view to contributing to this important policy debate, this chapter 
draws comparative insights from East Asian coastal states with overlapping 
maritime claims in an effort to outline how Arctic states can best respond 
to this emerging dispute.14 The geography of East Asia is characterized by a 
series of semi-enclosed seas, which combined with the widespread adoption 
of UNCLOS have given rise to a number of overlapping maritime boundary 
claims. It is thus an ideal place to look for policy-relevant lessons for Arctic 
policy-makers, as East Asian leaders confront these issues on a daily basis. The 
international legal regime that governs state claims to extended continental 
shelves is still emerging; the CLCS has thus far only ruled on eleven of the fif-
ty-three submissions.15 Therefore, the time is right to explore the trajectory of 
the pending Arctic dispute over the extended continental shelf by comparing 
it with maritime boundary disputes in other regions. The first section of the 
paper elaborates on the basis for the comparison by surveying current debates 
on Arctic politics and drawing parallels with East Asia. These debates appear 
to be divided between a perspective that foresees conflict over increasingly 
accessible Arctic resources and an optimistic perspective that emphasizes the 
order of the international legal process and Arctic states’ capacity for coop-
eration. The next section elaborates on the East Asian experience with the 
international political challenges of disputed maritime boundary issues. The 
final section explores the direction of the Arctic dispute and identifies issues 
that Arctic policy-makers may wish to consider as they move forward.

East Asia and the Arctic: The Basis for Comparison

This study should be regarded as a plausibility probe into the relationship 
between disputed maritime space and inter-state conflict in the Arctic. 
Disputed maritime boundaries are not new to Arctic states, although they 
have arguably never been perceived with such urgency due to the deadlines 
for CLCS submission and due to the anticipated impact of climate change 
on the accessibility of the region’s resources. As illustrated below, the liter-
ature on the extended continental shelf dispute posits three variables that 
determine the level of tension between Arctic states. These variables overlap 
with explanations of the ebb and flow of tension over East Asian maritime 
boundaries. Nevertheless, there are clear limits to the comparison that need 
to be recognized.
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The current debate in the literature can be divided into two camps, a 
pessimistic “resource race” view and a more benign assessment. According 
to the former, the potential for overlapping claims and the resource needs 
of the claimant states is a recipe for violent conflict.16 This appears to be an 
extension of the “resource wars” literature that assumes a linear relationship 
between territorial disputes, resource wealth, and war.17 The U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) has noted that “the extensive Arctic continental shelves may 
constitute the geographically largest unexplored prospective area for petro-
leum remaining on Earth” with an estimated ninety billion barrels of oil.18 
Combined with high demand for hydrocarbons, it follows that states will 
seek to exploit the resource-rich Arctic region. According to this perspective, 
jurisdiction over extended continental shelves is the final frontier in the last 
unexplored resource-rich region in the world. For many analysts, the prima-
cy of hydrocarbon resource development in the Russian economy necessarily 
implies an assertive Russian posture to undefined boundaries.19 Likewise, 
Canadian leaders have been candid about their interest in the resource po-
tential of Canada’s North.20

The benign view offers a compelling corrective to this pessimistic per-
spective and rests on three arguments. First, the resource wealth of the Arctic 
is unknown. There have not been detailed seismic surveys of any part of the 
Arctic region. The USGS methodology merely suggests that the Arctic Circle 
has the geological conditions consistent with the formation of hydrocarbons. 
Moreover, the development of these resources will remain costly compared 
to onshore alternatives for decades to come. Combined with the inaccessi-
bility of the Far North, spending money on demonstrations of ‘sovereignty’ 
is a fool’s errand.21 Second, a track record of cooperation exists between the 
Arctic states. These states have created institutions to militate against con-
flict, which in turn has helped the cooperative development of the North.22 
Examples include the Arctic Council and the University of the Arctic, among 
others.23 The former increases multilateral contact and transparency between 
the Arctic states, while the latter serves as a confidence-building measure. 
Finally, the benign view argues that the process for making claims to extend-
ed continental shelves is an orderly one and one that has thus far been charac-
terized by cooperation between the claimant states. The technical and scien-
tific requirements to map the sea floor are expensive, and the operations are 
made particularly more costly by the harsh environment.24 Thus, the officials 
involved have a long track record of comparing notes and pooling resources.25 
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For example, in 2007 Canada and Denmark enlisted the aid of a Russian nu-
clear-powered ice-breaker for their mapping missions.26 Furthermore, there 
has been talk of a trilateral submission to the CLCS by Russia, Canada, and 
Denmark.27

While both views are compelling, both overlook an important dimension 
of territorial and maritime boundary disputes; the role of national identity. 
Disputes over land and maritime space can become linked with a state’s per-
ception of itself and its perception of rival claimants as ‘others.’ This can create 
a set of domestic political circumstances that militates against cooperation.28 
This is evident in both regions. While the resource wealth of the Arctic is a 
clear motivator of Russian policy, there is also evidence that Russian leaders 
view the Arctic dispute as part of a nation-building project. According to 
Pavel Baev, in addition to political legitimacy, Russia’s economic fortunes 
and by extension internal cohesion has always been tied to its strength as a 
resource state.29 Indeed, following a meeting of the Russian Security Council 
in October 2008, Russian President Dmitry Medvedev stated, “the solution 
of the country’s long-range objectives and its competitive capability in the 
global market is connected to the [Arctic] region’s development.”30 Thus, 
the driving force behind Russia’s posture is not only a material one, but an 
ideational force designed to adhere to myths contained within Russian great 
power identity. Appeals to national identity can also be detected in Canada’s 
response to perceived threats of Arctic ‘sovereignty.’ According to one former 
Conservative party staff member, Stephen Harper was able to undermine the 
Liberal charge of pro-American bias by inflating the threat of American sub-
marines passing under a thawing Northwest Passage.31 This set the stage for 
much of Canada’s subsequent activism on the Arctic.32

Similar perspectives surround East Asian maritime boundary disputes. 
Contrary to Buzan’s (1978) expectations, it appears that maritime boundary 
disputes have indeed attracted popular emotional attachment and have ac-
quired domestic political salience.33 In East Asia, the region’s divergent na-
tional identities and unsettled historical record has given rise to a host of 
nationalist groups that have pressured political leaders to adopt confronta-
tional policies toward territorial and maritime boundary issues.34 Combined 
with the widespread adoption of UNCLOS in the mid-1990s, East Asian 
coastal states found that disputes that were formerly over disputed islands 
now included overlapping maritime jurisdictional claims to potentially re-
source-rich sea areas. While the widespread adoption of UNCLOS created 
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these disputes, many find grounds for optimism based on this consensus on 
the relevant international legal principles as well as recurrent pledges by pol-
icy-makers to peacefully resolve their disputes based on these principles.35 
Nevertheless, many analysts warned that the nexus of contested resource-rich 
territory, high energy demand, and competing national identities would cre-
ate a ‘perfect storm’ for conflict in light of rising military spending across East 
Asia.36 This conclusion was predicated on the view that in the absence of the 
common strategic priorities dictated by the Cold War, East Asian states would 
find formerly dormant territorial disputes to be of renewed importance.37

The latter two explanations of East Asian maritime boundary issues have 
not surfaced in recent debates about the Arctic. First, the end of the Cold 
War appears to have been less salient as a structural change with regard to 
Arctic boundary disputes. The end of the Cold War has actually precipitated 
an era of cooperation between Arctic states, whereas East Asian states have 
remained at odds over their disputed maritime claims.38 Secondly, regional 
military spending trends have been uneven across the Arctic claimants, while 
East Asian states have invested heavily in the naval capabilities required to 
press their claims.39 Canadian military acquisitions are focused on maintain-
ing an operational presence in the North but lack the power projection capa-
bilities necessary to threaten rival states. Likewise, the Russian Northern fleet 
has become more active, but it has not acquired any significant hardware, and 
concerns persist about the feasibility of military modernization plans.40 There 
are thus three common explanations of the trajectory of maritime boundary 
disputes that underwrite the basis for comparison.

 1. High expectations of resource wealth, particularly 
hydrocarbons, fuel political tension.

 2. National sovereignty, even the limited jurisdiction granted 
over the extended continental shelf, is a domestically salient 
political issue.

 3. These motivations for conflict are purportedly balanced 
by internationally recognized legal principles and dispute-
resolution mechanisms that facilitate cooperation between 
claimant states.
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There are clearly differences between the challenges raised by Arctic sover-
eignty disputes and those raised by East Asia’s maritime disputes, not least 
due to the differences between the two regions themselves. The density of 
population in East Asia has led to a vibrant economic interdependence, which 
according to some stabilizes the region’s maritime boundary disputes.41 
Conversely, the sparsely populated circumpolar region has created a differ-
ent economic dynamic, wherein local indigenous populations battle with 
far-off southern capitals for basic development assistance.42 However, these 
apparent differences are less compelling than they may appear. According to 
Oran Young, the Arctic region is distinct from state-centered regions such as 
Southeast Asia and the Middle East. Regions such as the Arctic have no po-
litical actors that exclusively occupy the region; rather, outside actors use it as 
an arena to pursue their interests.43 Nevertheless, a sense of “Northernness” 
exists amongst the eight Arctic states.44 This northern identity excludes states, 
such as Germany or China, that view themselves as having Arctic interests 
but which are not recognized as such by Arctic states. The region is ultimately 
composed of states – or parts of states – that accept the inherent legitimacy of 
the pursuit of national interests. It is thus not as distinct from other regions 
of the world as Young suggests.

Finally, many of East Asia’s maritime boundary disputes stem from 
contested sovereignty over offshore islands and related overlapping Exclusive 
Economic Zones (EEZ) and continental shelf boundaries. While there are 
similar delimitation disputes in the Beaufort, Lincoln, and Barents seas, the 
emerging issue of overlapping continental shelf jurisdiction differs somewhat 
in its legal entitlement. Unlike the EEZ and continental shelf, jurisdiction 
over the extended continental shelf is limited to the seabed and the subsoil.45 
Nevertheless, these raise similar political challenges because state entitle-
ments to the seabed are identical under the EEZ and the extended continental 
shelf. From an international legal perspective, there is nothing unique about 
Arctic boundary disputes.46

Questions and Lessons from East Asia

The East Asian response to overlapping jurisdictional claims may identify 
what questions Arctic states and peoples need to ask themselves if they are 
to advance a coherent and peaceful Arctic strategy. The discussion proceeds 
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along the three parallels noted above; the purported salience of resource 
wealth, the role of identity politics, and the commitment to cooperation 
based on UNCLOS principles.

The relationship between resource wealth and political tension over mar-
itime boundaries is well documented in East Asia. All East Asian economies 
rely on fossil fuels for their economic growth, and the region’s relative re-
source poverty suggests that areas rich in hydrocarbon resources necessarily 
attract attention. In East Asia the bulk of these resource deposits are offshore 
in areas of contested jurisdiction. For instance, the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands 
dispute erupted following reports of high resource wealth in the seas that 
surround them.47 While this occurred against the backdrop of high energy 
prices due to the Oil Shocks, neither Japan nor China was as insecure about 
energy then as they are now. Following China’s shift to net oil importer status 
in 1993, energy was increasingly viewed as a motivator in the South and East 
China Sea disputes.48 In this view, a rising great power such as China – with 
growing energy demand needed to power the engine of economic growth 
– would assert its claims to disputed maritime space with greater intensity, 
thereby increasing the potential for war. China’s economic growth is linked 
to the domestic political legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP); 
energy security is thus viewed as integral to the perpetuation of the regime. 
From a geopolitical perspective, the fact that these disputes are against Japan, 
a regional rival, or against a collection of smaller Southeast Asian powers 
bodes poorly for continued stability. In the former case, domestic leaders de-
rive legitimacy from confrontation,49 whereas in the latter there is little other 
than the countervailing power of the United States keeping the peace.50

Nevertheless, these “resource wars” never materialized. Some argue that 
China’s relative military weakness vis-à-vis its neighbors accounts for this, 
but this does not explain China’s recent efforts to cooperate with its neighbors 
when its relative military strength is at its highest. There is clearly an underly-
ing set of processes that enable resource concerns to shift towards ambitions 
for joint development. As Schofield and Storey observe, the track record in 
East Asia reveals that resource wealth is consistent with both cooperation 
and confrontation.51 On the one hand, this is unremarkable; resources are a 
material object that can be divided between claimants. On the other hand, 
the desire to control resource-rich territory is often a motivator for confron-
tation. Ralf Emmers52 has argued that resource concerns must be separated 
from geopolitical calculations and domestic identity politics in order to be a 
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litmus issue targeted for cooperation. In this view, following a relaxation of 
geopolitical tensions, East Asian states have been able to pursue cooperation 
over disputed resource-rich territories. China and Japan signed a consensus 
on the joint development of parts of the East China Sea in June 2008 and 
China, the Philippines, and Vietnam signed an agreement on seabed resource 
exploration in a section of the South China Sea in March 2005. In short, the 
presence of hydrocarbon resources in a disputed area is not necessarily a rec-
ipe for conflict.

Turning to the second parallel, there is a strong relationship between ter-
ritorial identity and political legitimacy in the East Asian region.53 In many 
cases, political elites in East Asian states use this nationalist sentiment to 
legitimize their own rule.54 According to Buhk, both conservative and pro-
gressive factions of the Japanese government used the Russian occupation 
of the Northern Territories to articulate their construction of Japanese post-
war identity.55 Combined with the unsettled historical record between Asian 
states, this legitimization process has given rise to domestic nationalist groups 
within several states that pressure their leaders when perceived challenges to 
territorial sovereignty arise. For instance, Beijing seeks to legitimize its rule 
by fostering a nationalist narrative that highlights both the achievements of 
the CCP, as well as injustices suffered at the hands of external power, in par-
ticular Japan and the United States.56 In Japan, a vocal conservative minority 
has grown tired of Japan’s deference to China and insists that Japan adopt a 
more assertive posture towards China. These minorities have pressured their 
central governments to adopt controversial policies on issues that are vital to 
each party’s contested national identity, such as the treatment of historical 
issues, military spending and particularly vis-à-vis the contested sovereignty 
over the Senkaku/Diaoyu islands dispute.57

While the relationship between national identity and territorial sover-
eignty is clear, the relationship between national identity and the jurisdic-
tional claims over maritime space are less obvious. Nevertheless, as popular 
sentiment between China and Japan has become more antagonistic, these 
grievances have been aired, not only with regard to the disputed islands, but 
also against the exercise of EEZ jurisdictional entitlements, most recently 
China’s resource development of the Chunxiao gas field in the East China Sea 
in April 2005.58 Likewise, nationalist groups in Vietnam protested outside 
Chinese consular offices in response to more heavy-handed Chinese asser-
tions of jurisdiction in the South China Sea.59 As a consequence, state elites 
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are constrained by these domestic political costs if they attempt to pursue co-
operative approaches to these disputes.60 The danger is that maritime bound-
ary delimitation disputes may become as intractable as territorial disputes. 
Nevertheless, as noted above, East Asian states have been able under certain 
circumstances to overcome these nationalist pressures and cooperate in a 
limited fashion on maritime jurisdictional issues.61 While dispute settlement 
remains elusive, the nexus of hydrocarbon wealth and disputed identities is 
not necessarily a portent for conflict.

Finally, like their Arctic counterparts, East Asian states have repeatedly 
issued assurances that they will abide by UNCLOS principles in their search 
for a solution to their maritime boundary disputes. All East Asian states, with 
the exception of Cambodia and North Korea, have ratified UNCLOS and 
in some cases this development facilitated the management of the region’s 
fisheries resources. However, this normative development has done little to 
smooth political tensions on overlapping maritime boundaries. Assertions 
by states of the consistency of their policies with UNCLOS are partly under-
mined by the nature of UNCLOS itself, which does not specify a preferred 
method of boundary delimitation. According to Clive Schofield, this gap 
can be viewed “as offering either great flexibility to coastal states, or … con-
siderable scope for conflicting interpretations.”62 The East Asian experience 
has been the latter. For instance, China and Japan differ fundamentally on 
the basis for their maritime claims: the EEZ regime versus the continental 
shelf regime. Both find evidence for their view in international legal jurispru-
dence. Although there is no mention of the Japanese median line concept in 
UNCLOS, International Court of Justice delimitation decisions increasingly 
favor an equidistance line based on ‘relevant factors.’ China points to the 1969 
North Sea case, which argued that length of coastline and continental shelf 
are the most important factors in delimitation. Thus, in the Chinese view, in 
light of UNCLOS’s emphasis on ‘equity,’ delimitation should consider factors 
such as the length of the Chinese coastline and the natural prolongation of 
the continental shelf.63 China regards Japan’s median line as inconsistent with 
UNCLOS because it was declared “unilaterally” and divides the East China 
Sea in half.64 Japan meanwhile points to the more recent (1985) Libya/Malta 
case, which held that equidistance lines are in keeping with the wording of 
UNCLOS that delimitation must achieve an equitable solution and which 
discounted the relevance of geomorphologic factors.65
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These differences are more than simply abstract debates about interna-
tional law; they have direct bearing on inter-state cooperation. The median 
line presented the most significant barrier to concluding the Consensus on 
Resource Development reached in June 2008 between China and Japan. The 
parties could not agree on where to locate the joint development zone (JDZ). 
From the Chinese perspective, it needed to be located beyond the median 
line, in the area of overlap. From the Japanese perspective, the JDZ should 
bisect the median line since it represents the equidistance point between the 
two coastlines. In the end, China agreed to a JDZ that includes space on the 
Chinese side of the median line. While there is no doubt this was integral 
to concluding the agreement,66 this concession reportedly attracted criticism 
from hardliners within China and arguably explains the delay in implement-
ing the agreement. As of July 2012, there is little evidence that exploration will 
proceed in the JDZ in light of recurrent tensions over the exercise of maritime 
jurisdiction in contested sea areas.

Furthermore, the existence of disputed maritime boundaries has politi-
cized the international processes surrounding UNCLOS. For example, ahead 
of its submission to the CLCS, the Philippines had still not yet defined the 
baselines of its maritime zones: the territorial sea, the contiguous zone, and 
the EEZ. Because the constitution contains the geographic definition of the 
Philippine state, outlining baselines required a constitutional amendment.67 
Attempts to amend the 1987 Constitution raised the question of whether or 
not to include disputed Kalayaan area of the Spratly islands as part of the 
territorial definition of the Philippines.68 During this process, it was revealed 
that President Arroyo was considering not including the Kalayaan claim in 
the declaration for fear of offending China, a rival claimant, which precipi-
tated a protest from the opposition.69 Consistent with its own claims to the 
Spratlys, Beijing expressed its opposition to the constitutional amendments. 
Manila consequently moved to alter the wording in its UN submission from a 
restatement of sovereignty, to a claim to a ‘regime’ of islands whose sovereign-
ty is contested. According to the Philippines’ delegate to UNCLOS, Estelito 
Mendoza, to claim Kalayaan would be “absurd,” because the Philippines has 
never treated it as its own territory and because it does not have the mil-
itary might to defend its claim.70 This fuelled speculation from opposition 
politicians that Arroyo was prepared to bargain away Philippine territory in 
exchange for Chinese aid dollars and investment. The Philippines Baselines 
Law was signed in early 2009, just ahead of the Philippines’ CLCS submission 
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and elicited condemnations and military posturing from Vietnam and 
China.71 This occurred despite the fact that the law did not outline baselines 
in the Spratlys, but declared a “regime of islands” in the disputed areas that 
the Philippines claims. It is small wonder, therefore, that some scholars have 
argued that UNCLOS has created more problems than it has solved.72

Implications for Policy-makers in Arctic States

This brief comparison has highlighted many challenges and opportunities for 
Arctic states. First, the optimistic assessment that boundary delimitation is 
occurring in a fashion consistent with international process does not neces-
sarily preclude conflict. The East Asian experience reveals that states can be 
parties to UNCLOS, maintain a verbal commitment to peaceful resolution, 
yet have deep disagreements over the methods used to settle disputes. Like 
East Asia, the abstract and technical issue of Arctic boundary delimitation 
risks being caught up in domestic identity politics. The well-publicized plant-
ing of a Russian flag on the Arctic seabed is one indication of this trend, as is 
the raucous Canadian reaction. Similarly, following the CLCS’s request that 
Russia submit further data in 2001, a Russian Defense Ministry newspaper 
accused the UN body of bias.73 Nevertheless, the politicization of boundary 
delimitation has made cooperation by East Asian states difficult, but not 
impossible.

Secondly the “resources race” narrative is not a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
Hydrocarbons can be divided and shared among willing participants. While 
the resource value of the Arctic remains unknown, and the most profitable 
areas are currently within undisputed areas close to shore, the East Asian 
experience reveals that proven commercial resources are not necessary for 
heightened tensions. In a political context, the burden of proof for com-
mercial resource exploitation in disputed areas is low. Simultaneously, the 
East Asian experience reveals that the existence of commercial resources 
is consistent with cooperation as well as conflict. While recent evidence 
suggests that states have been able enter into joint development talks and 
agreements, this occurred after a period of posturing. Policy-makers appear 
to view resource wealth as an acceptable motivation for brinksmanship, pos-
sibly to strengthen their bargaining posture. With reference to the Arctic, 
both Canada and Russia are on record as being deeply interested in seabed 
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resource exploitation. In August 2008, Prime Minister Harper announced 
a new geo-mapping mission to exploit the “precious resources buried under 
the sea ice and tundra.”74 Likewise Nikolay Patrushev, the secretary of the 
Russian Security Council, argued that the Arctic must become Russia’s pri-
mary resource base for the future.75 The East Asian experience indicates that 
this rhetoric is most dangerous when coupled with the existence of domestic 
political prerogatives articulated in identity terms. Both the aforementioned 
joint development agreements between China and Japan and between China, 
Vietnam, and the Philippines have collapsed due to opposition from within 
claimant states. While Arctic states do not appear to be beholden to the kind 
of assertive nationalism that is present in East Asia, there is no shortage of 
insecure national identities among them.

The analysis above indicates an important lesson that can be drawn from 
the East Asian approach to disputed maritime boundaries. It is imperative 
to marginalize and isolate domestic opposition to cooperation. This can be 
accomplished through confidence-building measures that are well publicized 
as such to domestic audiences. Prior to reaching the joint development agree-
ment in the East China Sea, China and Japan went through eleven rounds 
of working level discussions and concluded agreements that increased 
transparency between coast guards en route to the agreement.76 In this vein, 
joint mapping missions between Canada, Russia, and Denmark are an im-
portant first step.77 Joint Coast Guard search and rescue simulations, such as 
those between Canada and Denmark, are also effective confidence-building 
measures.78 These have the added benefit of institutionalizing cooperative 
tendencies. Problematically, these efforts are rarely publicized on Arctic gov-
ernment websites or by political leaders. Instead domestic talk of protecting 
“sovereignty” risks undermining bilateral cooperation as well as multilateral 
confidence-building efforts through the Arctic Council. While Canada and 
Denmark are unlikely to view this sort of rhetoric as hostile, their partner-
ship, combined with the role of identity politics in Russia, may exacerbate 
Russian threat perceptions. In this context, it is unfortunate that Russia did 
not participate in Canada’s annual military exercises in the North, which 
in 2010 featured for the first time U.S. and Danish forces. The omission of 
even a Russia observer does little to alleviate Russian suspicion of a united 
NATO front that rejects Russia’s continental shelf claims. Furthermore, there 
is evidence that some Russian media sources view the opposition to Russia’s 
continental shelf claims as part of a conspiracy by Western Arctic states.79 As 
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the East Asian experience has demonstrated, agreement to follow the “orderly 
and legally-established process outlined within UNCLOS” does not necessar-
ily prevent conflict.80

While this paper has focused on three parallels between Arctic and East 
Asian maritime boundary disputes, there may be others. Specifically, there is 
a trend in East Asia that is consistent with Bernard Oxman’s81 concerns over 
“creeping jurisdiction”; the thickening of state sovereignty over ocean areas 
where state jurisdiction is incomplete. State sovereignty is the most diluted 
over the extended continental shelf, as states have only exclusive rights to the 
seabed and subsoil. They have no entitlement to living resources in the water 
column or to police the maritime activities of foreign vessels in those waters. 
Nevertheless, there is a perception among some in Canada that asserting 
“territorial control” over the extended continental shelf is Canada’s “most 
pressing sovereignty issue.”82 This suggests a wider interpretation of state 
jurisdiction than is consistent with that outlined in article 76 of UNCLOS. 
This interpretation is broadly consistent with Chinese and Indian efforts to 
maximize their jurisdiction over claimed waters, such as their move to ban 
all forms of marine research and military activities in the EEZ on national 
security grounds. It remains to be seen whether this phenomenon will emerge 
in the Arctic’s thawing waters. According to one legal interpretation, Arctic 
states could make an argument that they are entitled to govern marine re-
search if it relates to the seabed of the extended continental shelf.83 This could 
create the kind of exchanges that have recently been witnessed in the East and 
South China Seas between Chinese vessels and their Japanese and American 
counterparts. This is an area for future research.

The East Asian experience in managing its many maritime boundary dis-
putes appears to yield helpful insights for Arctic policy-makers. Leaders may 
wish to ask themselves whether casting the Arctic issue in terms of national 
identity risks reducing the political space for cooperative policy options. For 
example, the private members bill tabled by Conservative MP David Kramp, 
which would add the word “Canadian” to the Northwest Passage, has echoes 
in East Asia. South Korea has been attempting, with moderate success, to 
change the name of the Sea of Japan to the East Sea. Unsurprisingly, South 
Korea and Japan have a contested maritime boundary, as well as a disputed 
island in the waters concerned. Casting the dispute in these terms can re-
duce the political appetite for cooperative resource development. Likewise, 
Arctic policy-makers might think more carefully about how their domestic 
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messages are received by other Arctic states. The most important lesson, how-
ever, is that the apolitical process of making submissions to the CLCS is not 
as benign as some argue. While the process of gathering data and making 
submissions should not be of concern,84 the fact remains that the results of 
these efforts can be exploited for domestic political purposes, which in turn 
could exacerbate tensions. Certainly this has been case when similar matters 
arose in East Asia.
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Preface

As climate-change skeptics are increasingly won over from “the dark side” 
to accept the fact that climate change is a fact, the Arctic coastal states are 
struggling to find ways to adapt their national strategies to the changing geo-
political situation that is a result of the warming of the Arctic. At the same 
time, scholars from all over the world are struggling to understand the future 
possibilities and challenges of the Arctic in the light of this changing scenario 
– and their projections vary across a continuum stretching from a scenario 
of peaceful development with a multiple of beneficiaries on one end to one 
of a new “Cold War” or even military confrontation on the other.1 At the 
centre of this forecasting, we find two variables: First, all projections expect 
the quest for power (or in some cases this is reduced to the constituents of 
power, e.g., resources or territory) to be central to the future of the Arctic. 
Second, although some projections tend to hold cooperation as a constant 
– either assuming that conflict is inevitable or that cooperation is a natural 
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condition – the degree of cooperation is a central variable that is common to 
most studies.

This chapter assumes that the ongoing quest for power in the Arctic 
can be regulated and that the Arctic coastal states have a common interest 
in establishing fora, rules, and regulations to deal with actual and potential 
future challenges – both within the security domain and in other, softer do-
mains. The existing fora that could be used for dialogue and cooperation in 
the Arctic are all established on Cold War premises and on the premise that 
Arctic change is taking place at a slow and incremental pace. Consequently, 
they are insufficiently institutionalized and lacking in power – and therefore 
incapable of assuming an overarching responsibility for historical reasons. 
This chapter discusses the need for, possibilities of, and challenges to empow-
ering the weak existing fora with the aim of increasing the degree of practical 
and binding Arctic cooperation, and reducing the level of militarization and 
risk of conflict against the option of establishing new and more potent fora. It 
will also discuss the future need for institution-building with the short-term 
aim of being able to keep up with the pace of Arctic change and the long-term 
aim of establishing Arctic institutions with the potential to carry out UN 
mandates under Article VIII of the UN Charter.

Why the Need for Arctic Cooperation and Institutions Is 
Pressing

The need for future development of cooperation in the Arctic is determined 
by the change in human activities in the region. Basically it can be said that 
the present limited Arctic cooperation is a function of the scarce amount of 
human activity in the past. But there is no longer any doubt that the pat-
terns of human behavior in the Arctic is changing: In the 2007 Norshipping 
Report Arctic Shipping 2030 that examined scenarios for the future of Arctic 
shipping,2 part of the conclusion reads: “ice class technology and surveillance 
technology will be important in all the scenarios.” The report goes on to 
conclude that as a consequence of climate change and globalization, Arctic 
shipping will increase. But as a consequence of climate change, extreme 
weather conditions will continue to be a – or may even become a more ex-
treme – factor to consider for the duration of the analysis (i.e., at least until 
2030). Therefore reliable meteorological predictions, including predictions of 
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distribution and movement of the sea ice will become one important factor, 
while ice-class technology will remain another important factor to interna-
tional commercial freight.

The flip-side of this conclusion also needs to be considered: If ships will 
require ice-class technology to guarantee their safe passage through Arctic 
waters and surveillance technology to predict the extent and thickness of sea 
ice, this means that by implication the report assumes that Arctic shipping 
will be running calculated risks to cross Arctic waters. The conclusions in 
the Norshipping report are consistent with most other reports and assess-
ments. For example, the Arctic Council in 2009 published the Arctic Marine 
Shipping Assessment report: The report points to the conclusion that: “It is 
highly plausible there will be greater marine access and longer seasons of 
navigation, except perhaps during winter, but not necessarily less difficult ice 
conditions for marine operations.”3

While there is no longer any doubt that human activities in the Arctic are 
increasing, there are a few determining factors to consider. Predominantly 
the speed of global climate change, the existence or non-existence of natural 
resources, the development of extraction and transportation technologies 
and the “temperature” of the world market are three variables that will have 
an impact on the level of activity. Together with my colleague Jon Rahbek-
Clemmesen, I discussed these parameters in a 2009 report from Danish 
Institute for Military Studies, under the title: Keep it Cool. The discussion 
of the central factors concluded that the combination of demand, technolo-
gy and availability/accessibility could basically be boiled down to one single 
question: If it pays to do something in the Arctic – be it exploitation of natural 
resources, Arctic maritime transportation, or cruise-ship tourism – it will be 
done.4

In our 2009 report – for lack of substantive meteorological predictions 
– we assumed that the global climate change was a slowly progressing phe-
nomenon that would influence both the possibility to search for resources 
and the accessibility of the resources that might be found. The assumption 
that climate change was a slowly progressing phenomenon had some impact 
on the conclusions of the report: if the time perspective for Arctic develop-
ment is long, there is also considerable time to establish cooperation, rules, 
and regulations. But since we published the report, however, most predic-
tions seem to indicate that Arctic change is occurring much faster than we 
assumed – and this leaves less time for the establishment of new Arctic fora 
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and the development of existing ones to take care of matters that are suddenly 
seen to surface.

The combination of increased traffic in the Arctic poses a risk in itself: 
where no ships are sailing, no collisions or shipwrecks will occur, so the sheer 
increase in traffic should be considered a risk driver. But while long-term 
meteorological predictions forecast a reduced ice-coverage in the Arctic, 
they also envision an increase in extreme weather phenomenon with “greater 
ice movement and wave action, which will increase the risks of sailing and 
operations in the Arctic.”5 Altogether, “This new Arctic Ocean of increasing 
marine access, potentially longer seasons of navigation and increasing ship 
traffic requires greater attention and stewardship by the Arctic states and all 
marine users.”6 But what does stewardship mean in this context: who has the 
legitimate right or legal obligation to steward the Arctic? And what elements 
of stewardship are required?

Why Cooperation Is Lacking

On a practical level – like search and rescue (SAR) or environmental protec-
tion – a number of initiatives are already in place – be it national, bilateral, or 
multinational – but until recently, a truly broad and all-encompassing Arctic 
cooperation was generally lacking. I suggest that such practical and binding 
cooperation in the Arctic was traditionally lacking for three reasons: First, 
cooperation has been hampered by historical mistrust between Russia and the 
four Arctic NATO members. This historical factor prevented the Arctic states 
from entering into a concrete security cooperation – and by extension it had a 
negative effect on the development of a concrete Arctic cooperation outside of 
the high-politics domain. Second, the Arctic states have only recently begun 
to realize that climate change and changing traffic patterns will be altering 
their national priorities – they are all on the outside of the so-called OODA 
loop and they are only just entering the “Decide” phase.7 Third, cooperation 
was hampered by weak institutional frameworks, competing interests, and 
the risk of influence-dilution in the existing fora.
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1. Historical Mistrust

States generally prefer to cooperate with other states that resemble themselves 
and where relations are both friendly and based on repeated successful exam-
ples of cooperation. This explains, for example, why Norway has been a keen 
supporter of establishing an Arctic dimension in NATO. But it also explains 
why Russia is not going to be so happy with such a development. The role 
of NATO will be discussed in greater detail later in the paper, but for now 
I will conclude that Russia and NATO historically have been antagonistic – 
and this will continue to effectively prevent any practical cooperation in the 
high-politics domain.

But historical security concerns can also influence cooperation in the 
low-politics domain; logic would have it that where states with a compli-
cated security relationship seek to build closer relations, they should begin 
by approaching each other in areas that are not perceived as vital by any of 
them. Such low-politics cooperation could have a mitigating effect on a sore 
relationship. The Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime 
Search and Rescue (SAR) in the Arctic, or as it is more commonly known, 
the Arctic SAR Agreement – the first binding international treaty concluded 
among the member states of the Arctic Council that was signed on May 12, 
2011 – could be seen as an example of such an issue. The Arctic states all have 
a responsibility to be able to coordinate SAR at sea within their territories. 
And while the ongoing increase in Arctic traffic pushes the general need for 
SAR capacities, the unpredictability of the distribution of territories follow-
ing a distant UNCLOS decision makes the distribution of future national 
responsibilities unclear. So the question needing to be addressed was: should 
each Arctic state develop individual capabilities to cover the areas where it 
makes a claim, or should the Arctic states establish cooperation to pool their 
mutual capabilities to support the common task? The answer may seem to 
be a clear “yes,” but there is also a risk that diplomatic efforts at building 
cooperation within the low-politics domain can be perceived within the 
high-politics security domain. If this logic applied to Arctic cooperation, the 
development of concrete and binding agreements would then be hampered 
because states would fear such initiatives could be perceived by the others as 
a means of de-securitization. In this case, the Arctic states would simply be 
afraid to discuss concrete cooperation for fear of drawing attention to the risk 
of a confrontation.
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2. Slow Realization of the Influence of Climate Change

Slow realization of the influence of climate change and changing traffic 
patterns is another reason why cooperation was for so long insufficiently in-
stitutionalized because the Arctic states have only recently begun to realize 
the impact of climate change. The understanding that climate change was 
pushing the need for cooperation has been promoted – among other factors 
– by the fact that the Arctic states have been struggling to document their 
claims to UNCLOS for their territorial rights in the Polar basin. The value 
of international cooperation has been clearly demonstrated by the fact that it 
has been a precondition for most states to be able to support their territorial 
claims. For example, the Danish ability to document any claims would be 
severely challenged if Russian or Swedish icebreakers could not be chartered.

3. Weak Institutional Frameworks, Competing Interests, and the 
Risk of Influence-Dilution in the Existing Fora

The third reason why practical cooperation was slow to materialize in the 
Arctic has to do with the composition and construction of the fora that could 
be used to develop such cooperation. First, where the Arctic Council is con-
cerned, it has the disadvantage of including states that are not Arctic coastal 
states. Should these states be allowed a deciding role in the establishment of 
Arctic capabilities? If so, how should burden-sharing be arranged? Second, 
the Arctic Council has been struggling to sort out how to deal with a growing 
number of observer states. Third, the Arctic Council to some extent gains its 
legitimacy from the special representation of indigenous peoples: but if the 
Council is transformed into an organization with permanent representation, 
these groups will have good reason to fear marginalization. Fourth, the Arctic 
Council is prevented from covering military issues by the Ottawa declaration: 
it may deal with high-politics on the diplomatic level, but many of the concrete 
tasks that need coordination will have a military dimension. And finally: if 
the Arctic states shift their attention to “Arctic 5” (A5), cooperation will carry 
the same problems concerning indigenous peoples as mentioned above – and 
at the same time, the Nordic countries will have to kiss the “Nordic dimen-
sion” goodbye.
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What Should Cooperation Include?

International cooperation could be initiated for various reasons. On a prac-
tical level, it should be designed to optimize the effect of national funding 
against effect: when operating individually, the Arctic coastal states – no 
matter how powerful they may be – are up against a tremendous challenge 
in case of a future worst-case scenario. If a Gulf of Mexico-like scenario were 
to take place in Arctic waters, the combined efforts of the Arctic states would 
be better served by a coordinated and pre-arranged multinational effort than 
the sole effort by any individual state. And any practical cooperation would 
have to consider a range of scenarios to be covered – which would force the 
Arctic states to discuss their own ambitions against those of the other – and 
thus facilitate dialogue. Of course, this dialogue would also expose differing 
agendas – but the alternative to the Arctic states discussing agendas and sce-
narios theoretically and in advance is discussing them when they confront 
each other on practical terms.

But Arctic cooperation should also serve to reduce security tensions 
among the Arctic states. Of course there are already elements of dialogue and 
transparency – both relatives of security – in already-existing Arctic cooper-
ation, but these relatives are much more distant than their cousins: coordina-
tion and cooperation. Broad military coordination or cooperation would tie 
individuals on all sides of the Arctic rim closer together and form the basis of 
formalized channels of dialogue much stronger than those of today. It would 
offer Russia a better communications platform than risking her aging bomb-
ers by taking them across the Arctic Basin, and it would offer politicians a set 
of closed channels to voice their frustrations.

And finally Arctic cooperation should be able to handle future external 
threats and challenges like illegal fishing, piracy, illegal immigration, smug-
gling, and other criminal activities as well as potential security threats from 
external state actors. Fear – or claims of fear – of such activities could be used 
by individual Arctic states as excuses to unilaterally bolster their defences 
in the Arctic – and therefore they are likely sources of future insecurity if 
not handled in time. The Arctic states need all these effects – and they need 
to start the dialogue soon. If one state or another decides to act on its own 
against a perceived potential threat that could be manifest in a decade, it will 
probably have to start building capabilities today in order to be able to employ 
them tomorrow.
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Cooperation where all the Arctic states are included is illustrated in 
the matrix in Figure 1. As shown in the matrix, broad Arctic cooperation is 
isolated to the diplomatic dimension. Initiatives concerning cultural issues 
and environmental protection have traditionally been handled by the Arctic 
Council, but binding agreements and concrete cooperation has been scarce. 
Even the budding cooperation within the SAR area was long isolated to the 
diplomatic level and only recently came to fruition in the form of the May 
2011 binding Arctic SAR Agreement.

Ideas for further concrete cooperation could include issues such as mete-
orological forecasting, including monitoring of ice-movements, fisheries in-
spections, environmental protection, or pollution fighting. On a much longer 
horizon, the vision for cooperation should not exclude the potential for the 
Arctic coastal states to engage in a military cooperation that would enable 
them to act commonly in the Arctic on behalf of the UN, for example under 
Article VIII of the UN charter.

Closer cooperation between the Arctic coastal states would also enable 
them to better influence global organizations and the establishment of com-
mon international standards. For example, the Arctic coastal states have a 
special interest in influencing the United Nations International Maritime 
Organization when it is working to formalize its Polar directives.

Building Blocks for Future Cooperation:  
Arctic Institutions

Arctic cooperation is already taking place on many levels. On the most basic 
level, individuals have always had to cooperate in order to survive the harsh 
climate. Where profit is involved, companies cooperate to be able to extract 
resources. Where cross-boundary interests are at stake, interest groups co-
operate to promote their agendas and learn from each other. And state coop-
eration takes place for a multitude of reasons in order to balance the wish to 
fulfil national interests uncompromisingly against the cost of doing so alone.

But in the areas where cooperation between the Arctic coastal states 
has been all-inclusive (i.e., including Russia), it has taken place within the 
framework of the Arctic Council, and cooperation has been limited only to 
the soft politics domain. In the domain of hard security, broad cooperation 
has been hampered by traditional security concerns and mistrust: The only 
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hard security institution operating in the Arctic is NATO, and the pros-
pect of including Russia in that organization remains distant, bordering on 
non-existent.

The Arctic Council is the only internationally recognized Arctic insti-
tution, and the possible development of the Arctic Council or alternatively 
the Arctic 5 will be the focus of this chapter. But as the only multinational 
security actor in the Arctic, NATO also has an important role to play – or 
perhaps at best, NATO has an important role not to play. No matter what 
new dimensions the Arctic Council does develop, NATO will always be the 
famous “invisible elephant” in the room, and whether the Arctic Council can 
be developed to assume a larger role will to a great extent be dependent on 
what role NATO plays or does not play in the Arctic.

NATO

The interest in the Arctic of both NATO and the Soviet Union during the 
Cold War was mostly motivated by the fear of nuclear attacks either from 
submarines operating in the Arctic sea or from missiles or bombers that 
could bring their deadly cargo across it. Early-warning stations in the Arctic 
were supposed to alert NATO militaries in case Soviet missiles were launched 
– and Soviet bases in Northern Siberia and on the Kola Peninsula were tasked 
with air defense against NATO attacks. Bomber and missile units were allo-
cated offensive tasks on both sides of the Arctic.

Another reason to keep an eye on the Arctic had to do with the relative-
ly landlocked position of the Soviet Union and its consequent need to use 
the Arctic Sea for maritime purposes: with access to only a few warm-water 
ports, most of them easily containable by NATO, the Soviet Union had to 
rely on its formidable Northern Fleet, situated in Murmansk, to disrupt the 
transfer of troops and equipment from the United States across the Atlantic to 
a European war theater in case of a war. For both NATO and the Soviet Union 
maritime operations in the Atlantic were vital – and control of the passage 
from the Arctic to the Atlantic was thus of the utmost importance.

After the Cold War and the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the security 
agenda of both the NATO states and Russia has dramatically changed. The 
Arctic, however, has not entirely lost its perceived importance to military 
security: Russia still has a (decaying) Northern Fleet in Murmansk with 
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ice-capable nuclear-powered submarines, and it maintains its bomber regi-
ments and nuclear missiles and is very much aware that it is still facing NATO 
– and, in the Arctic, this poses a special challenge, since the other four Arctic 
Coastal states are all NATO members. As I put it in an earlier study: “with 
four of the Arctic states belonging to the same alliance – and with Russia 
being the only non-NATO Arctic state, there is a particular risk that actions 
undertaken by individual states will be perceived as part of a coordinated al-
liance gesture directed against Russian interests. This will be especially prob-
lematic if the stakes regarding the distribution of potential gains in the Arctic 
are seen to be altered. In this situation it is likely that Russia will perceive 
any change of military posture as an alliance move aimed at intimidating or 
even compelling Russia from asserting its perceived rights.”8 In other words, 
while each of the four Arctic coastal states that are NATO members may per-
ceive their individual military actions as part of national strategies, there is a 
risk that Russia will interpret these same actions as part of a coherent NATO 
strategy rather than as part of a set of respective national strategies.

But there is also a risk that Canada, Denmark, Norway, and the United 
States will tend to see Russian military actions through the Cold War lens: in a 
matter of years rather than decades, the decaying Russian Northern Fleet will 
need renovation – and units within that fleet will need to be replaced. At the 
same time, it should be remembered that the decay of the Russian Northern 
Fleet is taking place alongside the development of Russian economic interests 
in the Arctic and as the natural protection of Russian territories is literally 
melting away; the significance of Russian dependence on oil and gas extract-
ed from the Arctic as well as the insecurity connected with the disappearance 
of the traditional protection offered by an inhospitable ice-desert both speak 
in favor of maintaining a strong defensive military force in the Arctic region.9 
Adding to this insecurity and need for protection of vital interests, Russia 
also has to consider the emerging power of China. I will not deal with this 
issue in detail but simply conclude that the Russian military posture in the 
Arctic will also have to be considered against the need to protect its interests 
elsewhere and from other players than the Arctic coastal states.

In light of the above-mentioned considerations, the Arctic coastal NATO 
member states will have to consider the impact of their individual military 
actions. If any of them are uncomfortable with Russian military actions or 
with the development of Russian military capabilities, this could trigger a 
bilateral confrontation or even initiate an arms race between Russia and the 
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Arctic coastal states. But before that, NATO members could be tempted to 
invite NATO north to bolster their national position, demonstrate alliance 
solidarity, or even compel Russia. On the “ladder of escalation,” a NATO re-
sponse to a bilateral confrontation could prove hazardous to the development 
of peaceful Arctic relations.

NATO and Russia have come a long way towards a mutual understand-
ing since the end of the Cold War. Indeed, there are even examples of coop-
eration – like when NATO was allowed to use Soviet airspace in the war in 
Afghanistan. And the NATO-Russia Council has been a forum for consulta-
tion since 2002, but this is also a fragile forum, as it was demonstrated after 
cooperation was suspended from August 2008 to March 2009 following the 
2008 war between Russia and Georgia and the Russian occupation of South 
Ossetia.

The Arctic Council

The broadest and most encompassing Arctic institution is the Arctic Council. 
Founded on the basis of the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy, the 
Arctic Council was established in 1996, absorbing the environmental di-
mension and broadening its mandate to cover all other issues in the Arctic 
except military ones.10 Based on a core of Arctic and Subarctic states (Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the United States), 
the Arctic Council gains an increased legitimacy from including the indig-
enous Arctic population, represented by transnational Aboriginal organiza-
tions. Furthermore, the Arctic Council is open to observers – the only re-
quirement for observer status being the demand to comply with the founding 
principles of the Council.

Much hard work has been put into adapting the Arctic Council to the 
changing situation in the Arctic. In some cases, the Arctic Council has estab-
lished working groups to supplement the original four working groups from 
AEPS.11 This goes for the Sustainable Development Working Group (SDWG). 
In other cases, the Arctic Council has proven instrumental in establishing 
and promoting new knowledge – for example, when the U.S.-funded Arctic 
Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA) was conducted under the auspices of 
Arctic Council.
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But while the Arctic Council has proven successful in serving as a forum 
for dialogue on soft-policy issues and a body for coordinating research and 
knowledge-sharing – and even raising Arctic climate change to the inter-
national agenda – its statute sets some limitations to the wider use of the 
Council: First of all the absence of military issues from the agenda means that 
issues that could be meaningfully covered in the only truly pan-Arctic forum 
will have to be coordinated elsewhere – for example in the NATO-Russia 
Dialogue. The NATO-Russia Dialogue construction has the disadvantage of 
historical bias – and, as noted above, it has been disbanded on several occa-
sions over issues that had nothing to do with the Arctic, such as the Russia-
Georgia war in 2007, or the Kosovo conflict in 1999.

Another obstacle to developing the Arctic Council towards something 
more functional is the meeting rhythm of the council. In an environment of 
accelerated change, biennial meetings are simply not enough: The Council 
needs a permanent representation to be able to coordinate ongoing activi-
ties and monitor the rapid changes that can be observed in the Arctic. Steps 
are already taken to increase the pace of cooperation: at the 2009 Tromsø 
meeting, the Council: “Decide[d] to further strengthen the political role of 
the Arctic Council by having a meeting at deputy Minister level, with rep-
resentatives of Permanent Participants, to discuss emerging issues between 
Ministerial meetings.”12 But although annual meetings could increase the 
pace of institutional development, there would still be a strong need for a 
permanent body to address the challenges that are rapidly emerging as the 
level of activity is increasing.

The first stepping stone toward AN Arctic Council permanent represen-
tation was made in 2007, when Norway agreed to host a secretariat at Tromsø 
through the period 2006–12.13 Although the activities of such a secretariat 
does not hold any decision-making authority and is probably largely unable 
to coordinate ongoing activities, it could provide a platform for a more ro-
bust future representation with actual agencies and a larger organization. The 
secretariat may technically seem to be a temporary institution – but the fact 
that the 2009 Tromsø Declaration concludes that the Arctic Council: “appre-
ciate[s] the Secretariat’s contribution to the increased efficiency of the work 
of Arctic Council,”14 can only point to a more permanent future structure 
for Arctic Council. Although new funding mechanisms may be required, 
and although its activities will probably be restricted to the coordination of 
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meetings and agendas, it may provide the opportunity to lift ongoing coordi-
nation out of national frameworks and into a multinational agenda.

But changing the position of the Arctic Council will be difficult, if the 
participants maintain that the Council shall remain little more than a bi-
ennial forum for the exchange of ideas and coordination of environmental 
and cultural issues. In order to bring the Arctic Council to prominence, it 
will need to be empowered to be able to act on short notice against arising 
challenges, and it should have a concrete set of tasks to coordinate or even 
direct. The establishment of a permanent secretariat is a step on the way, but 
that secretariat must be developed to be able to lasso ideas and tie them to 
reality. This will require a competent permanent staff, new procedures and 
competencies within the secretariat (possibly a secretary general), and a 
number of functional agencies to provide limbs for the Arctic Council body. 
The following section will discuss the possibilities for empowering the Arctic 
Council through institutional approaches. In doing so, it will lend inspiration 
from the Subarctic areas where such cooperation has been ongoing for years.

Empowering the Arctic Council

If the Arctic Council is to be developed into a more potent institution, it will 
need a permanent representation. The pace of Arctic change is going faster 
than the meeting rhythm of Arctic Council, and consequently the Council 
will be unable to react in time to emerging challenges as Arctic traffic is 
quickly increasing. A permanent representation should include a secretariat 
– but also a command structure led by a secretary general or a similar con-
struction. It would also need a permanent staff and a headquarters. Once es-
tablished, the Council (which would start to look more like an organization) 
could start to assume responsibility for coordinating the tasks that emerge 
as Arctic traffic increases. The decision as to what staff functions should be 
included in the organization could be determined by “supply and demand” 
mechanisms: all coastal states are struggling with the same considerations – 
and it should not be hard to identify a couple of “starters” like ice-forecasting, 
or coordinating SAR activities as agreed to by the Arctic Council members 
in May 2011.

But the Arctic council will need to change its statute in order to gain the 
necessary potency. This is a major challenge since development of binding 
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structures will push state administrations closer to the centre of decisions 
at the expense of indigenous peoples. This is primarily because funding and 
state responsibilities will become a core mechanism in all discussions of an 
empowered Arctic Council. As long as Arctic Council does not engage in 
high-politics or at least focuses its efforts on soft issues like culture and en-
vironment, the organizations representing indigenous peoples are likely to 
maintain their special position somewhere between member states and mere 
observers. But if the scope and focus of Arctic Council is changed to address 
high politics and security, this special position could be at stake, possibly 
causing the indigenous peoples to lose influence.

Arctic states may continue to be reluctant to discuss expanding the 
mandate and statute of the Arctic Council or establishing innocent bilateral 
fora for cooperation simply because this could be interpreted as maneuvers 
to create alternative channels to handle security issues in case of a crisis, and 
thus draw unwanted attention to the potential conflicts of the Arctic. In other 
words, fear of drawing attention to the security dimension of the Arctic may 
prevent the establishment of highly relevant fora for cooperation that could 
in fact serve the purpose of alternative channels for dialogue in case the tra-
ditional channels close because of a crisis. But at some point, the members 
of Arctic Council will have to consider where to coordinate Arctic military 
issues. And at that point states will be the dominant actors with NGOs play-
ing only marginal roles.

The Arctic 5 (A5)

The Arctic 5 or A5 is a fairly new invention. The forum includes the Arctic 
coastal states in what could be termed an “Arctic Land Owners Association.”15 
The first formal A5 initiative was the Ilulissat meeting in May 2008 that pro-
duced the Ilulissat Declaration. The A5 gains its legitimacy from the public 
safety dimension, which can be roughly explained by the fact that any oc-
currence that will need handling in the polar basin will have to be handled 
by one or more of the Arctic coastal states, but may have influence on all of 
them.16

The Ilulissat Declaration was a unigue achievement in three ways: first, it 
demonstrated that by reducing the Arctic Council to a forum with concrete 
security concerns, it was able to deal with matters of security in a binding way. 
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Second, to achieve a binding agreement, it established that the Arctic coastal 
states had special common interests and responsibilities and thus succeeded 
in carving Iceland, Sweden, and Finland out of the Arctic equation. Indeed, it 
even demonstrated to states with no Arctic presence whatsoever – like China 
– that the Arctic coastal states considered themselves the core actors of the 
polar basin.17 Third, it succeeded in committing the United States to decisions 
reached under the aegis of UNCLOS, although the United States is still not a 
signatory to that convention.

Although the outcome of the Ilulissat meeting – the Declaration – was 
widely praised in the five Arctic coastal states, the forum has been criticized 
for virtually excluding indigenous people from influence and thus rein-
forcing the primacy of states over peoples.18 At the same time, the Ilulissat 
Declaration has been observed with scepticism and even anger in the Nordic 
countries that do not have Arctic coast lines, and there seems to be a fault line 
in Denmark between politicians who endorse the Arctic Council over the A5 
and vice-versa.

In this respect Denmark may have to choose between promoting the 
A5, which excludes Finland, Sweden, and Iceland from the cooperation, 
and a Nordic dimension in Arctic cooperation that rests on the Stoltenberg 
report and especially the common ambition to use the consecutive Nordic 
(Norwegian, Danish, and Swedish) chairmanship of the Arctic Council to 
promote the recommendations from the Stoltenberg report.19 The two fora 
may not necessarily be mutually exclusive, but in this early phase of develop-
ment, Danish domestic political considerations may dictate a choice between 
the two.

The United States does not seem too enthusiastic about A5 either. After 
the March 2010 meeting, U.S. Secretary of State Hilary Rodham Clinton 
stated that: “Significant international discussions on Arctic issues should 
include those who have legitimate interests in the region.… I hope the Arctic 
will always showcase our ability to work together, not create new divisions.”20 
This led Professor Rob Huebert of the University of Calgary’s Centre for 
Strategic and Military Studies to conclude, “I think that’s effectively dead.… 
I can’t see any other country running forward to make it work.” Professor 
Michael Byers from the University of British Columbia commented: “This 
has thrown that particular dimension of [the Canadian government’s] policy 
into an impossible position … from now on, they have to include the other 
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Arctic Council members and they also have to make sure there is indigenous 
representation.”21

Although these statements could still prove to be prophetic, it is too early 
to remove the A5 from the equation: It may well prove to have the poten-
tial to deal with future challenges that will appear as the ice melts and the 
quest for resources becomes manifest. If the Arctic Council proves unable to 
transform itself and adapt to the changing circumstances in the Arctic – like 
establishing a permanent formal organization to serve as an anchor-point for 
concrete initiatives – let alone handle concrete security issues like military 
cooperation, the principal actors (the coastal states) will need to take matters 
elsewhere. Although the Arctic Council has a special legitimacy because of 
the representation of indigenous peoples, it will be naïve to rely on a forum 
with no permanent representation and with a biannual (or even annual if we 
include the latest initiatives) meeting rhythm to coordinate the events in an 
environment that changes faster than the meeting rhythm.

Empowering the A5

Although enthusiasm for A5 may be limited to some of the Arctic coastal 
states, it is still worth considering what role this forum would be able to play 
in case the Arctic Council fails to develop the institutional capacity needed 
to suit an Arctic environment with a lot more activity than what can be ob-
served today. In that case, there will be an Arctic institutional vacuum that 
will leave it up to the individual states whether to act alone or seek coordi-
nation and cooperation. This could emphasize bilateral arrangements – or 
introduce other institutions whether old ones or new.

In that case, the A5 could prove to be a better alternative than bilateral 
arrangements or the obvious fall-back option for those Arctic coastal states 
that are NATO members. For the moment, this scenario might seem distant 
– but as Arctic maritime traffic increases, the decision date for establishing 
capacities is also pushed closer. This means that the Arctic states will have 
to develop capacities before they can fully predict the costs and benefits of 
capacity-building. They may seek to share the burden with other actors – and 
the prize will be a dilution of influence as contributors will make demands 
before committing resources.
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So the A5 may have some disadvantages when it comes to legitimacy – 
and it may arouse some controversy among the Arctic Council members who 
will lose influence if binding decisions and formal cooperation is transferred 
to A5. But on the other hand, non-state actors and non-coastal Arctic states 
are unlikely to commit resources on any significant scale in exchange for 
influence on capacity-building and institutional development of the Arctic 
Council. In any case, the location of the headquarters of any future multina-
tional Arctic organization is likely to be in one of the Arctic-rim states, and 
any capacity constructed for an Arctic future will be based in the rim states 
as well. Disregarding these facts is naïve and will lead to postponement of 
important cooperation initiatives.

The concrete cooperation initiatives that could empower the A5 are sim-
ilar to those mentioned in the discussion of Arctic Council. But as a basis for 
the cooperation, an “Arctic 5 declaration,” should be designed. Once in place, 
the declaration should institutionalize the cooperation and establish the basis 
for a an organization with a permanent headquarter staffed with a secretary 
general and a secretariat, and with appropriate staff functions to initiate co-
operation in the domains that could commonly be identified as relevant.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have described the consequences of the changing conditions 
to navigation in the Arctic. I have made the point, that practical cooperation 
by the Arctic coastal states within a number of areas like search and rescue, 
surveillance, environmental protection, and pollution containment will con-
tinue to be required, and that the changing security dynamics that come from 
Arctic change also need a forum of attention.

In a matter of just a few decades, the Arctic could become a region of 
such importance that the world economy and well-being of millions could be 
at stake in case of a regional crisis – be it in the security domain or elsewhere. 
This speaks in favor of establishing a regional framework of cooperation that 
could be empowered by a UN resolution coordinating on behalf of the United 
Nations whatever effort might be required – or even acting under Article VIII 
of the UN charter.

If this vision is to come true, the right forum will have to be established – 
either based on existing structures or entirely new ones. The only institution 
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to include all the central Arctic actors is the Arctic Council, but the Arctic 
Council is currently not geared to support such a vision of cooperation in an 
environment of rapid change. If the Arctic Council is to be able to coordinate 
any ongoing effort, it will have to establish itself as a permanent structure, 
headed by a secretary general, situated in a headquarters, surrounded by a 
staff and fitted with a secretariat. But this will require fundamental changes 
to the statutes of the Arctic Council. And even more drastic changes will be 
needed if the Council is to be able to coordinate any efforts in the security 
domain. But the only other multinational security actor in the Arctic, NATO, 
is no realistic alternative because of the historical bias that surrounds it.

Small steps have been taken to increase the responsiveness and efficiency 
of the Arctic Council, but there is still a long way to go: expanding the secre-
tariat is an important step, but establishing a permanent staff with a dedicat-
ed leadership would make better sense if the Council had its own operations 
or development programs to coordinate.

The groundbreaking work of the Arctic Council Taskforce on Search and 
Rescue, culminating in the binding May 2011 Arctic SAR Agreement, could 
provide an opportunity for creating a permanent body to be attached to the 
secretariat. But if the Arctic Council proves unable to deliver the premises for 
broad and functioning international operational cooperation in the Arctic, 
other options must be considered. A cooperation vacuum will be too danger-
ous and too expensive – and therefore, the A5 should be carefully considered 
as a less legitimate but probably more effective alternative.

Letting go of the idea of A5 means easing the pressure on the development 
of the Arctic council – or put another way, the idea that A5 could take the role 
of Arctic operational cooperation will put pressure on those actors within the 
Arctic Council that resist much-needed development of the Council. Finally, 
perhaps the question of empowering the Arctic Council versus the Arctic 5 is 
not one of “either-or” but could be one of “both-and,” with the Arctic Council 
serving as a forum for dialogue while the A5 serves the purposes of formal 
agreements and cooperation on the operational level.
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9. Structural, Environmental, and 
Political Conditions for Security 
Policy in the High North Atlantic: 
The Faroe Islands, Greenland,  
and Iceland1

Rasmus Gjedssø Bertelsen

1. Introduction

Security policy in the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Iceland has historically 
taken place in a nexus of structural, environmental, and political conditions 
which pose particular challenges for such policy – a situation that continues 
and which will continue to take place. This chapter examines these condi-
tions for broad security policy-making and implementation in the region in a 
historical, current, and future perspective.2 It shows how these three societies 
have historically addressed and currently address security policy, where the 
experience of Iceland as the only fully independent state is enlightening. On 
this basis, the chapter discusses how these societies can address future devel-
opments with regard to climate change and increased self-government in the 
case of the Faroe Islands and Greenland, which is a central, but often over-
looked, political development in the region. Security policy here is conceived 
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broadly as covering the exercise of sovereignty, participation in international 
security orders such as NATO, well-grounded and researched debate and 
policy-making, law enforcement, intelligence, civil defense, marine resource 
management, environmental protection, provision of search and rescue, air 
and sea surveillance, among other issues.

This chapter identifies structural, environmental, and political conditions 
as well as public administration and finance challenges for security policy in 
section 2: Conditions and Challenges for Security Policy in the Faroe Islands, 
Greenland, and Iceland. The conditions are: microstates with very limited 
absolute capabilities, but responsibilities over vast strategically important 
air and sea spaces; Arctic and Subarctic climatic and geographic conditions, 
including climate change, which affects political and economic conditions 
and in turn increases strategic interest and pressure on the region; the geo-
political role of the region, including short-term political changes such as the 
U.S. withdrawal from the Keflavik base and long-term political changes, such 
as increasing Faroese and Greenlandic self-government and possible eventual 
independence from the Kingdom of Denmark.

There is, presently, one independent microstate, or very small state, 
Iceland, and two microsocieties, the Faroe Islands and Greenland, that are 
overseas autonomies of a small state, the Kingdom of Denmark. Despite their 
current absence of sovereignty, the Faroe Islands and Greenland are called 
microstates in this chapter in light of their historical movement toward 
greater self-government and possible full independence from the Kingdom 
of Denmark. The author defines microstates as less than 1 million inhabi-
tants.3 Such a capabilities-centered definition is valid for the purposes of this 
chapter. The term ‘Kingdom of Denmark’ is used for what in Danish is called 
“Rigsfællesskabet,” the unity of Denmark, the Faroe Islands and Greenland 
under the crown. “Denmark” refers to the Continental European part of the 
kingdom.

Based on the above-mentioned conditions, public finance and admin-
istration as well as security policy challenges are identified (section 2, con-
tinued): these microstates have very narrow tax and personnel bases for 
supplying the means of security policy. Therefore, how can these microstates 
exercise effective sovereignty over vast, strategically important air and sea 
spaces; contribute to international security order; conduct well-grounded 
and researched debate and policy-making; protect society against terrorism, 
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organized crime, and illegal trafficking; supply environmental protection and 
civil defense; provide search and rescue services, etc?

Iceland responds to these challenges through its security policy, and with 
expanding self-government and possible independence, the Faroe Islands 
and Greenland will have to design policies to do likewise (section 3: Overview 
of Historic, Current, and Future Icelandic, Faroese, and Greenlandic Security 
Policies). These case studies show how Iceland successfully has overcome the 
challenges to security policy-making through a combination of domestic 
capabilities and external partnerships, which is part of its successful inde-
pendence. The Icelandic experience indicates ways for the Faroe Islands and 
Greenland to handle their security policy under changing conditions of both 
climate change and increasing self-government.

2. Conditions and Challenges for Security Policy  
in the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Iceland

This chapter identifies a number of central structural, environmental, and 
political conditions for formulating and exercising security policy in the re-
gion of Greenland, Iceland, and the Faroe Islands. Based on these conditions, 
this chapter highlights intertwined public finance and administration as well 
as security policy challenges for the Faroe Islands, Greenland and Iceland.

Structural Conditions: Highly Developed, Strategically Located 
Microstates in the High North

The structural conditions are the combination of the small population sizes 
and the policy demands made on these highly developed microstates in the 
High North with vast, strategically important air and sea spaces with Arctic 
and Subarctic climatic and geographic conditions.

Iceland has a population of around 313,000, the Faroe Islands 48,000, 
and Greenland 56,000. All these societies are highly developed, thus, with 
large capabilities relative to their populations, but very limited capabilities 
in absolute terms. Highly developed states face largely similar policy tasks, 
which the less populated states have to face with less-absolute resources and 
smaller organizations and, thus, possibilities for specialization. A fascinating 
aspect of Icelandic government and society is how tasks are solved at very 
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high levels of proficiency by very small public, private, and civil society or-
ganizations with limited internal possibilities for specialization. The level of 
proficiency is evident from Iceland’s very high level of human development, 
ranking third globally in 2009.4

The term microstate is an important analytical category and should be 
used here, although it is sometimes substituted in political discourse by small 
state: the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Iceland face different conditions 
than, for instance, Sweden with its population of around 9,045,000, which 
is a small state with a large territory including Arctic and Subarctic regions.

Environmental Conditions: Constant and Changing Climate with 
Social Consequences

The environmental conditions for North Atlantic security policy are both per-
manent and changing. Permanent environmental conditions include difficult 
Arctic and Subarctic climatic conditions as well as great distances over sea 
and ice (especially in the case of Greenland), which make all kinds of com-
munication, transportation, projection of capabilities much more difficult 
and thus expensive. These conditions and the sheer distance of the region 
from areas of conflict kept the region out of European conflicts for centuries. 
Technological advances, especially in long-range flying during World War II 
and to even a greater extent during the Cold War, as well as in nuclear subma-
rines, canceled those distances and integrated the region into global politics 
and conflict. This development led to an unprecedented militarization, which 
has, however, been replaced by greater cooperation after the Cold War.5

Other environmental conditions include abundant resources. Marine 
resources have caused conflict in the 1950s–1970s – most notably between 
Iceland and Britain, resolved through the international law of the sea. The 
region’s rich renewable geothermal and hydroelectric energy resources and 
possibly hydrocarbons are drawing increasing attention and investment. 
Although difficult to export, the renewable energy resources are sought after 
as a response to greenhouse gases. This fact is clear from technology export 
and recent and proposed investments in power generation and energy-inten-
sive aluminum and other industries in Iceland and Greenland. High, although 
volatile, oil prices also focus attention on possible hydrocarbon resources in 
the region, where, for instance, the United States Geological Survey predicts 
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with varying probability around 51.8 billion barrels of oil and oil-equivalent 
natural gas around Greenland.6

The environmental conditions are also changing due to climate change, 
which is particularly pronounced in the High North. Global warming is af-
fecting, for instance, the sea ice in the Arctic Ocean and is “very likely” to 
improve access to energy exploration and shipping.7 Improved marine access 
may place these societies much more centrally in global energy and transpor-
tation systems than hitherto possible through oil and gas exploration in their 
economic exclusion zones or on their continental shelves, as well as through 
new trans-Arctic shipping lanes linking the North Atlantic and the North 
Pacific.8

Such changes will have profound social, political, and economic impacts. 
New economic opportunities fostered by climate change may contribute to 
increased Faroese and Greenlandic self-government and possible indepen-
dence through reducing fiscal dependence on Denmark. Energy exploration 
and important shipping lanes for the global economy will also further in-
creased outside strategic interest and pressure on the region.

Political Conditions: Superpower Interests, and Constitutional 
Ties to Denmark

As mentioned, technological developments have firmly integrated the North 
Atlantic and the Arctic in European, trans-Atlantic, and trans-Arctic geo-
politics. Because of the location, the area cannot keep out of any conflict in 
Europe involving trans-Atlantic connections (as evident in WWII and the 
Cold War) or between North America and Eurasia (as the Cold War or future 
strategic competition between the United States and China, where the Arctic 
is the shortest route).

The areas concerned in this chapter are either overseas autonomies (the 
Faroe Islands and Greenland) of a small state (Kingdom of Denmark) or an 
independent microstate (Iceland). They all depend on the military protection 
of larger powers and alliances. This fact is reflected in the NATO membership 
of both the Kingdom of Denmark and Iceland and the U.S. bases in Greenland 
and, until 2006, Iceland.

The European Union plays a growing role in broader societal security 
questions and will take a greater interest in North Atlantic and Arctic af-
fairs following increased energy exploration and shipping in the region. The 
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relationship between Iceland, the Faroe Islands, and Greenland and the EU 
is, however, complicated. Iceland has stayed out of the union (while join-
ing the Internal Market through the European Economic Area). The Faroe 
Islands did not follow Denmark into the European Community in 1973 and 
Greenland left the EC in 1985. The prospect of Icelandic EU membership is 
discussed below.

Short-term political changes have, for instance, included the U.S. with-
drawal from the Keflavik base in Iceland in September 2006. This action 
removed the capabilities of a superpower from the region, leaving it in the 
hands of microstates (Faroe Islands, Greenland and Iceland) and a small state 
(Kingdom of Denmark). Iceland was forced to rethink its security policy in 
light of this loss of, for instance, search and rescue as well as air policing 
capabilities in the region, which led to innovative policy-making covering the 
entire spectrum of security policy that is further discussed below.

An overlooked, but an equally very important long-term political change 
in the region is increasing Faroese and Greenlandic self-government and 
possible independence from the Kingdom of Denmark. This development 
gradually transfers responsibility to these microstates and would ultimately 
remove the small state, the Kingdom of Denmark, with its naval and other ca-
pabilities from the region. Part of the success of independent Iceland has been 
to formulate and execute a successful security policy, and the Faroe Islands 
and Greenland must do the same in taking on greater and perhaps eventually 
full responsibility.

Public Finance and Administration Challenges: Few Taxpayers 
and Small Organizations

First of all, the complexity of the structural, climatic, and geographic condi-
tions of microstates in the North Atlantic with vast strategically important 
air and sea spaces lead to the following public finance and administration 
dilemma: There is a narrow tax basis for large capital investments and expen-
ditures to implement security policy, for example, ocean-going patrol vessels, 
surveillance aircraft, search and rescue helicopters, etc., not to mention any 
kind of combat forces.

Likewise, organizations are very small with limitations to their internal 
specialization, for instance, military assessments, law enforcement, and intel-
ligence work. As an example, the reader can note that the Defense Department 
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in the Icelandic Ministry of Foreign Affairs has a staff of now five, previously 
three, and in the aftermath of the U.S. withdrawal from Keflavik the U.S. 
negotiation team counted twenty-six, while the inter-ministerial Icelandic 
team counted nine.9 The Foreign Ministry of the Faroe Islands has a staff of 
twenty-six also covering trade and tourism promotion.10 The Directorate of 
Foreign Affairs of the Greenland Home Rule has a staff of 9 covering Arctic 
cooperation, EU, indigenous cooperation, the bilateral relations with the 
United States, foreign trade and promotion, and foreign and security policy.11

Because of the small absolute size of organizations, there are few oppor-
tunities to reap returns to scale. There are high average costs in operating 
patrol vessels, search and rescue helicopters, surveillance aircraft, which in 
larger organizations can be spread over more units (a problem which becomes 
more serious from the narrow tax basis). These microstates must therefore 
design policies to counter these public finance and administration challenges.

At the ideational level, values and preferences also condition the security 
policy-making of the societies in this chapter. All three societies have, on one 
hand, neutralist traditions and, on the other hand, no military traditions, 
which together works against the establishment of domestic military forces 
(for instance, in the Icelandic case after the U.S. exit from Keflavik in 2006 in 
the view of Alyson Bailes).

Security Policy Challenge: Limited Absolute Resources and 
Large Responsibilities

These public finance and administration challenges are the basis of a pivotal 
security policy challenge: how microstates with very limited absolute capabil-
ities, but responsibility over vast, strategically important air and sea spaces, 
can pursue an effective security policy and thereby exercise effective sover-
eignty over this space; contribute to the international security order, such as 
NATO; conduct well-grounded and researched debate and policy-making; 
provide efficient law enforcement and intelligence against terrorism, orga-
nized crime, and trafficking; and provide environmental protection, search 
and rescue services?

A practical example of how the means of exercising effective sovereign-
ty can be beyond the capabilities of a country is that Iceland does not field 
interceptor fighter jets to police its air space (and at the small state level, for 
instance, the Royal Danish Navy has abandoned submarines). Historically, 
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Iceland has relied on the United States to supply air policing through the bi-
lateral U.S.–Icelandic Defense Agreement of 1951 and fighters stationed at 
the Keflavik base. Since the U.S. abandonment of the Keflavik base, Iceland 
has relied on NATO allies rotating fighter jets through Keflavik to provide 
such policing. This NATO policy is also pursued in the case of other member 
states with very limited absolute capabilities as Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, and Slovenia. These Icelandic and other historical and present 
arrangements are examples of how microstates must create policies around 
these challenges.

The microstates in this chapter have no military traditions, and because 
of their resource-base their military options are extremely limited. Therefore, 
they have to design policies to have civilian authorities carry out some mil-
itary tasks and collaborate with foreign, military counterparts. Iceland has 
had to design specialized policies for its civilian authorities to work with al-
lied military and intelligence authorities, which would otherwise be handled 
by a similar military or intelligence body.12

This security policy challenge of limited absolute resources and large 
responsibilities will be even greater for increasingly self-governing and per-
haps eventually independent Faroe Islands and Greenland with their popu-
lation bases of around 50,000 to 60,000 individuals or about one-sixth that 
of Iceland. This difference is sizeable, and the similarities between, on the 
one hand, the Faroe Islands and Greenland and, on the other hand, Iceland 
should not be overestimated either. Faroese and Greenlandic society today 
rely on the ships and helicopters of the 1st Squadron of the Royal Danish 
Navy, together with the overall security capabilities of the small state of the 
Kingdom of Denmark. Faroese and Greenlandic self-rule governments are 
becoming increasingly involved in security and defense policy. Increasingly 
self-governing and possibly fully independent Faroe Islands and Greenland 
will have to devise policies to replace those Danish assets and reach out to 
allies and partners in Europe, North America, and the North Atlantic.

3. Overview of Historic, Current, and Future Icelandic, 
Faroese, and Greenlandic Security Policies

The Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Iceland have all, throughout their histo-
ry, had to address the security policy challenges outlined above and design 
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policies around them. These historical, present, and possible future policy 
responses are outlined here. The Icelandic case is substantially longer than 
the Faroese or Greenlandic, since Iceland is the only one to have run the full 
course to independence. Therefore, Iceland is the only community to have 
had to design and implement the full range of security policy.

Iceland: Setting the Direction for North Atlantic Microstate 
Security Policy

The history of the independence politics of Iceland and how its foreign and 
security affairs have been managed at various stages of self-rule is of value for 
discussing current and future Faroese and Greenlandic self-rule and possible 
independence. The independence trajectory of Iceland has inspired Faroese 
independence politics in particular and is therefore important for under-
standing self-rule developments in the Faroe Islands and Greenland.

The Viking settlers of Iceland in the 800s and 900s (AD) formed an 
independent commonwealth, which in 1262 was absorbed by the Kingdom 
of Norway. In 1380 the Kingdom of Denmark and the Kingdom of Norway 
merged under a common king, which brought Iceland, Greenland, the Faroe 
Islands, Shetland, and Orkney into this union. In 1814, Norway was forced 
into a union with Sweden at the Kiel peace after the Napoleonic wars but left 
the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and Iceland under the Danish crown. In 1845, 
the Viking age assembly, the Althingi, was reconstituted as a consultative 
assembly to the absolutist king of Denmark, and in 1874 it gained legislative, 
budgetary, and taxation powers over domestic affairs, leaving the executive 
under Danish administration. In 1904, Iceland gained home rule with an 
Icelandic executive under an Icelandic minister responsible to the Althingi.13

The Kingdom of Iceland emerged as a sovereign independent state in 
1918 tied to the Kingdom of Denmark in a personal union of a common 
king. Denmark willingly agreed to this step to press rights of self-deter-
mination for Danes in North Schleswig under German rule in view of the 
World War I settlement. This acquiescence is an example how Denmark will 
give up sovereignty in the North Atlantic for interests closer to home. The 
Kingdom of Denmark executed the foreign affairs of the Kingdom of Iceland 
and represented it diplomatically, but the foreign policy was set by parliament 
in Reykjavik, which, for instance, chose not to enter the League of Nations 
for neutrality reasons. This personal union was mutually dissolvable after 
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twenty-five years, and in 1944 Iceland dissolved the union and declared the 
republic. The Kingdom of Denmark played no role in the foreign or security 
affairs of Iceland after the German occupation of Denmark on April 9, 1940.14

The Danish-Norwegian navy had operated sporadically in the North 
Atlantic since the late 1500s, exercising Danish-Norwegian sovereignty. With 
home rule in 1904, Denmark decided to build the first purpose-built inspec-
tion vessel, Islands Falk, completed in 1906. In 1913, the Althingi adopted 
the law on the Coast Guard Fund laying the financial ground for Icelandic 
coastguard activity. With the union treaty of 1918, coastguard duties were 
carried out by the Kingdom of Denmark until the Kingdom of Iceland would 
take them over, which was expected. The Royal Danish Navy continued some 
inspection duties around Iceland until 1940. In 1919, Althingi adopted legis-
lation authorizing the leasing or buying of coastguard vessels. The Fisheries 
Association of the Westman Islands south of Iceland bought a used trawler 
in 1924 as a rescue and support vessel, Þór, which quickly became sponsored 
by the Icelandic state as a coastguard ship and armed in 1924. In 1924, the 
first purpose-built Icelandic coastguard vessel, Óðinn, was commissioned in 
Denmark and entered service in 1926. The Icelandic coastguard was particu-
larly successful in enforcing Icelandic jurisdiction over territorial waters and 
the economic exclusion zone in the cod wars with the UK in 1958, 1972, and 
1975.15

Michael Corgan in his overview of Icelandic security policy16 since the 
settlement of the island in the late 800s shows the core security policy to have 
been the sheer distance from European conflicts. Internal Icelandic conflict, 
however, opened the door to Norwegian domination in 1262. This security 
through distance was fundamentally broken during World War II by tech-
nological advances in long-range flying, making Iceland a strategically vital 
location for control over North Atlantic air and sea space and the connection 
between North America and Europe. This development led to first British 
and shortly thereafter American occupation of Iceland during World War II.

Iceland’s strategic importance increased further with the onset of the Cold 
War. Icelandic political leaders addressed this strategic pressure through con-
tinued partnership with the United States regarding the airfield at Keflavik, 
its founding membership in NATO, and the bilateral U.S.–Icelandic defense 
agreement from 1951, basing troops and aircraft at Keflavik. This policy firm-
ly placed Iceland under the protection of the United States against covert or 
overt Soviet pressure. In addition, the base earned valuable foreign currency 
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for Iceland, and the search and rescue helicopter assets were valuable addi-
tions to Icelandic emergency services.

The base was also an extremely contentious element in Icelandic poli-
tics and society and was seen by many as a threat to cultural and linguis-
tic uniqueness. Corgan explains well to readers unfamiliar with Icelandic 
society and history the concern of this society to preserve its language and 
culture. This concern is a de facto security policy concern for Icelanders as 
well as other nations and groups with small populations. The development 
and preservation of the language and culture of a very small society is a par-
ticular challenge. The Icelandic nation has been particularly successful in this 
endeavor through a consistent linguistic policy of creating logical Icelandic 
words for new terms. This policy has the democratic advantage that a new 
word through its components ought to be understandable to any speaker 
of the language without the educational background to know the meaning 
of the ancient Greek or Latin words behind many words in other Western 
languages.

For Iceland, being a microstate with very small institutions (though very 
competent, proven by the nation’s very high level of human development) 
and with no military heritage, hampers domestic debate and policy-making. 
Corgan shows the value of the development of indigenous security policy and 
research institutions for Icelandic debate and policy-making as well as for cre-
ating a native vocabulary in the field: the parliamentary Icelandic Commission 
on Security and International Affairs and the Department of Defense Affairs 
in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs since 1979. Creating a native security policy 
and strategic studies vocabulary was a particular challenge because of the lack 
of military tradition, small, less-specialized organizations and the linguistic 
“defense” policy. Corgan shows the importance of such a native vocabulary 
and how, especially, the above-mentioned parliamentary commission con-
tributed to the development of this vocabulary and broader knowledge of 
these questions. Since the end of the Cold War and the U.S. withdrawal from 
Keflavik, the demand for renewed debate and analysis has reappeared. A secu-
rity studies institute was agreed to by the Conservative–Social Democratic 
government (2007–2009), which, however, did not materialize. The threat 
assessment commission established by the then foreign minister has been 
inactive and has not delivered any report.

These lessons are extremely relevant for the Faroe Islands and Greenland, 
facing identical structural and historical conditions as microstates with little, 
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if any, military heritage. They must develop such vocabularies in Faroese and 
Greenlandic together with domestic expertise. The Faroese can, because of 
close linguistic ties, benefit much from the Icelandic efforts. The Greenlandic 
efforts can hopefully contribute to Inuit empowerment around the North 
Pole.

The 2006 U.S. withdrawal from Keflavik was a shock to Icelandic se-
curity policy and forced Icelandic authorities to undertake a wide-ranging 
review of security policy, organization, and capabilities, which is the topic 
of Gunnar Þór Bjarnason’s study.17 When the U.S. government informed the 
Icelandic government on March 15, 2006, that it would withdraw its four 
fighters with search and rescue helicopter support from Keflavik before the 
end of September of that year, it was a major defeat for Icelandic policy. The 
conservative Independence Party-led governments since the end of the Cold 
War had averted U.S. disengagement from Keflavik and maintained the twin 
aim of avoiding unilateral U.S. decisions and maintaining U.S. air defense 
capabilities at Keflavik. The U.S. decision was a negation of both aims.

This new situation forced the Icelandic government and authorities to re-
view organization, legislation, and capabilities with substantial development 
and innovation of Iceland’s broad security policy, authorities, and capabili-
ties. Initially, Minister of Justice and Ecclesiastical Affairs Björn Bjarnason 
seized the initiative in the policy response to the U.S. exit. Bjarnason was a 
central and internationally well-connected, security policy-maker for many 
years and a leading personality on these questions in the pro-U.S. and pro- 
NATO Independence Party. In the 2007–2009 Independence Party–Social 
Democratic coalition, the foreign minister was Ingibjörg Sólrún Gísladóttir 
from the pro-EU Socialdemocratic Alliance. These two individuals and their 
ministries were the main actors and competitors responding to the U.S. with-
drawal and the response was divided between their organizations.18

Under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Icelandic Defense Agency was 
established with the first defense policy act from April 2008. The agency’s 
main task is operating the Icelandic Air Defense System with the NATO radar 
installations in the country. In addition, the agency maintains the security 
area at Keflavik reserved for visiting NATO forces, collaboration with NATO, 
and other defense and security-related tasks. This situation is an example of a 
civilian authority conducting the affairs of a military or a ministry of defense. 
In the absence of an Icelandic military, practical security and defense policy 
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is divided between the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Justice 
and Human Rights.

The domestic security functions under the then Ministry of Justice and 
Ecclesiastical Affairs, now the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights, were 
particularly developed. The police services and Icelandic Coast Guard fall 
under this ministry. A driving force here was that the search and rescue 
capabilities of U.S. forces at Keflavik would no longer support the Icelandic 
Coast Guard and other emergency services.19 Revised civil defense legislation 
established a Security and Civil Defense Council responsible for policy, com-
posed by the prime minister (chair), the minister of Justice and Ecclesiastical 
Affairs, minister of Transportation, minister of Environment, minister of 
Health, minister of Foreign Affairs, and minister of Industry, together with 
relevant senior civil servants and heads of agencies. The legislation also estab-
lished a new coordination and control center for all civil defense and search 
and rescue work, bringing together relevant authorities and emergency ser-
vices supported by a new Tetra communications system.

The Coast Guard leased new helicopters, acquired a new DASH 8 Q300 
surveillance aircraft, and commissioned a new ship. The national police 
has established an intelligence analysis unit. A North Atlantic Coast Guard 
Forum has been established inspired by its namesake in the North Pacific 
collaborating on security issues as illegal migration and drug trafficking, 
fisheries, environment, and search and rescue. Icelandic Minister of Justice 
and Ecclesiastical Affairs, Björn Bjarnason, suggested developing this Forum 
into a standing multilateral coast guard force in the area. The domestic secu-
rity functions have close cooperation and joint contingency plans and have 
established cooperation with their sister organizations in neighboring states, 
in particular Norway, Denmark, Britain, and the United States.20

Climate change presents Iceland with both challenges and opportunities. 
As a highly developed country, Iceland is seeking to reduce its greenhouse 
gas emissions. Climate change in the Arctic may affect Iceland profoundly, 
socially and environmentally, for instance, through the reduction of sea ice 
cover giving access to increased energy exploration throughout the Arctic or 
to trans-Arctic shipping. Increased energy production in Siberia has resulted 
in greatly increased oil- and gas-tanker traffic through Icelandic waters to 
markets in North America. This traffic carries potentially great environmen-
tal hazards in case of accidents and oil-spills.21
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The long-term opportunities for trans-Arctic shipping between the 
North Pacific and the North Atlantic have raised significant attention from 
the Icelandic government evidenced in the detailed 2005 report Fyrir stafni 
haf: Tækifæri tengd siglingum á Norðurslóðum (Open Sea Ahead: Possibilities 
regarding Navigation in the Arctic) and the 2007 international stakehold-
er conference Ísinn brotinn: Þróun norðurskautssvæðisins og sjóflutningar 
(Breaking the Ice: Arctic Developments and Maritime Transportation). The 
Icelandic authorities see a number of environmental and socio-economic 
drivers pushing for trans-Arctic international shipping in the future: The 
fundamental environmental driver for the socio-economic drivers is climate 
change, where the extent of sea ice cover in the Arctic Ocean over the sum-
mer is significantly reduced and predicted to be reduced much further and 
thickness of ice throughout the year as well.22 The socio-economic drivers are 
the growth in world trade, which is mainly shipborne, and energy and min-
eral exploration in the Arctic. The world economy is dominated by the North 
Atlantic and North Pacific areas, where the Northern Sea Route along the 
Siberian coast and the Northwest Passage north of Canada are the shortest 
connecting routes. The present gateways through the Panama and the Suez 
canals are used close to capacity and limit the future use of very large ves-
sels, while there are no limitations in the Arctic Ocean. Significant advances 
in ship building technology allow for ships to break through single-year ice 
without icebreaker support.23

These environmental and socio-economic drivers have converged in 
Iceland to the formulation of a vision to make Iceland the North Atlantic 
trans-shipment facility at one end of the trans-Arctic route. The vision is a 
shuttle service by Arctic purpose-built ships between Iceland and, for in-
stance, the Aleutian Islands, which would be serviced by normal ships serv-
ing respectively the North Atlantic and the North Pacific.24

The EU is playing a greater role in societal security. Iceland has, in the 
wake of the financial crisis and the challenges of operating a very small in-
dependent currency, submitted a membership application to the EU, and 
the formal negotiation process has begun. However, only one party in the 
parliament, Althingi, the ruling Socialdemocratic Alliance, is wholeheart-
edly behind the application. The public has turned increasingly and de-
cisively against EU membership since autumn 2008.25 The main argument 
for EU membership was joining the Euro, but the sharp depreciation of the 
Icelandic Króna helped much in turning around the Icelandic trade deficit 
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and improving competitiveness under the financial crisis and has greatly 
helped Iceland recover from the crisis.. There are two classic explanations for 
Iceland remaining outside the EU which still apply: the material unaccept-
ability of the Common Fisheries Policy for a country basing its economy on 
fisheries, and the rhetorical unacceptability of ceding sovereignty to a supra-
national body for a country which has gained independence after centuries 
of foreign rule.26 A recent and influential reason for voter rejection of the EU 
is the Icesave conflict over deposit insurance of British and Dutch depositors 
in Landsbankinn, where the United Kingdom and the Netherlands backed 
by the EU coerced Iceland into politically taking on the Icesave obligations.27

The European Commission published a communication to the European 
Parliament and Council on November 20, 2008, on The European Union 
and the Arctic Region in response to the European Parliament Resolution 
of October 9, 2008, on Arctic governance.28 This communication addressed 
three areas of engagement in the Arctic for the EU: 1) protecting and pre-
serving the Arctic in unison with its population; 2) promoting sustainable 
use of resources; and 3) contributing to enhanced multilateral Arctic gover-
nance. The utility of this EU strategy for Iceland was subsequently set out in 
a Ministry of Foreign Affairs note. Iceland noted the interest of the European 
Commission in trans-Arctic shipping, where Iceland sees great prospects for 
providing trans-shipment. The Icelandic Ministry of Foreign Affairs conclud-
ed that Iceland as an EU member would be the gateway of the EU toward 
the Arctic Ocean and expected increased European investments in Iceland in 
Arctic research, energy exploration, and transportation in connection with 
resource exploitation in the Arctic and new navigation routes. There is no 
trace in the EU Commission communication of the EU taking on traditional 
security responsibilities, which NATO currently covers. Concerning immi-
gration and law-enforcement, Iceland has been a member of the Schengen 
area since 2001 with access to common databases, etc.

Faroe Islands: Broad-Spectrum Security Concept and 
Partnership with Denmark

The Faroe Islands were also settled by Viking settlers and eventually absorbed 
by the Kingdom of Norway around 1035, and thus eventually coming under 
the Danish-Norwegian crown. Independence-minded Faroese have always 
looked to Iceland and there were family ties between independence political 
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families in the two societies around 1900 when Iceland gained home rule. The 
Faroe Islands were fully integrated as a county in Denmark, and the ancient 
assembly and court of law, the Løgting, was reconstituted in 1852 as a consul-
tative and later county assembly.29

The Faroe Islands were equally drawn into European conflict during 
World War II and occupied by Britain because of their strategic location in 
the North Atlantic. After the war, the Faroe Islands remained in the Kingdom 
of Denmark, gaining home rule in many domestic issues in 1948, forty-four 
years after Iceland, with the Løgting as legislative assembly. The Faroese home 
rule act excludes the constitution of the Kingdom of Denmark, citizenship, 
monetary affairs, and foreign, defense, and security policy. The act divides 
between A and B areas of legislation, where the Løgting could take over the A 
items at its own or Danish request, and which especially cover social policy, 
health care, business, education, and infrastructure. The B items, covering, of 
relevance here, police, radio, air traffic, and natural resources, could be tak-
en over by mutual agreement. This constitutional status left security policy, 
including law enforcement and intelligence matters, in the hands of govern-
ment authorities in Copenhagen, and integrated the Faroe Islands together 
with the Kingdom of Denmark into NATO during the Cold War.30

In 2005, an expansion of the existing 1948 home rule legislation was 
adopted in equal partnership between the Kingdom of Denmark and the 
Faroe Islands, whereby the Faroe Islands can take over all issue areas except 
the constitution, citizenship, the Supreme Court, and foreign, security, and 
defense policy as well as currency and monetary policy. The only areas of 
relevance here that the Faroe Islands have not taken over are police and air 
traffic. At the same time, legislation was passed, which authorizes the Faroe 
Islands to enter into international agreements on issues it has taken over and 
opens the possibility for Faroese membership of international organizations 
in areas covered by self-rule.31

During World War II, Britain established a LORAN radio navigation 
station in the islands, which Britain, the United States, and others were keen 
to maintain after the war. Copenhagen was keen to keep foreign forces out 
of the Faroe Islands, so the Royal Danish Navy took over the station despite 
great technical difficulty and established a previously unseen level of presence 
in the islands. As with Greenland and Iceland, the Faroe Islands were import-
ant for NATO to close the Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom (GIUK) gap 
to keep the Soviet navy out of the North Atlantic and protect trans-Atlantic 
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lines of communication. The Royal Danish Air Force operated a NATO radar 
facility at Sornfelli from 1963 to 2007. Today, the Royal Danish Navy usually 
has an inspection vessel of the Thetis class (112 m long) with helicopter in the 
area. The Faroese home rule government through Faroese Islands Fisheries 
Inspections operate the two patrol and rescue vessels Brimil (60 m long) and 
Tjaldrið (42 m long), and the national carrier, Atlantic Airways, has a Bell 412 
helicopter on 24/7 standby for search and rescue work.32

The Faroese parliament, Lögtingið, has on several occasions since 1940 
expressed a stand emphasizing keeping the Faroe Islands out of international 
conflict and keeping military forces out of the islands. Danish and NATO 
military activities were only partially disclosed to Faroese authorities ac-
cording to Jákup Thorsteinsson’s 1999 report on the Faroe Islands during 
the Cold War. The Faroese self-rule government does not refer to security 
policy on its website, unlike the Greenlandic, which points to the lack of a 
common strategic culture among Iceland, the Faroe Islands, and Greenland. 
This lack is an important hurdle to overcome in the development of broad se-
curity policy in the region. The Løgting today adapts a broad security concept 
and is concerned with topics such as organized crime and trafficking. In the 
modernization of the Faroese home rule in 2005, it was emphasized in the 
Danish-Faroese legislation that foreign, defense, and security policy does not 
fall under the home rule. On the other hand, the Kingdom of Denmark and 
the Faroe Islands agreed to involve the Faroe Islands as an equal partner in 
foreign and security policy deliberations concerning the islands.33

Faroese society bears resemblance to Iceland culturally and historically. 
Both are descendants of Viking settlers in the 800s with mutually intelligi-
ble languages. Socially, both are highly developed microstates and knowl-
edge-based societies with roots in fisheries and sheep farming. They share 
political and historical roots as North Atlantic autonomies of the Kingdom of 
Denmark, and possible Faroese independence is likely to follow a path similar 
to that which led to Icelandic independence, with sovereignty in a union as 
Iceland between 1918 and 1940/1944. The Danish-Icelandic union was clearly 
the inspiration for the Faroese proposal in 1998 for Faroese sovereignty in 
a personal union with Denmark. This proposal fell on unresolved Faroese 
fiscal dependency on Denmark, which seems the stumbling block for further 
or full independence for now. In the Løgting, independence-minded parties, 
Tjóðveldi (8), Fólkaflokkurin (7) and Miðflokkurin (3), have a slight majority 
out of thirty-three members.
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Security policy-making and implementation in the Faroe Islands will 
continue to face the public finance and administration dilemmas identified 
above. These dilemmas exist for current policy carried out under self-rule, 
such as fisheries inspection, and will be accentuated by taking over important 
areas as law enforcement and air traffic, as is predicted in current self-rule 
legislation. These dilemmas will also be accentuated by increased energy ex-
ploration and shipping, which, however, also gives economic opportunities 
for further self-government. As in the Icelandic case, these dilemmas must 
be faced through a combination of developing domestic capabilities, organi-
zations, policies, and vocabulary to the possible extent and building outside 
alliances for addressing tasks beyond domestic capabilities. Increased region-
al collaboration and integration through, for instance, joint deployment of 
assets, procurement, maintenance, and training may ameliorate these dilem-
mas by expanding the basis of organizations and the organizations them-
selves allowing for greater efficiency, returns to scale, and specialization.

The Faroe Islands can replicate Iceland with domestic civilian security, 
law enforcement, and coast guard organizations. For replacing the assets of 
the Kingdom of Denmark, the Faroe Islands can also replicate Iceland with 
NATO membership with security guarantees and air policing directly from 
Britain or Norway. The importance of the GIUK gap depends on the state of 
the international system. Today, the gap is of little importance as reflected in 
the closure of the Royal Danish Air Force Sornfelli NATO radar station. If 
the gap regains importance and the Faroe Islands have gained independence, 
the Faroe Islands could replicate the Icelandic Defense Agency establishing 
civilian air surveillance integrated into NATO.

Greenland: North American Security and U.S.–Danish–
Greenlandic Relations

Greenland straddles circumpolar Inuit and Nordic culture and history. Inuit 
have migrated from North America to Greenland since prehistoric times. 
Norse settlers arrived in the Viking age from Iceland and were absorbed 
in the Kingdom of Norway, but disappeared in the Middle Ages. Danish-
Norwegian missionary Hans Egede arrived in Greenland in 1721 to redis-
cover the Norse and reassert the Danish-Norwegian claim to Greenland. 
Greenland remained a colony of the Kingdom of Denmark until it was inte-
grated on an equal standing in the kingdom as a county in 1953, the old status 
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of both Iceland and the Faroe Islands. In 1979, Greenland gained home rule 
similar to Faroese home rule, seventy-five years after Iceland and thirty-one 
years after the Faroe Islands.34

Greenland’s steady movement to greater self-government and a more 
independent role in the world is clear, as with the Faroe Islands. In 2005, 
the Kingdom of Denmark and Greenland agreed – as in the Faroese case 
– to grant Greenland the right to enter into agreements with foreign coun-
tries and international organizations on issues Greenland had taken over. 
Greenland also received the right to join international organizations in these 
domains, usually as associate member. In 2009, the Kingdom of Denmark 
and Greenland agreed on self-rule for Greenland, which recognizes the 
Greenlanders as a people under international law, awards the rights to natural 
resources to Greenland, and gives the self-rule government the right to take 
over all issue areas except the constitution, citizenship, currency and mon-
etary policy, and foreign, defense, and security policy. The areas Greenland 
can and desires to take over in due course involve important broad security 
policy areas such as police, justice, immigration, transportation, and other 
areas. The self-rule agreement explicitly grants Greenland the right to pursue 
full independence and thus shows Danish acceptance of this goal. The self-
rule agreement received 75.5 per cent support in a referendum in Greenland 
on November 25, 2008, showing the strong popular support for increased 
self-government.35

Greenland has played a key role in North Atlantic and North American 
security since its occupation by U.S. forces during World War II, the U.S.–
Danish agreement on the defense of Greenland from 1941, and the defense 
agreement from 1951. The United States kept forces and facilities in a number 
of bases in Greenland. Today, the only facility is the Thule radar, which is part 
of the National Missile Defense project, showing the continued central strate-
gic role of Greenland. The Royal Danish Navy operates inspection vessels of 
the Thetis class with helicopters and the patrol vessel class Knud Rasmussen, 
and the national carrier, Air Greenland, has a fleet of fifteen helicopters.36

The Greenland home rule government has been keen to take a greater 
and equal role in the foreign, defense, and security policy deliberations con-
cerning the island. Whereas the Faroe Islands seem concerned with a broad 
spectrum of security challenges, Greenland is focused on the U.S.–Danish–
Greenlandic relationship and the presence of U.S. forces in Greenland. In 
addition, Greenland is focused on developing its relations with the United 
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States in other areas, such as economic development, science, and education, 
etc., which are seen as important to socio-economic development, the pre-
condition for independence.

An important achievement for Greenland was the U.S.–Danish–
Greenlandic foreign ministers’ meeting at Igaliku in Southern Greenland 
on August 6, 2004. Here, Colin Powell, Per Stig Møller, and Josef Motzfeld 
agreed on involving the Greenland home rule government and authorities in 
the hitherto bilateral U.S.–Danish relationship regarding the defense agree-
ment and the U.S. forces in Greenland. This agreement was a Greenlandic 
condition for allowing the upgrade of the Thule radar for the National Missile 
Defense project. In addition, the parties made joint declarations on the envi-
ronmental aspects of the U.S. presence in Greenland and economic and tech-
nical cooperation between the United States and Greenland with a tripartite 
joint committee to support this collaboration.37

Greenland is keenly pursuing increased energy and mineral exploration, 
where offshore hydrocarbon resources are seen as a way to replace financial 
support from the Kingdom of Denmark and thus pave the way for greater and 
eventually, full independence.38 Large incomes from hydrocarbon exploita-
tion may supply the financial basis for increased and perhaps full Greenlandic 
independence but does not solve the public administration dilemma pointed 
out in this chapter of very small organizations with very limited possibilities 
for specialization. Greenland is also much more dependent on trained civil 
servants, etc., from Denmark than the Faroe Islands. Greenland needs to 
achieve a higher level of education through both domestic efforts and studies 
abroad, where Iceland is a successful example of transferring much knowl-
edge and technology through education abroad.

As pointed out by Corgan, domestic security policy expertise and vocab-
ulary is vital for informed debate and policy-making. The Faroe Islands and 
Greenland must (to the extent they have not done so already) follow in the 
footsteps of Iceland and develop the domestic vocabularies and expertise to 
assess military, strategic, and other security issues. An important challenge 
and aim will be to develop a common regional strategic culture of security 
and surveillance for a common space increasingly exploited for energy and 
marine resources and traversed by international shipping rather than Cold 
War standoffs. Existing organizations can help in forming the relationships 
to create such a common strategic culture, such as the West Nordic Council, 
the Nordic Council, and the Arctic Council. The West Nordic Council chose 
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safety at sea and international cooperation for its thematic conference in 2008 
and made recommendations to the Nordic Council.

Increased Greenlandic self-government and possible independence will 
be highly dependent on the ability to create and staff highly qualified indig-
enous organizations and services such as bureaucracies, coast guard, and 
law-enforcement. As in the case of the Faroe Islands, Greenland will, with 
growing self-government and perhaps full independence, have to combine 
solving some security policy tasks domestically and others in collaboration 
with outside parties, as is the case currently with the Kingdom of Denmark. 
Greenland could and is expected to remain a member of NATO with a bilateral 
defense agreement with the United States and to host the U.S. Air Force base 
at Thule. Such an arrangement would supply the guarantees of Greenland’s 
defense and could supply other assets. Only the U.S. commitment to the secu-
rity of the region can assure convincing escalation domination against Russia, 
and, in the future, China. Futhermore, large-scale civilian emergencies will 
be outside the capabilities of the present and future actors in the region and 
will demand outside assistance. Greenland is also expected to work closely 
with Canada concerning the Northwest Passage.

Regarding Denmark’s interest in North Atlantic security, it must, first 
of all, be emphasized that the only reason for Denmark’s involvement in the 
Arctic and North Atlantic is naturally the Faroe Islands and Greenland being 
part of the Kingdom of Denmark. The day these societies might gain full 
independence from the kingdom, Denmark will, in all likelihood, be as com-
pletely removed from their security policy as it is from that of Iceland (apart 
from cooperation because of the Faroe Islands and Greenland or NATO col-
laboration). Denmark will remain involved during a time of union, as with 
Iceland between 1918 and 1940.

It is clear from current Danish foreign and security policy that its prima-
ry defense interest is in combat-like operations in areas such as the Middle 
East, Central Asia, and the Horn of Africa, etc. These are the missions of the 
future for the Danish military and the Royal Danish Navy, rather than its rich 
North Atlantic history, which in all likelihood will end with the possible in-
dependence of the Faroe Islands and Greenland. There is no reason to believe 
there will be political will or interest in Denmark to maintain – and certainly 
not renew – the present significant Danish Arctic naval capabilities in the 
event of Faroese and Greenlandic independence.
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Conclusion: Smart Microstate Solutions of Small 
Domestic Organizations and Outside Collaboration

Security policy-making and implementation in the North Atlantic region 
of Greenland, Iceland, and the Faroe Islands take place under demanding 
structural, environmental, and political conditions, which cause significant 
public finance and administration and security policy challenges. This chap-
ter identifies these conditions and challenges, describes how these three mi-
crostates historically and currently address these conditions and challenges, 
and points toward future environmental and socio-political developments.

The structural conditions are that the Faroe Islands, Greenland, and 
Iceland all are highly developed microstates, thus with large relative but 
limited absolute capabilities. These conditions are intensified by the difficult 
Arctic and Subarctic environmental, such as climatic and geographic, condi-
tions, which make communication, transportation, and projection of capa-
bilities difficult and expensive. Environmental conditions are changing with 
climate change, where, for instance, melting sea ice is very likely to improve 
access to oil and gas exploration and trans-Arctic shipping. These processes 
may further Faroese and Greenlandic self-government and possible indepen-
dence through economic opportunities but will also increase outside strategic 
interest and pressure on the region. Political conditions are changing with, in 
the short term, the U.S. abandonment of the Keflavik base, which removed 
the capabilities of a superpower leaving behind three microstates and a small 
state. In the longer term, a crucial political change in the region will be in-
creased Faroese and Greenlandic self-government and perhaps eventual in-
dependence from the Kingdom of Denmark.

Based on these conditions, the three microstates face the public finance 
challenge of a very narrow tax basis for the capital investments and expen-
ditures of security policy as ocean-going patrol vessels, search and rescue 
helicopters, and surveillance aircraft. Equally, they face the public admin-
istration challenge of very small organizations with limited possibilities for 
specialization, for instance, in strategy, law enforcement, and intelligence. 
This complex of conditions and challenges pose the security policy chal-
lenge of how these three microstates with large, strategically important air 
and sea space can pursue security policies to effectively exercise sovereignty; 
contribute to international security; conduct well-grounded and researched 
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debate and policy-making; protect society from organized crime, illegal traf-
ficking, or terrorism; and provide search and rescue as well as environmental 
protection.

Iceland has successfully faced these challenges, which is part of its suc-
cessful independence. The Faroe Islands and Greenland must equally formu-
late and implement successful security policies as part of increasing self-gov-
ernment and possible eventual independence. Sheer distance and difficult en-
vironmental conditions isolated the region from international conflict until 
World War II and the Cold War. NATO membership and the U.S. presence 
at Keflavik, together with domestic capabilities addressed Iceland’s security 
needs during the Cold War and fifteen years after. The U.S. withdrawal from 
Keflavik forced Iceland to review its security policy, legislation, and capabili-
ties. The Faroe Islands and Greenland benefit from Danish capabilities, which 
they will have to design policies to replace under greater self-government and 
responsibilities and possible full independence.

The public finance and administration and ultimately, security policy 
challenges addressed in this chapter are not unique to the North Atlantic. The 
Caribbean, the Pacific, and the Indian oceans all have island states with very 
limited absolute capabilities while they have very large air and sea space with 
serious security issues in areas such as illegal trafficking. If the very small 
societies in the North Atlantic can present innovative and smart solutions 
to address and overcome these challenges, these societies can make a unique 
and important contribution to security policy-making and implementation 
of countries with very limited absolute resources, especially island nations, 
around the world.
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10. U.S. Arctic Policy:  
The Reluctant Arctic Power 1

Rob Huebert

Introduction

By virtue of both its standing as a superpower and its purchase of Alaska 
in 1867, the United States is an Arctic nation. But throughout much of its 
history, it seldom recognized this fact. At an individual level, it has produced 
outstanding polar explorers such as Robert Peary and Richard Byrd, as well 
as modern-day Arctic scientists such as Robert Corell and Waldo Lyon. 
Furthermore, the Arctic was central to the United States’ nuclear deterrent 
posture during the Cold War. But the Arctic has seldom figured prominently 
in U.S. policy discussions. Thus the United States may be characterized as the 
“reluctant” Arctic power.

Indeed, U.S. Arctic policy could be traditionally characterized as re-
active, piecemeal, and rigid. While the Arctic is important to the United 
States, that fact seldom reached the attention of U.S. policy-makers and the 
U.S. public. But this has started to change. The Arctic is changing funda-
mentally due to climate change, resource development (in particular, energy), 
globalization, and geopolitical factors. Given the developing situation in the 
Arctic, even if the United States wanted to continue avoiding Arctic issues, it 
cannot. Furthermore, the selection of Alaskan governor Sarah Palin as the 
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Republican vice-presidential nominee in 2008 reminded Americans of their 
most northern state – if only for the duration of that election.

This chapter begins with a review of the existing U.S. Arctic policy. To 
the surprise of many observers, in its last days in power, the George W. Bush 
administration released a new U.S. Arctic policy on January 9, 2009.2 The 
U.S. government had previously set out an Arctic policy in 1994.3 Senior U.S. 
officials began the process to develop a new policy in 2007, and observers 
expected it would be released before the 2008 election. When this did not 
occur, many simply assumed that the crafting of the new policy would be left 
to the new Obama administration. Thus, its unveiling in 2009 caught most 
observers off guard. An Arctic only Region Policy is a departure from pre-
vious U.S. Traditionally, U.S. policy has dwelt with the Arctic and Antarctic 
simultaneously. This time, the decision was made to develop an Arctic-only 
policy. The policy is both frank and direct, and it has significant ramifications 
for all Arctic nations – Canada included. The Obama administration has ac-
cepted the policy and taken a more proactive position on some Arctic issues. 
Thus the 2009 policy offers a clear picture of what the United States considers 
to be its core Arctic policy objectives and provides a guide on how to achieve 
them. The task of developing this policy has been challenged by the reality 
of a changing Arctic. The United States has to deal, not only with the low 
priority traditionally given the Arctic, but also with the fact that the Arctic is 
changing in ways that are not yet understood. An additional problem facing 
the Americans is the larger political issues surrounding the political deadlock 
that has developed between President Obama and Congress. The unwilling-
ness to seek compromise has limited the American ability to respond to the 
economic crisis that developed in 2008. Issue areas such as the Arctic which 
lack substantial political support, have tended to be ignored in this very toxic 
political environment.

Thus understanding American Arctic policy is very confounding. This 
chapter will provide an introduction of the existing policy framework and 
then examine and assess the core Arctic issues facing the United States. It will 
focus on the issues of energy development and international relations in the 
region.
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1. U.S. Arctic Policy

Although the U.S. government’s Arctic Region Policy provides guidance for 
American action in the Arctic, its major utility seems to be in the process 
of its creation. Officials close to the system have suggested that the process 
of policy formation “reminds” the various core departments that the United 
States has Arctic interests and that it needs to think seriously about the Arctic. 
The document thus provides important insights into what U.S. policy-makers 
think is important – when they think about the Arctic at all.

The policy’s preamble states:

The United States is an Arctic nation, with varied and compelling 
interests in the region.

This directive takes into account several developments, 
including, among others:

 1. Altered national policies on homeland security and defense;

 2. The effects of climate change and increasing human activity in 
the Arctic region;

 3. The establishment and ongoing work of the Arctic Council; 
and

 4. A growing awareness that the Arctic region is both fragile and 
rich in resources.4 

This focus changes the 1994 policy in two important ways. First, the earlier 
policy stated that the “United States has been an Arctic nation,”5 while the 
2009 document states that the “United States is an Arctic nation” (emphasis 
added). Second, the new document focuses on Alaska as at the core of U.S. 
Arctic interests: as the rest of the document makes clear, Alaska is a central 
reason the United States has Arctic interests, but these interests are national 
in character, not simply related to the concerns of one state.

These seemingly innocuous changes signify that the United States now 
understands that the Arctic is changing in ways that concern its vital national 
interests. To that end, Arctic Region Policy lists six objectives, as follows:
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It is the policy of the United States to:

 1. Meet national security and homeland security needs relevant 
to the Arctic region;

 2. Protect the Arctic environment and conserve its biological 
resources;

 3. Ensure that natural resource management and economic 
development in the region are environmentally sustainable;

 4. Strengthen institutions for cooperation among the eight 
Arctic nations (the United States, Canada, Denmark, Finland, 
Iceland, Norway, the Russian Federation, and Sweden);

 5. Involve the Arctic’s indigenous communities in decisions that 
affect them; and

 6. Enhance scientific monitoring and research into local, 
regional, and global environmental issues.6

These are the same basic objectives as in the 1994 document, but the order 
has been altered, with the need to meet national security moved from last to 
first. Moreover, homeland security has now been added to national security – 
clearly a reflection of the changes after 9/11. Thus, in 1994, U.S. officials were 
already becoming aware of the changes in the Arctic and drafted a policy to 
respond to them. That policy identified three main themes: a focus on natural 
resources and the need to develop them in a sustainable manner; recognition 
of the fragile nature of the Arctic environment and the need to better under-
stand it; and recognition of the international nature of the Arctic. However, 
although both the 1994 and 2009 policies contain broad general objectives, 
nowhere in these documents is there guidance on what the Americans are 
supposed to do or how they are to achieve these objectives. The questions 
thus arise: what has U.S. policy been on resource development in the North 
and on the Arctic’s international dimension, and what have been the actions 
taken by the Obama administration? And what will be the ramifications of 
these U.S. policy objectives for Canada, the United States’ most important 
Arctic neighbor?
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2. U.S. Resource Issues in the Arctic

The heart of U.S. Arctic resource policy and actions is Alaska. The U.S. view 
of its most northern state tends to focus on its abundant resources. From its 
extensive oil and gas reserves, both on land and offshore, to its fisheries and 
natural beauty, Alaska is seen as a wilderness to be used. But how this is to 
be done is a question Americans have grappled with for a long time. Alaska’s 
attraction to outsiders has always been in terms of its natural resources. Prior 
to the U.S. purchase of Alaska, the Russians had come to its northern shores 
in search of fish and whales. The subsequent discovery of gold in Canada’s 
neighboring Klondike region created a gold rush that still resonates in both 
the Yukon and Alaska. Other resources also drew outsiders to the state. The 
main point is that certain themes developed then that still exist today. The 
discovery of substantial amounts of natural resources brought to Alaska a 
large number of outsiders who had to deal with the challenge of a formidable 
climate, a challenge exacerbated by the considerable distance between Alaska 
and the continental United States. The United States then had to pay attention 
to its relations with Russia, Canada, and the United Kingdom, which still 
controlled Canadian foreign and defense policy at the time. When considered 
in this light, it should be apparent that the “new” Arctic reflects the old Arctic, 
despite the changes that are occurring.

The six objectives of the 1994 policy were:

 1. Protecting the Arctic environment and conserving its 
biological resources;

 2. Assuring that natural resource management and economic 
development in the region are environmentally sustainable;

 3. Strengthening institutions for cooperation among the eight 
Arctic nations;

 4. Involving the Arctic’s indigenous people in decisions that 
affect them;

 5. Enhancing scientific monitoring and research on local, 
regional, and global environmental issues; and

 6. Meeting post-Cold War national security and defense needs.7 
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The largest economic issues facing Alaska pertain to the development of oil 
and gas reserves and the means to transport these resources to southern 
markets.8 While both the 1994 and 2009 U.S. Arctic policy documents state 
that any such development should take place in a sustainable fashion, neither 
says anything about the tempo of development. This is perhaps because of the 
ongoing political debate in Alaska, and in the United States in general, about 
how those resources should be exploited. Debate rages over development of 
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) and the offshore regions of the 
Chukchi Sea and the Beaufort Sea and typically focuses not on how to proceed 
in a sustainable fashion but on whether or not drilling should occur at all.9 
ANWR was made a Federal Protected Area in 1960 and given further protec-
tion under the 1980 Alaska National Interests Land Conservation Act, which 
stipulated that drilling could occur on these lands only with the approval of 
the U.S. Congress. While incentives to drill in the region diminished with the 
fall in oil prices in the 1980s, the issue took on an international dimension 
in 1987 when the United States and Canada signed an agreement regarding 
the conservation of the Porcupine caribou herd – whose calving grounds are 
located in the ANWR – that requires each party to notify the other if it plans 
to engage in economic activity that could affect the herd. In fact, much of the 
opposition to drilling in the area – especially on the part of Canada – is based 
on fears of the negative impact it could have on the herd.

In the offshore areas, Aboriginal, local, and environmental groups chal-
lenged a planned drilling program by Shell Oil despite the company’s assur-
ances to mitigate environmental damage.10 Even though Shell had received 
approval from the necessary federal agencies to begin drilling, a November 
2008 court decision temporarily halted the company’s plans, ruling that the 
U.S. government should have undertaken a more thorough environmental 
study of the ramifications of the proposed drilling. This has now been done..11 

A further complicating factor was the Deepwater Horizon Disaster in the 
Gulf of Mexico. On April 20 2010, there was an explosion and subsequent fire 
that resulted in the deaths of 11 workers and the largest oil spill in American 
waters.12 As a direct result, President Obama through the Department off the 
Interior issued a 6 month moratorium on all deepwater drilling in May 2010.13 
At the same time, the department also did not approve any applications in 
shallow waters. As a result, the moratorium did not technically affect any 
planned drilling in Alaskan waters, since all of the proposed sites were occur-
ring in waters of no more than 150 feet in depth.14 However, the net effect was 
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that all proposed drilling was placed on hold. The state of Alaska then sued the 
Federal government on the grounds that it had not been properly consulted.15 
Ultimately, the moratorium was lifted in October 2010, but the Department 
of Interior began to require that companies wishing to drill demonstrate 
more concrete plans and abilities to deal with accidents and spills. Shell began 
exploratory drilling in 2012. However a series of minor setbacks resulted in a 
reduced number of wells being drilled. Shell had hoped to drill two wells in 
the Beaufort Sea and three in Chukchi Sea.16 Delays with their equipment and 
ice conditions resulted in a substantially reduced number of wells dug. The 
company suspended its drilling program in mid September 2012, but expects 
to be back in 2013.17 

The 2012 presidential election has highlighted the political divide be-
tween the Obama administration and Alaska, which is very supportive of 
the Republicans. The governor of Alaska has been openly critical of what he 
has characterized as an overtly anti-development Obama administration. 
However, the Obama administration has pointed out that it has allowed Shell 
Oil to proceed with offshore exploratory drilling. But at the same time his 
Secretary of the Interior has recommended that half of the ANWAR region 
be placed off limits for development.18 

Ultimately the ongoing debate is driven by concerns about the sustain-
able development of oil and gas in the Arctic. The issue has developed into an 
argument between two fundamentally opposed groups. One side takes the 
position that opening Arctic lands and waters for oil and gas exploitation is 
a means to ensure domestic U.S. energy security – which the development 
of the resources in the ANWR will reduce U.S. American dependence on 
Middle Eastern supplies.19 The other side is dominated by those who argue 
that the contribution of oil and gas in these regions to satisfying U.S. demand 
is insufficient to justify the risk to the local environment.20 

Going beyond the concerns of strong vested interests, however, the cor-
nerstone of the debate is the amount of oil and gas that actually exists in 
Alaska and its offshore regions. Extensive exploration of these areas in the 
1960s and 1970s led to the discovery of the North Slope fields that now cur-
rently fuel the entire Alaskan production, but no other finds of that magni-
tude were made. Then, in the 1980s, the price of oil fell and almost all Arctic 
exploration ceased. Interest in exploration renewed at the beginning of 2000, 
driven by three factors.
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First, the continuing conflict in the Middle East, combined with the hos-
tility of states such as Iran, meant that U.S. dependency on Middle Eastern 
oil remained part of the core of U.S. foreign policy debates; the prospect of 
northern sources of oil offered at least a partial solution to this dependency. 
Very recently there have been two complicating factors on this issue. In the 
fall of 2012 there have been a series of crisis in the region that have raised the 
possibility of open conflict. Relations between the United States and Iran have 
become very tense as a result of the continued efforts of the Iranian regime 
to develop nuclear weapons. The ongoing conflict in Syria has also raised the 
possibility of escalation into its neighbors. Most recently in November 2012, 
the conflict between Israel and Palestine has also escalated. Any one of these 
conflicts has the potential of expanding. Such an expansion would have an 
impact on oil supplies from the region. But in the long term there has been 
some evidence that the United States is now moving to increased domestic 
production on the basis of new technologies that are allowing for a significant 
expansion of the development of oil resources within the United States. Some 
analysis has suggested that the United States could become self sufficient in 
the near future because of these developments.21

Second, the rising price of oil meant that Alaskan oil and gas was be-
coming more economically viable; some analysts suggest, off the record, 
that Alaskan oil deposits are viable above about $80 per barrel for offshore 
deposits and about $55 per barrel for land-based sources.22 These prices have 
been reached; throughout most of 2012, the price of oil has hovered around 
$80–$100 per barrel.23 At the same time, there is concern that if new sources 
are not soon found, the Alaska Pipeline may need to be shutdown. It requires 
a set minimum amount of oil in order to function. Overall production from 
the north slope has been decreasing since 1988. If trends continue without 
new sources of oil the pipeline may face closure by 2025.24

Third, there is growing evidence that the Arctic region might contain very 
large unexploited supplies of both oil and gas. The U.S. Geological Survey, 
the best-known source of current speculation, suggests that more than 30 
per cent of the world’s undiscovered gas and 13 per cent of undiscovered oil 
reserves may be in the Arctic, with by far the largest estimated deposit (some 
30 billion barrels) to be found in the waters immediately off the north coast 
of Alaska.25 Of course, only drilling will determine the accuracy of these es-
timates. Moreover, it is easy to be confused about what such figures mean. 
Governor Sarah Palin was severely criticized for allegedly not understanding 
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Alaska’s energy production when she was quoted as saying that the state ac-
counts for 20 per cent of U.S. domestic energy production – in fact, Alaska’s 
share is only about 3.5 per cent, but even if she had actually meant to say oil, 
rather than energy, Alaska’s total production in 2007 was only 14 per cent of 
the U.S. total.

In addition to the ANWR, the other areas of great interest for resources 
are the offshore regions in the Chukchi Sea and Beaufort Sea. At one time, 
the Department of the Interior’s periodic lease sales on blocks of ocean space 
for exploration and development in these regions attracted little interest 
from industry, but this began to change in the early 2000s.26 The lease sale 
of February 8, 2008, saw a record-breaking $2.6 billion in winning bids on 
leases for development in the Chukchi Sea.27 Shell Gulf of Mexico Inc. has had 
the greatest interest in these areas, but ConocoPhillips has also been active. 
Another issue directly related to the development of oil and gas is how they 
should be delivered to southern markets. When oil was first discovered on 
the North Slope in the late 1960s, the United States considered two options 
regarding delivery. One was to build a pipeline across Alaska from the north 
to the southern port of Valdez and then to use supertankers to carry the oil 
to the west coast. The other option was to use ice-strengthened supertankers 
to carry the oil directly from the North Slope to the east and west coasts of 
the United States. Going east, however, would have required a transit of the 
Northwest Passage. When the United States tested the viability of this route 
in 1969 and 1970, it sparked a political row with Canada, which claims the 
Northwest Passage as its internal waters and requires all foreign vessels to 
request Canadian permission to enter. The United States regards these waters 
as an international strait, however, and takes the position that, as long as ves-
sels comply with international standards and rules, no permission is required 
from Canada. The voyage of the test vessel, SS Manhattan, created consider-
able tension between the two countries, and in any case the ship experienced 
considerable difficulty transiting the passage during the most favorable time 
of the year. Canada dispatched an icebreaker to demonstrate its control of 
the passage and to assist the Manhattan – indeed, without such help, the U.S. 
vessel might not have completed its voyage at all.

The difficult passage of the Manhattan convinced the oil companies 
involved that it would be better to build a pipeline to Valdez and ship oil 
from there instead. By 1977, the Trans Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) – more 
than 800 miles of 48-inch-diameter pipe – was completed, at a total cost of 
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$8 billion.28 The pipeline is owned by a consortium of oil companies – prin-
cipally BP, with 47 per cent of the shares, ConocoPhillips, and ExxonMobil 
– under the name Alyeska. Four companies – Alaska Tanker Company, Polar 
Tankers Inc., SeaRiver Maritime Inc., and SeaBulk Tankers Inc. – deploy fif-
teen supertankers to move the oil from Valdez to southern U.S. markets.29 
This route, however, is not without its hazards. On March 24, 1989, the 
single-hulled Exxon Valdez ran aground and spilled more than 11 million 
gallons of oil into Prince William Sound.30 As a result of that environmental 
disaster, in 1990 the U.S. Congress passed the Oil Pollution Act (OPA) and 
mandated the use of double-hulled tankers by all companies engaged in the 
TAPS trade. Under OPA, all new tankers built in the United States must now 
be double-hulled, and all existing single-hull tankers must be phased out by 
2015. The International Maritime Organization is now attempting to upgrade 
international standards to match those under U.S. law.

The United States was able to act unilaterally with respect to shipbuilding 
standards as a result of its protectionist Jones Act,31 which requires that all 
goods transported between U.S. states must be carried by a U.S.-built vessel 
manned by a U.S. crew, so that only U.S.-owned and -built tankers can carry 
oil from Alaska to ports in the continental United States. U.S. protectionism 
was further fostered by legislation banning the sale of Alaskan oil to foreign 
producers from 1974 to 1995, and 2000 legislation banning direct foreign 
sales of Alaskan oil.32 Thus, the effect of such legislation is U.S. control of the 
shipping of all Alaskan oil through international waters.

The United States will soon face a key issue regarding how new oil and 
gas finds – if they are discovered - will be moved to U.S. markets, and a 
particularly challenging one if and when offshore deposits are found in the 
Chukchi Sea or Beaufort Sea. Will these be carried by underwater pipeline 
or by tanker, or perhaps some combination of the two? The Russians are cur-
rently addressing this issue in their development of the Stokman Gas field in 
the Barents Sea. Whatever the United States decides, important economic, 
environmental, and international issues will have to be considered.

What should be obvious to most observers is the tremendous activity 
that is now occurring in Alaska surrounding the development of oil and gas. 
Key decisions, however, are not being made on the basis of a coordinated 
policy, but in terms of critical political battles. The key battleground for oil 
and gas prospects on land is the U.S. Congress, and whether it will decide to 
allow drilling to take place in the ANWR as well as the new regulatory regime 
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that has been put in place following the Deepwater Horizon disaster. This 
long-term battle has hinged on possible environmental damage versus the 
partial relief these resources provide for U.S. dependency on foreign sources 
of energy. The challenge is that there is no definitive understanding of how 
much damage could occur (particularly to the Porcupine caribou herd) or of 
how much oil and gas exists in these reserves. Furthermore, there is the new 
possibility that the United States may be able to meet its domestic demands 
through the development of oil fields in the lower 48. These would be much 
easier to get to market. In many ways, the debate is based on elements of faith 
and has more to do with the various political ideologies and beliefs among 
U.S. business and environmental groups. In such an atmosphere, it is not 
surprising that a policy framework agreeable to all has been impossible to 
fashion.

Impact on Canada

The U.S. focus on resource development in the Arctic has several ramifications 
for Canada. From a positive perspective, the potential supply of Canadian 
Arctic energy supplies to the North American market is bound to be viewed 
by the Americans as a positive development. U.S. Geological Survey studies 
and the exploration efforts of Exxon and BP make it clear that substantial 
amounts of oil and gas can be expected to be found in the Canadian North. 
Since the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) basically treats 
all oil and gas as a part of a common market in energy, any new Canadian 
supplies would help to address U.S. demand and reduce U.S. dependency on 
“foreign” supplies.

On the other hand, U.S. efforts to develop its Arctic supplies risk placing 
strains on Canada. There are two main areas of concern: the development 
of oil and gas on lands in the ANWR, and the development of oil and gas 
resources in the disputed zone of the Beaufort Sea. As mentioned earlier, 
Canada is on record as stating that it opposes the development of oil and gas 
in the ANWR because of the risk that such action poses to the Porcupine 
caribou herd. Should the U.S. government ultimately decide to go ahead with 
the drilling, Canada will find itself obligated to publicly oppose the U.S. ac-
tion. While it is doubtful that Canadian opposition would have a significant 
impact on the U.S. decision, it will be seen as an irritant in the relationship. 
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A more recent development in Canadian American energy relations has 
emerged over the issue of pipeline construction and the identification by 
some American interest groups that the production of oil from the Albertan 
oil sands represents an environmental threat.33 As a result there has been 
resistance in the United States over the construction of pipelines to carry 
the oil sands product from Canada into the United States. This has alerted 
Canadians to the reality that they cannot simply assume that the United 
States will automatically be willing to consume Canadian production.

Further complicating American Canadian arctic relations are the 
Beaufort Sea boundary issue and the status of the Northwest Passage. The 
United States’ 2009 Arctic Region Policy has sharply narrowed the focus on 
both issues. As for the Beaufort Sea, the new U.S. policy, after explaining the 
U.S. position on this ongoing dispute, goes on to state the need to “[p]rotect 
United States interests with respect to hydrocarbons reservoirs that may over-
lap boundaries to mitigate adverse environmental and economic consequenc-
es related to their development.”34 This is something that was not mentioned 
in previous policy statements. What this should tell Canadian officials is that 
the United States has paid renewed attention to this issue.

A solution could be found, however, if the two states’ political leaders 
were willing to help create a joint venture in the disputed zone in the Beaufort 
Sea. Since any oil and gas developed in the region would be transported to 
the North American market under the terms of NAFTA, it is not an issue of 
either side wanting the resources for itself. It is also important to note that the 
multinational corporations developing these resources are already working 
on both sides of the border. If Canada and the United States agreed to disagree 
about the formal border of the region, but also agreed to the establishment of 
a joint venture to develop oil and gas in the disputed zone, a potential political 
crisis could be averted. Both states have already stated that any development 
must be conducted with the strongest environmental protection, so this 
should not be an issue. What would remain would be a plan that equitably 
shares the economic returns of any development. A joint management plan 
would give the companies the political stability they need and would allay 
any concerns Canada might have about “losing” either its sovereignty in the 
Arctic or its energy security. All sides would emerge winners.
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3. U.S. Circumpolar Relations

The most significant international issues facing the United States in the 
Arctic, as identified in both the 1994 and 2009 Arctic policies, are strengthen-
ing institutions for cooperation among the eight Arctic nations and meeting 
post-Cold War national security and defense needs. What is most striking is 
that, while U.S. policy states a desire to improve relations with its circumpolar 
neighbors, the United States is more likely to take steps that hinder, rather 
than foster, Arctic cooperation. Since the end of the Cold War, the Americans 
have participated in Arctic multilateral action only with great reluctance. Had 
they not been continually pressured by Canada, it is unlikely that they would 
have joined any of the new multilateral initiatives that developed at the end of 
the Cold War. As it stands, the U.S. position is that of a reluctant participant 
even when it is clearly in its interest to join. There are three main sources 
of multilateral activity in the Arctic: the Arctic Environmental Protection 
Strategy (AEPS), the Arctic Council, and the United Nations Convention 
on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). All three involve a hesitant and reluctant 
United States.

The Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy and the Arctic 
Council

In 1987, toward the end of the Cold War, then-Soviet leader Mikhail 
Gorbachev made several proposals during a speech in Murmansk in 1987 
calling for the end of hostilities in the Arctic.35 Western leaders, including 
those in the United States, initially ignored this initiative. When it became 
apparent that Gorbachev’s reforms were going to revolutionize the USSR, 
leaders from the other Arctic nations began to develop plans to create new 
multilateral Arctic institutions. The two most important were the Arctic 
Environmental Protection Strategy, led by Finland and supported by Canada, 
and the Arctic Council, which was a Canadian initiative. The U.S. response to 
both was very tepid. The Reagan administration was opposed to the creation 
of any new multilateral organization and was specifically worried that an 
Arctic organization could negatively affect its security interests in the North. 
It preferred to approach the North on either a unilateral or a bilateral basis.

Canadian prime minister Brian Mulroney had proposed the creation 
of an “Arctic Council” as early as 1989. Canadian officials pushed for a 
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multilateral body to be created by a new Arctic treaty that would bind its 
members to action on a wide range of issues. However, the Americans’ neg-
ative reaction convinced Canadian officials that the time was not right. At 
this point, Finnish officials began to push for the creation of a more limited 
body – a multilateral body that would tie the Soviets to more cooperative 
behavior in the Arctic. They did not particularly care what the body was to 
do, only that it needed to exist and then expand. After consultations with 
the other Arctic nations, they decided that the body should focus on inter-
national environmental issues. The Finnish officials argued that addressing 
a shared problem such as environmental degradation could act as the means 
of establishing a dialog. The Finns sought the assistance of Canadian officials 
in developing this dialog because of Canada’s known ability to operate in a 
multilateral forum. Drawing almost directly on a Canadian domestic policy 
titled the Arctic Environmental Strategy, the Finns and Canadians developed 
a draft strategy called the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS).

Then, in October 1988, the Finns and Canadians launched a series of ne-
gotiations with the six other Arctic states – the Soviet Union, Iceland, Sweden, 
Norway, Denmark (for Greenland), and a very reluctant United States. In 
June 1991, in Rovaniemi, Finland, the eight Arctic states signed a declaration 
on the protection of the Arctic environment and accepted the accompany-
ing AEPS. The strategy identified six main tides of pollutants – persistent 
inorganic pollutants (POPs), oil pollution, heavy metals, noise, radioactivity, 
and acidification – and called for existing mechanisms and agreements to be 
dedicated to protecting the Arctic environment and for new initiatives to be 
considered. Finally, the strategy called for action to be taken to counter the 
pollutants. Four working groups addressing different Arctic environmental 
issues were created to support these actions. A ministerial meeting of the 
AEPS was to take place every two years. The second occurred in September 
1993, in Nuuk, Greenland, at which it was decided to create a fifth working 
group – the Task Force on Sustainable Development (TFSD) – and that north-
ern indigenous peoples needed greater institutional support to allow them to 
participate in a more meaningful manner.

To that end, the main northern indigenous peoples’ organizations should 
be invited to become permanent participants in the AEPS. The United States 
resisted this suggestion at first, viewing it as a Canadian strategy to gain 
additional support for its national position, which it assumed the indige-
nous peoples’ groups would closely support on a wide range of issues. The 
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Americans further argued that since state representatives on the new body 
already represented the various aboriginal organizations, giving these groups 
official standing was to give these people two votes. They later reluctantly 
agreed that the northern peoples be granted status as permanent participants 
but insisted that there could never be more permanent participants than state 
parties in the organization. This meant that, as long as there were eight state 
parties to the AEPS, there could never be more than seven permanent par-
ticipant organizations. The Americans also insisted that only the state parties 
be allowed to vote on any budgetary issues. The first three organizations to 
accept the ultimately proffered invitation to join the AEPS were the Inuit 
Circumpolar Conference (ICC) – whose board would also have representation 
from U.S. Inuit36 – the Nordic Saami Council, and the Russian Association of 
Indigenous Peoples of the North (RAIPON).

The AEPS proved a successful forum in which the eight Arctic nations 
could bring together their best experts on issues of international pollutants 
in the Arctic. The process was an important learning process for the eight 
nations and resulted in several reports highlighting common environmental 
challenges. It soon became apparent to many of those involved in the process, 
however, that an expanded system was necessary, which, in the early 1990s, 
led Canadian officials in the Mulroney government to resume efforts to create 
an Arctic Council that would have a mandate beyond environmental issues.

Even into the Clinton administration, however, the United States re-
mained aloof to the Canadian initiative. The Americans attended two inter-
national meetings, in May 1992 and May 1993, but only as observers. The 
May 1993 meeting led to the decision to create an Arctic Council that would 
follow many of the practices of the AEPS. Its core membership would be the 
eight Arctic states, and permanent participant membership would be given 
to major northern indigenous peoples’ organizations. In Canada, in 1994, the 
new government of Jean Chrétien continued to support the Mulroney govern-
ment’s initiative and to prod a reluctant United States to join. In early 1995, 
following a series of bilateral discussions with Canada, the U.S. government 
dropped its resistance to participate and agreed to support the initiative.

U.S. participation, however, now meant the need to accommodate U.S. 
concerns.37 The Canadian government originally had hoped that, as an in-
ternational organization with treaty-mandated powers, the Arctic Council 
could address a wide range of issues, including boundary disputes and 
trade. A briefing note prepared by the Department of Foreign Affairs and 
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International Trade stated: “Canada is of the strong view that a forum is 
needed to promote cooperation and concerted action and to bring political 
focus to addressing the urgent issues affecting the circumpolar North. These 
issues go beyond those related to the protection of the environment” (emphasis 
added)38 The Americans quickly let it be known, however, that they would 
support an Arctic Council only if it focused solely on environmental concerns 
and could not deal with any security-related issues. The final agreement, 
which included a footnote that stated “[t]he Arctic Council should not deal 
with matters related to military security,”39 clearly showed that the Americans 
had been successful. The Council was directed to incorporate the work of the 
AEPS by assuming control over the working groups and to build on the work 
of the Working Group on Sustainable Development by creating a sustainable 
development program.

The Americans were opposed to the Council’s developing an indepen-
dent bureaucracy and raising revenue sources of its own. As a result, Canada 
abandoned its efforts to give the Council a permanent secretariat with its own 
operating budget. Instead, the Council chair would rotate on a two-year basis 
among the eight Arctic states, and the state acting as the chair would also 
provide the secretariat costs. Additionally, the working groups would draw 
only on the resources that each state would volunteer. Canada and the United 
States also disagreed on the meaning of sustainable development within the 
Council. The Americans believed that Canadian efforts to establish a second 
tier within the Council, to focus on sustainable development, were meant 
to separate conservation from sustainability. The Americans took the posi-
tion that these were the same and that creating an artificial division would 
interfere with the Council’s work. Canada maintained, however, that it was 
necessary to be sensitive to the needs of the northern peoples, and that meant 
not only conserving the resources but using them in a sustainable manner. 
The difference between the two can be traced to the role of traditional hunt-
ing and fishing. The Canadian government strongly supports the right of 
northern peoples to engage in traditional hunting and to sell the results in 
the southern economy. The U.S. opposition to this view is expressed in its 
Marine Mammal Protection Act, which bans the trade in marine mammals. 
Then-president Bill Clinton specifically stated that: “I have further instruct-
ed the Department of State to oppose Canadian efforts to address trade in 
marine mammal products within the Arctic Council.… [I have instructed 
Congress] to withhold consideration of any Canadian requests for waivers to 
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the existing moratorium on the importation of seals and/or seal products into 
the United States.”40 

The United Stares also opposes Canada’s giving Inuit hunters permis-
sion to kill a small number of bowhead whales. Following the granting of 
permission in 1996, the U.S. State Department threatened to impose sanc-
tions on Canada in accordance with the Pelly Amendment to the Fishermen’s 
Protective Act. Though the sanctions were not implemented, their mere 
threat demonstrates continuing Canada–U.S. differences on this issue. There 
is a certain irony in the U.S. government’s having granted permission to the 
Inupait of Alaska to hunt 204 bowhead whales during a four-year period 
commencing in 1997.41 The United States rationalizes its contradictory po-
sition by stating that, unlike Canada, the United States is a member of the 
International Whaling Commission and, as such, its decision is in harmo-
ny with existing international regimes, while Canada’s decision to allow its 
northern peoples to hunt whales is not. The net effect of the U.S. position 
is that the Council cannot discuss the issue of selling products gathered by 
traditional means – in other words, it cannot discuss the U.S. ban on the sale 
of these goods.

In summer 1996, the United States and Canada reached agreement de-
spite these serious differences, and the Arctic Council was formally created 
on September 19, 1996, in Ottawa. Following the practices of the AEPS, the 
Council was composed of the eight Arctic states and the three permanent 
participants; three more have since joined the body – the Aleuts International 
Association, the Athabaskan Council, and the Gwich’in Council International. 
The Arctic Council has responsibility for the AEPS working groups and 
meets at the ministerial level every two years to ensure the progress of its 
various initiatives. There is no permanent secretariat; rather, member states 
volunteer to act as chair for two years and to assume responsibility for the 
coordination of activities and provide the necessary resources to fulfill these 
activities. Canada took the first turn as chair, with the United States following 
from 1998 to 2000. The Americans focused on local issues pertaining to the 
state of Alaska, and brought forward projects such as tele-medicine and other 
actions geared towards local communities in the North.

The Council has developed several new initiatives dealing with envi-
ronmental challenges since it was established, particularly after the release 
of a 1997 study on the Arctic environment by the Arctic Monitoring and 
Assessment Programme, a group within the Council.42 At its first ministerial 
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meeting, in Iqaluit in September 1998, the Council initiated an Action Plan to 
Eliminate Pollution in the Arctic; another major project, the Arctic Climate 
Impact Assessment (ACIA) has also been completed.43 One of the great iro-
nies is that, while U.S. political leaders attempted to minimize ACIA’s policy 
ramifications, Americans actually provided much of the leadership that led 
to this report’s success. The multi-year, multidisciplinary project provided a 
clear understanding of the impact of climate change on the Arctic. The ex-
haustive scientific report was one of the study’s most important contributions. 
More important, the public attention the report received was instrumental in 
making the Arctic the “canary in the coalmine” when it came to monitoring 
climate change.

The report, and the effort that went into it, reflected an interesting dichot-
omy about U.S. policy. On the one hand, an American, Robert Correll, led 
the entire study, organizing the research and producing the published papers. 
American researchers also conducted and led much of the actual research on 
which the report was based. There is little doubt that, without the American 
input, the report would not have been as thorough and detailed as it was. 
On the other hand, U.S. political leaders fought against the report’s policy 
ramifications. Originally, the study was to have been disseminated in three 
reports: a scientific report based on peer-reviewed studies of the impact of 
climate change on the Arctic, a relatively short executive report summarizing 
the scientific findings and supported by graphics, and a set of policy recom-
mendations to rectify the problems discovered by the science. The first two 
reports were released to extensive worldwide media attention. U.S. officials 
ultimately were successful, however, in watering down the policy recommen-
dations, as they were concerned that these might run contrary to the Bush 
administration’s position on climate change – in particular, its position on 
carbon emission reductions. While the Americans played a critical role in the 
report’s development, they then prevented an international response to the 
problems their own scientists played a critical role in uncovering.

In its 2009 Arctic Policy, the United States reaffirmed its position that, 
while the Arctic Council plays an important role in the governance of the 
Arctic region, the United States still opposes any efforts to strengthen the 
Council’s powers: “It is the position of the United States that the Arctic 
Council should remain a high-level forum devoted to issues within its current 
mandate and not be transformed into a formal international organization 
particularly one with assessed contributions.”44 At the same time, however, 
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U.S. policy does acknowledge that it might be possible to “update” the struc-
ture of the Council. What exactly this means needs to be further developed at 
future Arctic Council meetings.

The Obama administration has demonstrated its support of the Arctic 
Council through the active and strong leadership of Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton. She is the first Secretary of State to attend an Arctic Council min-
isterial meeting when she attended the 7th Ministerial meeting in Nuuk, 
Greenland.45 Previously, the Americans had sent substantially lower level 
officials as their senior arctic official. She made it clear that the United States 
also now sees the Arctic Council as becoming one of the key decision-making 
international body in the region.46

At the same time, the United States has agreed to several initiatives that 
are strengthening the Council and are in direct opposition to earlier American 
positions. First, they have agreed and applauded the formation of a perma-
nent secretariat to be based in Norway.47 Second, the United States played a 
leading role in the creation of a Search and Rescue Treaty that was negotiated 
under the responsibility of the Arctic Council.48 Clinton has gone on to now 
call for the development of a treaty to address oil spills in the region. All of 
these actions demonstrate that the United States has moved well beyond its 
original opposition that it had demonstrated against the establishment of the 
Arctic Council. 

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) is the third 
major multilateral action that is reshaping the Arctic. This international trea-
ty, negotiated between 1973 and 1982, codifies existing international mari-
time law and creates new international law. The Convention is one of the most 
sweeping international agreements created to date. The U.S. history with the 
Convention, which came into force in 1996, has been interesting. Successive 
U.S. administrations, including those of presidents Nixon, Ford, and Carter, 
supported the treaty’s development because its U.S. negotiators were success-
ful in protecting core U.S. interests. Just as the Convention was completed in 
1981, however, the newly elected Reagan administration reviewed the treaty 
and decided that, unlike the previous Carter administration, it could not 
accept it because of its opposition to Part XI, which would have given the de-
veloping world a share of the ocean resources of the high seas beyond national 
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control. The Reagan administration argued that this section would place an 
unfair burden on U.S. industries if deep-sea mining were to occur – that U.S. 
companies would be made to share a portion of their profit and technology 
with the developing world. Given the need for the United States to accept 
the treaty, the international community went back to the drawing board and 
gutted the offending section of the treaty, which calmed the Reagan adminis-
tration’s objections on that issue.

Yet, the United States still has not accepted UNCLOS – there still remain 
a sufficient number of Republican senators in Congress who view the treaty as 
an affront to U.S. interests to continue to assure its passage remains blocked. 
Recent gains by Democrats may make U.S. accession to the treaty more likely 
– certainly, the 2009 Arctic Policy explicitly makes the point that it is in the 
United States’ interest to join UNCLOS, specifically calling for the U.S. gov-
ernment to “[c]ontinue to seek advice and consent of the United States Senate 
to accede to the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention.”49

The Convention affects the Arctic in several ways. The most important 
is through article 76, which allows a state to extend control of its seabed and 
subsoil adjacent to its coasts beyond its existing 200-nautical-mile exclusive 
economic zone (EEZ) if it can show that it has a continental shelf. It is possible 
that Canada, Greenland (Denmark), Russia, and the United States all have 
the right to do so in the Arctic. Currently, Canada, Russia, and Denmark are 
engaged in scientific research to determine if they have a northern extension 
of their continental shelf. The United States began to address this question 
with research of its own in 2001 and in cooperation with Canada in the fall of 
2008.50 The problem the United States has to contend with is that, by not be-
ing party to the Convention, it is unable to submit a claim to the appropriate 
UN body (the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf) for veri-
fication. The other Arctic states appear willing to engage the Americans on 
this issue, as evidenced by their inclusion in a meeting in Ilulissat, Greenland, 
in May 2008 with the other Arctic continental shelf claimants. How long the 
Americans will be included in these discussions is unknown, but the United 
States cannot submit its claim to the UN until it accedes to the Convention.51 
The effect of the Americans as a non-party on any overlap with Canadian and 
Russian Arctic continental shelf claims is also unknown. This is one of those 
cases where most senior U.S. leaders know they must act but have not figured 
out how to get beyond the Senate. 
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The Obama administration, like all those before it, has been a strong 
supporter of accession to the treaty. At her Senate hearings to confirm her as 
Obama’s Secretary of State Hillary Clinton noted that one of her main priori-
ties would be to accede to the treaty.52 During his first term, Obama made the 
ratification of the newest Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) his pri-
ority. However once this was successfully ratified by the Senate, he attempted 
to have UNCLOS ratified by the senate. Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
Chairman John Kerry attempted to bring the treaty to a vote in the summer 
of 2012. However, in July of that year he received a letter from 34 Republican 
Senators that they would not support the treaty, thereby preventing the nec-
essary 2/3 majority necessary.53 Thus, like all Presidents before him, he was 
stopped by a determined group of Republican senators. It remains to be seen 
if this will now change into the second term of the Obama administration.

Boundary disputes regarding the continental shelf are not the only such 
issues the Americans face in the Arctic. They also have an ongoing mari-
time boundary issue with Canada over the Beaufort Sea, and they disagree 
with both Canada and Russia over the status of the Northwest Passage and 
Northern Sea Route. Another issue, which had been thought resolved, may 
be arising over the maritime boundary between the Bering Strait and the 
Beaufort Sea. The Bering Sea maritime border case between the United States 
and the USSR/Russia was supposed to have been resolved in 1990, when the 
two countries agreed on a boundary. However, while the U.S. Senate has giv-
en its approval, the Russian Duma refuses to do so because of the impact 
of the boundary agreement on control of the region’s resources.54 Some U.S. 
senators and Alaska state officials have expressed concern over the status 
of several islands on the Russian side of the boundary, although the State 
Department has publicly stated the issue is closed.55

The issue of the so-called donut hole is more problematic for the United 
States and Russia. As a result of the geography of the U.S. and Russian coast-
lines, within their 200-mile EEZs, a section of the Bering Sea is outside their 
control – that is, considered to be the high seas. Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, 
and Poland all send large trawlers into this area, seriously depleting the fish-
ing industry in the entire region.56 Efforts to reach agreement among all these 
states have been limited, and there is ongoing fear that the entire eco-system 
could soon collapse. It is unclear how to resolve the situation.
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Impact on Canada

The Beaufort Sea dispute centers on how the United States and Canada divide 
their territorial seas and the EEZ. Based on differing interpretations of an 
1825 treaty between the UK and Russia, the United States draws the bound-
ary at a 90° angle to the coastline, while Canada extends the land boundary 
as its maritime boundary. This difference has created a disputed zone of 6,250 
square miles, resembling a triangle, segments of which both countries have 
offered for lease to private companies – Canada did so in the 1970s, and the 
United States continues to do so now. Off the record, some officials suggest 
that the two sides have unofficially agreed not to accept any bids, but it is not 
possible to confirm this. The U.S. Geological Survey suggests there is a high 
probability that gas fields exist in the disputed zone and a lower probability 
that oil fields exist.

This particular dispute could easily escalate. Any suggestion that Canada 
“surrender” part of its maritime claim undoubtedly would cause an outcry 
among Canadians, regardless of the merits of the case, and any issue that 
involves the apparent loss of Canadian Arctic sovereignty to the United States 
– even technically a boundary dispute – would be difficult for any Canadian 
government to handle. A U.S. government that was perceived to compromise 
U.S. energy security also would face domestic difficulties.

The U.S. disagreement with Canada (and Russia) about the Northwest 
Passage and the Northern Sea Route is based on its view that both waterways 
are international straits, meaning that foreign vessels – including warships 
– need not ask the coastal state, whether that be Russia or Canada, for permis-
sion to transit. Moreover, the United States takes the position, first developed 
in the late 1960s, that all vessels have the right to travel in the mode they 
normally use – so that, for example, submarines should be able to remain 
submerged during transit.57 To this end, the United States has attempted to 
send vessels through both waterways – in 1967, for example, it sent two Coast 
Guard icebreakers, Edisto and East Wind, on a circum-arctic navigational 
voyage, but the Soviets refused passage to the U.S. vessels, and threatened to 
use force if necessary. The Americans backed down and canceled the trip, but 
only after posting a diplomatic protest. Then there was the voyage of the SS 
Manhattan in 1969 and 1970, which was noted above.

The United States bases its position on the principle of freedom of navi-
gation.58 Its primary concern is that any sign of its accepting the Canadian (or 
Russian) position would encourage other states, such as Iran in the Strait of 
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Hormuz, to assert greater national control over waters that are now consid-
ered international under law. At the same time, the United States does seem 
to place the Northwest Passage in a different category, having agreed – in the 
1988 Arctic Water Cooperation Agreement – to ask Canada’s consent before 
sending Coast Guard icebreakers through the Northwest Passage. American 
willingness to negotiate the agreement shows their willingness to grant 
Canada special attention. The impetus for the agreement came from the close 
relationship between then-prime minister Brian Mulroney and then-presi-
dent Ronald Reagan, who directly ordered the U.S. State Department to ne-
gotiate the deal. The agreement continues to work well.

Concerns over climate change, however, are prompting speculation about 
the future viability of international shipping through the Northwest Passage, 
which could reignite disputes between Canada and the United States. It is un-
clear what would happen if a vessel attempted to go through the passage with-
out asking Canada’s permission. Would the United States keep quiet and let 
Canada deal with the crisis, or would it feel compelled to restate its position, 
and, if so, how forcefully should this be done? Some Canadian commentators 
suggest that U.S. security requirements in the post-9/11 world probably would 
lead them to remain silent. Canadian Arctic expert Franklyn Griffiths argues 
that the United States recognizes it is in its security interests for Canada to 
retain control over the Northwest Passage.59 Even some U.S. commentators – 
such as former U.S. ambassador to Canada, Paul Cellucci, and U.S. Council 
on Foreign Relations Fellow Scott Borgerson – have suggested that, if Canada 
increased its defense capability in the North, the United States might look 
the other way in the event of a challenge to Canada’s claim on the Northwest 
Passage.60 The official U.S. position, as stated by President Bush as recently as 
2007, is that the two sides “agree to disagree” and that the United States con-
tinues to view the passage as an international strait.61 Thus, it is hard to know 
what will occur. A very strong Canadian response should be expected if the 
United States were to restate its opposition, which undoubtedly would hurt 
Canada–U.S. Arctic cooperation just when it increasingly would be needed.

The 2009 Arctic Region Policy has made this issue somewhat more dif-
ficult to resolve. At one time, it seemed likely that Canada and the United 
States could have quietly settled on a joint management program similar to 
that overseeing the St. Lawrence Seaway.62 However, the 2009 policy makes 
it clear that the protection of “freedom of navigation” remains an American 
vital interest: “Freedom of the seas is a top national priority. The Northwest 
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Passage is a strait used for international navigation, and Northern Sea Route 
includes strait used for international navigation; the regime of transit passage 
applies to passage through those straits. Preserving the rights and duties re-
lating to navigation and overflights in the Arctic region supports these rights 
throughout the world, including through strategic straits.”63 

The fact that these waters could be used for the shipment of Alaskan oil 
and gas in the new types of ice-strengthened tankers currently under con-
struction by Asian shipbuilders adds economic pressure on this position. The 
explicitness of the U.S. position means that it is now unlikely that Canadian 
and U.S. officials will be able to find the “wiggle room” necessary to create 
the gentlemen’s agreement that many had felt was possible, even given the de-
veloping relationship between Prime Minister Harper and President Obama. 
The 2009 Arctic Region Policy does accept the creation of “specific Arctic 
Waterway regimes” but makes clear that these must be developed with “in-
ternational standards,” not through unilateral action.64 Thus, in the U.S. view, 
Canada cannot act unilaterally to develop laws governing maritime passage 
through the Northwest Passage.

4. U.S. Arctic Security Issues

The 2009 Arctic Region Policy reaffirms the high priority the United States 
places on security issues, particularly the importance of maintaining a 
military presence in the region. Throughout the 1990s, the United States re-
tained a large number of troops in Alaska and have enhanced the Arctic’s 
strategic importance by locating one of two missile defense interceptor bases 
at Fort Greely, Alaska. The U.S. Army maintains three bases (Forts Greely, 
Wainwright, and Richardson), and so does the Air Force (Eielson, Elmendorf, 
and Eareckson). The Coast Guard has Air Stations at Kodiak and Sitka and 
maintains safety offices in Anchorage, Juneau, and Valdez. Official figures are 
now hard to obtain, but estimated forces total slightly over 25,000.

The United States has closed some Alaska bases, including a naval base 
on Adak that had more than 6,000 personnel at the end of the Cold War.65 
Fort Greely was to have been closed by 2001, but the order was rescinded 
when it was decided to site a missile defense system at the base. The United 
States also maintained three fighter wings of F-15s (approximately 22 air-
craft per wing) for air sovereignty flights. These began to be replaced by the 
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USAF’s most modern fighter – the F-22 in 2007. Approximately 40 aircraft 
(out of the existing fleet of 182 aircraft) are now based with the 90th Fighter 
Squadron and the 525th Fighter Squadron of 3rd Wing.66 During the 1990s, 
American fighters simply practiced flying to maintain their proficiency, but 
the patrols gained renewed importance following 9/11. Then in August 2007, 
the Russians announced the resumption of their long-range Arctic patrols. 
The U.S. F-15s and now F-22s are now called upon to intercept any Russian 
aircraft that are deemed to come “too close” to U.S. airspace.67

The number of subsurface voyages the Americans made throughout the 
1990s is unknown. A core task of the U.S. submarine force during the Cold 
War was to track and prepare to engage Soviet submarines under the Arctic 
ice. With the end of the Cold War and the near collapse of the Soviet/Russian 
submarine force, the United States assumed that the importance of this task 
had greatly diminished. Indeed, the composition of its current submarine 
force reflects the U.S. perception that the Arctic is not of high strategic impor-
tance, although the U.S. Navy is known still to deploy a submarine in Arctic 
waters at least once a year.68 

Another challenge Canada faces is the Arctic Region Policy’s explicit re-
gard of the Northwest Passage as an international strait in its assertion that 
“[p]reserving the rights and duties relating to navigation and overflights in 
the Arctic region supports our ability to exercise these rights throughout the 
world, including through strategic straits.”69 If this U.S. view ultimately pre-
vailed, anyone, including the Russians, would have the right to fly their mil-
itary aircraft over the waters of the Northwest Passage – clearly, such a right 
would not be in the security interests of either Canada or the United States.

If the Americans are serious about increasing their surface fleet presence 
and increasing the number of icebreakers, they will have continue to cooper-
ate with Canadian security forces. Given the region’s lack of infrastructure, 
any extended deployment would have to be a cooperative venture in any case. 
The Canadian Navy and Coast Guard have excellent operational relations 
with their U.S. counterparts, which should aid future efforts at cooperation 
in the region. Facilitating this interaction would be an increase in Canadian 
capability, which is slowly underway with the construction of Arctic Offshore 
Patrol Vessels and at least one new icebreaker. The U.S. Coast Guard is al-
ready assisting Canada to map its northern continental shelf.

One area that remains a question mark for Canada–U.S. security rela-
tions is that of missile defense. The United States has already placed one of 
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two operational land-based anti-missile sites very near the Alaska–Yukon 
boarder. Canada, through a decision of the Paul Martin government, chose 
not to participate in the U.S. program, which raises the question of what this 
decision will mean as the Americans continue to develop their system.

Finally, the transit of U.S. submarines through the Northwest Passage re-
mains an issue for Canada. If the passage were deemed an international strait, 
all countries would have the right to sail their nuclear-powered submarines 
submerged through these waters without notifying Canada. Canada argues 
that it “allows” U.S. submarines to do this in the name of common security, 
under the terms of either NORAD or NATO, but whenever a U.S. submarine 
is forced to show itself in these waters, the Canadian government risks facing 
substantial criticism from the media and the general public and an irritation 
of Canada–U.S. relations.

Thus, in general, increased U.S. and Canadian military presence in the 
North probably will lead to a further strengthening of operational relations 
between the two counties. But the U.S. insistence that the Northwest Passage 
is an international strait could have significant security costs for both states 
in the region.

Coming Challenges for U.S. Arctic Policy

Where does this leave the United States? U.S. action in the Arctic has signifi-
cant core themes, within which numerous issues need to be addressed.

The first theme is that U.S. Arctic policy has two main thrusts: energy and 
security. The oil and gas in and around Alaska are seen as the primary means 
of increasing the domestic percentage of U.S. oil and gas supplies. Significant 
obstacles remain, however, before these resources can be developed. Although 
the indicators are promising, the location and quantity of these resources will 
remain unknown until exploratory drilling occurs. Several companies are 
now willing to begin the search but have hit up against the second core ob-
stacle: political and public opposition. There is no clear consensus within the 
United States on the desirability of bringing these resources on line. There 
are strong opinions on both sides of the issue. While many Americans see 
the expected new supply as a means of providing both energy security and 
economic benefits, many others are afraid that any such development could 
cause major damage to the northern environment. As a result, political, legal, 
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and public debates continue on this issue, and it is by no means clear how the 
United States will proceed.

The second theme is the unilateral focus that the United States places on 
its interactions with its Arctic neighbors. With the end of the Cold War, the 
Arctic region diminished in importance as the core strategic theater in the 
event of war. While several Arctic nations viewed this as an opportunity to 
improve international cooperation in the region, the U.S. response has been 
that of a very reluctant participant. The Americans have shown no interest in 
playing a leadership role in developing new cooperative instruments in the 
region. Instead, they have preferred to deal with issues on a bilateral basis 
or to simply ignore the issues facing the Arctic. Only in the very recent pe-
riod under the Obama administrations have there been some signs that this 
may be changing. The United States has begun to treat the Arctic Council 
much more seriously, However the ongoing toxic relationship between the 
Democrats and the Republicans continue to limit American desires to coop-
erate more fully.

The United States will need to reconnect with the Arctic, however, given 
the developing situation. The triple forces of climate change, resource devel-
opment, and geopolitical changes are now combining to make the Arctic a 
much more active region in the world. To a large degree, the Americans have 
been able to focus on local issues in Alaska and ignore the larger international 
issues because few international players could make it to the Arctic. There was 
little international activity even throughout the 1990s. So, for what does the 
United States now need to prepare?

Despite the U.S. government’s reluctance to agree to a set of solutions 
or responses to climate change, U.S. scientists have been instrumental in 
showing that climate change is fundamentally changing the Arctic. The ice is 
melting and entire eco-systems are being transformed. This will have a direct 
impact on several economic interests, including oil and gas development, 
fishing, tourism, and shipping, to name only a few. Developing these resourc-
es will further facilitate change in the Arctic by drawing more international 
players to the region. In turn, Arctic nations will then increasingly have to 
improve their own ability to act in the Arctic, which will then serve to in-
crease interaction between the Arctic states and the international actors. All 
of these factors feed into each other to accelerate the processes at play.

Climate change will transform how oil and gas resources are developed 
and transferred to market. Climate change is decreasing the amount of ice, 
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but not eliminating it. Any offshore developments will need to deal with the 
impact of more open water (for example, in the form of more severe storms 
or higher waves). They will also need to address increasing variability in ice 
conditions. As the ice melts, producing larger areas of open water, it will be 
increasingly difficult to determine the position of the remaining ice. Offshore 
platforms will need to be built to handle more intensive wave action and in-
creasingly mobile ice flows. Moreover, any effort to develop onshore sources 
of oil and gas will have to deal with an increasingly fragile land surface as 
the permafrost begins to melt. This is already causing problems with existing 
infrastructure. Any new systems – especially pipelines – will have to deal 
with the challenges that climate change brings.

This will also complicate the task of getting the product to market. New 
solutions are being developed outside North America: the Russians, Finns, 
and South Koreans are all now engaged in the design and construction of 
systems that can operate in an increasingly volatile Arctic Ocean. Samsung 
Heavy Industry in South Korea is building specially designed oil tankers that 
can operate in both ice-covered and ice-free waters. The Russians are in the 
process of designing and building new ice and open water platforms that can 
be anchored in Arctic waters. They reportedly have spent upwards of $44 bil-
lion on a system to exploit one of the world’s largest gas fields (Stokman) in 
the Barents Sea, which is expected to come into production by the end of the 
decade even in the face of the current depressed market for gas. Obviously, 
U.S. industry has the ability to replicate all of this technology, but the Russians 
and Asian countries already have a substantial lead in many areas.

Although this chapter has not examined issues surrounding the Alaskan 
fisheries, climate change is already beginning to shift traditional habitats. No 
one really has a good understanding of what this ultimately will do to the 
existing bio-systems. Some species may flourish, but in all probability others 
will suffer. This means that the existing fishing industry will need to adjust. 
In some instances, this adjustment may require ceasing operations or at least 
downsizing. In fact, the Americans have already acted on a report by the U.S. 
North Pacific Fishery Management Council that had recommended a mora-
torium on commercial fishing as new stock move into the region.70

As the ice melts, tourism is paying increasing attention to the North. 
Southern Alaskan waters are already experiencing an increase in cruise ship 
traffic. This will soon create a host of new challenges and opportunities. While 
increasing tourism will provide new jobs and economic opportunities in the 
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regions visited by these ships, concern is growing that their owners are be-
ginning to push the boundaries of operating in a safe manner. While the ice 
is retreating, it can still sink ships. The cruise vessel Explorer, which was sunk 
due to damage caused by an ice pack in Antarctica, was a seasoned Arctic 
vessel; less experienced vessels are clearly at greater risk.71 The Americans 
will be increasingly hard pressed to monitor their activity and to respond to 
accidents.

The United States has also reduced its icebreaking capabilities, having 
added just one new vessel to its existing small fleet since the early 1980s. As 
of 2008, there were only three icebreakers. However, only one is operational 
– the Healy. The two older icebreakers are both out of operations. The Polar 
Star is now completing an extensive refit and is expected back in service in 
December 2012. The Polar Sea experienced “an unexpected engine casualty” 
in June 2010. The Coast Guard placed the vessel in inactive status on October 
14 2011 and is expected to decommission it at the end of 2012.72

In an era of intense debates concerning the building of new navy vessels, 
U.S. Coast Guard requirements tend to be completely overlooked. The diverse 
roles icebreakers play only make it more difficult to determine whose budget 
should pay for new ships. Both the Coast Guard and the National Science 
Foundation have shared responsibility for the maintenance of the vessels. 
However, this relationship has proven to be cumbersome. Some senior 
U.S. military leaders, becoming aware of the increasing accessibility of the 
Arctic, are calling for a recapitalization of the icebreaking fleet.73 The former 
Commandant of the Coast Guard, Admiral Thad Allen, repeatedly called for 
the construction of new icebreakers: “All I know is, there is water where it 
didn’t used to be, and I’m responsible for dealing with that.… Given the 8 or 
10 years it would take to build even one icebreaker, … I think we’re at a crisis 
point on making a decision.”74

The Coast Guard was able to finally receive approval for $8 million for 
the design of a new icebreaker for fiscal year 2013. It then plans to commence 
building in FY 2014 for completion in 2017 for a total cost of $860 million.75 
However, this funding like all other large scale capital projects may be cut 
due to the current fiscal political crisis facing the United States. At the time 
of writing, it is not known if it was cut to avoid the “fiscal cliff” of 2012–13.76

The decision, if and when it comes, will be one of the most expensive the 
Americans will make pertaining to the Arctic. If the United States intends to 
maintain icebreaking capability when the demand for it increases, however, it 
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will need to make a decision soon. At the same time, pressure is mounting to 
add icebreakers to the increasing U.S. military presence in the Arctic as more 
international actors begin to arrive in the region.

Impact on Canada

As the United States build its military capabilities in the Arctic, Canada faces 
a number of interesting challenges. First, it needs to reassess several of its co-
operative military arrangements with the United States. The 2009 U.S. Arctic 
Region Policy stresses national security as that country’s first priority in the 
region, but it is interesting to note that, although the document specifically 
names several international bodies, it fails to mention the one bilateral agree-
ment that is instrumental to U.S. Arctic aerospace security: NORAD. While 
its mandate has been expanded to include all aerospace regions, NORAD 
has always focused on the North. In the face of renewed Russian northern 
bomber patrols, it is clear that there will continue to be a need for bilateral 
cooperation. From a Canadian perspective, it is interesting to observe that, 
although the Arctic Region Policy does not hesitate to list the disputes that 
exist between Canada and the United Nations, it makes no mention of this 
clear indication of successful cooperation.

The final economic issue the United States must address concerns the 
prospect of international shipping as the ice recedes. The current debate is 
whether such traffic will go through the Northwest Passage, the Northern 
Sea Route, or over the North Pole itself. The answer to this debate depends on 
the manner in which the ice melts, the time frame during which this occurs, 
and the new types of ship that are being designed and built. But any shipping 
that attempts to use the Arctic as a shorter route will have to pass through 
the Bering Strait. Thus, the United States will be at the front door of the new 
shipping route no matter what Arctic route is used.

This position poses numerous challenges for the Americans. Given their 
treatment of the issue of the TAPS tankers, they fully understand the need 
for ship construction and safety standards that exceed existing international 
standards. At the same time, they will have to coordinate this understanding 
with their position regarding international straits in the Arctic. Currently, 
only U.S. ships transport Alaskan oil through a set of convoluted policies 
that are throwbacks to the protectionist era of the 1920s. Consequently, the 
Americans can ensure that those U.S. ships adhere to their strict regulations 
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concerning environmental and safety standards. These policies cannot en-
sure, however, that the international ships that will come through the Bering 
Strait have been built and are operated to the best environmental standards.

The Americans will also need to deal with the geopolitical reality that 
they share the strait with Russia. It should also be noted that an active envi-
ronmentalist movement in the United States will act to ensure that the envi-
ronment in and around the Bering Sea and Strait is protected, even if the U.S. 
government wants to ignore the issue.

Ultimately, U.S. policymakers need to address the changing geopolitical 
environment in the Arctic. The race by the Arctic states to determine their re-
spective Arctic continental shelves is leading some observers to be concerned 
that this is the start of an Arctic resources rush.77 The United States’ Arctic 
neighbors are all beginning to rebuild their military and coast guard abilities 
in order to operate in the North, and to take more assertive – even aggressive 
– tones in the Arctic.78 As a result, the United States will need to pay much 
closer attention to the region.

5. The Direction Ahead

America can no longer ignore Arctic issues. It has to deal with the main issues 
of resource development and relations with their Arctic neighbors in a much 
more comprehensive fashion than ever before. The costs of business as usual 
are too high. The Arctic is changing, and if the United States is to meet this 
challenge and gain the benefits, it must think ahead and it must think cre-
atively. So what does it need to do?

 1. The United States needs to develop its Arctic policy in a 
multidimensional, multidisciplinary fashion. Everything is 
connected in the Arctic. The United States cannot think of 
security as separate from the environment, and that these 
are separate from the economy. This can be difficult for any 
government to keep in mind, but it is absolutely necessary that 
the Americans understand the interconnectedness of issues in 
the Arctic.

 2. U.S. leaders need to recognize that the age of the Arctic is 
dawning. There is no doubt that other issues, such as Iraq, 
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Afghanistan, Iran or the economy will continue to dominate 
the United States’ attention, but it cannot ignore the North.

 3. The key issues the United States will face are resource 
development and international relations. The coming political 
battles over the issue of energy development will dominate 
U.S. Arctic discourse for the next decade. The Americans 
must decide how this will be done, and this will require the 
participation of all interested parties in a dialogue about 
what this means. Oil and gas companies will have to engage 
in a frank and open discussion with the environment and 
northern aboriginal organizations. If the decision is made 
not to develop the northern energy sources, then let the 
U.S. government close further discussion on the matter so 
that these companies can avoid wasting their resources in 
the North. On the other hand, if development is to occur, it 
must be done in accordance with the highest environmental 
standards. This will entail considerable expense, and all 
parties involved in the process will have to be completely open 
about what is required and how it will be paid for.

 4. Northerners should be consulted in any policies the U.S. 
government adopts for the North. They must not be harmed 
by, but must benefit from, the decisions that are reached. The 
Arctic is home to many Americans, some whose ancestors 
have lived there since time immemorial. Any U.S. policy must 
always have a human face.

 5. The United States must abandon its unilateral (perhaps even 
isolationist) tendencies when dealing with its neighbors. It 
must build on the new attitude introduced by the Obama 
administration. It must accede to the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea. It was never in the 
American interest to sit on the sidelines; it definitely makes 
no sense in terms of the Arctic. The United States needs to 
think in multilateral policy terms. Until the end of the Cold 
War, U.S. leaders recognized that U.S. national interests were 
protected and promoted by adherence to multilateralism. 
After efforts to “go it alone,” U.S. leaders again realize the 
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value of multilateralism. The developing challenges in the 
Arctic are multidimensional and do not stop at the borders 
of each Arctic state. They require solutions that are not 
unilateral.

 6. The United States also needs to recognize the special 
relationship it shares with Canada in the North. The 
United States’ core interests are very similar to Canada’s 
– the protection of the North from all manner of threat, 
environmental to traditional, and the development of the 
North’s resources through the best environmental practices 
in a manner that directly benefits all North American 
northerners.

These issues must be addressed now, as the Arctic is undergoing massive 
transformation. The U.S. government knows what it needs to do in the Arctic. 
Is it prepared to act?
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11. U.S. Defense Policy and the 
North: The Emergent Arctic Power 1

Barry Scott Zellen

As the Arctic continues to thaw, and with its thaw to integrate with the world 
ocean and the maritime economy that unites the world, the challenge of how 
best to organize the defense of the High North, increasingly recognized as 
a strategic interest of the United States and its allies has been discussed by 
American defense officials and their allied counterparts. Since the end of 
World War II, America’s defense efforts worldwide have long been organized 
into distinct regional or functional Unified Combatant Commands (UCCs). 
All UCCs are commanded by either a four-star general or an admiral, known 
as Combatant Commanders or CCDRs, formerly CINCs, and are joint 
commands integrating at least two of the services. Every year, the Defense 
Department updates its Unified Command Plan (UCP) when it may modify the 
AORs and command assignments. In 2008, there were ten UCCs, six defined 
by their regional AOR and four by their specific functionality; the regional 
UCCs are Africa Command (AFRICOM), Central Command (CENTCOM), 
European Command (EUCOM), Pacific Command (PACOM), Northern 
Command (NORTHCOM), and Southern Command (SOUTHCOM), 
while the functional UCCs are Joint Forces Command (JFCOM), Special 
Operations Command (SOCOM), Strategic Command (STRATCOM), and 
Transportation Command (TRANSCOM).2

UCCs evolve over time, responding to changes in the strategic land-
scape; the very first, in fact, was established in 1946 by President Truman and 
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reflected the strategic contours of the post-war environment, with an Alaskan 
Command, Atlantic Fleet, Caribbean Command, European Command, Far 
East Command, Northeast Command, and Pacific Command. Each new con-
flict is perceived, and operationalized, to some degree through the regional 
lens of its UCC, limiting cross-command efficiencies, and, more importantly, 
a cross-command flow of ideas and historical knowledge that could con-
tribute to the development of doctrine and promote the diffusion of tactical 
and strategic insights gained during conflicts past and present. A particular 
challenge of Arctic defense and security is the geographical centrality of the 
Arctic basin to the world ocean – right at the geostrategic crossroads of the 
northern hemisphere, where both the Pacific and the Atlantic, as well as the 
North American and Eurasian landmasses, all come together. The Arctic ba-
sin, as a consequence of the geograpgical convergence at the top of the world, 
overlaps the Area of Operations (AO) of three of America’s regional com-
mands: the U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM), Pacific Command 
(USPACOM), and European Command (USEUCOM). Yet, while enclosed by 
the high North Pacific region, the high North Atlantic, and the northern coast 
and offshore islands of high North America, Arctic history has not affected 
each defense sector equally, and consideration of the historical context will 
help to illuminate the quest for the appropriate balance of UCCs for meeting 
the challenges of Arctic defense and security in the coming years.

As noted on the Defense Department website, the Unified Command 
Plan is “a key strategic document that establishes the missions, responsibil-
ities, and geographic areas of responsibility for commanders of combatant 
commands,” and “[e]very two years, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
is required to review the missions, responsibilities, and geographical bound-
aries of each combatant command and recommend to the President, through 
the Secretary of Defense, any changes that may be necessary.”3 Accordingly, 
“UCP 2011, signed by President Obama on April 6, 2011, assigns several 
new missions to the combatant commanders,” among which was included: 
“Shifting AOR boundaries in the Arctic region to leverage long-standing rela-
tionships and improve unity of effort,” and “Giving U.S. Northern Command 
responsibility to advocate for Arctic capabilities.”4 Before the 2011 changes, 
the world map of UCPs showed command overlap in Greenland and the high 
North Atlantic between NORTHCOM and EUCOM, and similar overlap in 
Alaska between NORTHCOM and PACOM. Now, Greenland falls squarely 
in EUCOM’s domain and Alaska in NORTHCOM.
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Clarifying the boundaries marking the AO’s for NORTHCOM and 
EUCOM appears, at first glance, to be a constructive step toward resolving 
ambiguities with regard to defense responsibilities in the High North; but 
the solution obscures what remains in fact an important and continuing 
ambiguity of the region, where East literally meets West, and where Pacific 
and Atlantic waters converge. Alaska is as much a part of the North Pacific 
region as it is the Arctic, and its defense has long been central, not just to 
North America, but also to the stability of the North Pacific. And Greenland, 
while tied by sovereign possession with Denmark and thus part of the diplo-
matic-strategic architecture of Europe, has been as important to the defense 
of North America, not only providing an historic stepping stone during the 
early historical colonization by Vikings in medieval times, but centuries later 
providing the same potential path of conquest to the Nazis and an important 
line of defense against the growing Soviet threat.

Formalizing Alaska as part of NORTHCOM’s AO is logical on one level, 
since it is responsible for the defense of North America, of which Alaska is 
a sovereign component – though ironically, the North American Arctic re-
mains the most secure part of the Far North, thanks in large measure to the 
sparse population, extreme isolation, and still unpredictable ice conditions of 
Canada’s vast northern archipelago. Alaska stands in marked contrast to the 
Canadian Arctic region, having been the most recent area in North America 
to come under direct external military assault, which transformed the once 
colonial backwater into an active war zone during World War II. PACOM 
– which is responsible for securing the Pacific, and which until recently in-
cluded Alaska in the high North Pacific and thus incorporated the World 
War II-era Alaska Command into its AO – also made logical sense, since 
PACOM’s mission included the defense of a region hotly contested by Japan 
in World War II and later threatened by the rising Soviet fleet in the Cold 
War, a mission comparable to elsewhere in the Pacific – and which suggests 
that it remains a logical command for coordinating the defense of the Arctic, 
particularly in light of China’s rise as a maritime trading power, and increas-
ing, a blue water naval power, all the more so given Beijing’s growing interest 
in the Arctic. While Japan made a dramatic but in the end tenuous grab in its 
militarist past for the high North Pacific, gaining possession of the Kuriles, 
southern Sakhalin, and, during the opening shots of World War II, the outer 
Aleutians as well, Tokyo’s far northern reign was brief, and currently its am-
bitions are primarily defensive in nature.5
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Japan is no longer really a great power in the high North Pacific, owing 
to the defensive mission of the JMSDF – but with some 110 major warships it 
remains an important strategtic partner, particularly with regard to counter-
ing China’s increasing naval power. China has increased its Arctic activities, 
while at the same time expanding its naval aspirations and capabilities from 
brown to blue water, but its primary far northern ambition appears most 
likely to establish a secure, and dramatically shortened, direct trade route to 
Europe, and to benefit from the increasing trade in Arctic natural resources 
that were formerly inaccessible, and these economic interests would favor a 
less aggressive position than Japan took during World War II, which viewed 
the region’s resources less collaboratively and eyed the High North primar-
ily for strategic defense of its home islands and as a tactical diversion for 
America’s fleet during the Battle of Midway.6

With China’s assertion of greater naval dominance of the South China Sea 
precipitating a robust balancing reaction by its neighbors in partnership with 
the USN, it is unlikely that Beijing will be able to assert naval predominance 
over the high North Pacific like Japan did in the first half of the twentieth cen-
tury. And while Beijing will compete aggressively for resources, it will likely 
do so as a member of the world economy, and not as an external disruptor 
like Tokyo did in earlier times.7 China may seek to explore the Arctic, and in 
so doing to demonstrate that it has become a great power with global capa-
bilities – but it is not likely to threaten the security of the Arctic. Indeed, on 
November 22, 2010, the China National Petroleum Corporation entered into 
an agreement with Sovcomflot about shipping along the Northern Sea Route, 
which was signed with much fanfare by Sovcomflot CEO Sergey Frank and 
the President of CNPC, Jiang Jiemin in Saint Petersburg – suggesting China’s 
prudence and practical preference for increasing its energy security will likely 
trump the perquisites of achieving greater power recognition in the manner 
embraced by Tokyo a generation earlier.8 Two months earlier, the Barents 
Observer had reported in an article titled “Iceland Invites China to Arctic 
Shipping” on increasing maritime relations between China and Iceland: 
“Icelandic President Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson told Norwegian broadcaster 
NRK that relations with China has picked up pace after the financial crisis 
shattered the island’s national economy in 2008,” and “said that the Chinese 
positions in the cooperation have been ‘constructive, balanced, positive and 
definitely not aggressive.’”9
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Framing Arctic defense and security through a Pacific lens thus has a 
certain logic, given that the industrialized trading states of Northeast Asia 
have a strong economic interest in the emerging trade routes across the top of 
the world,10 and that China, America’s next most likely peer competitor, eyes 
the Arctic through a Pacific lens – something Tokyo did a generation earlier. 
But widespread usage of northern shipping lanes still remains a long way off – 
even if some tentative seasonal use is already being made of the Northern Sea 
Route, the Arctic Bridge between Murmansk and Churchill, and the famed 
Northwest Passage.11 As one Arctic geographer recently reminded me, there’s 
always going to be winter – and, with winter, the ice will return. Winter’s 
recurring presence will thus continue to limit the integration of the Arctic 
and the North Pacific, at least for now.

So even as Northeast Asia’s populous industrial states eye the thawing 
Arctic, they view the region primarily as a gateway to European markets and 
as a new source of natural resources for their expanding economies – and 
less a target for military expansion. With Northeast Asian states thinking 
primarily in terms of trade, and of a thawing Arctic as an emergent trade 
route and source of new raw materials for its growing industrial economies, 
they are unlikely to pose a strategic threat to the region or to its security. 
Consequently, the Russian bear stands alone as the primary Arctic power 
whose current intentions and capabilities could potentially conflict with 
those of the West.12

Just as strong a case – if not in fact stronger – can be made for EUCOM’s 
suitability as a regional command for the defense of the Arctic, since, for the 
time being, the most probable threat to northern security emanates, not from 
China, whose interests in the region are largely of an economic nature, but 
from the bolder, resource-enriched, and diplomatically resurgent Russia, 
whose symbolic 2007 polar flag-planting on the deep sea floor made interna-
tional headlines and provided notice to the world that Russia was prepared to 
draw a line in the ice and to strongly defend its northern national interests.13 

Geography also sides with the European Command, since Russia owns by far 
the largest sector of Arctic coast, and, by quirk of geography, the shallowest 
and most resource-accessible Arctic continental shelf. So as the Arctic thaws, 
Russia will have greater access to a greater share of the Arctic’s long-hidden 
offshore resource wealth than any other Arctic state and will thus have much 
reason for a strong defense of its northern onshore and offshore domain.14
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Recent history also is on the side of the Arctic being viewed as part of 
EUCOM’s AO, as the longest recent conflict in Arctic waters was, not the 
relatively brief battle for the Aleutians, but the much longer Battle of the 
Atlantic, and, later, the implementation of the 1986 Maritime Strategy at the 
Cold War’s end viewed the Arctic’s undersea domain as primarily a route to 
contain then-Soviet Russia’s fleet in its home waters, before it could menace 
North America.15 For these reasons, the key to a secure Arctic will remain 
tied to the fate of Europe and the ambitions of its largest state: Russia.

Arctic waters came into play during the six-year Battle of the Atlantic 
from 1939 to 1945, considered by many to be the longest continuous military 
campaign of World War II. Efforts to assert command of the seas, especially 
vital to ensure Britain’s survival as an independent country, but also import-
ant for resupply efforts of our wartime allies including Soviet Russia, and 
German efforts to deny North Atlantic waters to us, resulted in an ongoing 
naval clash between allied and axis sea power.16 There were a total of seven-
ty-eight Arctic convoys that resupplied the northern ports of Arkhangelsk 
and Murmansk under the protective escort of the U.S. Navy, Royal Navy, and 
Royal Canadian Navy – enabling some 1,400 ships to deliver Lend-Lease sup-
plies to the Soviet Union. Ever since the long Battle of the Atlantic, the high 
North Atlantic and Arctic waters have been viewed through the lens of the 
Atlantic alliance, and as essential to the stability of the North Atlantic.

It was Greenland’s vulnerability to external aggression that brought 
American military power to the island, a year after Denmark was invaded 
and occupied by Nazi Germany on April 9, 1940. After Denmark had fall-
en, the Germans eyed Greenland as their first stage of an invasion route of 
mainland North America via the Gulf of St. Lawrence through to Upper 
Canada along the Great Lakes – much the way Britain did during the War of 
1812. The vulnerability of Greenland resulted in America extending defense 
protection on behalf of the Danish government in exile, which continued 
after the war through the entire Cold War era as Soviet naval power grew. 
Had the Germans gained possession of Greenland, it could have put their 
fleet in striking distance of Newfoundland, enabling a two-pronged attack of 
strategic British territories. Guaranteeing Greenlandic security was viewed 
as a necessity to ensure the independence of Britain. Then, had Britain fall-
en, keeping the Germans out of Greenland, Newfoundland, and inevitably 
Canada would have been harder – and America’s northeast maritime and 
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land frontiers would have been highly vulnerable, much as the Aleutians 
proved in the face of aggressive use of Japanese naval power.

According to a statement from the U.S. Department of State issued on 
April 10, 1941, one day after the United States and Denmark entered into 
a defense agreement for Greenland, “during the summer of 1940 German 
activity on the eastern coast of Greenland became apparent,” when “three 
ships proceeding from Norwegian territory under German occupation ar-
rived off the coast of Greenland,” and then “in the late fall of 1940, air re-
connaissance appeared over East Greenland under circumstances making it 
plain that there had been continued activity in that region.”17 And on March 
21, 1941, “a German bomber flew over the eastern coast of Greenland and 
on the following day another German war plane likewise reconnoitered the 
same territory. Under these circumstances it appeared that further steps for 
the defense of Greenland were necessary to bring Greenland within the sys-
tem of hemispheric defense envisaged by the Act of Habana.”18 So on April 
9, 1941, an agreement “between the Secretary of State, acting on behalf of 
the Government of the United States of America, and the Danish Minister, 
Henrik de Kauffmann, acting on behalf of His Majesty the King of Denmark 
in his capacity as sovereign of Greenland” was agreed to, granting “to the 
United States the right to locate and construct airplane landing fields and 
facilities for the defense of Greenland and for the defense of the American 
Continent” – but only “after explicitly recognizing the Danish sovereignty 
over Greenland.”19 The agreement recognized that “as a result of the present 
European war there is danger that Greenland may be converted into a point 
of aggression against nations of the American Continent, and accept[ed] the 
responsibility on behalf of the United States of assisting Greenland in the 
maintenance of its present status.”20 The United States asserted it had “no 
thought in mind save that of assuring the safety of Greenland and the rest 
of the American Continent, and Greenland’s continuance under Danish 
sovereignty.”21

Early in the Cold War, a new external threat to Greenland and to North 
America arose, not from the decisively defeated and now divided Germany, 
but from the former wartime partner, the Soviet Union. On April 27, 1951, a 
new treaty was signed, the “Defense of Greenland: Agreement between the 
United States and the Kingdom of Denmark.”22 Article I of the 1951 treaty 
affirmed that both countries, “in order to promote stability and well-being in 
the North Atlantic Treaty area by uniting their efforts for collective defense 
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Fig. 1. This map, from the March 2, 1942, issue of Life magazine, details an 
‘alternate-historical’ Nazi invasion of America imagined to have taken 
place shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor. A discussion on the website 
BigThink.com (http://bigthink.com/ideas/26571) notes the above map depicts 
a “classic invasion down St. Lawrence and Hudson valleys. Germans could 
readily bomb Chicago, Detroit, Akron and rampage through Midwest. Big 
catch is getting past British Fleet. On all maps, black arrow alone means a 
feint; when combined with gray band, it means full invasion.” The real-life 
efforts of the U.S. Coast Guard’s Greenland Patrol are described in E. M. 
Van Duzer, “Watch over Greenland,” in the April 1945 edition of Popular 
Mechanics 83, no. 4: 65–69, 156, 158.
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and for the preservation of peace and security and for the development of 
their collective capacity to resist armed attack, will each take such measures 
as are necessary or appropriate to carry out expeditiously their respective and 
joint responsibilities in Greenland, in accordance with NATO plans.”23 This 
treaty would remain in place for more than half a century.

On August 10, 2004, Denmark, Greenland, and the United States 
updated their 1951 defense agreement, when “after two years of negotiations, 
all three parties – the U.S. on one side, and Denmark/Greenland on the 
other – reached consensus on the terms of the treaty. The United States was 
granted permission to upgrade Greenland’s Thule Radar Station as part of 
the American Missile Defense (MS) program. The agreement itself implicitly 
recognized former Danish colony Greenland as an equal partner with 
influence over its own foreign affairs.”24 Among the most notable changes 
in the treaty’s language was the emphasis on “partnership with Greenland,” 
the inclusion of Greenland as a party to the treaty, and the evident spirit of 
equality among these three parties. According to Greenland’s minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Josef Motzfeldt, “For us at home, this date marks the day that 
Greenland took a decisive step toward equality and responsibility on par with 
other countries of the world, and away from the indignity and indifference of 
the colonial era. By entering this agreement complex, Greenland has taken 
an active step toward increased foreign policy independence.”25 Colin Powell, 
then serving as the U.S. Secretary of State, echoed Motzfeldt’s sentiment, 
adding that “it is important to demonstrate that Greenland is a full-fledged 
member of this partnership. And the best way of showing that is by being on 
hand today.”26

Whoever Holds Iceland Holds the World

It was not just Greenland and its security that would be vital to the defense 
of the West. As important was Iceland. One could modify Billy Mitchell’s 
well-known geopolitical maxim on Alaska from the 1930s – “I believe that, 
in the future, he who holds Alaska will hold the world, and I think it is the 
most important strategic place in the world”27 – and apply it to the high North 
Atlantic – at least with regard to European and North American security. In 
this case, he who holds Greenland and Iceland seems destined to command 
the North Atlantic.
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Indeed, novelist Tom Clancy imagined Iceland becoming the strategic 
pivot in a future conventional battle for the North Atlantic between NATO 
and the Soviet Union; the role of the G-I-UK gap throughout the Cold War, 
for both Soviet and NATO naval strategy, was indeed central – though ulti-
mately untested by war in contrast to Clancy’s fictional imaginings. Ironically, 
it was Clancy’s conception of Iceland as a strategic pivot that would influence 
President Ronald Reagan on the eve of the almost history but in the end un-
successful Reykjavik Summit with Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev, where 
Gorbachev’s bold proposal to rid the world of nuclear weapons was rebuffed 
because it would require a mutual commitment not to develop a strategic 
missile defense such as envisioned by Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative, 
the cherished dream of Reagan known to many as Star Wars. As recounted 
in the December 8, 1986, edition of Time, “The phrase ‘Reagan is not a detail 
man’ is a mantra among Reaganites and suggests that he sees the big picture, 
that ‘details’ are for smaller minds. Yet such detachment can prove danger-
ous. In preparation for the Iceland summit, Reagan did not study the history 
and nuances of America’s arms-control strategies; instead he practiced ways 
to sell Gorbachev on SDI. To get himself into the right frame of mind, he read 
Tom Clancy’s Red Storm Rising, a potboiler about a non-nuclear war between 
NATO and the Soviet bloc.”28

The Maritime Strategy of 1986 would likewise recognize the Arctic and 
the high North Atlantic as important areas for forward operations to contain 
the projection of Soviet naval power; critics feared it would destabilize deter-
rence but in the end it helped reassure Europe that Soviet power was far less 
potent than Moscow wanted people to believe. And in terms of economic po-
tential, the commercial and strategic sea lanes of the North Atlantic, the vast 
North Sea oil fields, and the bountiful fisheries in the high North Atlantic 
– which almost led alliance members Iceland and the UK to come to blows 
during their ‘Cod Wars’ from the 1950s to the 1970s29 – all illustrate the stra-
tegic-economic importance of the high North Atlantic as a bridge connecting 
Europe and North America.

As the Arctic thaws, North Atlantic fisheries,30 natural resource ex-
traction efforts,31 and sea lanes will edge further north into Arctic seas,32 
eventually facilitating the emergence of an Asia-Europe-North America sea 
bridge some predict will be a modern-day silk road33 – but the fundamental 
strategic relationship will remain the same. Consequently, it may continue 
to make sense to view the Arctic, as it becomes increasingly navigable and 
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economically integrated, as an extension of the North Atlantic – since in ad-
dition to its historical linkages to the Euro-Atlantic community, the Arctic 
basin is only semi-enclosed, with its opening flowing into the North Atlantic, 
while in the Pacific it encounters a physical barrier, with only the narrow and 
shallow Bering Strait connecting the two. With an Arctic thaw, the Northeast 
Asian trading states will find a shorter and quicker direct route to markets 
in Europe and North America, but because of the narrowness (85 km) and 
shallowness (55 meters on average) of the Bering Strait,34 they will not find as 
ready an opportunity to expand its naval influence into a sea still dominated 
by NATO and Russia.

The longer- term potential of trans-Arctic shipping, increased usage of 
the Northwest Passage, and the Northern Sea Route, while promising, has 
a long way to go before being viable – the Koreans, Chinese, and Japanese 
are eyeing shorter and safe shipping lanes to Europe over the top and the 
Koreans have taken the lead with regard to commissioning a new genera-
tion of ice-hardened tankers, though the Russians still dominate when it 
comes to heavy icebreakers.35 While connecting Northeast Asian markets to 
Europe through an Arctic maritime bridge is compelling, there will always 
be winter and with winter, new ice will form in the Arctic basin, limiting the 
year-round viability of such sea routes – so it is unlikely that we will see the 
center of gravity tip entirely toward the Pacific, particularly given the extraor-
dinarily close and enduring transatlantic relationships that have been forged 
across centuries of trade, wartime and peacetime alliances, and the much less 
united strategic environment in Northeast Asia. As transpolar shipping be-
comes more frequent, however, we may find reason for PACOM and EUCOM 
to conduct joint operations in the Arctic, perhaps formalizing the current 
regional command overlaps into a new, cross-regional sub-unified command, 
not unlike the new U.S. CYBERCOM that is subordinate to STRATCOM but 
which takes ownership of the distinct and emergent defense challenges of the 
information domain.

Even with Asian states eyeing Arctic trade routes, the North Atlantic still 
features prominently in most of their plans, most notably as the end destination 
for their marine exports or the starting point for their imports. Iceland could 
well become a primary trans-shipment hub for Asian cargo ships, positioning 
the high North Atlantic to remain of critical strategic importance. That may 
be one reason why Moscow was first to step up with an offer of neighborly 
assistance to bail out Iceland when its economy collapsed,36 hoping perhaps 
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to nudge Iceland a bit out of the western camp and help Moscow expand its 
influence in the high North Atlantic, counterbalancing the Scandinavian 
states that share maritime borders with Russia and which have historically 
contained its naval influence. As Konstantin Rozhnov reported on BBC: 

When Iceland announced it was seeking a $6bn (£4bn) loan 
from Russia to help rescue its crisis-ravaged economy, some in 
the NATO alliance, of which Iceland is a member, took fright. 
They suspected that Russia was acting to further its geopolitical 
interests in the region in the guise of a white knight. Reports of 
Russia seeking – or even securing – rights to Icelandic fisheries, 
energy and metal sectors, as well as in tourism, poured fuel on 
these fears. Russia has denied any political interest in its dealing 
with crisis-hit Iceland, but even some Russian media outlets have 
expressed scepticism, publishing caustic headlines such as “Ready 
to buy Iceland for good money.” “If Russia becomes the country 
which saves the Icelandic economy, Russia could also end up se-
curing an extended level of power in the North Atlantic,” Barent-
sObserver website said in an editorial.37

This would not be the first time that Iceland looked east instead of west when 
in need; during its third Cod War with Britain in 1976, Iceland’s government 
had sought to acquire U.S. Asheville class gunboats, but when its effort was 
thwarted by the U.S. government, it considered Soviet Mirka class frigates as 
an alternative.

The Inuit Dimension

Beyond Iceland, if Greenland were to become estranged from the West, 
and ultimately pursued an unfriendly secession from Denmark and end-
ed up hostile to western interests, Moscow may find yet another friendly 
island-state open to courtship, and that would certainly favor its strategic 
position, putting pressure on the West and its command of the high North 
Atlantic. But for the moment, its independence movement is a friendly one, 
with Denmark’s blessing – but that could always change if the cost/benefit 
calculation of Danish sovereignty over Greenland is re-assessed in light of 
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the global thaw.38 Going forward, the United States and its NATO allies might 
be wise to cultivate warmer relations with all the microstates and territories 
of the high North Atlantic and Arctic. Alaska and Iceland have especially 
close political ties, so this could be a good foundation, leveraging the warm 
relations state leaders in Alaska have fostered with Iceland’s government.

Fostering a closer diplomatic relationship with Greenland is also un-
der consideration, with its eventual independence anticipated. Consider a 
November 2007 State Department cable leaked by Wikileaks.org that ob-
serves “Greenland is on a clear track toward independence, which could come 
more quickly than most outside the Kingdom of Denmark realize.… With 
Greenlandic independence glinting on the horizon, the U.S. has a unique 
opportunity to shape the circumstances in which an independent nation may 
emerge. We have real security and growing economic interests in Greenland, 
for which existing Joint and Permanent Committee mechanisms … may no 
longer be sufficient. American commercial investments, our continuing stra-
tegic military presence, and new high-level scientific and political interest in 
Greenland argue for establishing a small and seasonal American Presence 
Post in Greenland’s capital as soon as practicable.”39 The cable discusses the 
“High Stakes for the U.S. in Greenland,” and argues that the “time is now to 
begin investing in a flexible, low-cost, official U.S. presence in Greenland” 
that “would allow us to advance our strategic and commercial agenda directly 
and to shape the image of the U.S. in Greenland as never before. For now, 
we can offer Greenland an American perspective. Down the road, we must 
be prepared for the day when we welcome a new and independent neighbor, 
one that will be a true partner within the transatlantic community of the 21st 
century.”40

Like Iceland, Greenland could well be the key to a stable Arctic; no one at 
this stage can predict with accuracy where the sentiment and loyalties of an 
independent Greenland will lie. If the festering tensions between Europe and 
Canada’s Inuit is any indication, there’s much need for some fence-mending. 
Embracing the Inuit and their seal-hunting traditions would also go far to re-
duce tensions between the Inuit and the Europeans who oppose seal hunting 
and the fur trade generally, despite their long history of fur empires which, 
ironically, fostered their economic colonization of much of North America – 
from the strategic trading post at old Fort Niagara where the destiny of the 
continent was determined two and a half centuries ago, to the Hudson’s Bay 
posts scattered across Rupert’s Land, integrating the political economies of 
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Europe with the High North for the first time in human history.41 More con-
certed confidence-building measures (CBMs) could help to ensure that the 
interests of the Inuit, and of the modern states that jointly assert sovereignty 
over their homeland, remain aligned.

This might in turn help thaw relations between the Inuit of Greenland 
as well as between Canada and the EU, helping to solidify transatlantic re-
lations and to thereby boost regional security. During February’s meeting 
of G7 finance ministers in the Canadian Arctic, Nunavut leaders generously 
hosted their international visitors with a taste of northern cuisine, includ-
ing a staple of their subsistence diet: seal meat. As Andrew Clark reported 
in The Guardian, “None of the visiting ministers chose to attend a feast on 
Saturday night, laid on by the local Inuit community, at which raw seal was 
on the menu. Canada’s Jim Flaherty was left to chow down on some seal meat 
alone.”42 Indeed, the refusal of the European G7 finance ministers to dine 
with the Inuit, and their very undiplomatic decision to disrespect Inuit hospi-
tality in Nunavut’s capital city by refusing to attend a feast held in their honor 
by the Inuit, was certainly not Europe’s best moment. The opportunity to re-
store a climate of mutual friendship and trust may, with proper attention, still 
be with us; but that will take a more strenuous, and respectful, effort by the 
Europeans to mend fences with the still-disappointed Inuit.43 This is perhaps 
why Secretary of State Clinton recently rebuked her Canadian counterparts 
for their exclusion of indigenous northerners from an A5 conference on the 
future of the Arctic, calling upon her peers to provide the Inuit with a seat at 
the table.44

The Inuit may be few in number, but they control many local econom-
ic and political levers, and their interests are now fully backed by Ottawa 
– their partner in land claims, self-government, and northern development.45 
Resolving lingering tensions between Europe and the Inuit is a necessary step 
to ensure the security of the High North, as greater issues are now in play that 
could affect the destiny of nations more than one people’s views of another’s 
dietary preferences. It wouldn’t take much diplomatic savvy for the Russian 
bear to seize the opportunity and break bread with the Inuit over tasty slabs 
of whale and seal meat, hoping to forever drive a wedge between the people 
of the Arctic and the European states whose security will increasingly be tied 
to fate of the Arctic. Secretary Clinton’s overture to the Inuit was thus a well-
timed and diplomatically pre-emptive move to ensure the West doesn’t lose 
the North on her watch.46
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The Russian Bear

Russian activities in its sector of the Arctic generally focus on its vast, re-
source-rich, and uniquely shallow continental shelf – which it smartly wants 
the world to recognize as its own extended continental shelf, and which un-
der UNCLOS will likely be considered largely Russian and not high seas.47 
Its 2007 diplomatic stagecraft beneath the North Pole was less a grab for 
the polar seabed and more an assertion that there is a Russian side of the 
Arctic.48 Moscow would very likely welcome the selection of the North Pole 
as the boundary point as it was in the Cold War, but the UN’s Commission 
on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS) and the International Seabed 
Authority (ISA) may, once all the claims are filed and adjudicated, find that 
Canada’s extended continental shelf extends past the pole onto what Moscow 
views as its side, depending in part on what the United States, Canada, and 
Russia can prove are continental shelf extensions.49 But it may also find that 
Russian’s extended continental shelf extends to what many in the West per-
ceive as our side of the Arctic. As University of Calgary political scientist and 
leading Arctic expert Rob Huebert explained to Up Here magazine: “Russia’s 
claim to the North Pole would give them an advantage. ‘The North Pole is 
not the geographical centre between Russia, Alaska, Greenland and Canada; 
it’s in fact further in towards the Russian coast. So claiming it would give 
them an advantage.’ Still, Huebert says the Russians won’t be able to claim the 
entire region to exploit as it sees fit. ‘My guess is we’ll see a complete division 
of the Arctic Ocean – except for two very clear depressions that are not part 
of a continental shelf,’ Huebert says. ‘Everyone would have a sector, like the 
Mediterranean or the North Sea.’”50

The primary Arctic tension – other than that between its indigenous 
peoples and the broad group of southerners who assert sovereign claim to 
the High North – is over offshore boundaries, and here the main fault line 
remains between Russia, on the one hand, and the West (Canada, the United 
States, and its European allies), on the other, even as political tensions thaw 
between old rivals. The United States and Canada are cooperating more 
closely even without agreeing fully on their Beaufort Sea boundary dispute 
or the status of the Northwest Passage; and the rhetorically muscular dispute 
between Ottawa and the Danes over Hans Island seems mostly for domes-
tic play on both sides.51 While in April 2010 Russia and its Cold War rival 
Norway buried the hatchet and resolved their long-simmering disagreements 
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over their offshore boundary line, easing the way forward to the joint devel-
opment of the bountiful offshore petroleum resources in the hitherto con-
tested waters, we should not presume that it will always be smooth sailing 
ahead.52 Economic collaboration can, and throughout history has, yielded 
to nationalist rivalries and even war between trading partners. In the end, 
the old East–West rivalry, with its millennial endurance, may well eventually 
resurface, much as autopilot switches on during inclement weather, and this 
reinforces the notion that the Arctic as a region, and a potential theater of 
conflict, fits logically into EUCOM’s AO and its continuing mission of secur-
ing Europe from external threat.53

Russian interests in the vast Eurasian Arctic are largely defined by its 
exploitation and development of the enormous natural resource wealth both 
along and beneath its northern shores, and rehabilitating its all-but-aban-
doned Northern Sea Route, which, during the immediate post-Cold War era, 
lay largely abandoned (particularly off the shores of Eastern Siberia) but which 
has lately enjoyed Moscow’s recommitment to bring its vast treasure chest of 
northern resources to market.54 With its extensive, shallow, and increasingly 
accessible Arctic continental shelf chock full of petroleum resources in ex-
ploitable quantities, Russia has much to gain from an Arctic thaw. But by 
virtue of the strategic importance of this natural resource wealth to Russia’s 
economic resurgence, this also provides ample motivation for Moscow to en-
sure an adequate defense of its northern domain. It can no longer count on 
nature to defend its northern flank with a ‘great wall’ of ice, and this could 
result in rising security tensions along the old East–West faultline.55 Just as 
Canadians have a powerful emotional attachment to their northern frontier, 
Russians view their Arctic lands and seas as an extension of their heartland 
– which for them has been and remains their key to their survival, militarily 
and economically. The intensity of this attachment, and the strategic impor-
tance of the heartland to Russian geopolitics, which saved the Russian na-
tion from Napoleon’s armies as it did from Hitler’s, combine to define a vital 
national interest for Moscow. This means that Russia, more than the other 
littoral Arctic states, is more inclined to fully utilize its Arctic assets – even 
though the post-Soviet economic collapse led to a decade-long abandonment 
of much of its centrally subsidized mega-projects in the vast and now rusting 
Russian Arctic, as well as its maritime infrastructure along its Northern Sea 
Route. But in recent years, with higher commodity prices changing the cal-
culus, Moscow has reversed course, and there is now a growing commitment 
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to a fuller utilization of its Arctic resources, and a growing awareness that 
Russia’s destiny, and a critical source of its future wealth, is tied to its fate in 
the North.56

Already there has been a restoration of Arctic naval, land, and air exercis-
es to show the world that Moscow is serious about its Arctic ambitions, though 
these may be viewed as largely defensive in nature.57 Along its borders, where 
the defensive nature of its regional military deployments could appear to be 
more menacing, this could lead to a re-emergence of historic tensions with its 
neighbors, especially after Moscow’s smackdown of Georgia, as symbolic an 
act as its North Pole flag planting with greater muscularity, one that caught 
the attention of its many neighbors, particularly in the former Soviet satellite 
states, who united in their critique of the re-awakened bear. After Georgia, 
there could be little doubt that Russia would aggressively defend its Arctic 
interests if Moscow felt they were threatened.58

Still raw is Russia’s loss of empire – first with its 1867 sale of Alaska to the 
United States, which many in Russia still feel was nothing short of wholesale 
theft, a transaction whose history remains clouded by distrust. The Russian-
America Company was shuttered by Moscow after decades of sacrifice and 
investment by its explorers, who risked much to explore and colonize the 
high North Pacific, leaving many Russians perplexed by the abandonment of 
Alaska.59 Some Russian ultra-nationalists, such as the infamous Vladimir V. 
Zhirinovsky, include a still-Russian Alaska on their national maps, though 
this may be largely symbolic and not necessarily a reflection of their true 
military ambitions.60 In our own time, with the Soviet collapse, Russia be-
came even smaller and more vulnerable with the loss of its Central European, 
Central Asian, and Baltic empire; its remaining Arctic lands and seas would 
thus be especially highly valued as a sacred and inseparable part of Mother 
Russia – a key to its future and one of the last sources of pride and hope that 
it has left. With new French warships on the way, and more heavy icebreakers 
than all of its neighbors combined, Russia might well emerge the predomi-
nant military power in the High North.

While Russia was at the table at Ilulissat in 2008 and pledged to support 
international law and the UNCLOS mechanism,61 one must wonder what 
Moscow would do if the world community sided with Canada or Denmark 
in terms of continental shelf extensions at Russia’s expense. While Moscow 
has resolved its border dispute with Norway, a welcome sign of a more col-
laborative Russia, sentiments and political winds can change. On the other 
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hand, the Arctic, just as Gorbachev proposed in the 1980s,62 could become 
a compelling testing ground for a new relationship between Russia and the 
West, and perhaps – if cooperation trumps competition over time – a path 
toward eventual NATO membership. But if competition trumps cooperation 
in the end, the Arctic may become one of the first regions in which a newly 
assertive Russia confronts the West. That’s one more reason why EUCOM 
will invariably be drawn into the increasingly salient and ever-challenging 
mission of securing the Arctic.

Ultimately, if you look at which countries are Arctic nations, the coastal 
nations include Russia, Norway, Denmark/Greenland, Iceland – though its 
territory is nearly all subarctic, with the exception of diminutive Grimsey 
Island (which straddles the Arctic Circle, its northern waters reach well to 
the north), Canada, and the United States; and the noncoastal Arctic states 
include Finland and Sweden. Most are European, and the non-European 
Arctic states are NATO members with close historical, cultural, and strategic 
links to Europe. Only Russia’s sparsely populated Far East, Alaska’s equally 
sparsely settled southern coasts, and Canada’s far western province of British 
Columbia, abut Pacific waters. Increasingly, transatlantic relations and the 
security of the West, and the continuing integration of the economies of the 
industrialized Far East with those of the West, will depend upon ensuring the 
security of the Arctic – suggesting that EUCOM may be the right command, 
in the right place, to play a key role on Arctic defense efforts. EUCOM – like 
the Arctic – enjoys an intimate proximity to Russia that ensures their fates 
will remain tied together for the years that lie immediately ahead. Proximity 
to an awakening Russian bear, and experience in taming its more aggressive 
instincts, will be an important key to a secure and peaceful North. While it 
can always be hoped that the bear can be tamed, enticed to join the West as 
a friend and partner, one must always be prepared for its more aggressive in-
stincts to return. EUCOM, whose mission has been to defend the West from 
the darkest days of the Cold War through the glorious transformation to the 
post-Cold War era, has the experience to do both.

Until April 2011, all three commands shared some responsibility for the 
defense of the Arctic; as Associated Press correspondent Dan Elliot observed, 
“Previously, that responsibility was shared by the U.S. Northern, Pacific and 
European commands.”63 But now, this division has been both formalized and 
clarified – with NORTHCOM and EUCOM dividing the responsibility for 
the defense of the Arctic but PACOM being left out of the mix. Stars and 
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Stripes reporter John Vandiver noted that “U.S. Northern Command’s area 
of responsibility was expanded earlier this year to include the North Pole and 
the Bering Strait,” while “U.S. European Command’s area was extended to in-
clude the water space of the Laptev and Eastern Siberian seas north of Russia. 
While NORTHCOM will be the lead advocate for Arctic issues within the 
Defense Department, EUCOM will manage military relationships with other 
Arctic nations in Europe.”64

Vandiver added that at the headquarters of both NORTHCOM and 
EUCOM “officials have launched a review of the assets that will be required 
in the region in the years ahead,” and he noted that “Col. Daniel Neuffer, the 
lead officer for Arctic issues at EUCOM, said the review will look at the Arctic 
from a long-term perspective,” and cited Neuffer as saying: “What capabilities 
will we need 30 years from now? That’s the assessment we’re going through.… 
I think for Russian sustained growth, they will continue to need to harvest 
more natural resources. But nobody wants a conflict, because you can’t ex-
tract anything if you’re ducking bullets. In the Arctic, I think, cooler heads 
will probably prevail.”65

But if they don’t – a big uncertainty that our warfighters must be prepared 
to face – a more inclusive command structure might prove necessary, one that 
draws on PACOM for its expertise and capabilities from defending the high 
North Pacific, containing China’s naval expansion, and its long and import-
ant legacy securing America’s Pacific frontiers during the Cold War era and 
into the new, more chaotic, post-Cold War world. EUCOM is important, in-
deed critical, to the defense of the North; NORTHCOM, too, will find a cen-
tral place. With an ascendant China on its historic rise, even if its ambitions 
are for the moment primarily commercial, the prospect of Beijing aspiring to 
greater geostrategic recognition as a great power, perhaps even a superpower 
whose reach extends far beyond the South China Sea into the global maritime 
commons that include the Arctic basin, cannot be discounted.

That’s precisely what happened seventy years earlier, when an ascendant 
Tokyo’s aspirations were similarly overlooked in the years that preceded 
World War II – until Japan’s sudden, and unforeseen, assaults, not only upon 
Pearl Harbor, but also on Alaska’s outer Aleutian Islands, shattered the calm 
– attacks that had been predicted with uncanny precision by noted air theo-
rist Billy Mitchell more than a decade before they took place, but whose wise 
counsel was ignored at great peril and ultimately very high cost in blood and 
treasure.66
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12. Mirror Images? Canada,  
Russia, and the Circumpolar World 1

P. Whitney Lackenbauer

The United States of America, Norway, Denmark and Canada 
are conducting a united and coordinated policy of barring Russia 
from the riches of the shelf. It is quite obvious that much of this 
doesn’t coincide with economic, geopolitical and defense inter-
ests of Russia, and constitutes a systemic threat to its national 
security.

Russian Security Council Secretary Nikolai Patrushev,
Rossiiskaya Gazeta, March 30, 2009

Canada takes its responsibility for its Arctic lands and water se-
riously and “this is why we react so strongly when other nations 
like Russia engage in exercises and other activities that appear to 
challenge our security in the North … [and] push the envelope 
when it comes to Canada’s Arctic.… The Canadian Forces have a 
real role to play in defending our sovereignty in the North.”

Hon. Lawrence Cannon
to the Economic Club of Canada, November 20, 2009
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The Arctic is a topic of growing geostrategic importance. Climate change, 
resource issues, undefined continental shelf boundaries, potential maritime 
transportation routes, and security issues now factor significantly into the 
domestic and foreign policy agendas of the five Arctic littoral states. The re-
gion has also attracted the attention of non-Arctic states and organizations, 
some of which assert the need to protect the Arctic “global commons” from 
excessive national claims and allegedly covet Arctic resources. Whether these 
geopolitical dynamics constitute an inherently conflictual “Arctic race” or a 
mutually beneficial “polar saga” unfolding according to international law is 
hotly debated.

Both Canada and Russia have extensive jurisdictions and sovereign rights 
in the Arctic and see the Arctic as their frontier of destiny. The region plays a 
central role in their national identities. Both countries intertwine sovereignty 
issues with strong rhetoric asserting their status as “Arctic powers” and have 
promised to invest in new military capabilities to defend their jurisdictions. 
Fortunately, for all the attention that hard-line rhetoric generates in the me-
dia and in academic debate, it is only one part of a more complex picture.

Nevertheless, scholars like Rob Huebert point to Russia as Canada’s fore-
most adversary in the circumpolar world.2 If Americans have constituted the 
primary threat to Canadian sovereignty, the Russians have been re-cast in 
the familiar Cold War role of the primary security threat. Russia, after all, 
has been the most determined Arctic player. Its domestic and foreign policy 
has repeatedly emphasized the region’s importance, particularly since Putin’s 
second presidential term, and assertive rhetoric about protecting national 
interests has been followed up by actions seeking to enhance Russia’s position 
in the region. A new Arctic strategy released in September 2008 described the 
region as Russia’s main base for natural resources in the twenty-first century. 
Considering Russia’s dependency on these resources and its concerns that 
Western interests are diverging from their own, that the U.S. still intends to 
“keep Russia down,” and that the Western military presence in the Arctic 
reflects anti-Russian strategic agendas,3 “realists” like Huebert and Scott 
Borgerson interpret the Russian approach as confrontational and destabiliz-
ing. Does this “hard security” discourse portend an “Arctic arms race”4 and a 
new Cold War in the region?

The key audience for confrontational rhetoric is domestic. In its official 
policy and statements on the High North, Russia follows a pragmatic line and 
pursues its territorial claims in compliance with international law. Leaders 
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dismiss foreign criticisms that they are flexing their muscles to extend their 
claims beyond their legal entitlement. The prevailing international message 
that Russia seeks to project is that it will abide by international law – but 
that it will not be pushed around by neighbors who might encroach on its 
Arctic jurisdiction.5 This mixed messaging is disconcerting to Canadian 
observers who see Russia as belligerent and aggressive. Ironically, our own 
discourse and positions are strikingly similar. On the one hand, the Harper 
government adopts provocative rhetoric, proclaiming that it will “stand up 
for Canada,” that we must “use it or lose it” (presuming that there is a polar 
race), and promoting Canada as an Arctic and energy “superpower.” It has 
adopted a sovereignty-security framework as a pretext to invest in Canadian 
Forces (CF) capabilities and extend jurisdictional controls. Canada’s messag-
ing and actions are sending the same signals as Russia’s. Even Minister of 
Foreign Affairs Lawrence Cannon’s speeches, which emphasize and promote 
circumpolar cooperation, also assert the need to defend against outside chal-
lenges – specifically Russian activities that purportedly “push the envelope” 
and “challenge” Canadian sovereignty and security. These alleged threats are 
mobilized to affirm that the Canadian Forces have a “real role” to play in 
defending our northern sovereignty.6 Like much of the government’s rhetoric, 
however, the precise nature of this role, and the nature of the Russian threat, 
remains ambiguous.

This chapter reflects upon how Canada reads – and constructs – Russian 
actions and intentions in the Arctic.7 Do the countries see the strategic situ-
ation in fundamentally different ways? Are Canada and Russia on an Arctic 
collision course, or are we regional actors with shared interests and opportu-
nities for expanded cooperation? As critical as Canadian politicians, journal-
ists, and academic “purveyors of polar peril” (to borrow Franklyn Griffiths’ 
phrase) are of Russia’s rhetoric and behavior in the Arctic, Canada is actually 
mirroring it. Politicians in both countries use this dynamic to justify invest-
ments in national defense. If this “saber-rattling” is carefully staged and does 
not inhibit dialog and cooperation on issues of common interest, this theater 
may actually serve the short-term military interests of both countries. But the 
long-term goal of a stable and secure circumpolar world, where each Arctic 
littoral state enjoys its sovereign rights, must not be lost in hyperbolic rhetoric 
geared toward domestic audiences for political gain.
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The Role of the Arctic in National Mythologies

The Arctic factors heavily into both Russian and Canadian national mythol-
ogies. Although Russia’s approach to the North was sporadic from the era of 
Ivan the Terrible in the mid-sixteenth century to the early twentieth century, 
dreamers like scholar Mikhail Lomonosov proclaimed that “it is in Siberia 
and the waters of the Arctic that Russia’s might well begin to grow.” Russia’s 
sale of Alaska to the United States in 1867 ended the dream of a great Russian-
American fur empire, and war and revolution stymied development and ex-
ploration in the Arctic until 1920. The new Bolshevik government set its sights 
on the untapped economic potential of the Arctic, historian John McCannon 
observes, and its “conquest of the North” campaign in the 1930s “helped to 
hold the Soviet nation together during an era of great stress and strain in a 
way that simple coercion could not have done.” The Arctic culture of the high 
Stalinist period, which wedded the “enigmatic mystique” of the North Pole 
with ideas of industrial and technological prowess, made the Russian Arctic 
“one of the most visible and appealing elements in a cultural environment 
already saturated with attempts to make every deed seem epic and grand.”8 
Echoes of this patriotic propaganda resonate with current Russian political 
rhetoric, which also combines iconic imagery of heroic exploration, resource 
wealth, and military muscle-flexing to try to build consensus about the need 
to defend this strategic frontier.

Canada inherited its Arctic Archipelago from Great Britain in 1880 but 
governed its northern territories in a “fit of absence of mind” – to borrow 
Louis St. Laurent’s apt characterization – until after the Second World War. 
The primary impetus for development was the Cold War, which placed the 
Arctic at the center of superpower geopolitics and American security agendas 
in conflict with Canada’s sovereignty. The United States largely dictated the 
pace of “military modernization,” which had had profound socio-economic, 
cultural, and environmental impacts on the North.9 Civilian projects were 
more tentative. Prime Minister John Diefenbaker’s bold “Northern Vision,” 
unveiled in February 1958, was a national economic development strategy 
at its core. It was only partially realized before he lost his political focus.10 
Despite land claim agreements and new governance systems, the Arctic has 
remained an unfulfilled political and economic opportunity ever since.

The “sovietization” of the Russian North yielded more deliberate eco-
nomic development. Closed industrial cities, as well as infamous gulags, 
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joined military bases along the northern frontier by the 1940s, but they 
did not reflect a coherent strategic plan for the Russian Arctic. “From the 
1940s through the end of the Soviet era in the early 1990s, expansion in the 
North continued to be haphazard, plagued perpetually by shortcomings and 
disorganization,” McCannon summarized. Resource development and the 
improper disposal of radioactive material led to environmental degradation, 
and the collapse of the Soviet economy left Arctic communities in miserable 
conditions.11 While countries such as Canada talks about the Arctic as a po-
tential resource base for the future, Russia has been exploiting its riches for 
decades. Nevertheless, both countries share a sense of northern destiny that 
drives political, economic, and popular interest in “their” Arctic.

The Future Arctic: Polar Race or Polar Saga?

Development scenarios frame issues and influence priorities. In 2008, the 
Global Business Network published a framework to analyze plausible futures 
for Arctic marine navigation. The horizontal axis describes the degree of rela-
tive governance stability within and beyond the region, while the vertical axis 
describes the level of demand for resources and trade. This yields four sce-
narios. Neither “Polar Lows” nor “Polar Preserve” would bring the economic 
development that the Russian and Canadian governments desire. An “Arctic 
Race” envisions intense competition for resources and a corresponding will-
ingness for states to violate rules and take unilateral action to defend their 
national interests. In this scenario, shared interests are few and unreliable, 
and rapid climate change will fuel a resource feeding frenzy in an anarchic 
region.12 By contrast, the “Arctic Saga” scenario anticipates “business prag-
matism that balances global collaboration and compromise with successful 
development of the resources of the Arctic” in a manner that “includes con-
cern for the preservation of Arctic ecosystems and cultures.”13 

By the early 1990s, Russia and Canada seemed to be moving towards an 
Arctic saga. Mikhael Gorbachev’s landmark Murmansk speech in October 
1987 called for the Arctic to become a “zone of peace.” Although Western 
commentators treated the Russian policy initiatives with scepticism, the po-
tential de-securitization of the region opened up opportunities for political, 
economic, and environmental agendas previously subordinated to national 
security interests. In Canada, the Mulroney government shifted from a strong 
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Fig. 1. Future Arctic scenarios matrix by the Global Business Network (GBN) 
for the Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment working group of the 
Arctic Council (2008). Source: Arctic Council.

sovereignty and military emphasis after the 1985 Polar Sea voyage to propose, 
in 1989, an international Arctic Council predicated on circumpolar coop-
eration. Prominent commentators suggested that circumpolar cooperation 
would allay Western concerns about post-Soviet aspirations in the Arctic. 
“It would be no small accomplishment for Canada to bring Russia onto the 
world stage in its first multilateral negotiation since the formation of the 
Soviet Union,” Franklyn Griffiths argued. “All the better if the purpose of 
the negotiation is to create a new instrument for civility and indeed civilized 
behavior in relations between Arctic states, between these states and their 
aboriginal peoples, and in the way southern majorities treat their vulnerable 
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northern environment.”14 Tom Axworthy agreed: “As Arctic neighbours and 
as the biggest members of the circumpolar North, Canada and Russia share 
many common interests and problems. We must do what we can to encourage 
Russian democracy and oppose the resurgence of ultra-nationalist and auto-
cratic forces there. The creation of an Arctic Council will be a modest but real 
recognition that Russia has joined the democratic community of nations.”15

Canada–Russia relations in the Arctic began to thaw. In 1992, Mulroney 
and Yeltsin issued a Declaration of Friendship and Cooperation, then a for-
mal Arctic Cooperation Agreement. In the absence of a sovereignty or secu-
rity crisis, Ottawa had space to accommodate broader interpretations of se-
curity with environmental, cultural, and human dimensions. After 1993, the 
Chrétien Liberals continued to promote a message of diplomacy, governance, 
and long-term human capacity-building. In 2000, The Northern Dimension of 
Canada’s Foreign Policy (NDFP) set four objectives for circumpolar engage-
ment. Traditional security threats were notably absent. One of the NDFP’s 
key priorities was working with Russia to address northern challenges such 
as cleaning up Cold War environmental legacies and funding Russian indig-
enous peoples’ participation in the Arctic Council. “Perhaps more than any 
other country,” the NDFP declared, “Canada is uniquely positioned to build a 
strategic partnership with Russia for development of the Arctic.”16

Over the last decade, the language and emphasis has changed. Although 
no country challenged Canadian sovereignty directly in the late 1990s, 
Colonel Pierre Leblanc, the commander of Canadian Forces Northern Area 
(now Joint Task Force North), began to doubt Canada’s military capability 
to deal with this possibility. Rob Huebert embraced the cause and tirelessly 
promoted his Canadian “sovereignty on thinning ice” thesis: climate change 
would invite foreign attempts to undermine our control over and ownership 
of our Arctic.17 Disputes with Denmark over Hans Island and the United 
States over the Beaufort Sea and Northwest Passage were held up as prime 
examples of conflicts with our circumpolar neighbors. By coupling these 
“sovereignty” issues with the uncertainty surrounding climate change, com-
mentators demanded a stronger Canadian Forces presence to address new 
sovereignty, security, and safety issues in a rapidly changing and allegedly 
volatile Arctic world.

The debate over sovereignty remained largely academic until it intersect-
ed with more popular perceptions about competition for Arctic resources. 
Record lows in the extent of summer sea ice, combined with record high 
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oil prices and uncertainty over maritime boundaries (pushed to the fore 
by the Russian underwater flag-planting at the North Pole), conspired to 
drive Arctic issues to the forefront of international politics in 2007. The U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS) estimated that the region holds 13 per cent of the 
undiscovered oil and 30 per cent of the undiscovered natural gas in the world. 
Commentators held up the absence of an Antarctic-like treaty and the U.S. 
failure to ratify the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) as ev-
idence that the region lacked stable governance. In the popular imagination, 
the Arctic remained a vast terra nullius. Canada had allegedly fallen behind 
in a “race for resources,” and nationalists demanded urgent action to defend 
its final frontier from outside aggressors. A similar message gained traction 
in Russia, conflating identity politics, national interests, the delimitation of 
the continental shelf, energy security, mineral resources, and security and 
control over Arctic jurisdictions.

A Race for Resources – or Sensible Northern Economic 
Development?

Russian authorities, mirroring views commonly expressed in Canada, em-
phasize the decisive role that the Arctic will play in their country’s economic 
development and global competitiveness. According to President Dmitri 
Medvedev, the Arctic provides 20 per cent of Russian GDP and 22 per cent of 
Russian exports. Intense interest in the oil and gas reserves in the region has 
been fueled by the Russian economy’s heavy reliance on energy extraction, of 
which the Arctic’s share – particularly the resources of the continental shelf 
– is expected to grow. The USGS report expected that more than 60 per cent 
of the undiscovered oil and gas reserves in the Arctic will be on Russian terri-
tory or within its exclusive economic zone (EEZ). Strategic reserves of metals 
and minerals like copper, cobalt, nickel, gold, and diamonds add to Russia’s 
high stakes in Arctic resource development.18 

Russia’s ultimate objective is to transform the Arctic into its “foremost 
strategic base for natural resources” by 2020, and the Russian Security 
Council has assured “serious economic support” to implement the govern-
ment’s Arctic policy. As a corollary, Russia intends to develop the Northern 
Sea Route (NSR) as a wholly integrated “national transportation route” 
connecting Europe and Asia by 2015. This will require modern harbors, 
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new icebreakers, air support, and enhanced search and rescue capabilities. 
Prospects for development under current economic circumstances are poor, 
however, and experts warn that long-term sustainable growth in Russia can 
be achieved only with comprehensive structural reforms. Furthermore, the 
financial downturn and relatively low energy prices have affected investments 
and slowed the pace of hydrocarbon development in the Arctic.19 

Although these considerations complicate the actual implementation 
of Russia’s Arctic strategy, President Dmitry Medvedev told his security 
council in March 2010 that Russia must be prepared to defend its country’s 
resources. “Regrettably, we have seen attempts to limit Russia’s access to 
the exploration and development of the Arctic mineral resources,” he said. 
“That’s absolutely inadmissible from the legal viewpoint and unfair given our 
nation’s geographical location and history.”20 These alleged “attempts to limit” 
are not specified but the bogeyman of outside encroachment feeds domestic 
anxiety. Russians are concerned about the legal process of defining the outer 
limits of their extended continental shelf (beyond 200 nautical miles), but 
Moscow is strident that the partition of the Arctic will be carried out entirely 
within the framework of international law. UNCLOS defines the rights 
and responsibilities of states in using the oceans and lays out a process for 
determining maritime boundaries. Littoral countries are therefore mapping 
the Arctic to determine the extent of their claims. Russia filed its extended 
continental shelf claim in 2001, but the Commission on the Limits of the 
Continental Shelf (CLCS) told Russia to resubmit its claim before its scientific 
data could be considered conclusive. Accordingly, Russia is engaged in further 
research to bolster its claim, which includes the Lomonosov and Mendeleev 
ridges crossing the central Arctic Ocean.

Whereas Russia has exploited Arctic resources for decades, Canadian 
political rhetoric continues to promote the High Arctic as “the land of 
tomorrow” – a potential resource frontier that could melt away from Canada’s 
control along with the sea ice. This message has been broadcast in throne 
speeches and government proclamations in the past four years. Prime Minister 
Harper proclaimed in July 2007: “Just as the new Confederation looked to 
securing the Western shore, Canada must now look north to the next frontier 
– the vast expanse of the Arctic.… More and more, as global commerce routes 
chart a path to Canada’s North – and as the oil, gas and minerals of this 
frontier become more valuable – northern resource development will grow 
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ever more critical to our nation. I’ve said before that the North is poised to 
take a much bigger role in Canada.”21 

The following year, the Canadian government pledged to invest $100 
million over five years to map resources in the North, streamline regulatory 
processes so that economic development can proceed, and improve northern 
housing, amongst other announcements. Huebert observed “that this was 
one of the largest budget allocations for northern expenditures in Canadian 
history.”22 

The government’s “use it or lose it” mantra serves as a justification for 
Canada to assert control over its Arctic lands and waters. In terms of the 
extended continental shelf, Canadian commentators often paint the Russians 
(along with the U.S. and the Danes) as challengers to Canada’s claim, spread-
ing popular misconceptions about the process and alleging that the Arctic is 
a “lawless frontier.” Canada ratified UNCLOS in 2003 and has ten years to 
submit evidence for its extended continental shelf. The 2004 federal budget 
announced $69 million for seabed surveying and mapping, and the govern-
ment allocated another $20 million in 2007 to complete the research by the 
deadline. Critics suggest that Canada lacks the icebreaking capacity to meet 
this timeline, while government officials insist that Canada will submit its 
claims to the CLCS on schedule.

What is the real cause for alarm? Are Russian interests antithetical to 
Canada’s? Initial Canadian concerns about Russia related to continental 
shelf claims, particularly the Lomonosov Ridge, which Canada also claims 
as an extension of its continental shelf. This potential dispute (Canada has 
not submitted its claim) took on heightened profile when the Russian Arktika 
expedition planted a titanium flag on the seabed at the North Pole in July 
2007. “The Arctic is Russian,” the bombastic Russian Duma politician and 
explorer Artur Chilingarov proclaimed. “We must prove the North Pole is 
an extension of the Russian continental shelf.” Although the Russian Foreign 
Minister later dismissed this as a “publicity stunt” that the Kremlin had 
not approved, the world was quick to react. Then Canadian Foreign Affairs 
Minister Peter MacKay was adamant that this “show by Russia” posed “no 
threat to Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic” in legal terms. “This isn’t the 
15th century,” he quipped. “You can’t go around the world and just plant 
flags and say ‘We’re claiming this territory.’”23 Accordingly, many Canadian 
politicians and journalists held up Chilingarov’s action as a quintessential 
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example of Russian belligerence, one that highlighted an abject disregard for 
due process and international law.

While these events received significant attention in the press, this narra-
tive was not echoed in official bilateral statements, all of which emphasized 
cooperation, collaboration, and shared interests. In July 2006, Prime Minister 
Harper and President Putin issued a joint policy statement reaffirming that 
the countries are “neighbours in the vastness of the North and we share a 
deep commitment to the welfare of our Arctic communities.” Through part-
nership in the Arctic Council and bilateral channels, the countries pledged 
to “continue to work together toward sound and sustainable Northern devel-
opment, balancing environmental protection with economic prosperity.”24 In 
December 2007, Harper and Prime Minister Viktor Zubkov pledged to coop-
erate on Arctic economic opportunities, search and rescue, marine pollution 
control, and mapping of their respective continental shelves. Both countries 
agreed on the need for science to support their claims.25 The following May, 
the declaration of the Arctic littoral states (the “Arctic five”) at the Ministerial 
Conference in Ilulissat, Greenland, reaffirmed that all would adhere to the 
“extensive international legal framework” that applied to the Arctic Ocean. 
The declaration reinforced that the Arctic was not a lawless frontier, and sov-
ereignties were compatible under international law. Rather than anticipating 
an Arctic race or arbitration by force of arms, the Ilulissat declaration prom-
ised “the orderly settlement of any possible overlapping claims.”26 

This line of argument resonates with both Canadian and Russian policy 
statements that promote circumpolar cooperation. The Russian Arctic strat-
egy, approved in September 2008, prioritizes maintaining the Arctic “as an 
area of peace and cooperation.” Russian ambassador-at-large Anton Vasilyev, 
a high-ranking participant in the Arctic Council, insists that “media assess-
ments of possible aggression in the Arctic, even a third world war, are seen 
as extremely alarmist and provocative: In my opinion, there are no grounds 
for such alarmism.”27 Foreign Affairs Minister Cannon began to articulate 
a similar position in his Whitehorse speech on March 11, 2009, when he 
acknowledged that geological research and international law – not military 
clout – would resolve boundary disputes. His statement emphasized collabo-
ration and cooperation. “The depth and complexity of the challenges facing 
the Arctic are significant, and we recognize the importance of addressing 
many of these issues by working with our neighbours – through the Arctic 
Council, other multilateral institutions and our bilateral partnerships,” 
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Cannon expressed. “Strong Canadian leadership in the Arctic will con-
tinue to facilitate good international governance in the region.”28 Canada’s 
long-awaited northern strategy, released that July, reaffirmed that the process 
for determining Canada’s continental shelf, “while lengthy, is not adversarial 
and is not a race.” Indeed, bilateral relations with Russia on trade, transpor-
tation, environmental protection, and indigenous issues were cast in positive 
terms.29 

Potential Conflict in the Arctic

A parallel discourse, however, continues to suggest that the circumpolar 
Arctic is volatile. Huebert insists that Moscow’s political strategy is “an iron 
fist in a velvet glove,” pointing to Russia’s “escalatory” military activities in the 
North and around the world: the war in Chechnya, strategic bomber flights in 
the Arctic, missile test-firings near the North Pole, nuclear submarine cruises 
in the region, and commitments to expand land force activities.30 Russia’s 
bold military re-modernization plans appear to be part of Putin’s ambitious 
agenda to correct the devastating state of its armed forces after the end of the 
Cold War. Are these events evidence that the Russian bear has emerged from 
its post-Cold War hibernation, seeking to re-assert its power and anticipating 
an Arctic conflict?

In 2001, the Russian government endorsed an Arctic policy document 
linking all types of activities in the region to national security and defense 
interests. Russia’s Northern Fleet, the largest and most powerful component 
of its navy, is based on the Kola Peninsula. With the weakening of Russia’s 
conventional forces, nuclear deterrence (and particularly sea-based nuclear 
forces) has grown in importance and assumed a high priority in military 
modernization efforts. At the same time, political scientist Katarzyna Zysk 
observes, “old patterns in Russian approaches to security in the High North 
are visible in the way other actors in the region are viewed through lenses 
of a classical Realpolitik.” Russian elites continue to view the United States 
and NATO as threats to Russian security and perceive a “broad anti-Russian 
agenda among America and its allies, aimed at undermining Russia’s posi-
tions in the region.” The West’s growing interest in the Arctic feeds suspi-
cions that rival powers may seek to constrain and even dispossess Russia of its 
rights.31 “If we do not take action now, we will lose precious time,” Secretary 
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of the Russian Security Council Nikolai Patrushev warned in 2008, “and later 
in the future it will be simply too late – they will drive us away from here.”32 
This Russian logic is remarkably similar to the “use it or lose it” message em-
anating from Canada.

Although Russian statements do not anticipate a large-scale military 
confrontation in the region, strategic documents raise the possibility that 
international competition could result in small-scale confrontations related 
to energy resources. Accordingly, Russian authorities emphasize that a re-
liable military presence is essential to secure national interests. The Russian 
Ministry of Defense announced in July 2008 that the navy would become 
more active in Arctic waters, and senior officials insisted that military exer-
cises would prepare Russian troops for combat missions if they were need-
ed to protect the nation’s claims to the continental shelf. Despite this harsh 
Russian rhetoric, Zysk concludes, it is unlikely that Russia would push for 
military confrontation in the Arctic. Demonstrations of military force would 
work against the normal legal resolution of Russia’s claim to its extended 
continental shelf, and geography dictates that Russia has the most to gain if 
the process unfolds according to international law. Furthermore, “one of the 
region’s biggest assets as a promising site for energy exploration and mari-
time transportation is stability,” Zysk observes. “As the report to the WEU 
Assembly on High North policies stated in November 2008, given the eco-
nomic importance of the Arctic to Russia it is likely that leaders will avoid 
actions that might undermine the region’s long-term stability and security.”33 

Canadian reactions to Russian activities would suggest a different read-
ing of the Russian threat. Are renewed Russian military overflights and the 
July 2008 decision to send warships into Arctic waters (for the first time in de-
cades) indications of nefarious intentions? The flight of two Russian military 
aircraft close to Canadian airspace on the eve of President Barak Obama’s vis-
it to Canada in February 2009 is a prime example. National Defence Minister 
Peter McKay explained that two CF-18 fighters were scrambled to intercept 
the Russian aircraft and “send a strong signal that they [the Russians] should 
back off and stay out of our airspace.” Prime Minister Harper echoed that: “I 
have expressed at various times the deep concern our government has with 
increasingly aggressive Russian actions around the globe and Russian intru-
sion into our airspace. We will defend our airspace.”34 

To Russian spokespersons, this tough talk seemed misplaced. News agen-
cies in Russia reported that “the statements from Canada’s defence ministry 
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are perplexing to say the least and cannot be called anything other than a 
farce.”35 Dmitry Trofimov, the head of the Russian embassy’s political section 
in Ottawa, insisted that there was no intrusion on Canadian national airspace 
or sovereignty and “from the point of international law, nothing happened, 
absolutely nothing.” The countries adjacent to the flight path had received ad-
vanced notification, and this scheduled air patrol flight did not deviate from 
similar NATO practices just beyond Russian airspace.36 Georgiy Mamedov, 
the Russian ambassador to Canada, confessed that he had “a hard time ex-
plaining this bizarre outburst to Moscow.”37 

The tough rhetoric persists. Canadian politicians reacted sharply when 
Russia stated its intention to drop paratroopers at the North Pole in the 
spring of 2010. While a Russian embassy spokesman insisted that the mission 
was a “solely symbolic” event aimed at celebrating the sixtieth anniversary of 
a Cold War achievement by two Soviet scientists, Defence Minister MacKay 
was emphatic that Canada was going to “protect our sovereign territory. We’re 
always going to meet any challenge to that territorial sovereignty, and I can 
assure you any country that is approaching Canadian airspace, approach-
ing Canadian territory, will be met by Canadians.” The language was pecu-
liar, given that the Russians had expressed no intention of encroaching on 
Canadian “territory.”38 Similar rhetoric about “standing up for Canada” fol-
lowed the CF-18 interception of Russian Tu-95 Bear bombers off the east coast 
of Canada in July 2010, once again outside of Canadian airspace. Journalists 
and military analysts immediately tied the issue to Arctic sovereignty and 
security, casting the Russians in the familiar role of provocateurs attempting 
to violate Canada’s jurisdiction.

Ironically, while Canadian politicians and commentators have been 
quick to accuse the Russians of militarizing the Arctic agenda, the tempo 
of Canada’s military activities has increased significantly over the last de-
cade, matched by major commitments to invest in northern defenses. The 
Canadian navy resumed Arctic operations in 2002, and the military initiated 
enhanced sovereignty operations to remote parts of its archipelago that same 
year. These exercises are now carried out annually. Sovereignty and security 
has become intertwined in political rhetoric and strategic documents, begin-
ning with the Liberal government’s Defence Policy Statement (2005) and the 
Conservatives’ Canada First Defence Strategy (2008) and Northern Strategy 
(2009). Internationally, Canada finds itself cast in the unfamiliar role of a 
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catalyst for militarizing the region, staging “Cold War-style exercises” just 
like the Russians.39 

The North was a key component of the Conservatives’ 2005 election plat-
form, which played on the idea of an Arctic sovereignty “crisis” demanding 
decisive action. Stephen Harper indicated during his election campaign that 
Canada would acquire the military capabilities necessary to defend its sover-
eignty against external threats: “The single most important duty of the federal 
government is to defend and protect our national sovereignty.… It’s time to act 
to defend Canadian sovereignty. A Conservative government will make the 
military investments needed to secure our borders. You don’t defend national 
sovereignty with flags, cheap election rhetoric, and advertising campaigns. 
You need forces on the ground, ships in the sea, and proper surveillance. And 
that will be the Conservative approach.”40 His political message emphasized 
the need for Canadian action with a particular emphasis on conventional 
military forces, differentiating his government from the Liberals whom he 
believed had swung the pendulum too far towards diplomacy and human de-
velopment. Harper was going to swing it back towards defense and resource 
development and enforce Canada’s sovereign rights.

Since assuming office in 2006, Harper has made the CF the centerpiece 
of his government’s “use it or lose it” approach to the Arctic. This fits within 
the Canada First Defence Strategy vision that pledges to defend Canada’s “vast 
territory and three ocean areas” through increased defense spending and 
larger forces.41 Naval patrols, over-flights, effective surveillance capabilities, 
and boots on the ground are identified as tools that Canada will use to defend 
its northern claims. A spate of commitments to invest in military capabilities 
– from Arctic patrol vessels to new military units – reinforces the Harper 
government’s emphasis on “hard security” rather than “human security” like 
its predecessors. The prime minister explained on February 23, 2007: “We 
believe that Canadians are excited about the government asserting Canada’s 
control and sovereignty in the Arctic. We believe that’s one of the big reasons 
why Canadians are excited and support our plan to rebuild the Canadian 
Forces. I think it’s practically and symbolically hugely important, much 
more important than the dollars spent. And I’m hoping that years from now, 
Canada’s Arctic sovereignty, military and otherwise, will be, frankly, a major 
legacy of this government.”42 The logic holds that Canadians are interested in 
Arctic sovereignty, which makes it a useful issue to generate voter support 
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for defense. This formulation offers little political incentive to downplay the 
probability of military conflict in the Arctic.

The Harper government, like the Russians, is trying to project an image 
of northern resolve. Ironically, both countries accuse the other of militarizing 
the Arctic agenda. This may represent a classic case of the liberal security 
dilemma – states misperceive each other’s intentions and, in striving to be 
defensively secure, others perceive their actions as threatening. On the other 
hand, this may be a simple case of political theater in the high Arctic, staged 
by politicians on both sides of the Arctic Ocean to convince their domestic 
constituencies that they are protecting vital national interests – yet another 
convenient pretext to justify major investments in defense.

Canada–Russia Cooperation

In an April 2009 plea for “why the bear and the beaver should make nice 
together,” Carleton University political scientist Piotr Dutkiewicz lamented 
that, while the United States had declared its intention to “press the reset 
button” and enhance its working relationship with Russia, and the European 
Union was talking with Moscow about energy, security, environmental, and 
economic interests, Canada’s government was “resurrect[ing] Cold War 
phantoms and scar[ing] children with tales of Russian bombers and reincar-
nated KGB troops storming Ottawa from the Arctic.” Ottawa had dropped 
its Russian programs through the Canadian International Development 
Agency and cut its “only viable student and academic mobility program 
that permitted Russians and Canadians to collaborate in areas ranging from 
Arctic research to NGO co-operation.” Fortunately, the Canadian business 
community remained “ahead of its political leadership in understanding the 
Canada–Russia opportunity” and bilateral trade continued to grow.43

If the probability of a Russia–Canada confrontation over Arctic bound-
aries and resources is remote, what shared interests might political leader-
ship in both countries seek to pursue collaboratively? The idea of an “Arctic 
bridge” linking Eurasian and North American markets certainly remains 
attractive as a means to promote trade in natural resources and agricultural 
produce. In 2007, for example, the first inbound shipment of fertilizer from 
northwestern Russia arrived in Churchill, Manitoba, and both countries have 
emphasized plans to expand and diversify the shipments using this route. 
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More generally, safe and competitive maritime traffic through Arctic waters 
will require addressing significant gaps in marine governance and research, 
as demonstrated by groundings of fuel supply and passenger vessels in the 
Northwest Passage in 2010. Both countries continue to work through inter-
national organizations (particularly the IMO) to support a mandatory polar 
code, harmonize safety and pollution regulations, and develop a cooperative 
Arctic Search and Rescue instrument with the other Arctic states through the 
Arctic Council.

Canada can also find solace in the fact that Russia is the only Arctic 
littoral state that does not officially challenge its position on the legal sta-
tus of the Northwest Passage. Indeed, Canada stands to learn from Russia’s 
experience in managing their Northern Shipping Route. Most careful com-
mentators note that the NSR will be a more attractive option for commercial 
vessels interested in Arctic transit over the next few decades, and Canada is 
advantageously positioned to study scientific research and implementation 
issues related to polar transits, including navigational requirements, pollu-
tion standards, emergency facilities, and fees.44 These “lessons learned” will 
help Canada devise its own management regime when its archipelagic waters 
become attractive and economically viable for commercial transit traffic.

Russian spokespersons have also indicated that the countries should 
work cooperatively to “freeze out” non-Arctic states who may seek to en-
croach on their sovereign rights. “Those like Canada and Russia who have 
access to [the] Arctic … they seem to have a better understanding of how to 
do it collectively,” Sergey Petrov, the acting chief of the Russian embassy in 
Ottawa, told reporters in July 2009. “But there’s some outside players [later 
identified as the European Union and its members] that want to be involved, 
and they’re putting some oil on the flame of this issue.” He reiterated that it 
was not in the interests of Canada or Russia to involve states that did not bor-
der the Arctic Ocean in establishing extended continental shelf boundaries 
and other UNCLOS-related matters.45 In this regard, the March 2010 meeting 
of the Arctic-Five in Chelsea, Quebec – which the U.S. and Canadian media 
criticized for not including Iceland, Sweden, Finland, or the permanent par-
ticipants – was applauded in the Russian media. Containing the state-cen-
tered dialog on issues related to national jurisdictions and resources may be 
appropriate until continental shelf claims are settled. This does not under-
mine the Arctic Council, as critics allege, as long as the agenda is confined to 
boundaries and sovereign rights under UNCLOS.
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Canada and Russia can reiterate the message to the Arctic community 
that they have shared interests in a stable, secure, and sustainable circum-
polar world. As mentioned earlier, working with Russia to address its north-
ern challenges was a key component of the Liberal government’s Northern 
Dimension of Canada’s Foreign Policy. This is echoed in Conservative govern-
ment actions, such as the 2007 Joint Statement on Canada–Russia Economic 
Cooperation and the Memorandum of Understanding between the Ministry 
of Regional Development of the Russian Federation and the Department of 
Indian Affairs and Northern Development concerning cooperation on ab-
original and northern development.46 Canada and Russia should continue 
to reaffirm their bilateral agreements on cooperation in the Arctic and the 
North,47 based on their continuing desire for partnership to serve the inter-
ests of northerners. Priority areas should remain economic development, 
Arctic contaminants, Aboriginal issues, resource development, geology, 
tourism, and health. The governments should facilitate continued contact 
between government representatives, aboriginal organizations, other NGOs, 
scientists, and business associations and firms. INAC’s Circumpolar Liaison 
Directorate should remain the lead federal coordinator for implementation 
of this agreement. Canadian Inuit groups have been strong proponents of 
the Russian Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North (RAIPON), 
encouraging Canada to help their Aboriginal peoples tackle environment 
development challenges and supporting Aboriginal representation at the 
national and international levels.48 Although modest technical assistance ini-
tiatives designed to share best practices (such as the Institutional Building for 
Northern Aboriginal Peoples in Russia program, which is continuing under 
a modest northern development stream, and the Canada–Russia Northern 
Development Partnership Program funded by the Canadian International 
Development Agency) may not enjoy a strong political or media profile, 
Russians perceive them as constructive initiatives and they contribute to re-
gional and local Aboriginal entrepreneurship, as well as improved regional 
governance systems.49 

“Russia’s Arctic opening is a huge challenge with tremendous strategic, 
commercial, and environmental ramifications,” Charles Emmerson recently 
summarized in Foreign Policy. “It is also an opportunity do things right.”50 
The same conclusion can be drawn about Canada, offering possibilities for 
stronger bilateral cooperation. Despite both countries’ commitments to 
resource development, balancing economic prosperity with environmental 
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protection and improved living conditions for northern peoples remain sig-
nificant challenges. Fortunately, for all the high-level political and media talk 
of conflict, bilateral relations at the working group level remain positive.51 

The prospects for enhanced partnerships on policy areas of common concern 
are strong, despite strong rhetoric from each country accusing the other of 
militarizing the Arctic agenda and destabilizing the region.

Conclusions

In late April 2010, Canada’s Chief of the Maritime Staff, Admiral Dean 
McFadden, explained that the Canadian Forces do not anticipate an armed 
standoff over Arctic resources. Economic interests should not lead to the 
militarization of the North, he emphasized, and the real challenges relate to 
safety and security – an environmental spill, search and rescue, and climate 
change causing distress to communities. The role of the Canadian Forces is 
to support other government departments, not to lead Canada’s charge in a 
military showdown.52 This reassuring message is more frequently echoed at 
the political level. For example, Minister Cannon told a Moscow audience on 
September 15, 2010, that Canada “look[s] forward to working with our Arctic 
partners to advance shared priorities and to address common challenges to 
fulfill our vision of the Arctic as a region of stability, where Arctic states work 
to foster sustainable development, as well as to exercise enlightened steward-
ship for those at the heart of our Arctic foreign policy – Northerners.”53 

International newspaper commentators suggest that the world is not reg-
istering these rational and reasonable messages. Timothy Bancroft-Hinchey’s 
article in Pravda is an extreme example: “What does Prime Minister Stephen 
Harper have in common with the Canadian Minister of Defence? He shares a 
sinister, hypocritical and belligerent discourse bordering on the lunatic fringe 
of the international community.… From Canada, Russia has become used to 
seeing and hearing positions of sheer arrogance, unadulterated insolence and 
provocative intrusion.… What these statements hide is Canada’s nervousness 
at the fact that international law backs up Russia’s claim to a hefty slice of 
the Arctic and that international law will favour Russia in delineating the 
new Arctic boundaries.”54 Is Canada belligerent, even lunatic, megalomania-
cal, arrogant, insolent, provocative, and insecure about its claims? Ironically, 
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this harsh characterization of Canada is a mirror image of the way that some 
muckraking journalists in the Western world characterize talk about Russia.

Sovereignty and security are compatible in the circumpolar world. So is 
cooperation and competition. The dance between Canada and Russia over 
Arctic issues, rich in mixed messaging, can serve the complex political inter-
ests of both parties if it is carefully choreographed. Both governments have 
indicated their desires to revitalize their military forces. This requires nation-
al will, and Russian and Canadian politicians are tapping into identity poli-
tics associated with the Arctic to justify investments in military capabilities 
for defense of sovereignty. In this sense, rhetorical jousting serves political 
interests in both countries, and the primary audiences are domestic.

It is shared interests in, and commitments to, international law that 
make this a safe political dance. Both countries can point to one another as 
provocateurs with relative certainty that neither will use force to undermine 
the other’s sovereign rights in the region. There is little likelihood that the 
continental shelf delimitation process will lead to military intimidation or 
confrontation. (The 2010 Russia–Norway agreement in the Barents Sea sets 
the standard for peaceful resolution of contentious issues.55 ) The downside is 
that this political theater could inhibit cooperation between two Arctic states 
that share many common interests in the region. Given geographical realities, 
both countries have the most to gain from an orderly process that creates 
a stable environment for resource development and safe shipping through 
Arctic waters. They also have common interests in ensuring that non-Arctic 
littoral states and organizations do not encroach on resource rights or juris-
dictions to which Canada and Russia are entitled under international law.

Both nations’ Arctic policy documents assert their status as leading 
Arctic powers, but rhetorical and material investments in “hard security” 
must be situated within broader Arctic discourses and policies. It is unlikely 
that Canada and Russia will be close friends, given historical mistrust, geopo-
litical interests in other parts of the world, and lingering questions about their 
respective motives. This does not preclude opportunities for bilateral and 
multilateral cooperation in the Arctic. The challenge is cutting through the 
mixed messaging emanating from government officials. Careful stage-man-
aging might continue to produce political theater that sustains national will 
to implement military plans, but it could also reinforce broader Arctic strate-
gies that balance defense, diplomacy, and development for Canada and Russia 
alike.
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13. Russia’s Arctic Strategy:  
Ambitions and Restraints1

Katarzyna Zysk

In recent years, the Arctic region has emerged as an issue in world affairs. 
Both challenges and opportunities from rapidly changing climatic conditions 
in the region have contributed to give the Arctic a place on the domestic and 
foreign policy agendas of many key countries and organizations.

Russia stands out as one of the most determined Arctic players. A focus 
on the region features increasingly in Russian domestic and foreign policy 
discourse, particularly since Vladimir Putin’s second presidential term. The 
importance of the Arctic to Russia, on the one hand, and growing interna-
tional interest, on the other, has fueled Russia’s determination to make its role 
as a central Arctic nation eminently clear by political, economic, and military 
means. In September 2008, Moscow endorsed Fundamentals of State Policy 
of the Russian Federation in the Arctic for the Period up to 2020 and Beyond, 
which was aimed at preserving Russia s role as a “leading Arctic power.”2 The 
adoption of the document has further highlighted the country’s increased 
interest in the region.

This chapter addresses elements of Russia’s plans for the Arctic in terms 
of economic policy and legal and military issues and devotes particular atten-
tion to the differences between the current Russian approach to security in 
the region and the attitudes presented in the previous Arctic strategy adopted 
in 2001.3 Subsequently, it examines the geopolitical context of the Russian 
Arctic policies and sheds light on the country’s foreign policy rhetoric and its 
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impact on the regional security environment. Finally, it assesses prospects for 
implementation of the Russian policy objectives and draws implications of 
the findings for regional security.4

Background

The Arctic policy document was published in March 2009, six months after 
it was signed. In contrast with the widespread media coverage that Russian 
activity in the Arctic was getting only a few months before, the document was 
posted by the authorities without further notice and publicity, and it was im-
mediately filed in the archives section of the Russian Security Council web-
site. Unlike the previous Arctic policy document of 2001, it refers sparingly to 
Russia’s hard security interests and plans in the region. It also abstains from 
the assertive, belligerent rhetoric frequently used by Moscow in Vladimir 
Putin’s last years of the second presidential term (2007–08).

The Russian authorities have ambitions to address one of the biggest 
challenges in the country’s approach toward the vast northern regions – the 
lack of a coherent strategy. Despite attempts to revive the state policy, its ob-
jectives, formulated in 2001, were not carried out with sufficient assiduity, 
something Russian politicians admit themselves.5 Can this new document 
make a difference?

The fundamentals of the Arctic policy were designed under the auspic-
es of the influential Russian Security Council, whose permanent members 
include the most important centers of power, such as the president, prime 
minister, ministers of interior, foreign affairs, and defense, and the directors 
of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (Federal’naya slu-
zhba bezopasnosti Rossiyskoy Federatsii, or FSB) and the Foreign Intelligence 
Service. In drafting the document, most of the ministries and other parts 
of the executive and legislative branch responsible for various aspects of the 
policies in the region have been involved, supported by leading experts and 
academics. The version of the document presented to the public sheds light on 
how the Russian authorities think about the Arctic and reflects areas of par-
ticular interest and aspirations rather than presenting a consistent strategy to 
pursue objectives consciously and systematically over time.

The document gives certain general policy guidelines; the final shape 
of the Russian Arctic policies, however, will depend on detailed programs 
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formulated in the appropriate ministries and governmental agencies on the 
basis of the document and subsequently on their implementation – or lack 
thereof. As experience with the previous ambitious plans shows, achieving 
the goals may take longer than scheduled, if they are achieved at all. That 
said, for a number of reasons, the Russian approach to the Arctic today is 
compared to the previous period. Among them are is the acknowledgment of 
the rapid changes in Arctic natural environment and warming of the climate, 
opening the region for a potentially sharply increased Russian and foreign 
human activity. This requires necessary preparations in order to seize new 
opportunities on the one hand, and, on the other, prepare to meet new threats 
that emerge alongside.

Economic Development

The Russian leadership clearly emphasizes the importance of the Arctic to the 
country’s wealth and competitiveness on global markets as a major source 
of revenue, mainly from production of energy. As much as 20 per cent of 
Russia’s gross domestic product (GDP) and 22 per cent of the total Russian 
export is generated north of the Arctic Circle.6 The region’s economic promise 
lies primarily in its rich natural resources and its potential as an attractive 
maritime transit passageway. The ultimate objective of the state policy is to 
transform the Arctic into “Russia’s foremost strategic base for natural re-
sources” by 2020.7

The Arctic is clearly vital to Russia’s relevance in world affairs as well. The 
role of energy reserves in strengthening the country’s position and influence 
on the international stage has been emphasized in the national security strat-
egy up to 2020 that was adopted in May 2009. According to Russian sources, 
up to 90 per cent of the hydrocarbon reserves found on the entire Russian 
continental shelf is in the Arctic, with 66.5 per cent located in its western 
part, in the Barents and Kara Seas.8 The project for Russia’s energy strategy up 
to 2030 points out that resources located in the Arctic seas and in the Russian 
northern regions could compensate for dwindling deposits in existing fields 
based in Western Siberia, where a sharp decline in oil and gas production is 
expected in the next twenty years.9 Consequently, one of the main goals of 
the Arctic policies is to increase extraction of the natural resources in the 
region.10
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In September 2008, the Russian Security Council gave assurances that 
the government had earmarked “serious economic support” for implementa-
tion of the Arctic policy goals. However, prospects for developing the region 
under current economic circumstances are poor.11 The Russian Ministry of 
Economic Development and Trade announced that the Russian GDP dropped 
10.1 per cent in the first six months of 2009. The World Bank assessed that 
Russia experienced in 2009 “larger-than-expected losses in output and em-
ployment, and a sharp rise in poverty.” Although the Russian economy might 
grow 3.2 per cent in 2010, experts warn that long-term sustainable growth 
can be achieved only with the introduction of comprehensive structural re-
forms, including diversification of the economy.12

The financial downturn and relatively low energy prices have affected 
investments in the Arctic and slow the pace of development of the petroleum 
industry in the region. One of the biggest offshore gas fields in the world, 
the Shtokman in the Eastern Barents Sea and Prirazlomnoe oil field in the 
Pechora Sea, are to be Russia’s first Arctic offshore fields in production. Due 
to a dramatic drop in exports and revenues, Gazprom suffered serious losses 
and accordingly cut its investment plans for 2010 by about 50 per cent. In 
July 2009, the company officially confirmed that it was delaying the launch of 
Shtokman. Gazprom’s partner in this project, French Total, stated in October 
2009 that Shtokman simply would not be profitable with the current gas pric-
es.13 Apart from the price of energy, solutions to unprecedented technological 
challenges connected to extraction in the harsh climatic conditions and tre-
mendous distances to onshore infrastructure and markets will be other major 
factors in deciding the development of the energy industry in the region.

One of Russia’s fundamental goals in the Arctic is the development of 
the Northern Sea Route (NSR) as a central transportation link in maritime 
connections between Europe and Asia. The NSR cuts transit distances by 
thousands of miles, making it an attractive alternative to traditional trade 
routes. The importance of the NSR has been highlighted in a range of Russian 
strategic documents, which point to a “sharply increasing role” of the NSR 
in connection with the future growing extraction of the Arctic’s natural re-
serves.14 Russia perceives this shipping channel as the sole means of trans-
portation for the important industries located in Russian coastal and insular 
Arctic regions.

By 2015, Russia aims to have established and developed an infrastruc-
ture and system of management of communications for the NSR to secure 
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Euro-Asiatic transit. The expected increase in Russian petroleum activity will 
lead to a sharp boost in the level of shipping through the NSR westward, 
mainly from the Barents and Kara Seas. Some Russian forecasts expect that 
the cargo flowing through the NSR may reach a volume of 5 to 6 million tons, 
and increase to 13 to 15 million tons by 2015. For comparison, at its peak in 
1987, the transport volume through the NSR reached 7 million tons, while in 
the 1990s it diminished gradually to a relatively stable 1.5 to 2 million tons.15

Russia is interested in attracting interest of international shipping com-
panies for the NSR. However, despite the fact that this route may be shorter, 
a number of factors such as drifting ice, extreme temperatures, polar night, 
as well as poorly mapped waters, could slow navigation and lengthen transit 
time, especially under difficult weather conditions. The NSR may thus not 
necessarily result in fuel, emissions, and manpower savings. The ships will 
also have reduced cargo-carrying capacity because some of the Arctic straits 
are shallow. Nor can the ships be larger than the icebreakers that they will 
need to escort them through the ice at times. The ships will also be more ex-
pensive as they have to be strengthened to withstand ice. Together with high-
er insurance premiums consonant to the higher risk of sailing in the Arctic 
waters, this will increase the transport costs. Shipowners and operators may 
also be discouraged by an inability to establish year-long operations since it 
will be impossible to predict exactly when and for how long the passages will 
be open.

Nevertheless, despite this host of technical and not the least economic 
factors, a few Russian and international shipping companies decided to try 
out the NSR. In 2009, and in particular in 2010, they successfully carried 
gas condensate, oil, and iron, and other commodities along this channel. The 
number of cargo ships to sail along the NSR doubled in 2011, together with 
the cargo tonnage compared to the previous year.16

To meet the requirements of the increased economic activity in the Arctic 
and to ensure restructuring of the volume of maritime freight, Russia recog-
nizes as a prerequisite the development of modern harbors with appropri-
ate infrastructures and the acquisition of new nuclear-powered icebreakers 
together with assets for an air support and rescue fleet.17 Although Russia 
still has the world’s largest and most powerful icebreaker fleet, limited main-
tenance and construction capacity has caused general deterioration since 
the 1990s. The seven active (and world’s only) nuclear-powered icebreakers 
constructed in the 1970s and 1980s are aging quickly, and all except one will 
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be decommissioned by 2020.18 Viacheslav Ruksha, head of Atomflot, which 
manages the icebreakers, warned that Russia will face a “collapse” of these 
capacities in 2016–17 if a new generation nuclear-powered icebreaker is not 
ready by that time.19

The Russian authorities have taken steps to address the problem and 
charged the State Nuclear Energy Corporation (Rosatom) with development 
of a long-term plan for construction of new vessels. Rosatom’s director, Sergei 
Kirienko, argues that Russia has to build at least three to four third-genera-
tion icebreakers in the next few years to maintain the country’s potential in 
the Arctic.20 The first was due to be launched in 2010 but was postponed due 
to lack of funding.21 The government plans to finance the new construction 
partly with resources obtained from privatization of the state-owned mari-
time shipping company, Sovcomflot, to be conducted in the coming years.22 
However, given that it takes five to six years to build an icebreaker, with the 
current pace of rejuvenating the fleet, Russia’s capacity to support its econom-
ic activities in the region is likely to be reduced by 2020, making implementa-
tion of the Arctic strategy less realistic.

Legal Questions

Closely intertwined with the importance of the Arctic to Russia are the coun-
try’s efforts to settle the outer limits of the continental shelf in the region 
beyond two hundred nautical miles, noted in the Arctic document as a top 
priority to be accomplished in the period 2011–15.23 In this context, the gov-
ernment is clear that the partition of the Arctic will be carried out entirely 
within the framework of international law.

Russia filed its first request with the United Nations Commission on 
the Limits of the Continental Shelf in 2001, but the board demanded more 
evidence. Consequently, Moscow attaches importance to scientific research 
in the region (geological, geophysical, cartographical, hydrographical, and 
other) since the results will play a decisive role in the accomplishment of the 
legal process.24 On the basis of the research, Russia intends to develop a com-
petitive economic activity within extraction and transportation of energy 
resources in the region.

Unlike the 2001 strategy, the Russian government highlights in the new 
Arctic document its longstanding position on the legal status of the NSR, 
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thus reflecting its expected increasing significance. The document states 
that the NSR is a “national transportation route” under Russia’s jurisdiction. 
Navigation via this sailing channel is to be carried out in compliance with 
Russian laws and the country’s international agreements. In the federal stat-
ute of July 31, 1998, the NSR is defined as “a historically existing national 
unified transport route of the Russian Federation in the Arctic.” It includes 
navigation via straits within and between the Russian Arctic archipelagos, in-
cluding the Vilkitski, Shokalski, Dmitri Laptev, and Sannikov Straits. Russia 
labels these straits as part of its internal waters.

The Russian claim to jurisdiction over the NSR is based on article 234 of 
the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. The article “gives coastal states the 
right to unilaterally adopt and enforce non-discriminatory laws and environ-
mental regulations in their Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) where ice cov-
erage and particularly severe climate conditions cause exceptional hazards 
to navigation, and where pollution could cause major harm to the ecological 
balance.”25 According to the Russian regulations, all vessels intending to enter 
the NSR should give advance notification to Russian authorities and submit 
an application for guiding, which implies paying a fee for using the route.

The question of the legal status of the NSR complicates the fact that it is 
not a single shipping channel but a series of different shipping lanes stretch-
ing between 2,200 and 2,900 nautical miles, depending on ice conditions.26 
According to Russian experts, “the integral nature of the NSR as a transport 
route is not affected by the fact that individual portions of it, at one time or 
another, may pass outside boundaries of internal waters, territorial waters 
and EEZ, i.e., it may pass into the high seas.”27 The NSR may thus include 
sea lanes running beyond Russia’s EEZ as long as part of the voyage includes 
waters under undisputed Russian jurisdiction.

Other important actors in the region may regard the Russian interpre-
tation as somewhat controversial – particularly the United States, which 
considers the straits of the NSR as international and thus subject to the right 
of transit passage. This position was confirmed in the U.S. Arctic region 
policy document adopted in January 2009.28 On different occasions, Russia 
has warned that attempts by other countries to change the NSR’s legal status 
and transform it into an international transit corridor would be in conflict 
with Russia’s national interests. As the importance and value of this transport 
channel are likely to increase in the future, the question of its legal status may 
become a matter of contention.
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Military Issues

The Russian authorities highlight the need to make necessary preparations 
for the security challenges that may derive from the expected increase in eco-
nomic and other activities in the Arctic. Hence, they devote much attention 
to development of search and rescue capabilities, surveillance, and navigation 
systems to provide safety for and control of the economic, military, and eco-
logical activities.29 One of the goals of the Russian policy is the creation of a 
comprehensive security system by 2015, including early warning, prevention, 
and crisis management capabilities. Russia also emphasizes a need for co-
operation with other Arctic countries and defines strengthening efforts to 
establish a unified regional search and rescue system as a strategic priority.30

Russia stresses the importance of a continued military presence as es-
sential for securing national interests in the Arctic, although Russia’s defense 
policy in the region is discussed in the Arctic document only in vestigial 
form.31 The document vaguely states that Russia needs to maintain a “nec-
essary combat potential” in the North and reveals plans to establish special 
Arctic military formations to protect the country’s national interests “in 
various military and political situations.”32 The Russian authorities, however, 
underscore that the main purpose of such military preparations is to com-
bat terrorism at sea, smuggling, illegal migration, and unsustainable use of 
aquatic biological resources. Hence, the FSB is to play a central role in pro-
tecting national security interests in the region. A strong emphasis has been 
put on the development of a coastal defense infrastructure and advanced 
technological capabilities, including satellites and radars. In September 2009, 
the FSB announced that Arctic formations were established in borderguard 
units in Arkhangelsk and Murmansk and were patrolling along the NSR for 
the first time in many years.

The document has thus to some extent confirmed information released 
by representatives of the Russian Ministry of Defense in mid-2008 concern-
ing adjustments being made to the combat plans and military organization 
of the three military districts bordering the Arctic: Leningrad, Siberian, and 
Far Eastern (reorganized in 2010 into the West, Central, and East Strategic 
Commands) – to incorporate additional missions in the northern regions.33 
In March 2011, the Commander of the Russian Ground Forces, General 
Aleksander Postnikov, confirmed that one of the central military goals defined 
in the Arctic policy document is being implemented. Postnikov informed the 
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Committee on Defense and Security of the Council of the Federation that an 
Arctic brigade will be established in Pechenga, close to borders with Norway 
and Finland.34 Russian military and political leaders have argued that de-
fense of national interests from the northwest strategic direction has become 
more relevant and have pointed also at other existing motivations behind 
such military preparations. They have noted the international attention to 
the military potential and energy resources of the Arctic as factors calling 
for an immediate strengthening of Russia’s positions in order to secure the 
region.35 That said, any radical strengthening of Russian military posture in 
the region is unlikely in the near future for a number of reasons, including 
resource deficiencies, slow pace of introduction of new material and lack of 
sound justification by immediate security needs. The ambition to reorganize 
the 200th motorized infantry brigade in Pechenga into the Arctic brigade has 
been thus postponed to 2015.36

Russia’s approach to Arctic affairs has been of two minds, based on a 
combination of deterrence and assurance, and thus sometimes confusing 
and difficult to interpret. Self-assertive and occasionally aggressive rhetoric 
has alternated with more conciliatory signals and practical compliance with 
international law. The tone of the Arctic document is moderate and stands in 
contrast to the harsh language previously used by Russian high-ranking offi-
cials, concerning various activities in the region, in particular in the military 
field. It not only refrains from belligerent language but also omits issues that 
could be contentious or alarming. Apart from the few vague indications con-
cerning military plans, references to the hard security sphere in the region are 
absent. The Russian authorities clearly highlight the importance of bilateral 
and multilateral cooperation in the region and the need to strengthen good 
relations with neighboring countries, in particular the “Arctic five.”37

The difference in approach to hard security in the Arctic is striking in 
comparison with the 2001 Arctic document, where issues of military security 
were understood in terms of zero-sum game and classical Realpolitik, assum-
ing that states, particularly great powers, are in principle mutually hostile and 
competitive. The document stated that “all kinds of activity in the northern 
regions are in the highest degree connected to providing of national security.” 
It urged steps to “actively counter strengthening of military infrastructure 
and enlargement of military activities” in the region by other countries and 
actors.38 The document underlined the military strategic importance of the 
region to Russia’s defense and pointed out that almost 20,000 kilometers of 
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the state border were in the Arctic Ocean and its protection and defense im-
posed particular problems.39

Security of the border remains prominent in the new Arctic document. 
However, it approaches these issues in relation to soft security challenges, 
with the discussion of the hard security sphere being nearly absent. Despite 
this change of tone, the region has retained its special importance to Russia 
in a more traditional definition of security. The military strategic importance 
of the Northwest with its direct and easy access to the world’s oceans has 
paradoxically been strengthened since the Cold War due to the geopolitical 
changes that limited Russia’s access to the Baltic and the Black seas. The 
Arctic is still an important home base and a suitable operational area for the 
Russian navy, in particular for its most powerful part, the Northern Fleet and 
the sea-based component of the Russian nuclear triad. The nuclear deterrent 
has maintained the key role in Russia’s military strategy, strengthened by its 
weakness in conventional forces. Its continued importance has been corrobo-
rated by the priority given to modernization of the Russian nuclear arsenals, 
including the building of eight fourth-generation Borei-class ballistic missile 
submarines and and six nuclear-powered attack submarines planned to be 
completed by 2015.

Russia’s intensifying of naval and air activity in the Arctic has taken place 
simultaneously with its increased and global focus on the region’s energy 
potential. At the same time, in particular since Putin’s second presidential 
term, the armed forces have been given an enhanced role in Russia’s efforts 
to return to the world stage as a major player. The resumption of strategic 
bomber flights along the Norwegian coast and in the Pacific in 2007 and the 
presence of the Northern Fleet in the Arctic in 2008, similarly to other parts 
of the Russian Navy in different parts of the world, have been visible expres-
sions of this trend. The increased activity has been partly an outcome of a sys-
tematic increase in defense funding and military training after a long period 
of stagnation. However, Russian authorities have at least initially connected 
symbolic and political significance to the intensified military activity, which 
was accompanied by an assertive rhetoric.

In the Russian assessment, there is no imminent threat of direct aggres-
sion against Russian territory or a large-scale military confrontation in the 
region. Nonetheless, Russia does not rule out the possibility of competition 
for hydrocarbon reserves developing into small-scale tensions involving use 
of military power. Dwindling global petroleum and gas resources have been 
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defined as a security concern in the 2009 National Security Strategy. The doc-
ument asserts that, in a long-term perspective, international policy will focus 
on access to energy resources, including in the major regions such the con-
tinental shelf in the Barents Sea and other parts of the Arctic, in addition to 
the Middle East, the Caspian Sea, and Central Asia (article 11). The document 
maintains that it cannot be excluded that problems related to the competitive 
struggle for dwindling resources worldwide may be solved with the use of 
military force, although the statement is made without pointing at the Arctic 
or any of the other aforementioned regions (article 12).40 Nevertheless, a con-
viction that the contest for natural reserves may in the future pose a threat to 
Russia has been widespread, among others, in military circles. For instance, 
the General Staff in June 2009 described the “struggle for energy resources in 
the Arctic” as one the most important challenges and argued that the region 
should be included in the new revised European security architecture.41Al-
though Russian military activity in the Arctic has received less publicity and 
attention in the official rhetoric since 2009, it has not become less important. 
Russia has maintained the military activity at a relatively high level (com-
pared to the previous period of stagnation). It included large-scale military 
exercises of all components of the Russian armed forces, trained also in de-
manding polar conditions. One of such exercises, the Ladoga–2009, which 
involved all units of the Leningrad Military District and some units of the 
Siberian Military District, interior troops, borderguards, and the Northern 
and Baltic fleets. In compliance with the Russian threat perception, one of the 
training scenarios included protection of oil and gas installations in north-
west Russia.42

Among Russia’s military plans, which once realized could increase its 
striking power in the Arctic, is a major naval build-up aimed at strengthen-
ing blue-water capabilities, including, among others, several aircraft carrier 
groups, twenty new multipurpose corvettes (Steregushchii class), and twenty 
frigates (Admiral S. Gorshkov class). With few exceptions, however, these 
plans so far are only ambitions. Despite the clearly increased military activ-
ity and improved combat potential of the armed forces, these developments 
should be seen against the background of a still weak military. The pace of 
modernization has been slow, although a radical characteristic of military 
reforms being implemented, aimed at moving away from a mass mobilization 
army to a permanent readiness brigade model, reveals a new quality in the 
Russian approach. Much of these plans will depend on development in the 
Russian economy and the leadership’s ability to transform and modernize it.43
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Geopolitics

As the example of the Russian Arctic security policy discourse has shown, in 
particular in the years 2007–08, the manner in which communication tran-
spires matters and has the force to shape the reality. The sometimes tough 
Russian talk and behavior, including not only verbal statements but also mil-
itary posturing, have attained one of its goals and reminded the world that 
Russia remains a key factor for political developments in the Arctic region. 
On the other hand, responses from the world have shown that this strategy 
has had the potential to harm rather than promote Russia’s interests abroad.

One of the outcomes of the Russian policy has been to strengthen the in-
ternational focus on military security in the Arctic. The occasionally aggres-
sive Russian rhetoric has lowered the threshold of sensitivity in other states 
toward Russia’s moves in the hard security sphere and has raised, particularly 
in polar states, the question of their own military presence and preparedness 
in the region – an outcome that Russia can hardly see as being in its interest. 
The perception of Russia as a potentially unpredictable player and security 
concern has been strengthened by the experience of the Russo-Georgian war 
in August 2008, which triggered security assessments in a range of coun-
tries. One example is that even the few modest sentences in the Arctic policy 
document concerning Russia’s military plans immediately spurred specula-
tion about “militarization” of the region. Russian authorities have repeatedly 
rebuffed such accusations and have given assurances that Moscow would 
regulate Arctic issues through negotiations and with respect for the rules of 
international law.

Canada has been among the most vocal states in articulating its inten-
tions to upgrade its military capabilities with regard to tasks in the Arctic. 
Commenting on the ground-sea-air joint Operation Nanook, Defence 
Minister Peter MacKay stated that the operation was intended “to very clear-
ly send a message, and to announce with authority, that we intend to use 
the Arctic … and that our presence there is going to continue to expand.”44 
The intention to strengthen military capabilities in the Arctic has also been 
signaled in Denmark. A defense plan for the period 2010–14 approved in June 
2009 envisages establishment of an Arctic military command structure and 
task force.

One of Russia’s major foreign policy objectives in recent years has aimed 
at limiting the presence of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
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in the proximity of Russia’s borders included in the Arctic. But the outcome 
in the region has been quite the opposite. As stated in October 2009 by NATO 
Supreme Allied Commander Europe Admiral James Stavridis, the Russian 
“assertive conduct in the Arctic and a muscle-flexing” were among the factors 
“grabbing the attention of increasingly wary NATO leaders.”45 He described 
the High North as an area of growing strategic concern.

The sometimes assertive responses from the other Arctic states stimulate 
Russia’s counter-responses and strengthen the rationale for an increased mil-
itary presence. Such mutually reinforcing dynamics may in the longer term 
lead to a stronger militarization of the region, potentially creating new sourc-
es of tensions. Russian authorities have repeatedly expressed their discontent 
with the focus on hard security in the Arctic and warned against its militariza-
tion, indicating measures it might take to address the challenges implied by 
such developments. According to Chief of the General Staff Nikolai Makarov, 
those measures would be reflected in assignments given to the Northern and 
Pacific Fleets and the sea-based strategic nuclear deterrent.46

The adjustments in the Russian Arctic rhetoric – less publicity for the 
military posturing and stronger emphasis on conciliatory positions – provide 
better ground for closer cooperation and facilitate diplomatic progress. Focus 
on common interests and areas where parties involved need each other can 
be a way of improving international relations in the region. One of the areas 
where international cooperation is welcomed by Russia (and is unavoidable 
in order to address challenges emerging in the hostile and highly vulnerable 
natural environment) is marine safety, search and rescue, and crisis man-
agement. None of the Arctic countries has the complete spectrum of assets 
needed to cover the whole geographic area and respond on their own to 
asymmetrical and soft security challenges. Apart from being necessary, such 
cooperation has a strong confidence-building potential, still in shortage in 
the region as the recent military and security dynamics have shown.

Tentative Conclusions

While it is still too early to assess whether the increased Russian focus on 
the Arctic translates into a more coherent approach and what chance the 
Arctic policy objectives have of being implemented, it has become clear that 
the already announced delays, mainly due to financial constraints, will make 
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it difficult if not impossible to achieve the strategic goals in the indicated 
timeframe.

In a long-term perspective, the widely expected growing global demand 
for gas and oil, combined with dwindling reserves in existing fields, may argue 
for exploration of new deposits in the North and offshore. Climate change 
will most probably continue, opening the Arctic to increased economic 
and industrial activity. Together with their geopolitical implications, these 
developments argue for Russia’s continued efforts to strengthen its presence, 
in accordance with reasoning expressed by Deputy Prime Minister Sergei 
Ivanov: “If we do not develop the Arctic, it will be developed without 
us.”47 Nonetheless, expecting the vision of the Russian Arctic as a thriving 
economic hub for energy production and transpolar maritime transit to come 
true by 2020 may be too optimistic. The Arctic document has confirmed 
what Russian leaders have reiterated with increasing intensity: the region’s 
importance, first and foremost in economic and security dimensions. One 
conclusion to be drawn from the ambitious economic projects is that Russia, 
for purely material reasons, has an interest in maintaining the region as an 
area of international cooperation and in preserving its most important asset 
as the country’s future economic engine – its stability.

At the same time, the growing importance of the Arctic both to Russia 
and the world is generating new driving forces for the Russian military 
presence. As economic activities increase, Russia will need to protect the 
significant assets that it is placing in the region. Thus, its military presence 
is likely to increase further in the future. Russia’s continued reliance on the 
nuclear deterrent, together with the focus on enhancing global naval power 
projection capabilities, indicates that the military strategic importance of the 
Arctic will remain high for the foreseeable future.
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14. Russia Opens Its Maritime Arctic1

Lawson W. Brigham

As use of the Russian Arctic coastal seas expands and commercial interests 
drive marine transportation along the Northern Sea Route, the region is 
linked increasingly to the rest of the planet. Natural-resource developments in 
these northern onshore and offshore areas are closely tied to the future of the 
Russian Federation, as higher global commodity prices spur exploration and 
new investments in Russia’s Arctic infrastructure. The nation has developed 
a program for strategic development of the region, in recent pronouncements 
promoting Arctic cooperation as a central theme. Diplomatic developments 
and marine operations during 2010 have also aroused worldwide attention to 
this formerly remote and closed region of the Soviet era.

Barents Sea Agreement

After forty years of negotiating, Norway and Russia announced in April 
2010 that a preliminary agreement had been reached on maritime delimita-
tion and cooperation in the Barents Sea and Arctic Ocean.2 The differences 
in boundary lines between the two Arctic states in the Barents Sea (and by 
extension north into the Arctic Ocean) had remained problematic, but broad 
Norwegian–Russian fisheries cooperation in the region has existed since 
1975. Recent pressures for expanded oil and gas exploration in and near the 
disputed areas made the lack of a boundary agreement more vexing.
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The new treaty concerning “Maritime Delimitation and Cooperation 
in the Barents Sea and the Arctic Ocean” was signed September 15, 2010, 
in Murmansk by Russian and Norwegian foreign ministers Sergey Lavrov 
and Jonas Gahr Støre. It is historic in several ways. Not only does it establish 
a stable and secure Arctic boundary, it also includes detailed annexes 
addressing fisheries and trans-boundary hydrocarbon deposits. Both nations 
noted the importance of close Arctic fisheries cooperation and agreed that the 
Norwegian–Russian Joint Fisheries Commission will continue to handle the 
negotiation of total allowable catches and quotas, while considering measures 
such as monitoring and control related to jointly managed fish stocks.

Annex II addresses the complicated issue of a hydrocarbon deposit 
extending across the new boundary. A joint operating agreement will now 
be required to explore and exploit, as a single unit, any trans-boundary 
deposit. Norway and Russia also agreed to establish a joint commission for 
consultations, exchange of information, and as a means of resolving issues.

The culmination of this significant accord, once it has been ratified by 
the two parliaments, will strengthen Norwegian–Russian cooperation in a 

Fig. 1. Ice-capable Russian as well as foreign-flag ships may soon be making 
greater use of the new summer maritime trade route.
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key Arctic maritime region and remove a longstanding, disputed area from 
Arctic state concern. For the Russian Federation and Norway, this agreement 
provides a framework of cooperation and a stable political environment in 
which the Barents Sea’s continental-shelf hydrocarbon resources can be in-
creasingly exploited. The treaty also provides a unique and workable model 
for further circumpolar cooperation.

Trans-Arctic Voyages and Shuttle Operations

The Northern Sea Route, defined in Russian federal law as the set of water-
ways from Kara Gate (southern tip of Novaya Zemlya) to the Bering Strait, 
does not include the Barents Sea. The navigation season of 2010 for this route 
was notable, not for total tonnage carried or number of ships, but for several 
experimental trans-Arctic voyages involving diverse ship types. Four of the 
voyages took place during the summer, when sea ice is at its minimum in 
August and September; the fifth was a historic east-to-west escort of an ice-
breaking offshore vessel in December.

Sovcomflot’s ice-class tanker SCF Baltica (Liberian flag) completed a 
voyage carrying gas condensate from Murmansk to Ningbo, China, in twen-
ty-two days; a reduced draft and slower speeds were necessary through the 
shallow straits of the New Siberian islands.3 SCF Baltica is the first tanker of 
more than 100,000 deadweight tons to sail the Northern Sea Route, testing 
its viability for high tonnage. Also testing the route was the Nordic Barents 
(Hong Kong flag), an ice-class bulk carrier, on a voyage with iron ore from 
Kirkenes, Norway, to China. This was the first foreign-flag ship to carry cargo 
from one non-Russian port to another through Russian Arctic waters.4 The 
route has the potential to link northern European mines to markets in China, 
Japan, Korea, and other Pacific nations.

In a similar voyage, Norilsk Nickel’s icebreaking carrier Monchegorsk 
sailed from Murmansk and Dudinka along the Northern Sea Route east to 
Shanghai.5 However, the key difference in comparison with other full transits 
was that this one was conducted by an ice-capable commercial ship sailing 
the length of the route without icebreaker escort. With a change in federal 
regulations, such independent sailings could become more common during 
the short summer navigation season.
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Two 2010 voyages were unique. On August 28, the passenger ferry 
Georg Ots departed St. Petersburg for Murmansk and a subsequent voyage 
under nuclear icebreaker escort along the Northern Sea Route, arriving in 
Anadyr, Chukota, on September 26. The ferry reached its new homeport of 
Vladivostok in October, for use during the 2012 Asian-Pacific Cooperation 
Summit and future local operations.6 More challenging was the December 
16–26 escort by the nuclear icebreaker Rossiya of the icebreaking offshore 
vessel Tor Viking from the Bering Strait to the northern tip of Novaya Zemlya 
across the Northern Sea Route.7 This successful voyage indicates the sailing 
season may be extended for passage of ice-capable ships under close escort.

Arctic shuttle operations are the key to efficient marine transportation 
of natural resources in the Barents and Kara seas, encompassing the west-
ern end of the Russian maritime Arctic. Two innovative systems are fully 
developed and operate year-round. A five-ship Arctic icebreaking carrier fleet 
carries nickel plate from Dudinka on the Yenisey River to Murmansk; this 
fleet is owned and operated by Norilsk Nickel, the mining complex in western 
Siberia, and year-round navigation has been maintained since 1979.

A three-ship icebreaking tanker operation services the offshore oil termi-
nal at Varandey in the Pechora Sea (southeast corner of the Barents Sea). The 
three Panamax-size shuttle tankers can annually deliver nearly 12 million 
tons of oil to a floating tank farm in Murmansk.8 The terminal and marine 
shuttle system represent a prime example of Arctic globalization: the Russian 
company Lukoil teamed with the American firm ConocoPhillips for invest-
ment and development of the offshore terminal; the tankers were built in 
Korea by Samsung Heavy Industries using Finnish icebreaking technology; 
and the ships are operated by Sovcomflot.

A third shuttle system came into full operation in 2011; a two-ship fleet 
began delivering oil to Murmansk from the Prirazlomnoye offshore oil pro-
duction platform in the Pechora Sea.9 Both tanker shuttle fleets have signif-
icant potential to provide year-round service to other projects and thereby 
optimize regional marine operations.

China and Finland Alliances

As hydrocarbon exploration and transportation development of the Russian 
maritime Arctic have rapidly evolved, Russia has been quick to forge strategic 
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commercial alliances with China, as well as Finland and other western com-
panies. Early in the operation of the Varandey terminal, Lukoil signed an 
agreement with Sinopec (China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation) to 
supply 3 million tons of oil to China.10

Sovcomflot Group reported on November 22, 2010, that it had signed a 
long-term agreement with China National Petroleum Corporation regarding 
seaborne carriage of hydrocarbons from the Arctic to China. The cooperative 
agreement envisions using the Northern Sea Route, not only for moving oil 
and gas from Russia’s developing offshore, but also for trans-Arctic shipments 
in the summer navigation season. It includes a provision for Sovcomflot to 
assist in the training of Chinese mariners in Arctic navigation.11

A new venture was created between Russian and Finnish commercial 
interests in December 2010. STX Finland Oy and the United Shipbuilding 
Corporation (composed of 42 shipyards in Russia) formed a joint venture 
that will focus on Arctic shipbuilding technology. The newly named Arctech 
Helsinki Shipyard Oy will build specialized icebreaking vessels for key op-
erators throughout the Russian maritime Arctic, and likely also for foreign 
buyers.12

Arctic Hub and Infrastructure

The ice-free port of Murmansk has long been viewed as a critical economic 
component of the Russian maritime Arctic. Recent reports in Russia confirm 
a strategy to fully develop Murmansk as the major oil, gas, and container 
port, as well as a transportation hub for the entire Russian Arctic. Tax and 
customs benefits from a new port economic zone will facilitate investment, 
as Murmansk is increasingly tied to offshore development in the Barents 
Sea.13 Companies such as BP, for its potential Kara Sea venture, and others 
such as Gazprom, planning the offshore Shtokman gas field, look to establish 
bases for Arctic operations (including response and emergency services) in 
Murmansk.

Northern Sea Route headquarters of the western sector may be moved 
from Dikson, on the remote Kara Sea coast, to Murmansk. As well, it is clear 
that new port and construction activities along the Russian Arctic will be 
serviced from a modern hub in Murmansk. More new marine infrastructure 
has been planned. New Arctic rescue centers, Russian-built satellite systems 
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for the North, and a new Arctic research vessel were all discussed in 2010 
by several federal ministries. Some of this critical Arctic infrastructure may 
come about through investment by public-private partnerships, including 
foreign capital.

The Russian nuclear-powered icebreaker fleet under the state-owned 
Atomflot (part of Rosatom) is a legacy of the Soviet Union but retains near 
iconic status in the Russian North and the polar world. There are plans to 
modernize the fleet by building dual-draft ships that can operate along 
the coastal waters of the Northern Sea Route and in the Siberian estuaries 
and rivers. It is apparent that shuttle fleets in the Barents and Kara seas do 
not intend to operate with icebreaker support or in convoys. However, the 
nuclear icebreakers would be used to escort Russian and foreign ships along 
the Northern Sea Route during extended navigation seasons and to conduct 

Fig. 2. The nuclear icebreaker Rossiya escorted the Tor Viking across the 
Northern Sea Route from 16 to 26 December 2010, indicating a potential 
extension of the sailing season for ice-capable ships under close escort. 
Russian nuclear icebreakers would be used for escorting convoys, scientific 
expeditions, and summer sealift. (Photo: RIA Novosti)
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scientific expeditions, support Arctic oil and gas offshore development, and 
support summer sealift to Arctic communities. Most certainly the nuclear 
icebreakers remain a visible and tangible presence of the Russian Federation 
in the Arctic Ocean.

State Policy and International Cooperation

Russian President Dmitry Medvedev approved a new Arctic policy statement 
on September 18, 2008, titled “The Foundations of the Russian Federation’s 
State Policy in the Arctic until 2020.” This document outlines the strategic 
priorities for the Russian Federation in the Arctic, noting unique features of 
the region including low population, remoteness from major industrial cen-
ters, a large natural-resource base, and dependence on supplies from other 
regions in Russia. One of the critical points is that Russia intends to use its 
Arctic regions as a “strategic resource base.”

For the maritime world, the policy mentions use of the Northern Sea 
Route as a national, integrated “transport-communications system” in the 
Arctic, specifically an “active coast guard system” in the Russian Arctic un-
der the direction of the Federal Security Service. Important for the Arctic 
states, the document notes Russia’s interest in enhancing cooperation with 
other national coast guards in the areas of terrorism on the high seas, preven-
tion of illegal immigration and smuggling, and protection of marine living 
resources. Russia, Norway, and the United States already cooperate in these 
pursuits, but more can be expected as marine activities expand throughout 
the Arctic Ocean.

On September 22–23, 2010, the Russian Geographical Society held a key 
conference in Moscow that focused on the importance of international coop-
eration. Appropriately called “The Arctic: Territory of Dialogue,” this forum 
gave prominence to the roles of indigenous people, the need to protect the 
environment, the vast storehouse of Arctic resources to be developed, and 
the need to affirm the region as a “zone of peace and cooperation.” Prime 
Minister Vladimir Putin addressed the conference in a wide-ranging speech, 
noting that 70 per cent of the country is located in northern latitudes, and 
that the issues of Arctic development are high on Russia’s national agenda. 
He mentioned the importance of the Arctic Council to the “integration” of 
ideas and concepts.14
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Overall Implications

The Russian Federation is embarking on a long-term strategy to link its 
Arctic region economically to the rest of the globe. The drivers are clearly the 
development of natural resources and timely export of domestic production. 
The facilitators are innovative marine transportation systems that can move 
cargoes of hydrocarbons and hard minerals both westbound (year-round) 
and eastbound (summer season) along the top of Eurasia.

There will be opportunities for ice-capable, foreign-flag ships to gain access 
to Russian Arctic waters, as illustrated by recent operations in summers 2009 
through 2012. For example, bulk carriers could increasingly link northern 

Fig. 3. In September 2010, Prime Minister Vladimir Putin spoke at the 
conference “The Arctic: Territory of Dialogue,” focusing on indigenous 
people, the environment, natural resources, and the area as a “zone of 
peace and cooperation.” Here, Putin inspects models of two Sovcomflot ice 
tankers, accompanied by chief company executive Sergei Frank (left) and 
shipyard director Vladimir Aleksandrov. (Photo: RIA Novosti)
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European mines to Pacific ports during summer seasons of navigation. And 
foreign-flag ice-class tankers could compete with modern Russian-owned 
fleets of advanced carriers for this potential summer maritime trade route, 
especially linking China to Russian Arctic oil and gas.

For safety and security reasons, Russia is sure to manage tightly the 
opening of its Arctic waters to maritime trade. Similarly, the capabilities of 
its borderguard of the Federal Security Service will be enhanced for Arctic 
operations. There have been no announced changes in the regulations along 
the Northern Sea Route for mandatory icebreaker escort in certain straits, 
despite Norilsk Nickel’s Monchegorsk full passage without escort in 2010. 
Commercial ships without ice classification have not yet sailed along the 
eastern reaches of the route.

Changes could come soon, with legislative action from the State Duma. 
All this new activity will require improved environmental observations, 
new marine charts, traffic monitoring, enforcement capability, and control 
measures. We are witnessing the cautious evolution of an Arctic region from 
a once-closed security bastion to a vast marine area more open for use and, 
potentially, integrated with the global economy.
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15. Regional Security and 
Prosperity: The U.S.–Russia Reset 
in the Antimeridianal Arctic

Caitlyn Antrim

It has been over two decades since the breakup of the Soviet Union and the 
declaration by President George H. W. Bush that a “new world order” would 
rise to replace the East versus West orientation of the Cold War era. Slow in 
coming and evolving along the way, this new approach is seen in the security 
strategies and policies of both the United States and Russia. This new order 
retains the military security components of the past but increases emphasis 
on interests in sovereignty and border security, economic prosperity, and in-
ternational cooperation.

This new approach is particularly well suited to the Arctic Ocean, where 
changes in climate, advances in technology and growing demands for energy 
are opening a region that in the twentieth century had little role other than as 
a buffer zone between east and west, a frigid laboratory for scientific research 
and a hidden realm of nuclear deterrence. Cooperation, respect for sovereign 
rights, sustainable development, environmental protection, and respect for 
native culture all a part of a new definition of security that promotes peaceful 
uses of the Arctic.

As security perspectives have evolved, the United States and Russia have 
emphasized a need to change their relationship from contention to cooper-
ation, represented by the concept of a “reset” in U.S.–Russian affairs. Much 
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work has been undertaken in the three years since the initial U.S.–Russia 
joint action plan in July 2009, including the establishment of the U.S.–Russia 
Bilateral Presidential Commission in October 2009 as the mechanism for 
pursuing the reset in relations.1 The Commission, with its seventeen bilateral 
working groups, has a broad agenda, but visible results seem mainly focused 
on arms control and other great power issues, with notable success in the 
approval of the “New START” agreement on strategic weapons.

The effort has a distinct government-to-government approach, but the 
effects of a “reset” that is primarily limited to the two federal governments may 
last only as long as the leaders of both countries find it politically beneficial. 
A more lasting reset would require change at the level of the people of each 
country, not just the current leaders. Grounding the evolution of the U.S.–
Russia relationship in the populations, businesses, civil society organizations, 
and sub-national governance bodies across the vast Eurasian state would help 
ensure that the turn toward cooperation is vulnerable to another change in 
the capitals of either country.2

While Russia and the United States each have their own particular 
interests in the Arctic, their national security and sustainable development 
policies are strikingly similar. Under the umbrella of the new concepts of 
national security, the United States and Russia, neighbors across the Bering 
Strait, have the opportunity to put into practice a partnership that would 
promote the interests of both nations and cement a reset of relationships 
between the people of the Russian Far East and Alaska that will be deeper 
and more stable than the relations between capitals.

Arctic Change and Changing Geopolitics

Geography may not be “destiny,” but for geopolitical analysts it is the first 
place to look to understand issues of international politics. Lack of awareness 
of arctic geography and the extent of change in the Arctic has been a critical 
weakness of many analysts and commentators who have jumped to conclu-
sions about the potential for conflict while underplaying opportunities for 
collaboration as the Arctic becomes increasingly accessible.

The “Antimeridianal Arctic” is the area that spans the Arctic region across 
the Anti-Meridian – 180 degrees directly opposite the Prime Meridian. It in-
cludes territory north of Alaska and the Far East Federal District of Russia. 
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In Alaska, it includes the oil-rich North Slope, the Brooks Range, and the 
Yukon River. The land is home to native people and Alaska residents. At sea, 
it includes the Bering Strait, the Beaufort, Chukchi, East Siberian, and Laptev 
seas and part of the central Arctic Ocean. While the Bering Strait divides the 
two countries, it is also an area of common interests in maritime commerce 
and safety, environment, and culture.

The waters are home to fish and marine mammals, and the seabed to the 
north is projected to have extensive, though as-yet undiscovered, oil resourc-
es. Russia’s territory includes Chukotka and the northern borderlands of the 
Sakha Republic, including the mouth of the great Lena River, the gateway 
to a watershed of 2.5 million square kilometers that reaches to the southern 
border of Russia. Along its northern coast, Russia has a string of aging ports, 
airfields and mineral production facilities, a legacy of the Cold War that has 
eroded over the two decades since the end of the Soviet Union and is only now 
being redeveloped.

Recent changes in the Arctic have been the source of both excitement and 
alarm. The opening of Russia’s Northern Sea Route in 2008 to foreign shipping 
and several commercial transits of the Northwest Passage led to predictions 
of a growth of commercial shipping that would take advantage of shortened 
trade routes between Europe and the Far East, saving thousands of miles and 
many days at sea. Forecasts of potentially large, though as yet undiscovered, 
oil and gas reserves under the Arctic continental shelf have focused attention 
on issues of sovereignty, security, and sustainability throughout the region.

Changes in the Arctic may be addressed in four categories: technical, 
economic, climatic, and legal:

 • Technological Advances and the Arctic: Technology to con-
quer the Arctic ice made gradual but consistent advances 
throughout the twentieth century. Reinforced bows and 
hulls gave way to steel ships with hulls specially designed 
to break through ice. Nuclear reactors were introduced to 
provide the power and endurance for icebreakers to patrol 
the length of Russia’s Arctic coast. The introduction of 
the azimuth pod and dual-acting hull designs led to the 
construction of commercial cargo ships and tankers able to 
operate without icebreaker assistance. These advances were 
followed by new technologies for development of oil and gas 
deposits in deep water and polar conditions.
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 • Economic Change: In the later decades of the twentieth 
century, rising energy demands in western Europe led to 
partnerships linking resource production in the Soviet 
Union with markets in Europe that broke the economic 
isolation of the USSR that had followed World War II. The 
breakup of the Soviet Union further increased European 
access to Russian energy resources. This led to acceptance 
in Europe that Russian resources not only diversified energy 
supplies but opened new sales and investment opportunities 
for the West. Oil on Alaska’s North Slope and natural gas in 
Russia’s northwest highlighted the Arctic as a world-class 
energy resource. The 2008 estimate by the U.S. Geological 
Survey that perhaps a quarter of the world’s undiscovered 
hydrocarbon resources may be found in the Arctic further 
increased interest in the potential contribution of resources 
of the Russian Arctic to European markets and to markets 
in east Asia and the Americas.

 • Changes in Climate: The increased accessibility of the Arctic 
in recent years has also resulted from cumulative changes in 
climate over the past three decades. Over that time, winter 
ice cover has declined by nearly 10 per cent. Summertime 
observations in 2007 revealed the area of ice cover reduced 
by one third from its 1979–2000 average. In 2008, the sea 
routes transiting both the Russian and Canadian arctic 
were, for the first time, simultaneously declared ice-free, 
even if only for a short period. These changes are projected 
to continue for decades to come. In its 2008 report to the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 
Russia’s Hydrometeorological Service projected that by 2040 
winter temperatures could increase along the Arctic coast by 
about four degrees centigrade and by two to three degrees 
in the summer.3 Such increases will moderate the severity 
of winters and lengthen ice-free periods on rivers and 
coasts. Over several decades, this will change plant life in 
the region, with forests moving further north and extended 
growing periods in the south. It is geopolitically significant 
that climate change and global warming will increase the 
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accessibility of the heartland of Russia and connect it to the 
rest of the world. It is important to recognize that climate 
change will bring costs as well. Melting permafrost will 
undermine roads and buildings in the north and frozen 
rivers that serve as winter ice roads will be increasingly less 
available.

 • Changes in the Legal Regime: In 1926, the Soviet Union 
proposed a sectoral division of the Arctic with lines drawn 
from the North Pole to the eastern and western extremes of 
its northern coast that proclaimed that all land area within 
the sector was the sovereign territory of the Soviet Union.4 
Due to the inaccessibility of the Arctic, the proposal had 
little impact. It was not until the Third United Nations 
Conference on the Law of the Sea considered the limits of 
national jurisdiction at sea that global agreement on the 
extent and limits of national jurisdiction at sea was reached. 
The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
Sea (UNCLOS) codified new rules to establish the extent 
of coastal states’ offshore jurisdiction. In 1990 the United 
States and the Soviet Union concluded a treaty delineating 
their common maritime boundary in the Pacific and Arctic 
oceans. Russia joined the Convention in 1997 and accepted 
the its definition of sovereignty in the Arctic, including a 
twelve-nautical-mile territorial sea and a two hundred-mile 
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) off its coast and islands in 
the Arctic Ocean.5 The Convention also provided a detailed 
definition of the continental shelf that held out the prospect 
of encompassing much of the seabed within the region of 
the 1926 sectoral claim. The establishment of the Arctic 
Council in 1996 added a new forum for cooperation on 
sustainable development among Arctic states. While the 
founding documents specifically excluded “security” from 
the purview of the Council, the evolution of the concept of 
national security into areas of prosperity and cooperation 
may slowly bring these aspects of national security into the 
scope of the Arctic Council.
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National Security in the Twenty-first Century

In the two decades since the end of the Cold War and the break-up of the 
Soviet Union, both the United States and the Russian Federation have devel-
oped new concepts of national security that better reflect the complexity and 
interconnections of the modern international order.

The importance of the Arctic in modern Russia’s security is best noted 
by recognizing that Russia’s Arctic watershed encompasses 13 million square 
kilometers or three quarters of the land area of Russia and an area larger 
than any other country save Russia itself. The Lena, the Yenesei, and the Ob 
river systems are each comparable to the entire Mississippi River system in 
the United States. While these rivers have been largely limited to internal 
communications due to near year-around ice in their northern reaches, the 
prospect of increased river access to the Northern Sea Route is a game-chang-
ing concept in the development of the watershed and the conversion of Russia 
from a ‘heartland’ to a maritime state.

Geography also defines America’s arctic security interests. In contrast to 
Russia’s vast arctic watershed, Alaska’s arctic coast is a much narrower coastal 
plain bordered to the south by the Brooks Range. The arctic coast lacks major 
rivers and bays that are suitable as harbors for large ships. The major river of 
northern Alaska, the Yukon, flows from Canada south of the Brooks Range 
and reaches the north Pacific south of the Bering Strait. The coastal plain and 
continental shelf are well endowed with oil, and recent research suggests that 
the continental shelf extends perhaps 650 nautical miles or more northward 
along the Chukchi Plateau with indications of possible hydrocarbon depos-
its.6 Maritime traffic between the Arctic and the Pacific Ocean must pass 
through either the U.S. or Russian sides of the Bering Strait where increased 
traffic may over-stress existing navigational aids and vessel tracking systems.

Security Policies of the United States

In the past five years, the United States published a new national security 
strategy and a maritime security strategy. Recently, the themes of both strat-
egies were consolidated and extended in a paper presented at the Woodrow 
Wilson International Center for Scholars.7 Together, these publications iden-
tify the current framework and direction of U.S. security policy as it guides 
the country’s arctic policy.
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The U.S. National Security Strategy

The 2010 U.S. national security strategy views security in four aspects:8

 • Security: Security interests span from the management of 
weapons of mass destruction and control of their dissem-
ination to protection of borders and the homeland from 
violation and attack. This encompasses traditional views 
of security based on military and diplomatic capability, 
emphasizes the maintenance of alliances and creation 
of new partnerships and addresses new threats such as 
cyber-attacks.

 • Prosperity: Interests in prosperity focus on building the do-
mestic base to support traditional security programs and to 
ensure that the domestic economic base of society remains 
strong. Strengthening human capital through education, 
supporting future competitiveness through science, technol-
ogy and innovation, maintaining balance in development, 
and ensuring development is sustainable are the core aspects 
of prosperity for national security.

 • Values: U.S. interests in values provide a focus for strength-
ening democracy and promoting respect for individuals 
and cultures. Supporting the rights of individuals and 
movements to be heard, protecting human rights, fighting 
corruption, and fostering transparency are all aspects of 
strengthening U.S. security through the promotion of public 
participation in governance in foreign countries. Values 
supported by the United States of relevance to the Arctic in-
clude respect for rights of indigenous people, promotion of 
roles of civil society, and application of the principles of the 
1992 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development.

 • International order: Extending beyond bilateral relation-
ships and alliances with like-minded states, the U.S. strategy 
views a strong international order supported by capable 
international institutions as important to U.S. security. In 
substantive areas, U.S. interests in the international order 
include safeguarding the global commons and promoting 
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national interests in the Arctic through regional coopera-
tion and international organizations.

U.S. national security policy has a special position for Russia in all four of its 
aspects. Russia’s role was singled out in the 2010 National Security Strategy 
as follows:

We seek to build a stable, substantive, multidimensional relation-
ship with Russia, based on mutual interests. The United States 
has an interest in a strong, peaceful, and prosperous Russia that 
respects international norms. As the two nations possessing the 
majority of the world’s nuclear weapons, we are working together 
to advance nonproliferation, both by reducing our nuclear arse-
nals and by cooperating to ensure that other countries meet their 
international commitments to reducing the spread of nuclear 
weapons around the world. We will seek greater partnership with 
Russia in confronting violent extremism, especially in Afghani-
stan. We also will seek new trade and investment arrangements 
for increasing the prosperity of our peoples. We support efforts 
within Russia to promote the rule of law, accountable government, 
and universal values. While actively seeking Russia’s cooperation 
to act as a responsible partner in Europe and Asia, we will support 
the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Russia’s neighbors.9

A Cooperative Strategy for Twenty-first Century Seapower

As a maritime nation, U.S. policy toward the ocean commons is part of the 
bedrock of its security policy:

We must work together to ensure the constant flow of commerce, 
facilitate safe and secure air travel, and prevent disruptions to 
critical communications. We must also safeguard the sea, air, and 
space domains from those who would deny access or use them for 
hostile purposes. This includes keeping strategic straits and vital 
sea lanes open, improving the early detection of emerging mar-
itime threats, denying adversaries hostile use of the air domain, 
and ensuring the responsible use of space. As one key effort in the 
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sea domain, for example, we will pursue ratification of the United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.10

The strategy issued by America’s sea services (the Navy, Marine Corps and 
Coast Guard) in 2007 begins with the premise that “the security, prosperity 
and vital interests of the United States are best served by fostering a peace-
ful global system comprised of interdependent networks of trade, finance, 
information, law, people and governance.”11 The strategy recognizes that 
major disruptions, whether from war, conflict, or natural disaster, threaten 
both U.S. security and global prosperity. As such, it is important, not only 
to be able to fight and win wars and to prevent wars altogether, but also to 
respond to natural disasters and other non-military crises. The strategy posits 
that “maritime forces will be employed to build confidence and trust among 
nations through collective security efforts that focus on common threats and 
mutual interests in an open, multi-polar world.”12

Maritime security, humanitarian assistance, and disaster response 
are recognized in the 2007 Cooperative Strategy for Twenty-first Century 
Seapower as areas ripe for international cooperation. The Cooperative Strategy 
moves beyond traditional cooperation among military allies to developing re-
lationships among sea services worldwide to support collaboration and joint 
activities through agreements such as the Proliferation Security Initiative 
and global and regional initiatives such as the multinational anti-piracy pa-
trols operating off the coast of Somalia under the authority Security Council 
resolutions.

The “Mr. Y” Paper

This expanded view of national and maritime security is new and still evolv-
ing. The trend of a more expansive definition of national security developed 
in the National Security Strategy and the Cooperative Strategy was explored 
further by two officers on the staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff who recently 
published an article that elaborated on the broadening concept of American 
national security.13 Writing under the pseudonym “Mr. Y” in order to em-
phasize that the views were those of the authors, the two officers continued 
to develop the emerging themes of the National Security Strategy and the 
Cooperative Strategy for Twenty-first Century Seapower.
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The “Mr. Y” paper puts additional emphasis on economic issues as an 
element of national security, with focus on three key factors: Human Capital: 
focus on the health, education, and social support structure for American 
workers; Sustainable Security: Involve all relevant departments and agen-
cies in national security policies in a “whole of government” approach; and 
Natural Resources: Invest in natural resources management to address sup-
plies in a period of growing world demand.

U.S. Policies in the Arctic

The 2010 U.S. National Security Strategy addresses American security inter-
ests in the Arctic in a single concise paragraph:

Arctic Interests: The United States is an Arctic Nation with broad 
and fundamental interests in the Arctic region, where we seek 
to meet our national security needs, protect the environment, 
responsibly manage resources, account for indigenous commu-
nities, support scientific research, and strengthen international 
cooperation on a wide range of issues.14

U.S. policy towards the Arctic was the subject of a major review in 2008 and 
2009, leading to the adoption of a significantly revised and expanded policy 
adopted at the end of the Bush Administration. This policy was continued by 
the incoming Obama administration and expanded by President Obama in 
the summer of 2010 as part of a new national oceans policy.

U.S. arctic policy is given more depth in the 2009 NSC Decision 
Memorandum on Arctic Policy adopted at the end of the Bush Administration 
and continued by the Obama administration.15 According to this document, 
it is the policy of the United States to:

 • Meet national security and homeland security needs rele-
vant to the Arctic region; 

 • Protect the Arctic environment and conserve its biological 
resources; 

 • Ensure that natural resource management and economic 
development in the region are environmentally sustainable; 
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 • Strengthen institutions for cooperation among the eight 
Arctic nations (the United States, Canada, Denmark, 
Finland, Iceland, Norway, the Russian Federation, and 
Sweden); 

 • Involve the Arctic’s indigenous communities in decisions 
that affect them; and 

 • Enhance scientific monitoring and research into local, re-
gional, and global environmental issues. 

U.S. arctic policy identifies eight specific topics for attention that can be 
grouped into three overarching interests:

Security and Sovereignty

1. National Security and Homeland Security interests in the Arctic focus 
on the protection of U.S. territory and resources, maintenance of border se-
curity, and enforcement of domestic laws and regulations on vessels and other 
maritime activities.

2. Sovereignty issues lie in the definition of the outer limit of the extend-
ed continental shelf and in the delineation of boundaries with Russia and 
Canada. This includes promoting Russian ratification of the 1990 Maritime 
Boundary Agreement, resolution of claims in the Beaufort Sea, and the 
division of the extended continental shelf north of the U.S.–Canada land 
boundary.

Prosperity

3. Arctic Maritime Transportation interests in the Arctic include assur-
ance of access for ships to the waters north of Alaska and the development of 
harbors and port facilities to support development and commerce. This fur-
ther entails establishment of additional navigational aids and new capabilities 
for search and rescue, emergency environmental response, and regulation 
and enforcement.

4. Ecosystem Management and Spatial Planning for marine activities is the 
mechanism for addressing U.S. uses of the oceans and coasts to achieve na-
tional policy goals. The final recommendations of the U.S. Ocean Policy Task 
Force in 2010 endorse ecosystem management as the process for evaluation 
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of ocean activities and interactions and the use of marine spatial planning as 
the tool for conducting these evaluations.

5. Environment and Conservation of Natural Resources are primary con-
siderations of the ocean policy recommendations. In implementing a precau-
tionary approach to the oceans, U.S. policy emphasizes caution in expanding 
human activity in a region such as the Arctic until sufficient information is 
gathered and assessed to guide and regulate activities to protect the envi-
ronment and conserve resources. Examples of this include the moratorium 
placed on exploitation of living resources in the EEZ north of Alaska and 
review of the potential impact of exploratory drilling in the Chukchi Sea, par-
ticularly in light of the unexpected marine disaster of the Deepwater Horizon 
in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010.

6. Economic development interests begin with the development of on-
shore and offshore hydrocarbon deposits, including exploration and assess-
ment activities as well as oil and gas production activities at sea. Interest in 
commercial fishing in the Arctic is likely to increase as fish stocks migrate to 
the warming waters north of the Bering Strait. As energy and living resource 
exploitation develops, onshore development will increase as well, bringing 
with it increased need for food and supplies, housing, health services, port 
facilities, and other infrastructure to support human habitation on or near 
the Alaskan arctic coast. Caution is a significant factor in U.S. offshore energy 
policy, but the Administration has committed to support exploratory drilling 
in the Chukchi and Beaufort seas, and federal efforts will be made to gather 
scientific information and public views in advance of deciding whether to 
advance to commercial exploitation in the Arctic Ocean.16 While recogniz-
ing special issues of the region, U.S. Arctic policy will be guided by national 
and global level policies. Energy development in the Arctic will y emphasizes 
caution in expanding human activity in a region such as the Arctic until suf-
ficient information is gathered and assessed to guide and regulate activities 
to protect the environment and conserve resources. Examples of this include 
the moratorium placed on exploitation of living resources in the EEZ north 
of Alaska and review of the potential ibe subject to regulatory policies of the 
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management. Regulation and Enforcement, policy 
will be developed and management will be implemented through marine spa-
tial planning techniques, fisheries management will be eventually be guided 
by regional fisheries councils, and arctic conservation policies will be a subset 
of national policies. Because of the criticality of the provisions of UNCLOS 
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on international straits, the U.S. position on the Northwest Passage will re-
main rooted in the position that the passage is an international strait and will 
be guided by the national interest in freedom to pass through international 
straits worldwide rather than accept a compromise of a limited recognition of 
Canadian claims of internal water status of the passage.

International Cooperation

7. International Governance in the Arctic is supported from the bi-later-
al level to the global. The United States engages bilaterally with Russia and 
Canada on arctic issues. With Russia, the navies and coast guards of the two 
countries conduct joint exercises and even support joint fishery enforcement 
activities. Matters of nuclear forces are primarily limited to bilateral interac-
tions. At the regional level, the United States recognizes the Arctic Council as 
the primary forum for discussion of issues of environment and development. 
At the global level, the United States recognizes the role of the International 
Maritime Organization in establishing rules and guidelines applicable in the 
arctic and elsewhere. It also recognizes the role of the International Whaling 
Commission in protecting marine mammals. The United States is party to 
the 1995 UN Fish Stocks agreement that defines the role of regional fisheries 
organizations and can guide the eventual establishment of a fishery manage-
ment council for the Antimeridianal Arctic.

8. Promoting International Scientific Cooperation has been a foreign pol-
icy interest in the Arctic since the first International Polar Year in 1882–83. 
President Reagan’s Ocean Policy Proclamation of 1983 specifically recognized 
the right of states to conduct scientific research at sea and specifically noted 
that the United States would not exercise the right to block research in its EEZ 
as permitted by the LOS Convention. International scientific cooperation is 
facilitated through the International Oceanographic Commission.

U.S. National Oceans Policy

In the 2010 National Policy for Stewardship of the Ocean, our Coasts, and the 
Great Lakes, emphasis is given to maintaining the health and resiliency of the 
ocean and coasts, incorporating science and knowledge into policy-making, 
promoting sustainable, safe, and productive access to, and uses of, the oceans, 
coasts, and the Great Lakes.17 Development of living or mineral resources is 
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not specifically addressed. National priorities for the oceans emphasize in-
formation, ecosystem management and spatial planning, and coordination 
among all levels of government, native peoples, and the international com-
munity. One of the “National Priority Objectives” specifically addresses the 
Arctic:

  Changing Conditions in the Arctic: Address environmental 
stewardship needs in the Arctic ocean and adjacent coastal 
areas in the face of climate-induced and other environmental 
changes.18

The 2010 National Oceans Policy emphasizes information, sustainability, co-
ordination, ecosystem management and marine spatial planning, U.S. energy 
policy, and other ocean activities. Raw materials found in the Arctic can pro-
vide a basis for economic development both regionally and as a nation. While 
the United States has an interest in arctic hydrocarbon development, such 
development is subject to an environmental sustainability criteria. Similarly, 
fishery development in the Arctic is guided by a conservation criterion. This 
reflects a growing incorporation of conservation and environmental protec-
tion interests into the prosperity aspect of national security.

Russia’s National Security Strategy

Russia’s current National Security Strategy, most recently revised and issued 
in 2009, identifies three long-term national interests:

 • Enhancing the competitiveness of the national economy;

 • Ensuring the inviolability of the constitutional order, terri-
torial integrity, and sovereignty of the Russian Federation;

 • Transforming the Russian Federation into a world power 
that seeks to maintain strategic stability and a mutually 
beneficial partnership in a multipolar world.19

While national defense, government, and public safety are important pri-
orities, the security strategy recognizes that its interests cannot be secured 
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by traditional military and border forces alone. It goes on to say that the 
Russian Federation’s policy is to ensure the country’s national security and 
advance its security policy priorities by focusing on priorities for sustainable 
development:20

 • Improving the quality of life of Russian citizens by ensuring 
personal safety, as well as high standards of livelihood;

 • Economic growth, which is achieved primarily through the 
development of national innovation systems and investment 
in human capital;

 • Science, technology, education, health and culture, which 
develop by strengthening the role of the state and improve 
public-private partnership;

 • Ecology of living systems and environmental management, 
the maintenance of which is achieved through balanced use 
and development of advanced technology and purposeful 
reproduction of natural-resource potential of the country; 
and

 • Strategic stability and equal strategic partnership, which is 
strengthened through the active participation of Russia in 
the development of a multipolar model of world order.

Russia’s Security and Policy in the Arctic

Over two-thirds of Russia’s ocean coastline is found in the Arctic. Until re-
cently, that appeared to be more of an item of curiosity than a fact of signifi-
cance to Russia’s interests and policies. During World War II, Murmansk has 
served as the arctic terminus of the North Atlantic shipping route through 
which supplies could be shipped from the United States to support the war 
effort on the Eastern Front. During the Cold War, Russia’s Arctic coast was 
primarily an aerial frontier, with bases watching for incursions from the West 
and ports and airfields from which strategic forces could be deployed in times 
of tension. Ice breakers and ice-reinforced cargo ships traveled the coastline 
to supply bases and carry strategic materials from the mines of the North to 
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the production facilities and rail lines of the Kola Peninsula near Murmansk 
and Archangel.

Russia’s vision of the Arctic has gone through several revisions since the 
latter years of the Soviet Union. The most significant change began under 
Michael Gorbachev, the USSR’s last secretary general. As part of Gorbachev’s 
effort to reduce international tension, he proposed that the Arctic should be a 
zone of peace and cooperation and even suggested that the strategic waterway 
of the North – the Northern Sea Route – could be opened to foreign shipping.21 
Gorbachev’s Arctic vision was derailed by the collapse of the Soviet Union 
and the changes wrought during the presidency of Boris Yeltsin. Although 
the Northern Sea Route was declared open to foreign shipping in 1991, the 
route fell into disuse and disrepair. The reduction of the military threat from 
the United States removed the state imperative of maintaining the strategic 
forces and defenses along the Arctic coast while rapid privatization of state 
assets decimated the Russian-flag shipping fleet. Annual shipping on the 
Northern Sea Route dropped from almost 6.6 million tons in 1987 to about 
2.0 million tons in 1998.22

As traffic on the NSR declined, so too did the facilities strung across the 
North that supported traffic on the route. By the time Yeltsin left office in 1999, 
the Northern Sea Route and Russia’s capacity to use it were at their lowest ebb 
since the NSR was established in the 1930s. Much as western geostrategists 
had assumed for more than a century, Russia became nearly isolated from 
its northern frontier. As Moscow and St. Petersburg increasingly became the 
focal points of Russian government, economics, and culture at the beginning 
of the twenty-first century, Russia was in danger of being relegated to the 
role as Europe’s eastern frontier. But while the concentration of power and 
wealth in the two major cities would continue, political, economic, resource, 
technology, and climate changes would soon begin to reverse the vision for 
Russia’s Arctic.

Vladimir Putin became prime minister in 1999 and president in 2000, 
and with him came a number of changes that reflected a greater role for the 
central government. This was particularly true in the case of the Arctic. There 
should have been no surprise in the turn of policy, given that President Putin’s 
1999 PhD dissertation was titled “Mineral and Raw Material Resources and 
the Development Strategy for the Russian Economy.”23 As president, Putin 
quickly became the chief advocate for northern resource development and 
rehabilitation of the Northern Sea Route. Within a decade, a series of formal 
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strategies would change the role of the Arctic from a forgotten fortress to 
a new source of national strength for Russia. This was formalized when an 
Arctic security strategy was endorsed by President Dmitry Medvedev in 
2008.24 In this strategy, the basic national interests of the Russian Federation 
in the Arctic are:

 • Use of the Arctic zone of the Russian Federation as a strate-
gic resource base of the Russian Federation to deal with the 
socio-economic development; 

 • Preservation of the Arctic as a zone of peace and 
cooperation; 

 • Conservation of unique ecosystems of the Arctic; and

 • Use the Northern Sea Route as a national integrated trans-
port communications in the Arctic, the Russian Federation25

The strategy also identified six primary policy objectives:

 1. Socio-economic development, including application of 
advanced technology for production, modernization of the 
transportation and fisheries sectors, and improved quality of 
life for indigenous people and other arctic residents;

 2. Defense and protection of the state border in the Arctic, 
including collaboration with other arctic states in delimiting 
the outer limits of Russian jurisdiction in the Arctic;

 3. Preserving and protecting the natural environment of the 
Arctic, including cross-border cooperation for conservation of 
the natural environment;

 4. Creating a unified information space in the Russian Arctic 
utilizing information and communications technologies;

 5. Ensuring an adequate level of basic and applied research to 
support security, life-support, and production activities in the 
Arctic climate;

 6. Ensuring an international regime of bilateral and multilateral 
cooperation between Russia and other arctic states, increasing 
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the involvement of public institutions and organizations in 
international arctic forums, and ensuring that the northern 
sea routes are managed in conformity with international 
treaties.

These objectives were taken further in Russia’s draft “Development Strategy 
for the Arctic Zone to 2020,”26 which was discussed at the Moscow conference 
“The Arctic: Territory of Dialog” in September 2010 and released in draft form 
by the Ministry for Regional Development in 2011. The theme of the draft 
strategy has been summarized by Dr. Alexander Pelyasov as “Knowledge, 
Presence, Innovation.”27 The strategy implements these three elements with 
its emphasis on gathering information about the Arctic and developing new 
understanding, strengthening human capital through education, improved 
work and living conditions and use of the internet and satellite communica-
tions to strengthen society in the Far North, and developing and implement-
ing new technologies, including alternative energy systems, to the problems 
of living and working in the harsh arctic environment.

Opportunities for a Joint Arctic Strategy

Russia and the United States are both “Arctic Nations,” but they differ in 
the degree to which the Arctic is integrated into their national vision. With 
objectives established by their respective national security policies, both the 
United States and Russia approach their Arctic policies guided by sustain-
able development concepts integrated into ocean and regional development 
policies, but emphasis differs based on their geography, climate, resources, 
culture, and national and local interests and policies.

Russia’s draft development strategy for the Arctic encompasses several 
key points that are part of the U.S. national security strategy and are high-
lighted in the “Mr. Y” paper:

 • The U.S. security interest in the development of human 
capital is matched by the arctic development strategy’s focus 
on developing human capital in the Arctic, including educa-
tion, health, and quality of life;
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 • The U.S. focus on enhancing science, technology, and in-
novation can be paired with the focus on the need to apply 
knowledge, understanding, and innovation to Russia’s arctic 
development;

 • A U.S. strategy to develop natural resources in response to 
growing U.S. needs is matched by Russia’s commitment to 
develop its natural resources in the Arctic.

Contrasting National Approaches

Russia and the United States share the general themes of security and sover-
eignty, prosperity through sustainable development, and governance through 
cooperation and collaboration. In practice, however, there remain differences 
in emphasis that affect the potential for collaboration in managing the Arctic.

In sovereignty and security, both states have agreed to respect the provi-
sions of the Law of the Sea Convention for determining the limits of national 
jurisdiction. This is hampered, however, by the failure to date for the United 
States to ratify the LOS Convention and Russia to ratify the U.S.–Russian 
maritime boundary delimitation treaty.

Both countries are still developing their own balance between envi-
ronmental protection and economic development. While these are largely 
domestic matters, differences in national policies that affect trans-boundary 
fisheries, protection of marine mammals, and effects of development on 
the marine environmental may lead to disagreement and political conflict. 
Russia’s policies see the Arctic first as a strategic resource warehouse that can 
kickstart development while U.S. policies approach Arctic resources with a 
high degree of caution and unresolved conflict between development and 
environment.

Russia and the United States both support bilateral coordination and 
cooperation and regional cooperation through the Arctic Council, but there 
are likely to be different perspectives of the roles of local, national, and global 
interests in developing and implementing security, sustainable development, 
and governance policies for the Arctic. When interests coincide, the potential 
benefit of cooperation can be high, as demonstrated by the successful negoti-
ation of a binding agreement among Arctic Council members for search and 
rescue in the Arctic Ocean.
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In both countries, however, Arctic policy is driven by internal interests 
at the national level. Bilateral cooperation is already conducted by the navies 
and coast guards stationed in the Pacific and Arctic oceans. Only to a lesser 
degree do regional and local governments, civil society, and native people 
have a say in policy. These other groups generally lack the resources to pur-
sue their different agendas on their own and are limited to working around 
the edges of federal policy. U.S. environmental NGOs may collaborate with 
Russian counterparts. Communication among native people of the two coun-
tries has been facilitated by the lifting of visa requirements for crossing the 
U.S.–Russian border and efforts are underway to obtain a reciprocal exten-
sion of the duration of visa for other travelers.

Toward An Antimeridianal Arctic Partnership

The official policies of the United States and Russia demonstrate that the 
two nations share interests and approaches in the Arctic in the areas of se-
curity and sovereignty, prosperity, the environment, and international and 
regional cooperation. These shared interests provide the basis for increased 
collaboration and partnership. While they have different perspectives and 
emphasis, both nations place high emphasis on safe navigation, development 
of domestic sources of energy, management and conservation of living re-
sources, protection of the marine environment, inclusion of native people in 
developing and implementing Arctic policies, and adherence to the principles 
of state sovereignty and regional cooperation specified in the UN Convention 
on the Law of the Sea and the Rio Declaration of the UN Conference on 
Environment and Development.

The interests of Russia and the United States are particularly aligned in 
the areas of border and boundary delimitation and in homeland security. 
Approaches differ significantly in regard to the balance between economic 
development and environmental protection and conservation, but the general 
approach based on sustainable development is shared. Both endorse multilat-
eral approaches, including regional cooperation though the Arctic Council 
and broader cooperation through functional international organizations, 
notably the International Maritime Organization.

Prosperity and environment, the constituent components of sustainable 
development, address aspects of each nation’s new view of national securi-
ty. Maritime transportation in the Arctic is a core aspect of both country’s 
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policies. For Russia, the development of the Northern Sea Route across Arctic 
Asia as a national transportation corridor is a primary interest. For the United 
States, safe transportation and security in the maritime domain are likewise 
primary security interests that contribute to security and prosperity aspects 
of the national interest.

While relations at the national level have ebbed and flowed according to 
relations between capitals, there is a history of regional and local cooperation 
that dates back to the beginning of the “glasnost” era. Led by early academic 
cooperation and exchanges, cultural exchanges followed, as did state-level 
negotiations and cooperation on international fishery policy in the Bering 
Sea. As Governor of Alaska, Wally Hickel made extensive efforts to build 
connections with the regional and provincial governments of the Russian Far 
East. Cities in Alaska and Russia have established “sister city” relationships.28

The United States and Russia share a long maritime boundary and at their 
closest approach their shores are less than two and a half miles apart. Over 
the past three decades, there have been many scientific, cultural, and resource 
interchanges between Alaska and the Russian Far East at the state/federal 
district, city, and organization levels. Native people in Alaska and the Russian 
Far East share roots of language and culture that reach deep into pre-history. 
Far from their respective capitals, the people of Alaska and the Russian Far 
East have developed their own low-key relationships, mostly outside of the 
awareness of policymakers in their capitals.

An Agenda for Reset and Partnership in the 
Antimeridianal Arctic

The common interests in security, prosperity, and cooperation in the Arctic 
give rise to a promising opportunity to make the reset of relations between 
the United States and Russia more robust and durable. Here is a twelve-point 
program for an Arctic Regional Partnership that focuses on the three core 
areas of interest to both the United States and Russia: security, prosperity and 
cooperation:
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Security and Sovereignty

Shared interests in protecting sovereignty and maintaining security in the 
northern Pacific Ocean have led the United States and Russia to develop 
pragmatic relationships to facilitate collaboration on matters of search and 
rescue, communications, regulatory enforcement, and traffic monitoring 
in the Bering Strait region. Out of the public eye, working relationships in 
ocean use and management under international law that have been a mod-
el of cooperation in the north Pacific should be extended northward to the 
Antimeridianal Arctic:

 1. Reinforce the rule of law: First, Russia and the United States 
need to take the lead in strengthening the rule of law in 
the Arctic. Russia should finally ratify the 1990 maritime 
boundary agreement with the United States and the United 
States should accede to the UN Convention on the Law of the 
Sea. A firm commitment to a common understanding of the 
Law of the Sea Convention will help Arctic states to resolve 
issues among themselves and to implement policies and 
regulations governing Arctic use that will be accepted by non-
Arctic states seeking to transit the Arctic, exploit its resources, 
and conduct marine scientific research.

 2. Cooperate in strategic force activities in the Arctic: As long 
as the United States and Russia maintain strategic nuclear 
weapons, these forces will be deployed in the Arctic, primarily 
under the polar ice and high in the atmosphere. Effective 
deterrence depends on continued demonstration of response 
capability, but such demonstration can be achieved while 
also maintaining communication and enacting confidence-
building measures regarding operations, intelligence, and 
interaction between offensive and defensive systems.

 3. Enhance military cooperation and plan for emergency response: 
Improve the capability of all Arctic states to respond to 
natural disasters and man-made crises. Increased activity 
in the Arctic need not require each Arctic state to maintain 
a full spectrum of ships, aircraft, satellites, and observation 
stations or emergency supplies. Shared awareness of assets, 
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joint planning, and training in combined operations would 
benefit all users of the Arctic in providing combined aid 
and assistance. Successful implementation of the Search 
and Rescue agreement adopted in Nuuk in May 2011 will 
demonstrate the potential for further cooperation.

 4. Maritime safety and regulation of activities: The Arctic 
states, with Russia and the United States in the lead, should 
collaborate to ensure safety at sea in line with national 
and international regulations, from implementation of the 
search and rescue agreement to response to major disasters 
at sea, such as vessel damage and oil spills. Leadership by 
the Arctic states in the International Maritime Organization 
can help avoid different, perhaps conflicting, national design 
specifications and operating regulations for trans-arctic 
shipping, and collaboration on regional fisheries management 
can lead to sustainable fisheries rather than over-exploitation. 
Agreement between Russia and the United States on traffic 
separation and monitoring in the Bering Strait is an important 
step in addressing safety and security in the Arctic to the 
benefit of both countries as well as other nations whose 
ships enter the Arctic for commercial or scientific purposes. 
Cooperation in communication, GPS, and observation satellite 
coverage can reduce the cost, widen the coverage, and speed 
the availability of these services to Arctic users.

Prosperity and Sustainable Development

The Antimeridianal Arctic is already a resource base for the United States 
and a part of the national transportation infrastructure of the Russian Arctic. 
Increasingly, both energy and fishery resources will lead the expansion of 
civilian interests in economic development, protection of the environment, 
conservation of resources, and support for Arctic residents and peoples. 
Proximity suggests that people, businesses, and organizations of both the 
United States and Russia will have increasing opportunities to collaborate in 
pursuing sustainable development, but this will require considerable effort to 
lay the groundwork for cooperation:
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 5. Sustainable development and integrated planning. Both the 
United States and the Russian Federation have included the 
concept of spatial planning as a tool for balanced development 
in the Arctic. Policy-making based on concepts of ecosystem 
and watershed management and spatial planning, both in the 
marine environment and on shore, is still in development. 
This should be topic of collaboration in which planners and 
policymakers further develop the concepts and learn lessons 
from one another.

 6. Improved business and investment environment. Trans-border 
business opportunities should be fostered, but this will require 
improvements in commercial law and practice. Joint business 
opportunities will need special attention and oversight in 
order to develop a fair and predictable environment for 
trade and investment with processes to resolve conflict and 
enforce agreements. Codes of business practices, training in 
cultural differences, effective remedies for disputes, support 
for investment and other policies to promote U.S.–Russian 
business activities in the Arctic need support and oversight 
at both the national and regional level (state level in the 
United States, district and federal subject level in Russia). 
Federal ministries should establish policies that allow local 
governments to reduce barriers to cross-border business 
arrangements.

 7. Regional, local, and indigenous people’s interests. U.S. and 
Russian interests can benefit from collaboration below the 
national level. The State of Alaska, the Russian Far Eastern 
Federal District, and Russian provincial governments 
on the Arctic and Pacific coasts have much to gain from 
collaboration, communication, and educational exchanges. 
Polices on issues such as distance education, public health 
in remote areas, and renewable energy in the Far North and 
support for cross-border travel and communication among 
indigenous people need to be given greater support.

 8. Conservation and environmental protection. Designation of 
protected areas, development of guidelines for oil and gas 
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development, implementation of procedures for rapid response 
to environmental emergencies, and guidelines and regulations 
for marine shipping and structures should be approached as 
a matter of joint interest. Non-governmental organizations 
should participate in the identification of areas of concern, 
proposal of protection measures, and local participation in 
policy development and implementation. U.S. and Russia 
coordination in these areas can foster agreement within the 
Arctic Council.

Regional Cooperation

The primary focus for Arctic governance of both the United States and 
Russia is regional, primarily thorough the Arctic Council. However, 
common interests can support bilateral collaboration in joint initiatives and 
in the application of collaborative tools for ocean governance that can then 
be further expanded to the entire region. Recognizing that interest in the 
Antimeridianal Arctic is not limited to just the United States and Russia, such 
collaborative activities will need to be conducted in cooperation with both the 
Arctic Council members and the more distant parties that have interests and 
rights in Arctic waters, as well as with indigenous people who have their own 
interests in maintaining and developing their way of life through traditional 
activities and through new trade and economic development opportunities 
made possible by a warming Arctic. These parties must be involved in all 
Arctic management activities that touch their substantive interests, not just 
in the Arctic Council, but in other organizations and agreements that address 
Arctic issues:

 9. Oversight of Arctic activities and policies: The Arctic Council 
should serve as the principal forum for discussion of Arctic 
issues related to sustainable development, even when specific 
actions are conducted under State authority or oversight of 
other organizations (for example, the negotiation of Arctic 
ship design codes in the IMO). Border issues, including 
boundary delimitation, customs and immigration, vessel 
inspection, and regulatory enforcement should be regularly 
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discussed bilaterally by diplomatic and coast guard officials 
and reported upon periodically to the Arctic Council.

 10. Arctic domain awareness and foresight: Support for maritime 
security, resource management, and marine environmental 
protection should be enhanced by collaborative collection, 
assessment, and dissemination of accurate and up-to-date 
information regarding human activities and ocean, ice, and 
climate data. Joint observation of the maritime domain, 
identification and tracking of ships and aircraft, particularly 
those of non-Arctic states, will be needed to maximize the 
effectiveness of the limited monitoring assets available in the 
Arctic. This information can be supplemented with reports 
from Arctic Council working groups, national reports, and 
other contributions to support a joint assessment and foresight 
capability within the Arctic Council that can integrate 
information and analyses from diverse sources to support 
issue identification and policy development by Council 
members.

 11. Arctic science: Conduct of Arctic research by all interested 
parties and sharing of results should be promoted, especially 
in areas of sustainable development and climate-change 
mitigation. Coastal states should facilitate approval of foreign 
scientific research within their EEZs, promoting collaboration 
and ensuring sharing of data and findings. Multilateral polar 
science programs should be fostered and given access to non-
security, non-commercial data from national sources.

 12. Increase cross-border cooperation by sub-national actors: As 
interest and activities in the Antimeridianal Arctic increase, 
there will be greater interest in Alaska, the Far East Federal 
District and its sub-units, private enterprises, NGOs, and 
native peoples’ groups. This needs to be facilitated with cross-
border communication, increased ease of travel, improvement 
of commercial codes and dispute resolution systems, and 
transparency of regional and local governance.
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Conclusion

Since the summer of 2009, the United States has followed a policy of a “reset” 
in U.S.–Russian relations. This policy has focused on high-profile great power 
issues epitomized by the successful conclusion of the “New START” treaty 
in late 2010. However, the reset has largely focused on intergovernmental 
activities and relations between the two national capitals. As such, the 
durability of the reset may be only as long-lasting as the current leadership of 
the two nations.

Broader and more lasting results may be achieved when the local 
populations and the regional governments of both countries are engaged 
in relations between the two countries. Alaska and the Russian Far East, 
adjacent on their shared maritime border and far from the federal power 
centers, can provide a complementary form of reset that reaches deeper into 
the social fabric of both countries, building familiarity, and addressing day-
to-day issues of cooperation in government regulation, development, and 
environmental management. Such a reset can build upon regional connections 
and partnerships to address issues of environment and development and can 
work in partnership with federal agencies, particularly the U.S. Coast Guard, 
and Federal Security Service’s Coastal Border Guard, in creating the maritime 
infrastructure to support regional commerce and collaborative regulatory 
enforcement. Increased regional collaboration and trans-border commerce 
can be facilitated by national ministries but needs active involvement and 
leadership by state and regional government as well.

Policy for the Antimeridianal Arctic is not the exclusive provence of 
the United States and Russia, but as the nations that bear responsibility for 
maritime safety, whose citizens are best placed to exploit arctic resources and 
to be affected by failures to manage resources well, they need to be the leaders 
in developing policy for the region. While they cannot manage the region in 
isolation from other arctic states and more distant states that have interests 
in the Arctic, they are the natural geopolitical leaders of the region. Together 
they can build on their common interests to ensure that the Antimeridianal 
Arctic truly becomes a region of peace and prosperity.
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16. Stability and Security in a 
Post-Arctic World: Toward a 
Convergence of Indigenous, State, 
and Global Interests at the Top of 
the World1

Barry Scott Zellen

Over the centuries, interest in the Arctic and the commercial and strategic 
potential of its sea lanes and natural resources has been persistent, from the 
fur-trading empires of Rupert’s Land and Russian America to our own time 
– but climatic conditions prevented the region’s full potential from being 
achieved before now, holding back its development, and limiting its contri-
bution to the world economy, making it neither a rimland or a heartland but 
something that more closely resembles what geopolitical theorist Mackinder 
called Lenaland2 – named for the isolated Lena river valley in Russia and 
which captured the unique geostrategic insularity of the Far North, which 
made it possible for the Cold War’s two armed and often hostile superpowers 
to come face to face along their long ice curtain with very little risk of war, 
in great contrast to the Central Front in the once-divided Germany where a 
million men stood armed and ready for war for a generation. This long isola-
tion dates back before the dawn of man and accounts for the region’s unique 
fauna, like the polar bear and beluga whale, blending into an environment 
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defined by ice and snow for millennia. What long defined the region’s bio-
logical evolution also shaped its geopolitical stability and limited mankind’s 
otherwise heavy footprint.

But all this now looks to be changing, or least the prospect of such a 
change has tipped from the implausible to the possible – as a result of the rap-
id warming of the Arctic climate and the measurably accelerated summer ice 
melts, catching even the most alarmist of ice scientists off guard three years 
ago with summer ice minimums hitting new lows several decades earlier 
than anyone had imagined possible.3This put the region in play strategically 
for the first time since the Cold War’s end as the renewed promise of unlock-
ing the Arctic’s full potential and the simultaneous global natural resource 
rush stimulated interest in the region among numerous stakeholders, many 
of whom had otherwise been content to ignore the polar region throughout 
the 1990s.4

A Post-Arctic World? Time Again for ‘Thinking About 
the Unthinkable’

During the Cold War, with the threat of nuclear apocalypse hanging over 
all of our heads, several bold strategic theorists sought to “think about the 
unthinkable,” and prepare for all potential scenarios that might unfold in 
this new dangerous world that greeted us on the morning after Hiroshima. 
Herman Kahn, the former RAND analyst and founder of the Hudson 
Institute, was amongst this era’s most colorful and controversial thinkers, 
becoming, according to some observers, the template for the character of Dr. 
Strangelove in the popular Kubrick dark comedy.5 Kahn is famous for his 
Thinking About the Unthinkable, which was one of the first explicit attempts to 
resist political correctness in “defense of thinking” – even about frightening 
and dangerous things like thermonuclear warfare. His earlier magnum opus, 
On Thermonuclear War, made him a celebrity and was one of the sources 
of the more apocalyptic elements of Dr. Strangelove’s unique conceptual vo-
cabulary, like ‘doomsday machines’ and ‘mine-shaft gaps.’ What, one might 
reasonably ask, does Herman Kahn and the literature of nuclear warfare have 
to do with the Arctic sovereignty? Quite a lot: from our need to think about 
some pretty unthinkable things like a potential (though now somewhat less 
imminent) collapse of the polar ice pack and the possible end of a frozen 
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Arctic, to a near-term increase in Arctic shipping, resource development, 
urbanization, industrialization, and even the ultra-long-term possibility of 
re-forestation – as well, with the potential destabilization of the permafrost 
and warming of the polar sea, the more worrisome specter of catastrophic 
methane dumps inducing rapid temperature increases with the potential of 
outpacing evolution’s adaptive capability, which as Al Gore famously noted in 
An Inconvenient Truth, could mean the end of life itself.6These are all worri-
some, potentially catastrophic, phenomena, no different than the issues faced 
in the nuclear age in terms of the underlying risks to mankind and our planet, 
if the more pessimistic scenarios involving a cascade of worsening feedback 
cycles such as massive methane dumps into the atmosphere, or the end of our 
oceans’ ability to serve dutifully as carbon sinks, or even the hyper-acidifi-
cation of the seas wiping out the bottom of the food change and invariably 
causing extinction to all of us who reside higher up the chain. With the stakes 
of climate change so high, in the Arctic and around the world; and with the 
clash between the optimists (who critics think of as denialists or flat-earthers) 
and pessimists (who since Climategate have been laying low) every bit as in-
tense as that witnessed during the Cold War’s doctrinal debates, a look at 
some metaphors and scenarios for our age makes as much sense as it did for 
Kahn and the other strategic thinkers of the Cold War.

During the Cold War there were two dominant and competing schools 
of strategic thought that emerged to manage the unique opportunities and 
challenges presented by nuclear weapons and their spread. One was Bernard 
Brodie’s “absolute weapon” concept, which sought to maintain stability by 
balancing mutual fear of apocalypse, known as MAD or Mutual Assured 
Destruction, or what some described as the Balance of Terror.7 Then there was 
Kahn’s response, more in style than in doctrine since his ideas and Brodie’s 
evolved largely in sync – which was to imagine nuclear warfighting at every 
level from localized nuclear wars to a general, total war, with all levels not 
only considered survivable but also winnable. Their core differentiator was 
less theoretical or doctrinal, and more emotional: one was guardedly opti-
mistic about the prognosis for an enduring peace predicated upon deterrence, 
while the other was much more optimistic about a positive outcome of a nu-
clear war, and our ability to both survive and win one, in the event deterrence 
failed.

With the Arctic, we have a similar divergence between optimists and 
pessimists: some like Canadian author and dedicated Arctic journalist Ed 
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Struzik have postulated that what we think of as the Arctic is actually coming 
to an end, and that we now stand at what might very well be the threshold of 
what I’ve been calling the “Post-Arctic” world. Struzik referred to the “End 
of Arctic,” which was more elegant and ominous, a phrase he introduced in 
the early 1990s and still uses to describe our historical and geopolitical mo-
ment. The Arctic Ocean and its increasingly active basin will of course still 
be there – more obviously so as the ice retreats. But its currently dominant 
characteristics are changing rapidly – in particular the massive, permanent, 
continent-sized barrier of multi-year ice that sits atop the pole, which could 
in time disappear and has certainly shown a capacity to retreat further and 
faster than anticipated, presenting us with something of a strategic surprise 
that suggests further surprises could arise. As the ice pack retreats, the po-
lar barrier that marked the very “ends of the Earth,” or what was long ago 
called “Ultima Thule” has the potential to become something of a trans-po-
lar crossroad, or what mapmakers long ago imagined to be the “Midnight 
Sea,” and already shipping companies are testing routes across the top of the 
world linking Northeast Asian ports with their counterparts in Europe, and 
Russian ports with their counterparts in Canada, in anticipation of new sea 
lanes becoming a feature of the maritime world.

What Rob Huebert and Brooks Yeager called a “New Sea” in their January 
2008 World Wildlife Fund Report will eventually emerge if summer warming 
trends are sustained (and if decelerations of the ice-melts prove to be only 
temporary), with huge geopolitical consequences.8 What was once the “ends of 
the Earth” now has the potential to become its new center, a literal “medi-ter-
ranean.” Many are worried about these consequences; Ed Struzik, in his 1992 
Equinox Magazine article titled appropriately enough “The End of Arctic,” 
predicted a world without a frozen Arctic;9 and more recently, of course, is Al 
Gore’s “Inconvenient Truth”10 thesis (which experienced something of a melt-
down on the eve of Climategate when he exaggerated Wieslav Maslowski’s 
predictions of an ice-free Arctic (Maslowski was thinking seasonally, and 
Gore was thinking messianically) which echoed Struzik’s earlier argument 
that we are witnessing the end of a unique part of the Earth’s heritage.11 Gore 
went further, suggesting a potential global catastrophe that threatens to end 
most life on our planet. But even if such an apocalyptic end does not result 
from climate change, Arctic peoples and their governments will have to con-
tend with the impacts of shifting wildlife migration patterns, coastal erosion, 
and permafrost thaws that jeopardize much northern infrastructure. And 
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even new opportunities such as increased trans-polar shipping will bring new 
risks and challenges, especially as multi-year ice breaks up and drifts south 
into the emergent sea lanes, requiring much investment and infrastructure 
development to ensure adequate safety, search and rescue, environmental 
cleanup, and marine service capabilities are in place.

There are also some optimists who see us standing at the start of a new 
era, much like Francis Fukuyama viewed the end of the Cold War as a sym-
phonic Hegelian finale called the “End of History,”12 and the dawn of a new era 
of hope. This more optimistic viewpoint believes we’re entering a new “Age 
of the Arctic,” the title of the well-known book (and earlier Foreign Policy 
article by Oran Young from the winter 1985/86 edition13), or as described 
by the phrase made famous in 1973 by the late Walter Hickel, Alaska’s very 
own philosopher-king – who not only helped endow the state of Alaska with 
the necessary land base to be viable (103 million acres), but who would later 
run the state as governor, serving two separate terms, and who also served in 
President Nixon’s cabinet as interior secretary – that it’s the dawn of the “Day 
of the Arctic.”14 One can look even further back, all the way to William H. 
Seward’s 1853 “Destiny of America” speech that predicted the expansion of 
America “so that it shall greet the sun when he touches the Tropic, and when 
he sends his glancing rays towards the Polar circle.”15 Seward helped fulfill his 
prediction when he negotiated the purchase of Alaska from Russia in 1867 – 
though at the time he was much criticized for such reckless and shortsighted 
folly infamously known as Seward’s Folly.

Whether you stand at a precipice before a tragic “End of the Arctic,” or 
at the gateway to a promising “Day of the Arctic,” depends ultimately on 
whether you approach the climate issue with hope or fear, and whether you 
anticipate great opportunity, or severe danger. I prefer to think of the coming 
era as the onset of the “Arctic Spring,” a theme I present in my book, Arctic 
Doom, Arctic Boom: The Geopolitics of Climate Change in the Arctic – and 
which imagines a forthcoming period of great change that offers tremendous 
hope as well as risk, a view that is shared by many northerners who look to cli-
mate change with something of a “bring it on” mentality, seeing in the thaw a 
potential economic awakening. “Arctic Spring” has the potential to transform 
the Arctic basin much like Prague Spring promised to open up and integrate 
Czechoslovakia with the West, but which in the end was crushed for another 
generation. However, the hope expressed in 1968 was finally realized twenty 
years later when the Velvet Revolution succeeded in toppling the communist 
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regime. As we think about this coming transformation, we should remember 
that this is a new (and as such unwritten) chapter of history – with the poten-
tial for new ideas and innovation.

Former Soviet premier Gorbachev had such a vision for the Arctic at 
the Cold War’s end, expressed in October 1987 in his Murmansk Initiative,16 
which called for the Arctic to become a “Zone of Peace,” and to lead the way 
forward to an end of the Cold War, a vision articulated by the Inuit as well and 
which showed a unique alignment of tribal, territorial, state, and internation-
al interests. But events quickly sped beyond Gorbachev’s control with the fall 
of the Berlin Wall, and the cascading swarms of people-power more speedily 
integrating East and West than his imaginative Arctic diplomatic efforts. But 
the idea was a good one, and perhaps worth revisiting. At Ilulissat in May 
2008, a similar vision of an Arctic united and governed by international law 
was asserted; it remains to be seen if this vision ultimately triumphs, but, 
as Lawson Brigham has recently observed in Foreign Policy, the prognosis is 
good and even recent saber-rattling through military exercises and assertive 
policy statements has not created frictions “beyond the realm of diplomacy,”17 
or I might add, beyond the realm of optimism. It remains possible that the 
Arctic basin will become a new arena for cooperation between Russia and the 
West, much like Gorbachev foresaw at Murmansk before his empire collapsed 
internally, fostering an East-West unification along the Central Front and not 
the northern front as he had hoped.

But much depends on the evolution of political attitudes in all of the 
Arctic states, and whether the political climate warms along with the geo-
physical climate. It is notable that at the Ilulissat Summit in 2008, only the 
top foreign affairs officials of the Arctic rim states were invited – suggesting 
that even as they pledged to collaborate in their efforts to resolve future Arctic 
disputes, they have yet to fully integrate the input of the region’s inhabitants, 
and in particular its indigenous peoples. This was noted by the Inuit leader-
ship, who a year later issued their own Circumpolar Declaration on Arctic 
Sovereignty,18 calling for their rightful, and central, place in determining 
its future and taking a baby-step forward toward a more robust assertion of 
sovereignty. In response to the emboldened Inuit response to their exclusion 
at Ilulissat, Secretary of State Clinton famously waded into the muskeg in 
March 2010, chastising her alliance partner, next-door neighbor to the north, 
and primary oil supplier, for excluding the Inuit and the non-rim Arctic states 
from the next meeting of the A5.19
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It appears that more than the climate was heating up; with Secretary of 
State Clinton’s  diplomatic engagement on behalf of the Inuit, a tectonic shift 
in the diplomatic balance of power looked to be taking place, with sub-state 
indigenous groups like the Inuit now finding a sympathetic ear in the U.S. 
State Department, and values long localized at the tribal level now shared by 
powerful states, not unlike the alignment that nearly came into balance at 
Murmansk a generation ago. The next step is to continue to broaden the circle 
of stakeholders, so that the dynamic and creative efforts of the indigenous 
peoples of the region, and their many interests and perspectives, can increas-
ingly shape the world’s response to the changes taking place at the top of 
the world. With the new regional governing structures across the Arctic now 
fully integrating the Inuit, from the North Slope Borough to the increasingly 
autonomous island-province of Greenland, and settled land claims empow-
ering indigenous peoples with huge tracts of lands and substantial economic 
resources across the North American Arctic, their participation is not only 
enabled, it is essential – as the internal and external dimensions of Arctic 
security come together at the top of our world.

The Inuit Political Odyssey: From Assimilation to 
Empowerment

Over the last half century, tremendous structural innovations have been made 
to the the political economy of Arctic North America, stretching from the 
Bering Sea to Baffin Bay, with the completion of a multigenerational process 
of negotiating comprehensive Aboriginal land claims treaties to resolve issues 
of land ownership, and to foster an enduring partnership between the indig-
enous peoples and the modern state through a variety of new institutions, 
including Aboriginal regional and community corporations, investment 
corporations, land administration agencies, a variety of tribe-state co-man-
agement boards, plus a complex patchwork of local, regional, and territorial 
governments created to give a voice to the Native interest. As a result of these 
changes, which I examine in my book, Breaking the Ice and its sequel, On 
Thin Ice, the Inuit and other Aboriginal northerners have become powerful 
stakeholders in the economic and political systems that govern the Arctic 
today, and also, importantly, the largest private land owners with direct con-
trol over some 10 per cent of North America’s Arctic territories, and indirect 
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influence over a far larger portion of the Arctic land mass.20The historical 
process, seen from Alaska to Nunatsiavut, has been by and large a two-step 
process. The first step was to address the land question, and to negotiate 
and, in most cases, implement land claims accords to bring clarity of title, 
helping to identify who owns which lands and to reconcile the competing 
interests of tribe and state and thereby open up (or, for sensitive ecosystems 
and traditional hunting lands, close off) the region to economic develop-
ment with various mechanisms of co-management helping to keep native 
and state interests in balance. Once land claims were settled, the next step 
in the process of northern development has been the pursuit of new systems 
of Aboriginal self-governance, taking various forms and employing various 
structures over time (with greater powers becoming available as time went 
by, and earlier policies of assimilation being replaced by more contemporary 
policies promoting cultural and political renewal) – from the establishment 
of municipal or borough governments under existing constitutional law, as 
we saw in Alaska in the 1970s, to the creation newly empowered tribal coun-
cils governed by federal Indian law in Alaska and the NWT in the 1980s and 
90s) or the negotiation of entirely new systems of governance – with the most 
ambitious being Nunavut, with their comprehensive land claim settlement in 
1993 linked to the subsequent formation of a new territorial government in 
1999, creating a complex and potentially powerful system of self-governance 
applying a public model to a predominantly indigenous region for de facto 
indigenous self-governance.

After Nunavut, the evolution toward more distinctly indigenous self- 
governing structures has continued, as reflected in the Labrador Inuit Land 
Claim of 2005 with the very first truly Inuit self-governing structure, whose 
governing principles were articulated in detail in the 2002 Labrador Inuit 
Constitution. More recently, in November 2008, the far-flung Danish prov-
ince of Greenland held a referendum on evolving beyond their “home rule” 
system of autonomy toward formal state sovereignty and independence, 
which passed decisively – paving the way forward for the eventual emergence 
of a formally sovereign Arctic state with a majority Inuit population, with 
literally revolutionary (or devolutionary) implications for the rest of the Inuit 
homeland. In the years ahead, we may see even further advances in the pro-
cess of Native empowerment toward increased autonomy and perhaps lead-
ing toward the Balkanization of the Arctic into independent (or at least more 
genuinely autonomous) political units.
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Regardless of the jurisdiction, whether in Alaska or Arctic Canada, or 
beyond the shores of North America, indigenous peoples have shown tre-
mendous ingenuity in their effort to build new systems for self-governance 
since the land claims movement took root in the 1960s, creatively adapting 
existing institutions or creating new ones when possible, lobbying for and 
negotiating to further advance their powers. Ideas and institutions for rec-
onciling the interests of indigenous northerners and the modern state have 
evolved, following, broadly but with some exception (such as James Bay and 
Northern Quebec, due to the intensification of Quebec’s hydro-electric power 
development activities in its northern reaches), a west-to-east arc across the 
North, becoming stronger with each new iteration and reversing many of 
the negative consequences of the colonial experience, and transforming the 
domestic balance of power to lean heavily in favor of tribal interests, partic-
ularly on social, environmental, and economic matters. This increasing shift 
in power has increased the capacity for the indigenous peoples of the North 
to confront the many social and economic challenges that remain in their 
communities, providing the tools necessary to face these broad social and 
economic challenges, to innovate new opportunities, and to grapple with the 
complex challenges (as well as potential opportunities) associated with cli-
mate change and a potential Arctic thaw.

Social conditions in Alaska and the Canadian Arctic have been described 
by many as a Fourth World, with Third World conditions exacerbated by cli-
mate, isolation, and limited infrastructure including a near absence of roads 
and rail networks – making seasonal ice roads and summer sea lifts an eco-
nomic lifeline.21 Communities are generally small, ranging from just a few 
dozen people to several hundred, with the larger administrative centers being 
home to just a few thousand people; their populations are predominantly 
indigenous, with subsistence hunting, fishing, and trapping still essential to 
their nutritional and cultural survival. Fuel costs are high, as are imported 
foods, making hunting and fishing all the more important. Economic oppor-
tunities have been limited, with natural resource development presenting one 
of the more enduring opportunities, from last century’s Klondike gold rush 
to the oil boom of the 1970s, to the diamond rush of the 1990s, to the more re-
cent rush for all manner of Arctic natural resources. Land claims have helped 
to ensure that when economic development does take place, local concerns 
and tribal interests are not overlooked, with indigenous leaders becoming 
governing partners in assessing environmental risk, mitigating impacts to 
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traditional subsistence, and ensuring economic participation through jobs, 
training, and resource royalties. This can create deep rifts within the Native 
community, as tradition and modernity collide. But the new governing struc-
tures were designed in part to intermediate this collision, converting thesis 
and antithesis into a truly northern synthesis. The settlement of land claims 
and emergence of new structures of self-government have increased the role 
of indigenous peoples in the decisions made about the Arctic and its future. 
One dramatic illustration: in the 1970s, when the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline 
Inquiry was held by Justice Berger, the struggle was primarily between cor-
porate interests and tribal interests, with the latter excluded from the deci-
sion-making of the former. During the more recent Mackenzie Gas Project, 
the Aboriginal Pipeline Group sat with the oil companies as an Aboriginally-
owned equity partner; and the Joint Review Panel examining the environ-
mental and social impacts of the proposed pipeline was empowered by the 
settled regional land claims, providing an indigenous perspective on both 
sides of the table – contributing to a slow pace but a unique review process 
with indigenous inputs at all levels.22

Alaska Native Claims: Starting the Process 

When the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) was enacted in 
1971, it aimed to quickly bring Alaska Natives into the modern economy and 
at the same time to clarify the limits of Aboriginal title, making it possible 
to fully develop the state’s natural resources and in particular to build the 
trans-Alaska pipeline. Because its objectives were largely economic, its cor-
porate model became its defining and most transformative characteristic – 
not without controversy, since the corporate model was viewed with some 
skepticism by indigenous leaders as a tool of assimilation, and there remains a 
continuing debate over the appropriateness of the corporate model to the in-
digenous North. ANCSA formally extinguished Aboriginal rights, title, and 
claims to traditional lands in the state, while formally transferring fee-simple 
title to 44 million acres – or some 12 per cent of the state’s land base – to 
Alaska Natives, with $962.5 million in compensation for the lands ceded to 
the state, $500 million of which was to be derived from future oil royalties 
(as a result of which over half the “compensation” was to be derived from re-
sources extracted from the Inupiat homeland – an irony not missed by Alaska 
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Natives). ANCSA also created twelve regional Native corporations (and later 
a thirteenth for non-resident Alaska Natives), and over two hundred village 
corporations to manage these lands and financial resources.

These new corporate structures introduced a brand new language and 
culture, as well as a new system of managing lands and resources that seemed 
at variance with the traditional cultures of the region and their traditional 
subsistence economy. The early years of ANCSA were famously described by 
justice Thomas Berger as dragging Alaska Natives “kicking and screaming”23 
into the twentieth century, and many native corporations approached the 
brink of bankruptcy, forced to monetize their net operating losses in a last 
desperate bid to stay in business. A new cottage industry of northern invest-
ment, legal, and policy advisors emerged – sometimes to the benefit of their 
clients, but often not.

Fig. 1. Comprehensive land claims are now settled across the entire Arctic 
coast of Canada, from the 1984 Inuvialuit Final Agreement in the west to 
the 2005 Labrador Inuit (Nunatsiavut) Land Claim Agreement in the east.
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In addition to the corporatization of village Alaska, ANCSA’s original 
design also had some structural flaws that also nearly proved fatal to the 
land claims experience, including a twenty-year moratorium in transferring 
shares in Native corporations to non-Natives, which many feared would in-
evitably result in the dilution of Native ownership, known as the 1991 Time 
Bomb. While critics of the land claims process are correct to point out these 
original structural flaws and the assimilating pressures introduced by new 
corporate structures, the land claims model has nonetheless proved resilient 
and adaptive, as Native corporations matured and their boards, managers, 
and shareholders found ways to better balance traditional and modern val-
ues, learning from their crash course in capitalism as they went – so today the 
Native corporations represent a huge economic force in the state of Alaska.

The Inuvialuit of the Northwest Territories: Evolving 
the Land Claims Model

Across the border, the Inuvialuit of the Western Canadian Arctic had a front-
row seat to ANCSA and were impressed by all the money that was flowing 
north, as well as the new corporate structures created and the sizeable land 
quantum formally transferred to Alaska Natives. But they also noted the 
continuing threat to indigenous culture and the lack of adequate protections 
of subsistence rights, traditional culture, and environmental protection and 
were determined to do better. So when they negotiated the 1984 Inuvialuit 
Final Agreement (IFA) in the late 1970s, the land claims model became 
significantly enhanced – in addition to creating new Native corporations, 
the IFA also made an equal institutional commitment to the preservation 
of Native culture and traditions, to preserve the land and the wildlife, and 
to empower, not just new corporate interests, but also traditional cultural 
interests as well, by creating new institutions of co-management and more 
powerful hunter and trapper committees. They also made sure all Inuvialuit 
became shareholders and that no non-Inuvialuit ever could, learning from 
the Alaskan experience. The Inuvialuit thus successfully modified the land 
claims concept so that its structure included a natural institutional balancing 
– not unlike our own balance of powers concept – that has enabled a greater 
commitment to cultural and environmental protections.
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Their land claim entitled the 3,000 Inuvialuit living in six communities to 
35,000 square miles of land; co-management of land and water use, wildlife, 
and environmental assessment; wildlife harvesting rights; financial compen-
sation of $45 million in 1978 dollars, inflation-adjusted to $162 million, for 
lands ceded to Canada; and a share of government royalties for oil, gas, and 
mineral development on federal land; the formation of new national parks 
in their settlement area that further protect their land base from develop-
ment, while allowing subsistence activities unhindered; and a commitment 
to meaningful economic participation in any development in their settlement 
area. This model has remained largely intact in later comprehensive land 
claims, showing a twenty-five-year endurance as a model for northern devel-
opment. But one issue that was not yet on the table in the late 1970s and early 
1980s when the Inuvialuit chose to pursue their own regional land claim (and 
thereby gain some control over the intense oil boom in their homeland) was 
the establishment of new institutions of Aboriginal self-government, some-
thing that the Inuit of the central and eastern Arctic (the future Nunavut 
territory) decided to wait for. The Inuvialuit felt they did not have the luxury 
of time given the frenetic pace of oil and gas exploration in their lands. But 
Nunavut remained more isolated, providing more time to rethink, and rene-
gotiate, the land claims model.

Nunavut: Augmenting Land Claims with Regional 
Political Power

In the years separating the signing of the Inuvialuit land claim in 1984 and 
the signing of the Nunavut land claim in 1993, much progress was made 
on the political question, and an increasing respect for Aboriginal rights 
in Ottawa enabled the establishment of a new concept: reshaping political 
boundaries to correspond to a land-claims settlement area and establishing a 
new government to administer this region, augmenting the land claims with 
real political power. In 1993, with their signing of their historic accord, the 
Inuit of Nunavut were awarded $1.1 billion and title to 135,000 square miles 
of land, including 13,600 with subsurface rights, on top of various co-man-
agement boards, clearly defined rights protecting subsistence, and royalty 
sharing from resource development activities. Nunavut has a population of 
around 30,000 in twenty-eight communities spread out across over 770,000 
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square miles, or one fifth of Canada’s land mass, including the High Arctic is-
lands and the central-Arctic coastal mainland. While its population is tiny, its 
jurisdiction is vast and its resource base potentially tremendous, and the sea 
lanes that cross through the territory include the famed Northwest Passage.

The most striking innovation of the Nunavut claim was the way it was 
formally linked to the division of the Northwest Territories and the formation 
of a brand new territory, resulting in the 1999 birth of Nunavut. Nunavut has 
now been up and running for well over a decade, gaining valuable but often 
painful experience in self-governance – and thus showing many strains as it 
struggles to confront some daunting social and economic challenges in one 
of the most challenging geophysical environments imaginable. There have 
also been intergovernmental frictions with Ottawa over implementation and 
a growing perception of a crisis in Canada’s youngest territory. But there is 
still much reason for hope for the future; the roots of the problems facing 
Nunavut go deep and are not likely to be quickly overcome, but the solutions 
developed can now be Northern solutions, rooted in a deep understanding 
of Northern social realities. Since its population is predominantly Inuit, a 
public government can, at least for now, govern in an indigenous style – as 
the principles of the Nunavut land claim and the governing power of the new 
territorial government mutually reinforce one another. There is a long-term 
risk the territory could become more like the Yukon, especially if a major 
mineral strike results in a new mining center. But, for now, a public model 
in an indigenous context is a creative way to bring about self-government by 
other means.

After Nunavut: The Labrador Land Claim and the Dawn 
of Inuit Governance

Half a decade after Nunavut made headlines around the world, the final 
Inuit land claim along the North American Arctic and Subarctic coast – the 
Labrador Inuit (Nunatsiavut) Land Claims Agreement – was settled. It was 
ratified in December 2004 and came into effect a year later, presenting a 
new stage in the evolution of Inuit governance, making the two-step process 
more of a one-step process, further redefining the limits of self-government 
within a land settlement area – transcending the public model applied by the 
Inuit of Nunavut and the Inupiat of the North Slope. The agreement created 
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the 28,000-square-mile Labrador Inuit Settlement Area with an adjoining 
18,800-square-mile ocean zone extending as far as Canada’s territorial waters. 
The settlement area includes 6,100 square miles of Labrador Inuit Lands, five 
predominantly Inuit communities, and 3,700 square miles set aside for the 
Torngat Mountains National Park Reserve (following a tradition established 
by prior Inuit land claims to create vast national parks in which subsistence 
was protected) – with the Inuit retaining special rights in each of these areas. 
The Government of Canada will pay the Labrador Inuit $140 million in 1997 
dollars in compensation for lands ceded to the Crown.

Just as the formation of the Nunavut territory was the really cool innova-
tion of the Nunavut land claim, the emergence of truly Inuit self-government 
is the hallmark of the Labrador claim. As described in section 17.2 of the 
claim, it “exhaustively sets out the law-making authorities and self-govern-
ment rights of Inuit,” with the newly created Nunatsiavut Government to be 
governed by the “fundamental law of Inuit” as enunciated by the 159-page 
2002 Labrador Inuit Constitution. The constitution, among its many compo-
nents, included an Inuit charter of human rights, recognized Inuit customary 
law and its application to “any matter within the jurisdiction and authority 
of the Nunatsiavut Government,” and embraced laws to protect Inuit culture, 
language, and traditional knowledge. The Labrador Inuit Constitution creat-
ed a blueprint of Inuit values and a pathway to the rapid formation of a truly 
Inuit system of government in a region that’s adjacent to coastal waters of 
emergent strategic significance, with active commercial and subsistence fish-
eries, major strategic mineral deposits such as the Voisey’s Bay project, and 
the prospect of much future economic potential. It also showed a new path 
toward Aboriginal self-government, one that did not require a secession like 
Nunavut but instead forged a regional sub-government within an existing 
province, but with unique governing principles.

A Path toward Sovereign Independence: Beyond the 
Land Claims Model

The Arctic land claims model, with its subsequent modifications, has become 
an inspiration to many, proof positive of what can be gained through a deter-
mined, forward-looking effort to rebalance and modernize the relationship 
between the indigenous people of the North and the modern state. As with 
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any land reform effort, changes in land tenure can have a profound impact on 
the domestic balance of power, shifting, not just title to land, but the wealth 
created from that land, resulting in concentrations of economic power in 
the hands of a small indigenous population numbering in the thousands or 
tens of thousands. In Alaska and the Canadian Arctic, the Inuit have become 
owners of vast tracts of land, making them a landed elite with control over 
numerous economic and, increasingly, political levers. While not formally 
sovereign, they are poised to become influential stakeholders, partners in the 
consolidation of state sovereignty and in the economic development of the 
northern frontier. A comparable situation exists in the post-Ottoman Middle 
East, with extended tribal families and clans sitting at a powerful and lucra-
tive nexus of land ownership, natural resource wealth, and political power. 
While northern Natives in Arctic North America are not in command of the 
ultimate levers of sovereign state power, such as military forces or national 
treasuries, they do have in their possession or within reach many tools of 
regional power, making them dominant regional elites. As the climate warms 
and the Arctic basin yields more natural resource wealth, the economic re-
sources in their possession will also increase, and with that political influence.

In 2008, Greenland held a non-binding referendum on increasing the 
island’s autonomy and eventually restoring its sovereign independence; it was 
approved decisively, showing how the desire to be self-governing is universal 
across the Arctic.24 Denmark has shown a unique openness to the possibility 
of Greenland becoming formally independent (in contrast to the other Arctic 
states which attach great economic, strategic, and emotional/ideological sig-
nificance to their Arctic territories), and if independence happens, it would 
mark perhaps the final stage in the process that began with ANCSA nearly 
half a century ago, with the full restoration of sovereignty to an Arctic nation. 
Other microstates are sovereign (even if unable to defend that sovereignty) – 
from the South Pacific to the city-states of Europe. So why not in the Arctic? 
What a sovereign Arctic state will look like, how it affirms traditional Native 
values and balances modernization with tradition, will be fascinating to ob-
serve. The risks are real; Iceland’s economic collapse, Nunavut’s persistent 
social challenges, the near-collapse of Alaska’s Native corporations, are cau-
tionary tales to consider.
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Fostering a Tribe-State Partnership:  
A Sea Change in America’s Arctic Policy

In the closing hours of President George W. Bush’s presidency, the White 
House issued the first new American Arctic policy since 1994 – a fascinating 
document full of multilateralism, pledging the United States to work with 
international, regional, local, and even tribal organizations that continued 
to provide a blueprint for the Obama Administration, and appears to have 
been written with the new era in mind. The collaborative spirit of the policy 
update was so unexpected that the initial response was largely one of denial, 
with media attention fixating on the few unilateral components relating to 
national and homeland security, but not on the dozens of other more col-
laborative dimensions. Those unsung affirmations of a multilateral Arctic 
future reflected a rather sophisticated awareness of the transformation of the 
Arctic and showed an appreciation of the increasing role of its indigenous 
peoples – marking a collaborative and multilateral conclusion to his highly 
controversial presidency.

A tectonic shift – toward greater collaboration with, and participation 
of, the numerous tribal, national, and international actors on the circum-
polar stage – was evident in the first comprehensive re-articulation of U.S. 
national policy on the Arctic region since 1994.25 Indeed, it is noteworthy that 
among the six policy objectives identified in Section III, Part A of National 
Security Presidential Directive 66/Homeland Security Presidential Directive 
25 (NSPD-66/HSPD-25) – issued on January 9, 2009, in the final days of 
the Bush administration – were to “Strengthen institutions for cooperation 
among the eight Arctic nations” (objective 4) and to “Involve the Arctic’s 
indigenous communities in decisions that affect them” (objective 5). This is 
historically significant and demonstrates both an increased awareness of, and 
respect for, the growing political and economic participation of the Arctic 
peoples in governing their own affairs, as well as a continued commitment to 
a collaborative, multilateral approach to solving the region’s challenges. Also 
of significance: while the very first policy objective listed in Section III, Part 
A, is to “Meet national security and homeland security needs relevant to the 
Arctic region,” a point that dominated initial news coverage and commen-
taries on the new Arctic policy, the second objective listed is to “Protect the 
Arctic environment and conserve its biological resources,” while the third is 
to “Ensure that natural resource management and economic development in 
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the region are environmentally sustainable,” which will directly benefit the 
foundational pillars upon which the indigenous Arctic cultures depend for 
their cultural, nutritional, and economic survival. The sixth policy objective 
listed, to “Enhance scientific monitoring and research into local, regional, 
and global environmental issues,” further reinforces America’s renewed 
commitment to multilateralism at the top of the world, and to increasing its 
environmental knowledge at all levels, from the local to the global, during 
this time of Arctic transformation.

These important dimensions to the new U.S. Arctic policy were largely 
overlooked by many observers, in particular by the op-ed pages of several 
newspapers north of the border that emphasized the national security and 
unilateral dimensions of America’s new Arctic policy. But somehow, the un-
precedented level of collaboration that the White House embraced – with its 
top-level commitment to indigenous as well as global participation, and its 
refreshingly holistic approach to the region’s environmental and ecological 
health as well as to continued scientific research in the interest of protect-
ing this fragile domain – got overlooked in the first round of commentary, 
analysis, and opinion that greeted the release of the directive. Clarifying its 
policy, on 13 January 2009, the U.S. State Department provided a statement 
in response to a question at its daily press briefing in which it explained: “The 
new directive is the culmination of an extensive interagency review process 
undertaken in response to rapid changes taking place in the Arctic, the prin-
cipal drivers of which are climate change, increasing human presence in the 
region, and the growing demand for Arctic energy deposits and other natural 
resources” and noted the “directive focuses on seven broad areas of Arctic 
policy.”26 The State Department also reiterated its commitment to Arctic co-
operation, noting that “states safeguard their national security interests in 
numerous ways, some on their own, and some in cooperation with others. 
The United States wants to cooperate with other governments in the Arctic. 
The best way to address both the challenges and opportunities of the Arctic is 
through cooperation. Any U.S. action would respect international law.”27 This 
certainly does not suggest a go-it-alone attitude by the United States. Quite 
the contrary, it reflects an awakening to the increased participatory role of 
indigenous peoples, circumpolar neighbors, and international organizations 
in the management of the Arctic and the continued need for a multilateral ap-
proach to managing the Arctic’s unique challenges in the years ahead. While 
the new policy does not reflect a change of perspective on the legal status of 
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the Northwest Passage, or a softening in America’s commitment to freedom 
of the seas, it does suggest a sea change is underway in its perception of, and 
sensitivity to, the numerous challenges mounting at the top of the world as 
the ice continues its retreat and the prospect of a post-Arctic world enters the 
realm of the possible. Most importantly, it shows a far greater sensitivity to 
the interests and perspectives of the indigenous peoples as well as America’s 
Arctic neighbors, and a willingness to work together in a joint effort to resolve 
these challenges in the years ahead – so much so that America’s Arctic pol-
icy remained unchanged under the Obama administration, with Secretary 
of State Clinton, as noted above, providing her vocal support to the Arctic’s 
non-state peoples.

The Circumpolar Inuit Declaration:  
Reasserting Indigenous Sovereignty in the Arctic

On April 28, 2009, a delegation of Inuit leaders from Greenland, Canada, 
Alaska, and Russia presented a Circumpolar Inuit Declaration on Arctic 
Sovereignty28 in Tromsø, Norway, where the Arctic Council was meeting. 
It represented the Inuit response to their exclusion at Ilulissat, and while it 
does not directly consider the many details presented in the new U.S. Arctic 
policy, it nonetheless illustrates that both the Inuit and the modern state are 
converging in their conceptualization of Arctic sovereignty, with both view-
ing it to be an increasingly collaborative and mutually reinforcing concept. 
The declaration emerges from the work of the first Inuit Leaders’ Summit 
on November 6–7, 2008, in Kuujjuaq, Nunavik, in Northern Quebec, where 
they “gathered to address Arctic sovereignty” and “expressed unity in our 
concerns over Arctic sovereignty deliberations, examined the options for ad-
dressing these concerns, and strongly committed to developing a formal dec-
laration on Arctic sovereignty.”29 There, the Inuit leaders “noted that the 2008 
Ilulissat Declaration on Arctic sovereignty by ministers representing the five 
coastal Arctic states did not go far enough in affirming the rights Inuit have 
gained through international law, land claims and self-government process-
es.”30 In many ways, their declaration was their direct response to the foreign 
ministers of the Arctic states for their exclusion at Ilulissat, and it construc-
tively redresses this exclusion and persuasively argues for their central role 
in determining the fate of the Arctic. As the ICC observed in a press release 
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issued at this start of their effort in November 2008: “Sovereignty is a com-
plex issue. It has a variety of overlapping elements, anchored in international 
law. But fundamentally it begins with the history and reality of Inuit use and 
occupation of Arctic lands and waters; that use and occupation is at the heart 
of any informed discussion of sovereignty in the Arctic. Arctic nation states 
must respect the rights and roles of Inuit in all international discussions and 
commitments dealing with the Arctic.”31

The April 2009 declaration unveiled at Tromsø updates the Inuit policy 
on sovereignty in the Arctic and asserts that “central to our rights as a people 
is the right to self-determination,” which “is our right to freely determine 
our political status, freely pursue our economic, social, cultural and linguistic 
development, and freely dispose of our natural wealth and resources. States 
are obligated to respect and promote the realization of our right to self-de-
termination.”32 Section 2 of the declaration concerns the “Evolving Nature of 
Sovereignty in the Arctic,” and notes sovereignty “has often been used to refer 
to the absolute and independent authority of a community or nation both 
internally and externally” but that it remains a “contested concept, however, 
and does not have a fixed meaning.”33 Further, the declaration notes, “Old 
ideas of sovereignty are breaking down as different governance models, such 
as the European Union, evolve,” where “sovereignties overlap and are fre-
quently divided within federations in creative ways to recognize the right of 
peoples.”34 Therefore, for the Inuit, “issues of sovereignty and sovereign rights 
must be examined and assessed in the context of our long history of struggle 
to gain recognition and respect as an Arctic indigenous people having the 
right to exercise self-determination over our lives, territories, cultures and 
languages.”35 The Inuit further note that “recognition and respect for our right 
to self-determination is developing at varying paces and in various forms in 
the Arctic states in which we live,” and that:

Following a referendum in November 2008, the areas of self-gov-
ernment in Greenland will expand greatly and, among other 
things, Greenlandic (Kalaallisut) will become Greenland’s sole of-
ficial language. In Canada, four land claims agreements are some 
of the key building blocks of Inuit rights; while there are conflicts 
over the implementation of these agreements, they remain of vi-
tal relevance to matters of self-determination and of sovereignty 
and sovereign rights. In Alaska, much work is needed to clarify 
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and implement the rights recognized in the Alaska Native Claims 
Settlement Act (ANCSA) and the Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act (ANILCA). In particular, subsistence hunting 
and self-government rights need to be fully respected and accom-
modated, and issues impeding their enjoyment and implementa-
tion need to be addressed and resolved. And in Chukotka, Russia, 
a very limited number of administrative processes have begun to 
secure recognition of Inuit rights. These developments will pro-
vide a foundation on which to construct future, creative gover-
nance arrangements tailored to diverse circumstances in states, 
regions and communities.36

The Circumpolar Inuit declaration observes that in “exercising our right to 
self-determination in the circumpolar Arctic, we continue to develop innova-
tive and creative jurisdictional arrangements that will appropriately balance 
our rights and responsibilities as an indigenous people, the rights and respon-
sibilities we share with other peoples who live among us, and the rights and 
responsibilities of states,” and that in “seeking to exercise our rights in the 
Arctic, we continue to promote compromise and harmony with and among 
our neighbours.”37

However, even though the Ilulissat Declaration pledged the Arctic rim 
states to “use international mechanisms and international law to resolve sov-
ereignty disputes,” thus far “in their discussions of Arctic sovereignty,” the 
Arctic rim states “have not referenced existing international instruments that 
promote and protect the rights of indigenous peoples. They have also neglect-
ed to include Inuit in Arctic sovereignty discussions in a manner comparable 
to Arctic Council deliberations.”38 The Inuit declaration thus reminds us that 
the “inclusion of Inuit as active partners in all future deliberations on Arctic 
sovereignty will benefit both the Inuit community and the international com-
munity,”39 and that “extensive involvement of Inuit in global, trans-national 
and indigenous politics requires the building of new partnerships with states 
for the protection and promotion of indigenous economies, cultures and tra-
ditions.”40 These partnerships, the declaration contends, “must acknowledge 
that industrial development of the natural resource wealth of the Arctic can 
proceed only insofar as it enhances the economic and social well-being of 
Inuit and safeguards our environmental security.”
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Anything less will be rejected by the Inuit, and, with their many settled 
land claims accords, regional and territorial governments, and numerous 
mechanisms of co-management and environmental regulation, proceeding 
without the full support of the Inuit might be surprisingly futile. That’s why 
the Inuit have drawn a line in the tundra, and so vocally insisted that their 
exclusion from the table at Ilulissat must be redressed so that the future devel-
opment of the Arctic is a truly joint effort, not just between the Arctic states, 
but between the states and the Inuit as well.

The Warming Earth and the New Sea:  
Onset of the Arctic Spring

But there is still reason for hope, as evident by the tremendous progress made 
since 1971. But the challenges are still substantial – and just as we approach 
the end of this long journey of Native empowerment, with the institutional 
transformation of the Arctic nearing completion, a new challenge emerges: 
that of rapid climate change. The visible evidence is overwhelming, as illus-
trated by the record ice melts (coming decades ahead of scientists’ predic-
tions), the greening of the tundra as southern flora migrate north, and the 
melting of permafrost (affecting northern infrastructure and releasing meth-
ane trapped below, which could accelerate the warming trend.) The geophys-
ical landscape of the Arctic is in a rapid transition. While this presents new 
economic opportunities for the least-developed part of North America and 
promises to alleviate endemic poverty with new jobs and new sources of rev-
enue for the emergent Inuit governments, there is still much uncertainty and 
risk – particularly to subsistence hunting that depends on predictable wildlife 
migration patterns and on stable winter ice and summer ground conditions. 
At risk are the indigenous cultures that have evolved along with the unique 
Arctic ecosystem and all its interconnected components. But all of the efforts 
to modernize the Arctic’s political economy over these past forty years have 
empowered the indigenous people of the region to directly address, mitigate, 
and potentially resolve these new challenges, and to leverage the emerging 
economic opportunities – with a wide assortment of new tools and increasing 
levels of power. While that can’t stop or even slow the warming, it can at 
least enable the peoples of the Arctic to contribute toward the creation of new 
solutions, as they rise to the new challenges of this era.
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While many climate-change pessimists have concluded that the Earth 
system is heading into a profound climate crisis, and that action is required 
at a planetary level to prevent the coming tragedy caused by rapid climate 
change, a more optimistic few anticipate there will be far less severe conse-
quences and perhaps even some positive ones. Though evidence of climate 
change has tipped from speculative to possible to probable, a debate on win-
ners and losers of Arctic climate change is still worth having. Indeed, rather 
than focus on whether the Earth is warming or not; or whether the warming 
is anthropogenic or not, the fundamental question of whether climate change 
is ipso facto a crisis or merely one more challenge to adapt to is a question 
worthy of debate. Such a debate long seemed futile, given the degree to which 
the climate crisis camp had come to dominate the scientific and policy agen-
das, but just because there is a convergence of political correctness and polit-
ical power does not mean such a debate should not be held. Political action 
has always been a Newtonian phenomenon, with the individual unit being 
us, people, whether individual actors or various aggregations into groups 
such as clans, tribes, sects, nations, states, corporations, and multilateral al-
liances and coalitions. But scientific knowledge, with all its complexity, from 
the macro to the micro, from the cosmic to the quantum, has been forced to 
recognize less black-and-white truths, such as those unveiled by the imag-
inative leaps of Einstein and Heisenberg, among others, who found that, at 
the quantum level, the world is riddled with ambiguity. And when scaled up 
to global systems, these ambiguities do not disappear but instead cast a long 
shadow of paradox, uncertainty, and nonlinearity.

Climate change is thus more complex (and inherently uncertain) than 
the elegant simplicity that is generally required for effective political mobili-
zation for action – particularly at the planetary scale, which requires compel-
ling moral argumentation to alter the trajectories of nations and thus change 
the very destiny of humankind. The underlying reality of climate change is 
thus as fertile a ground for complexity and uncertainty as the riddles of chaos 
theory, and the dualistic ambiguities of quantum theory. And yet the climate 
activists keep warning us in no uncertain terms that the sky is falling, as 
Vice President Al Gore told us when he accepted his Nobel Peace Prize in 
2007 – though his words were more modest and less reified when he accepted 
his Oscar in Hollywood earlier in the year. But what if reality was less simple, 
and the future far from the predicted clarity presented in An Inconvenient 
Truth? It seems as if the climate-crisis movement has taken a page from the 
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anti-nuclear movement of an earlier generation, which argued passionately 
that there cannot be any winners in nuclear war, and, as a consequence, we 
must bottle up the atomic genie that we had unleashed to defend our very 
freedom and step away from the nuclear chasm before we fall into its abyss 
and self-destruct – the theme echoed in the 1983 film War Games when the 
WOPR computer simulating atomic war, nicknamed Joshua, came to realize 
that in nuclear war there could be no winners. Like Joshua, the anti-nucle-
ar activists had their cherished faith that we would all be losers in nuclear 
war, that the only solution was to step back from the brink and seek nuclear 
abolition.

But theirs was not the only point of view: closer to the strategic nerve-cen-
ters of the nuclear states emerged a diverse ecosystem of nuclear thinkers, 
strategists, and planners whose jobs involved figuring out how to do what 
the anti-nuclearists said was impossible: fighting and winning a nuclear war. 
Men like Herman Kahn dared to “think about the unthinkable,” coming up 
with various proposals and ideas to mitigate the risks and dangers of nuclear 
war, from civil defense preparations to detailed war plans in case deterrence 
failed. The Cold War ended quickly, and with a whimper, before there was a 
strategic nuclear show-down, a climactic big bang to end the era – so we’ll 
never know who was right or wrong. When it comes to climate change, its 
risks and dangers, and its opportunities as well, it is time again to “think 
about the unthinkable.” We must confront once more the self-same duality, 
the persistent ambiguity, that reluctant riddle that remains unanswered: can 
there be both winners and losers of climate change? And in the case of the 
Arctic, still locked in an Ice Age that never truly ended, might the impacts 
of climate change in fact be positive? Indeed, what if trying to slow, stop, 
or reverse global warming prevented the Arctic’s full integration into the 
world economy, its transformation from a frozen, under-populated desert 
region into a veritable oasis of life, ending the region’s long isolation with its 
transformation from the very “ends of the Earth” to tomorrow’s most central 
strategic crossroads? Indeed, what if life itself, an oasis of green, proliferated 
across the Arctic as it became increasingly habitable, its own indigenous peo-
ples lifted out of the poverty borne of their isolation as they became reunited 
with mankind?

Already, mule and white-tailed deer have migrated north, joining the 
moose and caribou populations, and barrenground grizzlies have begun to 
show a liking for the Far North’s warmer climes. While this will naturally 
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create more competition between newly arrived species and those who have 
been there since time immemorial, this need not be considered an unnatural 
or even an unfortunate turn of events. The abundance of deer has not been 
viewed with alarm by local hunters, who find its meat quite palatable. And 
while polar bears and grizzlies could become fierce competitors in the battle 
to survive above the treeline, some forward-thinking members of both sub-
species have shown a more collaborative instinct, a go-it-together approach 
that is yielding a brand new sub-species of hybrid “grolar” or “pizzly” bear. 
After all, scientists now think the polar bear evolved quite recently, perhaps 
as recently as 100,000 years ago – a mere blink in geological time, and its evo-
lutionary journey may therefore just be getting under way. And though the 
great white bear may one day cease to exist in its current pure form, the polar 
bear’s legacy will surely continue through the genetic mixing of evolution, as 
more and more hybrid bears emerge better able to survive in the post-Arctic 
world.

One important story often overlooked by climate change pessimists is 
that other half of the evolution story; not the extinction of species that did not 
make the cut, but the creation of those that did – as new genetic traits become 
strengths and not weaknesses. Life itself is a process of renewal and decay, 
extinction and species birth. Extinction may seem to be a terrible tragedy, 
nature’s own version of the human crime of genocide, but the rise of new 
species better suited to an altered landscape is something altogether different. 
Mourn we may of those unique species that leave our earthly stage; but not of 
the process itself, the very competition to survive, for this is the story we must 
continue to tell, indeed to act out, as players on the earthly stage. As the pre-
dominant creature, ruling over most of the Earth’s surface, we naturally want 
evolution to stand still, our time here to last forever. But this is not necessarily 
nature’s way. Nor is it nature’s way to pick sides, nor to keep one species alive 
at the expense of another’s arrival. We all have our time, its beginning and 
its end. These are issues that we need to keep in mind and explore without 
passing judgment. So while Al Gore has rightfully earned his Nobel Prize for 
Peace for his heart-felt and hard-fought effort to stop man’s silent war against 
the Earth, this does not mean his perspective is the only one to consider. From 
the Arctic perspective, Gore’s logic would mean a perpetuation of an Ice Age 
that the rest of the world was content to see end. But with climate change also 
comes the promise that the frozen polar sea, so long a barrier to progress, may 
now become a channel of commerce, a sea lane of hope, uniting the world at 
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its top, something many pragmatic Inuit leaders at the local and regional level 
embrace, knowing it means jobs for their people and growth for their com-
munities. So while national and circumpolar Inuit leaders lobby heads of state 
and UN officials to stop global warming, and equate the melting ice with an 
assault on Inuit traditions, their perspective is not the only one: in the isolated 
Inuit villages where poverty remains persistent, a more pragmatic perspective 
has taken root, one that looks forward to the increased maritime trade, tour-
ism, and natural resource development expected in a warmer Arctic.

In Greenland, the thawing of the Arctic is widely viewed to be an op-
portunity for that island-colony to become independent, with the promise of 
economic self-sufficiency. It is the promise of a post-Arctic world that inspires 
the people of Greenland, offering them not only a way out of endemic pover-
ty but a path toward true independence; they took their first step along this 
road two years ago, voting overwhelmingly in favor of increased autonomy 
in a non-binding but closely watched referendum on November 25, 2008, 
with a decisive 75 per cent yes vote. By voting yes so decisively, the people of 
Greenland were casting their vote for hope in a warmer future. As reported 
in Nunatsiaq News on December 14, 2009, “Greenland wants to develop and 
gain financial independence from Denmark, which would require a doubling 
of its output of climate-warming greenhouse gas emissions, Greenland’s pre-
mier Kuupik Kleist said during a news conference in Copenhagen.”41 Kleist 
explained that “Greenland has the right to pursue industrial development and 
offer its citizens more access to jobs, education, health care and independence 
– even if that means substantially increasing its production of climate-warm-
ing greenhouse gas emissions.”42 Greenlanders thus view the glacial retreats 
and earlier spring ice melts as an opportunity for growth and development, a 
view shared across much of the North.

And so it may be for all of the peoples of the Arctic. A post-Arctic world 
promises to put the North smack dab in the center of the world of commerce 
and geopolitics, as elegantly argued by Caitlyn L. Antrim in the summer edi-
tion of the Naval War College Review. The Far North will no longer be the 
“last frontier” or the “ends of the Earth.” Some observers, especially Arctic 
visionaries like the late Walter Hickel, who served twice as governor of Alaska 
and also as U.S. Secretary of the Interior, believe the coming years promise 
to bring many positive changes to the Far North. For the polar regions, the 
warming of the Earth may bring a true Arctic Spring, for its people, indeed 
for all people – fostering our unity, increasing our security, decreasing the 
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likelihood of conflict and war over natural resources in persistent trou-
ble-spots like the Persian Gulf, and reducing the risks faced at strategic 
chokepoints along current international shipping lanes such as the canals of 
Panama and Suez and the pirate-infested waterways off Somalia and along 
the Strait of Malacca. As Gorbachev hoped a generation ago, a thawing of 
long-frozen circumpolar relations could go far to reduce Cold War tensions; 
in our current era, a geophysical warming could go even further to reduce 
international tensions as new economic opportunities encourage old adver-
saries to rethink the nature of their relationships, evident in the recent reso-
lution of long-simmering border tensions between Russia and Norway, and in 
the renewed collaboration between the Canadian and U.S. coast guards in the 
High North, not to mention the historic reconciliation of tribe and state in 
the Far North that began with ANCSA a generation ago and which continues 
to this day.

We must therefore look beyond the question of whether the Earth is 
warming or not, or whether this warming is anthropogenic or not: the more 
salient question is whether Arctic climate change is by definition a crisis as 
it is so often portrayed far to the south – or if perhaps it may present a new 
and historic opportunity for the Arctic and its peoples. Indeed, the very real 
possibility exists that the people of the Arctic, and the Arctic states, could 
become the Earth’s biggest winners of climate change – after they adapt to 
the new contours of the post-Arctic world and overcome its early challenges. 
Instead of a future defined by doom and gloom, we may soon witness a com-
ing Arctic boom, and perhaps, in time, even a bountiful Arctic bloom. And 
that’s change we can all believe in.

Whether we call it the “Day of the Arctic,” as Walter Hickel did forty 
years ago, the “Age of the Arctic,” as Oran Young, Ed Struzik, and others have 
done in the decades since, or the “Arctic Spring,” as I do now, the strategic, 
diplomatic, economic and political opportunities ahead are indeed compel-
ling – for the peoples of the Arctic as well as the states that assert sovereignty 
up to the North Pole, where all cartographic divisions created by man magi-
cally disappear into a single, convergent point.
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Afterword: Think Again – The Arctic1

Lawson W. Brigham

Everyone wants a piece of the thawing Far North. But that doesn’t 
mean anarchy will reign at the top of the world.

“The Arctic Is Experiencing a Twenty-first-Century Gold Rush.”

Wrong. In August 2007, a minisubmarine carrying Artur Chilingarov, a 
Russian parliamentarian and veteran explorer, descended into the ice-cov-
ered sea at the North Pole, extended its robotic arm, and planted a Russian 
flag on the seafloor. The world’s reaction was swift, and in some cases furious. 
“This isn’t the 15th century,” fumed Peter MacKay, then Canada’s minister of 
Foreign Affairs. “You can’t go around the world and just plant flags and say, 
‘We’re claiming this territory.’”

Maybe not, but many countries are looking at the Arctic today with fresh 
eyes. Because of climate change, the Arctic Ocean’s summer ice cover is now 
half of what it was fifty years ago. In recent years, Russian and Canadian 
armed forces have staged Cold War-style exercises in the Far North, and in the 
summer of 2009 a pair of German merchant ships conducted voyages across 
the relatively ice-free waters of the Northeast Passage, the long-dreamed-of 
trade route from Europe to Asia. And maybe the only thing heating up faster 
than the Arctic Ocean is the hyperbole over what’s under it. “Without U.S. 
leadership to help develop diplomatic solutions to competing claims and po-
tential conflicts,” scholar Scott G. Borgerson wrote in Foreign Affairs in 2008, 
“the region could erupt in an armed mad dash for its resources.”
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It could – but it won’t. Anarchy does not reign at the top of the world; in 
fact, it’s governed in a manner not unlike the rest of the planet. The region’s 
land borders – shared by Canada, Denmark (which controls Greenland), 
Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and the United States – are all 
set and uncontested. Several maritime boundaries do remain under dispute, 
most notably those between Canada and the United States in the Beaufort 
Sea and between Canada and Denmark in Baffin Bay. But progress has been 
made recently in resolving even the thorniest disagreements: In April, after 
forty years of negotiating, Norway and Russia were able to forge an equitable 
deal for a new boundary in the Barents Sea, a continental-shelf area rich in 
fisheries and oil and gas reserves.

What about the part of the Arctic where sovereignty remains unresolved: 
the seafloor that Chilingarov tried to claim? Despite being covered with ice 
for much of the year, the Arctic Ocean is governed much like the rest of the 
world’s oceans – by a maritime treaty that has been ratified by all the Arctic 
countries except the United States, which generally abides by its terms anyway.

Chilingarov’s flag gambit was a clever bid for attention, but not much 
more than that. Although the resources of the Arctic seabed are likely to be 
partitioned among the five countries that could plausibly claim them, it won’t 
be on a first-come-first-served basis. The world has learned a lot since the re-
source and land grabs of earlier centuries; for the most part, the only scuffles 
over borders and oil fields today are in regions that are badly destabilized 
already.

“Climate Change Is Driving the Transformation of the Arctic.”

Not entirely. In recent decades the Arctic’s average temperature has risen 
almost twice as fast as the rest of the world’s. Sea ice is retreating, Greenland’s 
glaciers are melting, snow cover is decreasing, and permafrost is thawing. 
Some Arctic communities are literally washing away into the ocean. These are 
unprecedented changes, and they have had profound impacts on the culture 
and way of life of the Far North’s 4 million people, and especially its 400,000 
indigenous residents.

But the transformation in how humans use the Arctic hinterlands is be-
ing driven as much by global economics and natural resource availability as it 
is by climate change. It is mostly the work of a few industries: natural resource 
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development (think oil and gas, minerals, and timber), marine tourism (think 
cruise ships), and fishing.

Regional warming has had little effect, positive or negative, on Norway’s 
and Russia’s extraction plans, which have been driven by global prices of oil 
and gas. The cruise ship industry’s newfound interest in the Arctic, partic-
ularly the voyages now running along Greenland’s west coast, is in keeping 
with the expansion of tourism to once-remote destinations everywhere. 
Arctic voyages are lucrative, in demand, and relatively safe (pirates are few 
and far between in Baffin Bay). As for fishing, fleets and some fish populations 
are moving north as Arctic and sub-Arctic seas become warmer and more 
navigable. But the fleets are also there because fish stocks in more temperate 
waters have been badly overfished – and not necessarily just because of cli-
mate change.

“The Arctic Is a Vast Storehouse of Natural Resources.”

True. The Arctic’s resources may not be subject to an anarchic scramble, but 
that doesn’t mean they aren’t hugely valuable. The largest zinc mine on the 
planet, called Red Dog, is located in northwest Alaska. Across the Arctic in 
western Siberia is the massive Norilsk Nickel mining complex, the world’s 
leading source of nickel and palladium and one of its largest copper produc-
ers. Canada’s Baffin Island is home to one of the best undeveloped iron-ore 
deposits on Earth; European steel companies are already experimenting with 
ways to get the ore into their blast furnaces and envisioning a fleet of polar 
ore carriers that could deliver the mineral year-round. There are renewable 
resources, too: world-class fisheries in the Barents and Bering seas, and abun-
dant fresh water elsewhere.

But the most valuable Arctic commodities, today and in the future, are 
likely to be oil and gas. In 2008 the U.S. Geological Survey released a report 
indicating that natural gas resources above the Arctic Circle could amount 
to 30 per cent of the world’s undiscovered reserves; oil in the region was es-
timated at 13 per cent of the world’s undiscovered supply. (Saudi Arabia, by 
comparison, has 21 per cent of the world’s proven oil.)

Two Arctic states are already banking on the oil and gas reserves on their 
northern frontiers: Norway has developed the Snohvit gas field in the Barents 
Sea near the fishing-community-turned-industrial-port of Hammerfest and 
is shipping its output of liquefied natural gas to North America and Europe. 
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Russia has been similarly busy working the oil and gas fields of western Siberia 
and has recently started shipping oil from an offshore terminal in the Pechora 
Sea to Murmansk. But for the current global oversupply of natural gas, the 
giant Russian firm Gazprom would be making good on its longstanding plans 
to develop the Shtokman field in the eastern Barents Sea, one of the world’s 
largest natural gas deposits. Greenland has also linked its economic and per-
haps political future to offshore drilling, recently beginning work near Disko 
Island off its west coast.

Taken together, this means that the distant and once-economically 
unviable resources of the Far North will be linked to global markets more 
closely than ever before, playing an increasingly important role in the world 
economy. They constitute a new frontier of investment and industrialization 
and will add considerably to the fortunes of the countries that possess them. 
But these riches amount to an economic shot in the arm – not a fundamental 
game-changer – for the eight Arctic states, most of which are already ma-
jor producers of oil, gas, and minerals. Arguably, the countries that stand to 
be most transformed by the Arctic resource boom aren’t in the Arctic at all; 
they’re emerging, resource-hungry economies such as China and India whose 
future development is likely to be fueled by the exports of the Far North.

“The Arctic Will Become a Shipping Superhighway.”

Not so fast. As early as the fifteenth century, European monarchs and cap-
italists salivated over the idea of a navigable northern waterway that would 
allow them to reach the Pacific Ocean without a grueling sail around Africa 
or land crossing of Central Asia. Some in today’s shipping industry are no less 
enamored of the prospect: By one (perhaps optimistic) estimate, bringing a 
container ship from Northern Europe to the West Coast of the United States 
via Canada’s fabled Northwest Passage – whose deep-water route was ice-free 
for a few days during the summer of 2007 – could cut shipping costs 20 per 
cent. And the security challenges and threats (again, think pirates) would be 
minimal.

But just because ships will soon be able to traverse the Arctic doesn’t 
mean many actually will. The Northwest Passage and the Northern Sea Route 
across the top of Russia have indeed been made navigable by climate change, 
but only for a few days or weeks a year. Although several climate models 
predict an ice-free Arctic Ocean for a brief period each summer as early as 
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2030, they also project a mostly ice-clogged ocean in winter, spring, and fall 
through at least the end of the twenty-first century. No one predicts an ice-
free Arctic Ocean throughout the year.

This means that an Arctic Ocean crossing, while theoretically possible, 
might be too difficult and costly to be worth the effort. The more ice along an 
Arctic navigation route, the slower the ship’s speed, a factor that could eas-
ily negate the shorter distance gained by sailing across the top of the world. 
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Expensive polar-class ships – ice-breaking cargo carriers – would still be 
required for most operations. And many other economic details have yet to 
be filled in. The Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment released by the Arctic 
Council in 2009 found significant challenges and unanswered questions re-
garding the endeavor: Can it be economically viable as a global trade route if 
not conducted year-round? What are the risks assumed in Arctic navigation, 
and how will the marine insurance industry respond to them?

So, while modest volumes of cargo might be carried during the sum-
mers ahead, a majority of the Arctic voyages in the coming decades will be 
destinational: A ship sails north, performs an activity in the Arctic, and goes 
home. In other words, don’t expect a new Panama or Suez Canal. And even 
this more limited activity will require adaptation. The real challenge will be 
the development of rules to protect Arctic people and the environment from 
the new marine traffic, wherever it’s going.

“We Need a New Treaty to Govern the Arctic.”

Not really. Do we need a new international system to make sure the Arctic’s 
future is managed equitably and responsibly? That was what the seven coun-
tries with territorial claims on Earth’s other polar region decided in 1959 
when they set them aside to join five other countries in the Antarctic Treaty. 
Conceived at the height of the Cold War, the treaty reserved the uninhabited 
Antarctic for peaceful purposes, notably scientific research, banning military 
activity and prohibiting nuclear explosions and disposal of radioactive waste. 
Over a half-century later, it stands as a landmark of peaceful cooperation, 
demilitarization, and shared governance among the forty-seven countries 
that have signed.

It’s highly unlikely, however, that the Arctic countries would ever agree 
to the same sort of comprehensive treaty for the North. All have huge eco-
nomic stakes in the Arctic; some have centuries of sovereign claims to the 
region, and others still use its waterways for strategic purposes, even twenty 
years after the Cold War. And that’s fine because we already have a diplo-
matic framework to deal with most of the Arctic: the UN Convention on the 
Law of the Sea. The treaty allows coastal states everywhere – not just those 
in the Arctic – to extend their seabed claims beyond their sovereign waters, 
but only after extensive scientific surveys and submissions of geologic data 
to the New York-based UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental 
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Shelf. It is a complex process, but an orderly one. And it isn’t new: More than 
fifty claims have been submitted to the commission over the past decade. The 
International Maritime Organization, a UN agency, can also craft binding 
rules for shipping in the Arctic Ocean.

Then there’s the Arctic Council, an intergovernmental forum (established 
in 1996) that brings the eight Arctic states to the table along with six indige-
nous groups (and other observers) to discuss environmental protection and 
sustainable development. The council is essentially toothless, at least in a legal 
sense: It’s not bound by any treaties, and members have chosen not to deal 
with military and security issues, or even fisheries management. But it has 
nonetheless been a force for good, getting everyone in the habit of discussing 
the future of the region in a diplomatic setting. It has also conducted several 
pioneering assessments on climate change, oil and gas, and Arctic shipping. 
Look for it to take a more forceful role as Arctic relations become ever-more 
important. Already, it has a task force on search and rescue in the region, 
negotiating the first legally binding agreement among its members.

“Conflict Is Inevitable in the Arctic.”

No, it isn’t. The Arctic has been a geopolitical flashpoint before: During the 
Cold War, the United States and Soviet Union faced off directly in the re-
gion. But that was then. Today’s Arctic is governed by eight developed states 
that arguably cooperate more than they have at any other period in history. 
International collaboration in scientific research, for instance, is at record 
levels in the Arctic today.

The looming Arctic resource boom doesn’t threaten this stability – it re-
inforces it. States such as Norway and Russia have much to lose economically 
from Arctic conflict, as do the many non-Arctic countries and multinational 
corporations that will be among the eventual investors in, and consumers 
of, future Arctic ventures. No one is contesting anyone else’s sovereignty in 
the region; in fact, the Arctic might one day play host to the emergence of 
a new sovereign state, Greenland, with the support and encouragement of 
Denmark, its long-time colonial ruler.

This isn’t to say that saber-rattling hasn’t happened and won’t happen 
again in the future. Canada, Norway, and Russia have conducted military and 
naval operations in the region to showcase their capabilities and demonstrate 
their sovereignty. (The United States has been more modest in this regard, 
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though the U.S. Navy last fall did release a “roadmap” for the Arctic, em-
phasizing the need for military readiness in the Far North.) NATO’s role in 
the Arctic is uncertain and unfocused – five Arctic states are members, but 
three (Sweden, Finland, and Russia) are not – and the organization could 
go a long way toward reducing tension and building trust in the Arctic by 
promoting cooperation on matters of military security, law enforcement, and 
counter-terrorism there.

But none of this friction is beyond the realm of diplomacy. Even 
Chilingarov, the flag-wielding champion of Russian northern expansionism, 
understands the virtues of negotiation. When he met Chuck Strahl, Canada’s 
minister of Northern Affairs, in June of 2010, the first thing he reported-
ly did was invite his would-be adversary to a conference in Moscow: “The 
Arctic: Territory of Dialogue” (held in September, 2010). The two countries’ 
representatives have trumpeted their thawing relations in the Arctic, meeting 
regularly and even discussing plans to work together on mapping the seafloor 
where Chilingarov planted the Russian standard. The lesson is clear enough: 
The world has plenty of regions where serious conflict is a way of life already. 
Let’s worry about them first.

Note

 1 Reprinted and adapted (with permission 
of the publisher) from Lawson W. 
Brigham, “Think Again: The Arctic: 
Everyone wants a piece of the thawing 
far north. But that doesn’t mean 
anarchy will reign at the top of the 
world,” Foreign Policy 181 (September/
October 2010): 70–74; http://www.
foreignpolicy.com/articles/2010/08/16/
think_again_the_arctic.
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With a foreword by  
the Honorable Mead Treadwell, Lieutenant Governor of the  

State of Alaska and an afterword by Dr. Lawson W. Brigham, 
Distinguished Professor of Geography and Arctic Policy,  

University of Alaska Fairbanks.

In the past three decades, summer Arctic sea-ice coverage has shrunk by more 
than a third. Whether or not this unprecedented decline (faster than anyone pre-
dicted) is evidence of global warming, the pace of change calls for a reassessment 
of our understanding of the region. The planting of a Russian flag on the Arctic 
sea-bed beneath the North Pole in August 2007 is symbolic of the high stakes 
involved as the Arctic opens up to oil and gas exploration, shipping, tourism, and 
increased human habitation. The transformation of the Arctic is driven as much 
by global economics and natural resource availability as it is by climate change.

There’s a growing literature on the Arctic, but much of it emphasizes the 
climatological and ecological stresses and very little looks pragmatically at the 
military, defense, strategic, and macro-economic opportunities associated with 
the polar thaw. In this book, international scholars and military professionals ex-
plore the strategic consequences of sea-ice decline. Rather than a single national 
perspective, The Fast-Changing Arctic brings together circumpolar viewpoints 
from Europe, North America, and Asia for an integrated discussion of strategic, 
military, diplomatic, and security challenges in the high North.

The diverse nationalities and professional backgrounds represented in this 
book provide a broadly based forum for discussion of Arctic issues such as the 
feasibility of shipping through the Northwest Passage or the Northern Sea Route, 
sovereignty and territorial disputes, oil and gas exploration, fishing, coast guard 
responsibilities, and Arctic tourism. The contributors’ analyses of efforts by gov-
ernments and defense, security, and coast guard organizations to address current 
challenges make for timely and urgent reading. This is an important book for 
students of international relations, strategic studies, political science, and north-
ern studies.

BARRY SCOTT ZELLEN is a specialist on Arctic security, sovereignty, and self-
governance. He directs the Fast Changing Arctic project as a Senior Fellow at 
the Institute of the North and is a member of the board of directors of the Arctic 
Research Consortium of the United States.
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